
                                                                                                                                    

Regular perturbations, Brillouin-Wigner expansion, and 
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The least eigenvalue of an operator H = H 0 + g V is considered, where H 0 is a semibounded 
self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space and V is symmetric. It is shown that the J -type continued 
fraction (i.e., the sequence of the [N -I, N] Pade approximants) to the Brillouin-Wigner 
perturbation expansion converges to the eigenvalue, provided V is a regular perturbation of H o. An 
application of this result to some quantum mechanical systems, such as the helium atom, is briefly 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum theory one is very often faced with the prob
lem of computing the eigenvalues of a self-adjoint opera
tor H in a Hilbert space X written under the form 
H == Ho + gV, where g is a scalar parameter. Usually 
an exact solution for Ho is known, and V is treated as a 
perturbation. 

It is well known from the Rellich-Kato theory that 
under some appropriate conditions on H 0 and V the 
perturbation theory is regular, Le., the usual (Rayleigh
SchrOdinger) perturbation expansion in powers of g of 
the eigenvalues and eigenprojections has a nonzero 
radius of convergence. 1 It will be shown in this paper 
that the same conditions imply also the convergence of 
the J-type continued fraction (Le., of the [N -l,N] Pade 
approximants sequence) corresponding to the Brillouin
Wigner implicit perturbation expansion of the least 
eigenvalue E(g) of H. 

The utility of this result is twofold: First, the con
vergence takes place for any real g belonging to the 
maximal analyticity interval I of E (g), i.e., g may lie 
outside the radius of convergence of the Rayleigh
Schrodinger expansion,2 secondly, whereas the rate of 
convergence of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion may 
be very slow, the Pade approximants yield a good approx
imation method, due to their well-known monotonicity 
and bounding properties. The paper is organized as 
follows: In the next Sec. we state our hypotheses and 
establish the validity of the Brillouin-Wigner implicit 
formula for the case under discussion; in Sec. 3 we 
prove the convergence statement and point out briefly 
an application to the He atom and He-like ions. 

For an explicit expression of the approximants to 
E(g), as well as the relationship with the Rayleigh
Schrodinger expansion, the reader is referred to a re
cent paper of McClary, 3 where the same result is 
proven for a <I>4(x) quantum field theory model in two
dimensional space -time. 

2. BRILLOUIN -WIGNER PERTURBATION THEORY 

Let X be a Hilbert space, and Ho a positive self
adjoint operator in X. Let the eigenvalue Eo > 0, 
isolated and nondegenerate, with normalized eigen
vector <I> , be the least point of 6 (Ho). Let V be sym
metric and Ho-bounded in X, Le., let D(V):::J D(Ho) == D, 
and let there exist positive constants a and b such that 

is a self-adjoint holomorphic family of operators of 
type (A) and also of type (B o), defined for any com
plex g.l 

If we indicate with E(g) the least point of 6 (R), the 
above conditions imply the existence of a maximal inter
valle R, containing the origin, such that for any gEl 
E(g) is an analytic function representing an isolated non
degenerate eigenvalue of H == H(g).4 If peg) is the cor
responding eigenprojection, it will be analytic in the same 
interval, P(g)X being one-dimensional there. 

We proceed now to obtain the Brillouin-Wigner 
implicit formula for E{g). 

Let X.L be the Hilbert space X8<I>. If T is an operator 
in X, and p.L the orthogonal projection onto X, let T.L the 
operator in X.L defined by T.L == p.L T pJ.. 

If 1j; == 1j;{g) is the normalized eigenvector correspond
ing to E{g), 

(Ho + gV),y(g) = E(g),y(g), 

write 

>Ji(g) == <1> + >Ji.L(g), 

>JiJ.(g) == >JiJ. E X.L, (<I>, ,y.L) == ° 

(2.3) 

Applying pJ. to (2.3) and then taking in the same form
ula the scalar product with <I>, we get the two equations 

[(Ho + gV).L - E(g)],y.L + gp.L V<I> == 0, 

E(g) == Eo + g(<I>, V<I» + g(P.LV<I>, ,y.L), 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where Ho<I> == Eo<I> has been used. By elimination of ,y.L 
between (2.4) and (2.5), we get the Brillouin-Wigner im
pliCit equation for E(g): 

E(g) - Eo - g(<I>, V<I» == j(E, g), 

where 

[(E,g) = - g2(p.LV<I>, [(Ho + gV).L - E]-lp.LV<I». 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

By Lemma 2.1 below, for any g E l,j (E, g) exists in 
the interval - ex) < E < B(g), with B(g) > E(g), and since 
it is clearly a monotonically decreasing function of E, 
the eigenvalue E(g) must be the unique solution of (2.6) 
in the above defined interval, for any gEl. 

By Theorem 2.1, we can writej(E,g) under the form 

IIVul1 :::s allull + bllHoull, uED (2.1) j(E,g) ==-g2{K-l/2p.LV<I>,(1 +A)-lK-l/2p.LV<I», (2.8) 

These are the well-known conditions under which 

H == H{g) == Ho + gV (2.2) 
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where K == P.LHoP.L is of course a self-adjoint and 
strictly positive operator in X.L so that Kl/2 and K-1I2 
exist as positive self-adjoint operators in X.L, and A == 
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K-1/2(V - E)J.K-1/2 with A + 1 positive by Lemma 2.2. 
The usual Brillouin-Wigner implicit perturbation expan
sion comes from the expansion of (1 + A)-l in (2.8), and 
an approximate expression for the eigenvalue is obtained 
by truncating the expansion, substituting in (2.6), and 
solving the resulting algebraic equation. 

Let us turn now to the above mentioned statements. 

Lemma 2.1: For any real g the operator HJ. = 
(Ho + gV)J. = PJ.HpJ. is self-adjoint in X\ and for any 
g E f its lower bound B(g) is strictly greater than E(g). 

Proof: The first part of the statement is obvious. 
As for the second part, it will be shown that by the exist
ence of a o(g) > 0 that the interval (-cx:l, E + 0) belongs 
to the resolvent set of H. Since pJ. is a projection of nul
lity 1, we can use the well-known Weinstein-Aronszajn 
formula,5 which gives the relationship between the iso
lated eigenvalues of Hand PHP if P is a projection of 
finite nUllity. According to the Weinstein-Aronszajn 
method, we have to compute 

w(z, H) = Cu, (H - z)-lu), (2.9) 

u being any basis vector of (1 - pJ. )X, i.e., any non - zero 
vector proportional to <1>. By our hypotheses, there 
exists a transformation function6 U(g), analytic and 
unitary for gEl, such that p(g) = U(g)p(O)U(g)-l = 
U(g)PJ.U(g)-l. Taking u = U(g)<I> the spectral theorem 
yields 

1 
w(z,H) = --

E(g) - z 
+ .(oc, dp(A) 

. ---,gE I, 
E(g)+d A - z 

where E(A) is the spectral family associated with H, 
p(A) = (u, E(A)u), and d is the isolation distance of the 
eigenvalue E(g), positive for any g E f. 

It follows that w(z, H) is meromorphic in the whole 
complex z plane cut along the real axis from E + d to 
+ cx:l, with a simple pole at z = E( g). In addition, since 
zeroes and poles of a meromorphic function are iso
lated points, there is a o(g) > 0 such that w(z) is dif
ferent from zero for E(g) < z < E(g) + o(g). Hence 
by the second Weinstein-Aronszajn formula we can con
clude that no point of ~(HJ.) lies in the interval 
(-cx:l, E(g) + B(g», and this proves the lemma. 7 

Lemma 2.2: Let A be the symmetric operator in 
Xl. defined as A = K-1/2(V - E)J.K-1/2. Then A is a 
bounded and strictly positive operator in Xl., gEl. 

Proof:. Since V is H 0 -bounded in X, it is easy to 
see that (V - E)l. is K-bounded in Xl.. Now K is self
adjoint and semibounded in Xl. and (V - E)l. is sym
metric. It is known that this implies that the quadratic 
form «V - E)l.u, u) is relatively bounded with respect 
to the form (Ku, u) and the same is true for their clo
sures.s It follows that the symmetric quadratic form 
(K-1/2(V -E)l.K-1/2v , v) v E Xl., is bounded. Then A is 
bounded and hence self-adjoint. 

As for the positivity, we make use of an argument of 
McClary.3 Since B(g) > E(g) and E(g) is continuous, 
there exists E > 0 such that 

B(~1 ) > _1_ E(g) 
- E (1 - E) 

and there is a C (g) > E( g) such that 

B(1 ~ E ) > 1 ~ E C(g) > 1 ~ E E(g). 
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Then if E < C (g) we have as a quadratic form on DJ. 181 DJ. 

(Ho + 1 ~E V)'">B(1-=E) > 1 ~ E E (DJ. = Xl. n D), 

i.e., (Ho + gV)l. - E > HoJ. = EK, which is equivalent to 
the relation 1 + A > E on K1/2 DJ. 181 K1/2 DJ.. Since K1/2 
is positive and essentially self-adjoint on 9 D\ the set of 
vectors K1/2DJ. is dense in Xl. and the assertion follows. 

Theorem 2. 1: As an operator identity in Xl. we 
have 

[(Ho + gV)J. - E]-l = K-1/2(1 + A)-lK-1/2. (2.10) 

Proof: For any f E DJ. we can write 

[(Ho + gV)J. - E]f = K1/2(1 + A)K1/2f. (2.11) 

Now, as it has been seen before, D' = K1/2DJ. is dense in 
Xl. and by Lemma 2.2 (1 + A)D' is also dense. Hence for 
E < C we can invert (2.11) and conclude 

[(Ho + gV)J. - E]-l = K-1/2(1 + A)K-1/2. 

3. CONVERGENCE OF THE CONTINUED FRACTION 

The validity of the Brillouin-Wigner impliCit for
mula E(g) - Eo - (<1>, V<I» =f(E,g) 

f(E,g) =-g2(K-1/2pJ.V<I>,(1 +A)-lK-l/2pJ.V<I» (3.1) 

has been justified in the former Sec. Let us turn now 
to the convergence questions. 

Theorem 3.1: The Brillouin-Wigner expansion of 
E(g) has a non-zero "radius of convergence". 

Proof: Since A is bounded, we can expand (1 + A)-l in 
geometrical series in (3.1): 

f(E,g) = I; (-l)n Cn ; C n = (K-1/2pJ.V<I>,AnK-l/2V<I» 
n=O (3.2) 

and there is a D(E) such that 

lenl <D(E)n, n=0,1,2, .. ·. (3.3) 
00 

This shows that the power series 6 Cn(-z)n has a 
n=O 

nonzero radius of convergence, depending on E and g. 

Lemma 3. 1: Let M be the upper bound of 6 (A). 
The Hausdorff moment problem 

C = n n = 0, 1, 2, "', (3.4) 

where the numbers en are defined by (3.2), n = 0,1,2"', 
and dcp(x) is a positive measure on [- 1 + E, M], has the 
unique solution cp(x) = (K-l/2pl.V<I>, E(x)K-l/2pl.V<I» 
where E(x) is the resolution of the identity of A. 

Proof: The fact that dcp(x) is a solution of (3.4) is a 
direct consequence of the spectral theorem. The unique
ness comes from the general statement that whenever 
a Hausdorff moment problem has a solution it is deter
mined.1 o 

Consider now the sequence of orthonormal polynomials 
P n (z), n = 0, 1, 2, ... , of degree n, obtained from the 
powers 1, z, ... , Z n through the Gram -Schmidt orthogonal
ization procedure, the orthogonality being defined by 
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M 

I P m (X)Pn (X)dq; (x) = li m •n · 
-1+( 

Consider also the polynomials Qn(z), of degree n -1, 
defined as 

( ) J
M Pk(Z) - Pk(x) ) 

Q z = - dq;(x. 
n -1+( z-x 

As is well known, 11 the rational functions Qn(z)IPn(z) 
are the successive approximants of the J -type continued 
fraction associated with the power series 6n~O Cn(z)n. 
It is also well known 12 that Q n (z) I P n (z) coincide's with 
the [n - 1, n] Pade approximant to the power series 
~;=OCn(ztn-1, uniquely defined as that rational func
tion whose Taylor expansion at the origin coincides with 
6~OCn(+ z)-n-1 up to the order 2n- 1. Let us indicate 
with QnlPn the sequence Qn(z)IPn(z) I z=-I' The con
vergence statement for the eigenvalue is the following: 

Theorem 3.2: Letfn(E,g) = - QnlPn' and E,.(g) be 
the least solution of the equation E(g) = f n (E, g) + Eo + 
(<I>, V<I». Then for any gEl, En(g) decreases monotoni
cally to E(g) as n ---7 <X>. 

Proof: Since the coefficients en have the representa
tion (3.2), it is well known11 that for z < - 1 + E the 
rational functions Qn(z)IPn(z) are positive and mono
tonically decreasing as ---7 r:t:J. Furthermo~e, since the 

Q (z) M dq;(x) 
representation (3.2) is unique, lim _n_ = f ---

n-OO P,,(z) -1+< x - Z 

= _(K-li2 p.L V<I>, (z -A)-lK-1I2 p.l. V",), uniformly in any com
pact subset of the complex z plane cut along the real 
axis from -1 + E to M11. We may then take z = -1, so 
that f n (E, g) is negative and monotonically decreasing to 
f(E,g) as n ---7 r:t:J, and consequently En(g) is monotonically 
decreasing as well, with lim En(g) = E(g). 

n -00 

Let us briefly indicate now an application to the 
Helium atom and Helium-like ions. In this connection 
the present result justifies earlier computations of the 
ground state energy of the above mentioned systems by 
means of the [n - 1, n] Pade approximants applied to the 
Brillouin -Wigner expansion .13 

In atomic units, the Schr6dinger operator for a system 
conSisting of a fixed nucleus of charge Z and two elec
trons is given by H = Ho + gV, where 

Ho = T-U, 

1 
V=-, g=1/z, 

T12 
z > o. 
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Here:; i = (x i' Y i' Z i)' i = 1,2, is the position of the 
ith electron, and r12 = [(Xl -X2)2 + (Y1 -Y2)2 + 
(zl - z2):l JlI:l is the relative distance. fl.;> i = 1,2, is 
the three-dimensional Laplacian 02 lax i 2 + a2 lay? + 
a2 /az? 

It is well known that H = H( g) can be realized in 
L2(R6) as a self-adjoint holomorphic family of type 
(A) as well as (Bo) defined for any complex g.14 

It is also known15 that for any g > 0 the least (ground 
state) eigenvalue is isolated and nondegenerate. It is 
then possible to apply the former statements and conclude 
that the [n - 1, n] Pade approximants to the Brillouin
Wigner expansion converge to the ground state eigen
value for the He atom and any He-like ion.16 

'T. Kato, Perturbation Theory for Linear Operators (Springer
Verlag, Berlin, 1966), especially Chap. VII. 

2The analytic continuation of E(g) in a region outside the radius of 
convergence of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion has been obtained 
through the Mittag-Leffler method. See M. Reeken, J. Math. Phys. 11, 
822 (1970). 

'w. K. McClary, Commun. Math. Phys. 24, 171 (1972). 
41 c R here is the maximal analyticity interval, containing the origin, 
of E(g) as the least eigenvalue of H. The maximal analyticity interval 
of E(g) as an eigenvalue of H may contain I, because there may be 
level crossing without singularities. Our definition excludes that such 
a level crossing can take place for gel. (See Ref. I. Chap. 11-6.4 and 
VII-3.1,2. 

'Reference I, Chap. IV -6.1, 2. 
"Reference I, Chap. II-6.2 and VII-3.2. 
7The second Weinstein-Aronszajn formula does not hold for z = O. 
This makes no difficulty, because in the present case Ho is semi
bounded as well as H. 

"Reference I, Chap. VI-I. 7. 
"Reference I, Chap. V-3.!!. 
,oJ. Shohat and J. D. Tamarkin, The Problem of Moments (A. M. S. 

Colloquium Publications, Providence, R. I., 1943). 
"N. I. Akhiezer, The Classical Moment Problem (Oliver and Boyd, 

London, 1965). 
12See, e. g., The Pade Approximant in Theoretical Physics, edited by 

G. A. Baker and J. L. Gammel (Academic, New York, 1970). 
"G. L. Bendazzoli, O. Goscinski, and G. Orlandi, Phys. Rev. 2A, 2 

(1970). 
i4Reference 1, p. 410 
"T. Kato, Trans. Americ. Math. Soc. 70, 212 (1951). 
i6 A constant must be added to H 0 to make it a positive operator. 

Of course this does not change anything in the procedure. 
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The aim of this paper is to provide the user with tools for the solution of linear differential equations 
with random coefficients. Only analytic methods which lead to expressions in closed form for first 
and second order moments and probability distributions of the solution are considered. The paper 
deals both with approximate methods which require the existence of a small (or large) dimensionless 
parameter and with the method of model coefficients, where the true coefficients of the stochastic 
equation are replaced by random step functions with the same first and second order moments and 
probability distributions, chosen in such a way that the equation can be solved analytically. The 
second procedure does not rely on the existence of a small parameter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a linear system subject to time dependent 
stochastic perturbations (both in the external forces and 
in the parameters). The evolution of such a system is 
governed by a set of linear differential equations with 
random coefficients (stochastic equations) of the form 

i,j = 1, ... ,n, (1. 1) 

where W is an element of a probability space n, the Xj 
describe the state of the system in an n- dimensional 
space and where the parameters (coeffiCients) Mj.(w; t) 
and the forces F j (w; t) are prescribed stationary 'ran
dom functions of the time variable t. To simplify the 
notation, w will usually be omitted. In addition to Eq. 
(1. 1), a set of initial conditions is given (usually non
random) 

Xi(W;O) = X? (1. 2) 

Examples of physical applications of linear stochastic 
differential equations are mentioned in the concluding 
section. Broadly speaking, by "solving" a stochastic 
equation we mean finding the statistical properties of 
the solution. Notice that most of the material covered 
in this paper can be extended to linear stochastic opera
tional differential equations involving time dependent 
stochastic operators in an abstract finite- or infinite
dimensional space. However, the more difficult problem 
of stochastic partial differential equations is not 
covered here (see, e.g., Refs. 1-3). 

When dealing with the linear stochastic equation (1. 1), 
it is convenient to introduce the Green's function G 
satisfying an equation which in matrix notations reads 

.!!:.... G(t, t') = M(t)G(t, t'), 
dt 

G(t' ,t') = I, (1. 3) 

where I is the identity matrix. In terms of G, the solu
tion of Eq. (1. 1) with the initial condition (1. 2) may be 
written 

X(t) = G(t, 0) X(O) + fot G(t, t') F(t')dt'. (1. 4) 

The aim of this paper is to present the reader with a 
variety of methods which have proved to be useful in 
dealing with physical applications. We shall concentrate 
on analytic methods leading to exact or approximate 
solutions in closed form. Questions of existence, unique-
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ness, measurability, stability, etc., will not be considered 
here. 4 ,5,6 

It is useful to distinguish between two approaches: 
one either tries to find an approximate solution of the 
stochastic equation using the true random coeffiCients, 
or to find an exact solution using a model (e. g. , a Mar
kov process) for the random coefficients. 

In Sec. 2, various approximation methods will be re
viewed and their validity discussed. This includes the 
Born approximation, the static apprOximation, the Bour
ret and related approximations (diffusion and Hashmin
skii limits, Kraichnan direct interaction approximation). 
The concept of Kubo number, a measure of the effect of 
the stochastic perturbation over one correlation time, 
is introduced. 

In Sec. 3, it is shown that the mean Green's function of 
a linear stochastic differential equation can be obtained 
explicitly for a rather large class of random coefficients 
called kangaroo processes (KP) for which the Single time 
probability distribution and the two-time second order 
moments can be chosen in a rather arbitrary way. Par
ticular attention is given to the validity of the approxima
tion procedure where the true coefficients of a stochastic 
equation are replaced by KP coefficients. 

In Sec. 4, the calculations are extended to second order 
moments and probability distributions of the solution, and 
also to the inhomogeneous case. Nonlinear stochastic 
differential equations are also briefly considered in con
nection with the Liouville equation approach. It is also 
shown that for certain conservative systems, the asymp
totic probability distribution of the Xj(t) for t ~ co can be 
obtained explicitly from ergodic theory. 

Sections 2,3 (excepting part C), and 4 (excepting part 
A) can be read independently. 

Finally, we mention that, as far as the result are con
cerned, there is quite a bit of overlap between this paper 
and other papers on linear stochastic differential equa
tions, 7.8 especially in Sees. 1B and 3A. The distinctive 
features of this paper are that 
(i) many results usually obtained by Fokker- Planck 
techniques are here derived simply by averaging the 
equations and using the semigroup property of the 
Green's function; 
(ii) a large class of exactly soluble equations is obtained; 
(iii) the ranges of validity of the various methods are 
carefully examined and a guide for the user is given in 
the last section. 
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2. APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE FOR 
LIMITING CASES. 

A. Short time perturbation expansions: The Born and 
mean Born 

We start from Eq. (1. 3) for the Green's function, 
written as 

:t C(t,t')=[Mo +M1 (t)]C(t,t'), C(t',t')=l, (2.1) 

where we have separated the stationary random matrix 
M(t) into its mean value Mo and its fluctuating part 
M 1 (t); Eq. (2. 1) is easily recast into the following integ
ral form 

C(t t') = eMo(t-t') + ft eMo(t-t")M (t")G(t" t')dt" (2.2) 
, t' 1, 

which, when iterated, yields the well-known von Neumann 
series 

To study the convergence of this expanSion, we assume 
that M 0 and M 1 (t) are operators acting in a normed 
space. The norm of the vector X is denoted II X II. 
Furthermore, we assume that 

(2.4) 

This condition is satisfied if, e.g., Mo is anti-Hermitian 
or dissipative. In the rest of this paper we shall de
note by a the order of magnitude of the fluctuations of 
the coefficients of the stochastic equation (1. 1). This 
can be measured, e. g. , by the largest dispersion of the 
coefficients of M(t) assumed to be finite. To avoid un
necessary complications, we assume in this section, the 
much stronger condition 

II Ml (t) II ~ a (2.5) 

almost surely and for any t. It is then easily seen that 
the norm of the nth term in the perturbation expansion 
(2. 3) is less than 

It - t'l n an,. 
n. 

We conclude that the perturbation expansion is always 
convergent and that 

C(t, t') = eMo(t-t') + O( It - t' I a); (2.6) 

for moderate values of It - t' I a we can use the Born 
approximation 

C(t, t') = eMo(t-t') + ft~ eMo(t-t1) Ml (t1) eMo(t1-t') dt1 
+ 0[( It - t'l a)2]. (2.7) 

Consider now the mean Green's function (C(t, t'». 
Since (M1 (t» = 0, the second term in Eq. (2. 3) vanishes 
upon averaging. Expanding to second order we obtain 
the "mean Born approximation" 

(C(t t'» R:l eMo(t-t') + ft dt f t, dt eMott-t,) 
, t' 1 t' 2 

X (Ml(tl)eMo(tl-t2) M
l

(t
2

» e Mo (t2- t '). (2.8) 

At first sight, the validity of (2.8) as an approximation 
still requires I t - t' I a« 1. However, let us assume 
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time T corr as the integral scale of the autocorrelation 
[roughly speaking, Tcorr is the time over which Ml (tl) 
and M1 (t2 ) are appreciably correlated]. Now, we notice 
that the major contribution to the double integral in (2. 8) 
comes from It 1 - t21 ;:; T corr; as a consequence the 
order of magnitude of the second term on the rhs of (2. 8) 
is only a 2T corr It - t' I and not a 2 It - t'12. Hence, the 
validity of the mean Born approximation requires 

a2Tcorr It- t'l« 1, 

which is weaker than It - t'l a « 1 provided that 
It- t'l» T corr ' 

(2.9) 

B. Weak perturbations: Bourret approximation, the white 
noise, and Hashminskii limits 

Clearly, when It - t'l a »1, the perturbation expansion 
is of little use. We now seek an approximate expression 
for (C(t1- t'» valid for arbitrarily large 1 t - t'l. 

Iterating the integral equation (2. 2) once averaging, 
we obtain 

We notice that 

(C(t, t'» = (C(t - t', 0» (2.11) 

which is a consequence of the stationarity of M 1 (t); we 
may therefore as well set t' = 0. Differentiating with 
respect to t, we obtain 

:t (C(t,O» = Mo(C(t,O» + fot(Ml(t)eMoU-t') 

x Ml (t') C(t', 0» dt'. (2.12) 

Bourret9 has proposed the follOwing closure approxima
tion 

(Ml (t) e
Mo (t -t') Ml (t') C(t', 0» 

R:l (M
l 

(t) e Mo (t -t') Ml (t'» (C(t', 0» , (2. 13) 

originally obtained by him as a first order approxima
tion on the basis of a diagrammatic expansion; 9 this 
approximation can also be obtained quite differently as 
will be shown below. 

Equation (2. 12) reduces upon use of (2.13) to a 
simple integrodifferential equation for (C(t, 0» which we 
shall call the Bourret equation: 

d
d (C(t, 0» = M 0 (C(t, 0» + f t (M

l 
(t) eMo (t -t') 

t 0 
x Ml(t'»(C(t', 0) dt', C(O,O) = L (2.14) 

Equivalent equations have been proposed by Keller10 

and Frisch 2;closed equations of this type for mean 
quantities are generally called master equations. Notice 
that the Bourret equation is easily solved by Laplace 
transformation. Indeed, defining 

(G(z» = fo co e iz t (C(t, 0» dt 

and 
K(z) = foco e iz t (M1 (t) e

Mot 
M1 (0» dt, 

we obtain 

(G(z» = [- iz - Mo - K(z)p. 

(2. 15) 

(2. 16) 

(2. 17) 
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Now we investigate the validity of the closure assump
tion (2. 13). Let us assume that 

II G(t, 0) II ~ 1. (2. 18) 

This condition is usually satisfied, since in most applica
tions Mo + Ml (t) is anti-Hermitian and, hence, G(t, 0) is 
unitary. It is known that any Green's function satisfies 
a semigroup property 

G{t',O) :::;:: G(tf , s) G(s, 0). 

From the preceding section, we have 

G(tf , s) = eMoU'-s) + O(a(tf - s». 

From (2. 18), (2. 19), and (2. 20) we obtain 

G(tf,O) = eMo<t'-s) G(s, 0) + O(a(tf - s». 

Assuming 

a It' - s I « 1, 

(2. 19) 

(2.20) 

(2. 21) 

(2. 22) 

we can write the lhs of (2. 13) in the following form: 

(M1(t)eMo(t-t
f
) M1(t')G(i',0» Rl (M1(t)eMoU-t')Ml(t') 

x eMo<t'-s) G(s, 0». (2.23) 

We now make the fundamental assumption that Ml (i) has 
a finite correlation time T corr ' For 

It' - s I» Tcorr (2.24) 

the stochastic Green's function G(s, 0), which is a func
tional of M 1 (T) for ° < r < s, is only very weakly corre
lated to M 1 (tf) and M 1 (t)(i > if). It is therefore legitimate 
to factorize the rhs of (2. 23) to obtain 

(M
1
(t)e Mo (t-t

f
j Ml(tf)G(tf,O» Rl (M

1
(t)e Mo (t-t

f
) Ml(tf» 

x (e Mo (&'-5) G(s, 0» . (2. 25) 

Using again (2. 20), we obtain the desired closure approxi
mation (2. 13). 

The compatibility of (2. 22) and (2. 24) obviously re
quires 

K = a Tcorr« 1. (2.26) 

The dimensionless number K, sometimes called the 
generalized Reynolds number, 2 will be called the Kubo 
number I because it was first introduced by KUbo. 11 

In deriving the Bourret equation we implicitly assumed 
t » Tcorr; tUis is indeed a consequence of i> t' > s > ° 
and of (2.24). In fact, the Bourret equation is also valid 
for small times since it can be checked that the pertur
bation expansion solution of Eq. (2. 14) agrees with the 
mean Born approximation (2.8) up to the order of a2• 

It is interesting to notice that the closure approxima
tion (2. 13) and the Bourret equation become exact, what
ever the Kubo number, if M 1 (t) is of the form 

(2. 27) 

where m(t) is a dichotomic Markov process (also called 
random telegraph process) and L1 is a constant matrix. 12 

Recall that the dichotomic Markov process is defined as 
a step function with values ± 1, the transitions occurring 
at Poisson distributed times; this process is a speCial 
case of the KAP introduced in Sec. 3A. 
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The Bourret equation (2.14) is a "non-Markovian" 
master equation, i. e. ,the derivative of {G (t, 0» involves 
an integral over past values of the mean Green's function. 
Yet, the Bourret equation can be used as starting point 
for the derivation of various Markovian approximations 
which we shall now consider. 

For t » T corr the Bourret equation can be reduced 
to the following Markovian form, first given by Kubo: l1 

:t (G(t, 0» = (Mo + fooo (M1(s)e
M05 

M 1(0)e- MOS
) dS) 

X (G(t,O», (G(O,0» == I. (2.28) 

To derive Eq. (2. 28) from the Bourret equation (2.4), we 
notice that, as a consequence of K« 1, we have for 
It- tf 1< Tcorr 

G(t'O) Rl e -Mo(t -t') G(t, 0). (2. 29) 

To obtain (2.28) we then put t - t' :::;:: S and integrate 
over s from zero to infinity, rather than from zero to 
t; this is legitimate provided that the covariance of 
M1 (t) is integrable, since the integrand will be negli
gible for t» T corr' 

The Kubo equation (2. 28) has two limiting cases which 
actually cover all situations as we shall find later. First, 
the white noise limit: write M 1(t) = aMi (t/Tcorr) and 
let Tcorr ~ 0, a ~ co in such a way that a 2 Tcorr ~ D. 
It is easily seen that in this limit the factors e±Mos in 
Eq. (2. 28) cancel out and that the Kubo equation goes over 
into 

:t (G(t,O» = Mo{G(t,O» + D fooo (Mi(s) Mi(O» ds{G(t, 0». 
(2.30) 

Since, in the white noise limit, the Kubo number K = aTcorr 
goes to zero, Eq. (2. 30) becomes exact. (Notice that, 
whereas the amplitude of white noise is infinite, its 
strength, measured by the Kubo number, is zero.) In 
Ref. 13 the reader will find another derivation of a 
master equation equivalent to (2. 30) which uses the 
fact that white noise can be defined as the limit of shot 
noise. 

We turn now to the Hashminskii limit. If we let the 
strength a of the stochastic perturbation go to zero, the 
variations of the Green's function over a finite time 
interval will be entirely due to Mo. We now factor out 
the variation to M 0 by introduCing the "interaction rep
resentation" 

(2. 31) 

Then, we let t ~ co in such a way that a2 t remains finite; 
this results in a finite variation of (G I)' Indeed, writing 
M1 = aMi and t = T/a2 , we find that in the limit a ~ 0, 
the Kubo equation (3. 28) goes over into the Hashminskii 
equation 

~ (GI(r,O» = H(G/(r, 0» , 
dr 

wherein 

(2. 32) 

H = lim e -MOT/02 fooo (M1 (s) eMos M1'<0) e-MOS) ds e +Mo T/02. 

0->0 (2.33) 
.. f th . -M T/n 2

A +M T/02 LImIts 0 e form llmo-> 0 e 0 e 0 are fre-
quently used in the quantum mechanical theory of S mat
rices. 14 The existence of the limit requires that M 0 be 
anti-Hermitian; it is then easily checked that H com
mutes with Mo (hint: take a representation where Mo is 
diagonal). This result greatly simplifies the resolution 
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of the Hashminskii equation. 15 other derivations of the 
Hashminskii equation, based on Fokker- Planck tech
niques may be found in Refs. 16 and 17. 

Let us now investigate more closely the validity of 
the white noise equation (2. 3D) and the Kubo equation 
(2. 28); we see that the only difference is the drop out 
of the factors e±Mos. Since the integral over s extends 
over roughly one correlation time T corr ' we may 
safely neglect the exponentials if the following condition 
is fulfilled 

II Mo II Tcorr « 1. (2. 34) 

For the Hashminskii limit the problem is somewhat 
more difficult. Consider the Kubo equation (2. 28); the 
first operator Moon the rhs, which is usually anti
Hermitian, does not contribute to the relaxation of the 
mean Green's function as t ~ <Xl. This relaxation comes 
entirely from the second operator 

(2. 35) 

By dimensional analysis we find that this operator is of 
the order of a2Tcorr' Hence, the relaxation time trel 
must be of the order of (a2Tcorr)-I. If we now rewrite 
the Kubo equation in the interaction representation, we 
obtain 

~ (C I (t, D) = e - Mot Re + Mot (C I (t, D) ) . (2. 36) 
dt 

-M t +M t . 
If t is large enough we can replace e 0 Re 0 by Its 
limit for t ~ <Xl which is precisely the Hashminskii 
operator H (within trivial changes of notations). Now the 
times t of interest are of the order of trel f':j (a2Tcorr)-I, 
hence the condition to be fulfilled is 

(2.37) 

If we recall that K = aT co r« 1, we find that one of the 
two conditions (2. 34) and (2. 37) is automatically satis
fied; there is even some overlap. We thus arrive at the 
important conclusion that if the Kubo number is small 
and if t » T Corr it is always possible to use one of the 
two white noise and Hashminskii limits. 

Remark: KraichnanI8 has proposed another master 
equation for the mean Green's function called the direct 
interaction equation. With 

.E:.... (C(t,D) = Mo(C(t,D) + f (MI(t)(C(t- t',D) 
dt 0 

x MI (t') (C(t', D) dt'. (2. 38) 

This nonlinear equation is an exact consequence of 
Kraichnan's random coupling model. It can also be ob
tained from the theory of parastochastic operators. 3 
The usefulness of the Kraichnan equation as an approxi
mation is questionable. For small values of the Kubo 
number, the Kraichnan equation is equivalent to the much 
simpler Bourret equation, and for large values of the 
Kubo number, it can no longer be used as an approxima
tion. For linear stochastic ordinary differential equation, 
a much more powerful method will be described in the 
subsequent sections. Nevertheless, the Kraichnan method 
of stochastic models, the essence of which is to intro
duce an additional stochastic element into the equation 
to make it tractable, remains very useful in dealing with 
nonlinear stochastic equations, particularly in the field 
of turbulence. 19- 2I 
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C. Strong perturbations: The static approximation 

The Bourret equation is limited to the case when the 
effect of the stochastic perturbation over one correla
tion time is weak, i.e., when aTcorr « 1. In the opposite 
case, 

K = aTcorr » 1, (2.39) 

the mean Green's function (CU, D) can be substantially 
affected by the stochastic perturbation for times t satis
fying 

t« T corr ' (2.4D) 

Since the stochastic operator M(T) undergoes insignifi
cant changes for D;£ T ;;;; t « T corr ' we may as well 
neglect its time dependence (but not its randomness) and 
integrate Eq. (1. 3) to obtain 

(C(t,D) f':j Cs(t) = (exp{tM}). (2.41) 

C s(t) will be called the static mean Green's function. It 
is often useful to deal with the static resolvent, the Lap
lace transform of the static Green's function 

(2.42) 

The explicit calculation of G s(z) requires only a matrix 
inversion and an averaging over the probability distribu
tion of the coefficients of M. 

At first sight, the static approximation is restricted 
to t« T corr ' However, in many problems, the mean 
Green's function is damped by phase mixing or dissipa
tion for t ~ <Xl. If the damping time is small compared 
to T corr ' the static Green's function can be used to des
cribe the full relaxation. An example is provided by the 
pseudO-OSCillator discussed in Sec. 3C. 

3. THE METHOD OF MODEL COEFFICIENTS 

From the preceding chapter, we know that the Born 
approximation is limited to short times and that the 
Bourret and static approximation are limited to respec
tively small and large Kubo numbers. Such approxima
tions are of no use if the Kubo number is of the order 
of one and if it is necessary to follow the evolution of 
the mean Green's function over times long enough so 
that there is an appreCiable damping by phase mixing. 
There is thus need for a method which puts no restric
tion on the Kubo number; of course, the results of Sec. 2 
should be recovered in the corresponding limits . 

If we recall that the Bourret equation involves in an 
essential way the two time second order moments (cova
riance) of the stochastic coeffiCients, whereas the static 
Green's function involves the Single-time probability 
distribution of the coefficients, it is clear that an approxi
mate master equation for the mean Green's function 
should involve both the probability distribution and the 
covariance. It turns out that it is possible to construct 
a class of stepwise constant Markovian random functions 
with arbitrary probability distributions and rather arbi
trary covariances. Such functions, when used as coeffi
cients in a linear stochastic equation, lead to a closed 
analytic expression for the mean Green's function. 

A. The Kubo-Anderson process (KAP) 

The Kubo-Anderson process (KAP) is a stepwise 
constant random function which jumps at randomly 
chosen times between random step-values. The times 
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t1> t2 , • •• will be called jumping times. A more precise 
definition will be given below. The KAP has been intro
duced in connection with nuclear magnetic resonance22 .23 
and introduced again, in a special case, by Bourret24 as 
a tool for linear stochastic equations (see also Ref. 25). 

Definition: The step-wise constant random function 
m(t) is called a Kubo-Anderson process (KAP) if the 
jumping times ti (i = - <Xl, ••• ,+ <Xl) are uniformly and 
independently distributed in (- <Xl, + <Xl) with density v 
(Poisson distribution) andm(t) is a constant,m(t)=m i , 

for ti ~ t < t i +!; the m~ are independent random vari
ables with the same probability density P(m). 

We notice that m(t) is a stationary Markov process 
with probability density P(m). Assuming (m) = D for 
simplicity, we obtain for the covariance of m(t) 

(m(t)m(t/» = (m 2 ) e- V I I-t' I. (3. 1) 

We see that for a KAP the probability density P(m) and 
the correlation time 

(3.2) 

may be chosen arbitrary, but not the functional form of 
the covariance, which is always exponential. 

We shall now show that the linear stochastic equation 

d~ G(t, D) = M(t) G(t, D), G(D, D) = I, (3.3) 

can be solved analytically for the mean Green's function 
provided that the coefficients of the stochastic matrix 
are KAP's with all the same jumping-times or, in short, 
when M(t) is a KAP. 

If there is no jumping-time between D and t,M(T) re
mains constant for D ~ T ~ t and we are back to the 
static case (Sec. 2C). The probability of this event is 
e-vt and the corresponding contribution to (G(t, D» is 

(G(t, D»oo jump = e-vt (e tM ) 

= e-vt G s(t). (3.4) 

In the opposite case, let t' denote the last jumping-time 
before t. It is a well-known property of the Poisson pro
cess that the probability for this jump to occur between 
t' and t' + dt' is ve-v(t-t') dt'. USing the semigroup prop
erty of the Green's function, G(t, D) = G(t, t') G(t', D), we 
can write the corresponding contribution to (G(t, D» as 

(G(t, D» jumps = fot ve-v(t -t') (G(t, t'l G(t'D» t' dt' , (3. 5) 

where ( .) I" is a conditional average knowing that a jump 
occurred at t'. Using the fact that M remains constant 
between t' and t and that its value is independent of the 
values of M(T), D -::;. T ~ t', and therefore also independent 
of G(t', D) which is a functional of M(T), we obtain 

(G(t,t')G(t',D»t' = Gs(t- tl)(G(t',D»t" (3.6) 

We claim that 

(G(t',D»t' = (G(t',D». (3. 7) 

Indeed, the knowledge that a jump occurred at t' imposes 
no constraints on previous jumping-times and previous 
values of M(T). Adding the contribution of (3.4) and (3. 5) 
and using (3.6) and (3. 7), we obtain the Kubo-Anderson 
master equation 

(C(t,O)\AP = Cs(t)e-vt + v fot e-vt(t-t') Cs(t- t') 

x (C(t',O)KAP dt'. (3.8) 
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This master equation can be solved for the mean re
solvent, the Laplace transform of the mean Green's 
function, 

(G(Z»KAP = fooo eizt(G(t,D»KAP dt. (3.9) 

The solution reads 

(G(z»KAP = [1- vGs(z + iv)pGs(z + iv), (3. 1D) 

where the static resolvent Gs(z) is given by Eq. (3.3). 
Another derivation of the master equation may be found 
in Ref. 25 where the KAP is called the Poisson step 
process. 

Equation (3. 1D) constitutes a strikingly simple result: 
the KAP resolvent is an algebraic function of the static 
resolvent; it turns out that in many applications, the quan· 
tity of interest is the resolvent and not the Green's 
function itself. 25.26 

Remark: The KAP can be slightly generalized to 
include the case of jumping-times selected according 
to a compound Poisson process, i.e., when the density 
v(t) is a (deterministic) function of the time. A straight
forward modification of Eq. (3. 8) yields 

(G(t,D» = Cs(t)exp(- f~ v(T)dT) + fot dt' V(t') 

x exp(- J:~ v( T) dT) C s(t - t'l (C(t ' , D». (3. 11) 

This equation may be useful in the study of nonstation
ary processes. 

B. The kangaroo process (KP) 

We recall that a KAP has an exponential covariance. 
The study of the problem of stochastic Stark broaden
ing,25 where the covariance is proportional to lit and 
is not even integrable, has led us to modify the KAP by 
requiring that the frequency of jumping times is a func
tion v(m) of the value of the process itself. The new 
process is called a "kangaroo process" (KP). 

Definition: A KP is a step-wise constant Markov 
process27 with stationary transition probability given 
for infinitesimal time intervals by 

P Ir(m, At I m ' , D) = {I - v(ml)At}o(m ' - m) 

+ v(m') ilt Q(m), (3. 12) 

where Q(m) is a given probability denSity. 

P Ir dm is the probability that the kangaroo process at 
time ilt is between m and m + dm knowing that it was equal 
to m' at time D. The meaning of Eq. (3. 12) is clear: 
{I - v(m/) At} is the probability that no jump occurred in 
the time interval (D, ilt) and v(m') ill the probability that 
at last one jump occurred. Immediately after such a 
jump, the probability denSity of m becomes Q(m). We 
stress the fact that Q(m} is not the stationary probability 
density of m(t}. Indeed, the Fokker-Planck equation27 
for the kangaroo process reads 

oat P(m, t) 

= lim {fPtr(m,iltlm',D)P(m',t)dm'-P(m,t)}/ilt 
L>t"'O 
D.t ~o 

= - v(m)P(m, t) + Q(m) f v(ml)P(m ' , t)dm ' . (3.13) 

Hence, the stationary probability density P(m) of met) is 
related to Q(m) by 
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Q(m} = v(m}P(m}! J v(m'} P(m'} dm' = v(m}P(m}!(v). 
(3. 14) 

Next, we evaluate the covariance of a KP. The calcula
tion of r(t} = (m(t) m(O}) requires the summation of a 
series to take into account the possible occurrence of an 
arbitrary number of jumps between 0 and t. Mter some 
algebra we obtain for the Laplace transform 

(3. 15) 

the following result 

- < m
2 

\ 1 < m \2 
r(z} = v(m} - izls - iz( v(m}![ v(m) - iz ])s v(m) - iz Is' 

(3. 16) 
In many cases, e.g., if P(m} and v(m} are even, we have 

(m!(v(m) - iz»s = 0 or, equivalently, (me-v(m)l)s=O; 

then, the above result simplifies to 

f'{z) < m
2 

> v(m} - iz s 
(3. 17) 

or 
r(t} 1

+00 
m 2 e-v(m)1 II P(m}dm, 

-00 
(3. 18) 

which is just an ordinary variance conditioned by the 
probability e-v(m)1 that no jump occurs between 0 and t. 
The interesting point, about formula (3. 18) is that it can 
easily be inverted: Given P(m} and the covariance r(t}, 
the jumping frequency v(m) can be calculated as follows. 
Assume that v(m} is a monotonic increasing function of 
I m I such that v (co) = co; this is a reasonable assumption 
since in most applications very strong values of the 
stochastic perturbations last only for a very short time. 
Taking v as new integration variable, we obtain 

r(t} = 2 Jv7o) m 2 P(m} ~~ e- V I I I dv (3. 19) 

which is essentially a Laplace integral. A calculation of 
v(m} requires the inversion of the Laplace transforma
tion and the solution of a simple differential equation. 
An example may be found in Ref. 25 (Sec. 5). In connec
tion with this inversion, Table I gives some useful re
sults. Notice that the inversion is not always feasible. 
Indeed, from (3. 18) we see that the derivative of the 
covariance is necessarily discontinuous at the origin; 
we do not know whether this is a sufficient condition for 
inversion. We conclude that it is always possible to 
construct a KP with an arbitrary probability distribution 
and a (quite) arbitrary covariance. 

A linear stochastic equation with KP coefficients can 
again be solved implicitly for the mean Green's function. 
Indeed, the KP resolvent can be put in the following form: 

TABLE 1. Kangaroo process: expression of the jumping frequency 
v(m) in terms of the one-time probability distribution P(m) for 
several types of covariance r KP (t). 

To obtain 
rKP(t) = (m(t)m(O»)KP = 

r(l/n) 

It I lin 

a 2/(1 + I t I) 

a2 1 - I t I e- n 
1 t 1/2 

1 + (2 

a2Itl+e-nltl/2 

1 + t2 

Use 
v(m) = 

(2 J~m 1 m2P(m)dm)" 

( J'" dm) -log 2 m 2P(m)-
1m I a2 

Remarks 

r(·) is the 
gamma func
tion. P(m) even 

P(m) even 

arc COS(2 J'" m 2p(m)dm\ P(m) even 
Iml a2/ 

arc sin [2 f' m 1 m 2p(m) dml P(m) even 
o a2] 
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(3. 20) 

(3. 21) 

and ( ')s denotes the averaging over the stationary dis
tribution of M (static averaging). Again, the resolvent is 
expressed in terms of purely static quantities. A proof 
of Eq. (3. 20) may be given which parallels the proof for 
the KAP given in Sec. 3A. Another more constructive 
proof will be found in Ref. 25, Sec. 4. 

Remark 1: In some applications the stochastic 
operator M(t} appears naturally as the sum of two (or 
more) processes with quite different correlation times. 
To deal with these Situations, a compound KP has been 
defined and the corresponding mean resolvent has been 
calculated (cf., Ref. 25, Sec. 6). 

Remark 2: The KP has a non-Markovian generali
zation which allows an arbitrary probability distribution 
for the step-length, still conditioned by the step-value of 
M. Let 

B(M, t} = prob{t i +1 - ti ~ t I M(T} = M for ti < T < t i+1} 
(3. 22) 

be the conditional probability distribution of any step
length .. Let Q(M} and P(M} denote respectively the proba
bility density of step-values and of the stationary pro
cess M(t}; they are related by 

(3. 23) 

where ( .. ')s denotes averaging over P(M). With these 
notations the resolvent is again expressible in closed 
form as 

(C(z» = L z (It 00 C(M, T}dT) + L.[C(M, t}] 

x lLz[(O(t} + %t} C(M, t~ \ -1 L z [C(M, t}] 

with 
C(M, t} = B(M, t}! fo 00 B(M, T} dT 

and 

C. The method of model coefficients used 
as approximation 

(3. 24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

We have seen in Sec. 2 that for weak (resp. strong) 
perturbations, the mean Green's function of a linear 
stochastic equation depends essentially on the covari
ance (resp. the probability density) of the coefficients. 
The question naturally arises how close the KP solution 
will fit the true solution when the true coefficients are 
replaced by KP's with the same probability distributions 
and covariances. 

Let us first check that the KP solution (3. 20) is in 
agreement with the true solution for short times satis
fying ta « 1. To the lowest nontrivial order, the mean 
Green's function is then given by the mean Born approxi
mation (2.8) which involves only the covariance of Ml (t). 
Hence, for short times, the mean Green's function depends 
only on the covariance of Ml (t). 

We show now that the KP solution (3. 20) reduces in
deed to the previously obtained approximations of Sec. 2 
for very weak and very strong perturbations. We recall 
that the strength of perturbations is measured by 
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K = aTcorr ~ a/(v), where a is the order of magnitude 
of the fluctuating part of M(t). We thus obtain the limit 
of very strong perturbations by letting v(M) ~ 0. In this 
limit the KP resolvent (3. 20) reduces obviously to 
G s(z), which is the static resolvent; this is in agreement 
with the result of Sec. 2C. . 

To study the opposite limit, we write 

M(t) = Mo + aMi(t) and v(M) = 7;~rr vf(Mj). (3. 27) 

As in Sec. 2B when deriving the white noise limit, we let 
Tcorr ~ 0, a ~ 00, a2 Tcorr ~ D, and obtain from 
equation (3. 20) 

(G(z»KP = [- izI - Mo - D(Mi2/ vf (M])]-1 

(diffusion limit). (3.28) 

This is equivalent to the following master equation 

.E.. (G(t, O»KP = (Mo + D 1000 

(Mi(r) Mi(O»KP dr) (G(t, O»gp 
dt (3. 29) 
which is identical with the white noise limit (2. 30). 

Remark: The proof given here that the KP is cor
rect in the limit of weak perturbations relies implicitly 
on the assumption that the covariance of M(t) is integ
rable. In Refs. 25 and 28, we have checked, in a special 
case, that the KP can still be used as an approximation 
when the covariance is proportional to l/t. 

So far we have only checked the agreement between 
the KP solution and the exact solution in limiting cases. 
In intermediate range of moderate perturbations, it is 
very difficult to draw any general conclusions. Special 
cases have been investigated which show indeed very 
good agreement; in particular, when the KP is applied 
to Stark broadening of spectral lines. 25-28 As a quanti
tative test for the validity of the intermediate range, we 
have compared the true and KP solutions for a randomly 
frequency modulated pseudo-oscillator satisfying the 
scalar equation 

:t g(t,O) = im(t)g(t, 0), (3. 30) 

where m(t) is a real zero mean value stationary Gaussian 
process with covariance (m(t)m(t f» = a2e-vlt-tfl. 

Equation (3. 30) has an exact solution2 

(g(t, 0» = exp{- K2 [t1 + e- t1 - I]} (3.31) 

with K = a/v and tl = vt. The corresponding exact re
solvent can be written as 

( 
- 2 ~ (- K2)n 
g(Z»E = eK L..J • 

n~O n!(n - iz + K2) 
(3.32) 

The KP resolvent for the same problem reduces to a 
KAP resolvent, since the covariance of m(t) is an expo
nential. 

The KP resolvent reads 

(i(z) )KP = (1 - iz - iKm 
1- iz - iKm 

.1 e- m2
/
2 dm . 

1- iz - iKm 
(3. 33) 

The real parts of (i(Z»E and (i(z)KP for z real, i.e., 
the Fourier transform of (g(t,O»E and (g(t,O»KP,have 
been calculated numerically for different values of the 
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Kubo number K and plotted as a function of z: results 
are shown on Fig. 1. For small and large values of K, 
the agreement is almost perfect. In the intermediate 
range K ~ 1 the discrepancy is at most 10%

, 

D. Stochastic equations with Markovian and shot 
noise coefficients. 
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The KAP and the KP processes constitute special 
cases of Markov processes. A general theory can be 
given for linear stochastic differential equations with 
Markovian coefficients,2 based on the fact that the joint 
process {M(t), G(t, D)} is also a Markov process; this 
leads to a Fokker- Planck or a Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation for the joint probability density. This method 
should not be recommended since it leads to rather 
complicated partial differential or integral equations 
for which closed analytic solutions are generally not 
available. 

Another case worth mentioning has been considered 
by Blume. 29 The coefficients are taken in the form of 
shot noise 

+00 

M(t) = Mo + 6 Mi 6(t - til, (3. 34) 
-00 

where the t;' s are Poisson- distributed with denSity v and 
the M;' s are independent identically distributed random 
matrices. This case, which is very similar to the KAP, 
leads to the following resolvent: 

(G(z» = [- iz - Mo + v(I - (expM» ]-1. 

4. CALCULATION OF VARIOUS STATISTICAL 
QUANTITIES 

(3. 35) 

A. Simultaneous and time-displaced second·order moments 

By second-order moments, we understand the quanti
ties (Xi(t) XP» or, in short, (X(t) €I X(t». We notice 
that, for zero, the right-hand side in Eq. (1. 1) we have 

(X(t) €I X(t'» = (G(t,O) €I G(tf,O» (XO €I XO), (4.1) 

by definition of the tensor product of two matrices. 

Let us first consider the case of simultaneous mo
ments, i.e., t = tf. We introduce the double Green's 
function 

g(t, tf) = G(t, tf) €I G(t, tf). (4.2) 

Differentiating (4. 2) with respect to t and using the fun
damental stochastic equation (1. 3), we find that g(t, tf), 
satisfies another linear stochastic equation, namely 

:t g(t,tf)=~(t)g(t,tf), g(t,t f) = I, (4.3) 

where 

~(t) = M(t) €I 1+ I €I M(t). (4.4) 

Clearly, Eq. (4. 3) is a linear stochastic equation of the 
standard form. Hence, the calculation of simultaneous 
second-order moments has been reduced to the calcula
tion of first-order moments. 30,31 

The calculation of time- displaced moments of the 
form ( G(t, 0) €I G(tf, 0» is somewhat more involved, ex
cept when the random coefficients are of white noise 
type (i. e. ,have zero correlation time). Indeed, assuming 
that t :? t', which is no loss of geI1erality, and using the 
semigroup property, we have 

(G(t,O) €I G(t', 0» = (G(t, t') G(t', 0) €I G(t', 0» . (4.5) 
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Using the independence of G(t, t') and G(t' , 0) which are 
functionals of M(T) for t ~ T ~ t' and t' ~ T ~ 0, res
pectively, we finally obtain 

(G(t,O) 181 G(t' , 0» == (G(t - t ' , 0» ( g (t ' , 0», (4. 6) 

which is a shorthand notation for ( G) 181 I) ( g ) . 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the exact mean resolvent and of its KP 
approximation for the randomly modulated pseudo-oscillator defined 
in Section 7. 

a: K = a/v = O. 1: the agreement is perfect. 
b: K = a/v = 1: the discrepancy is at most 10°.(,. 
c: K = a/ v = 10: the agreement is perfect. 

The general case can also be dealt with if we assume 
that M(t) is a KAP. The essential idea is to notice that 
the KAP is a Markov Process. It follows that if M(t') is 
given, the past (T < t') and the future (T > t') become 
independent. If we define the conditional mean Green's 
functions (G(t,t';M)c and (S(t,t';M)c,conditioned by 
M(t' ) == M, we obtain, using (4.6), 

(G(t, 0) 181 G(t', 0» = «G(t, t'; M)c (S (t, t'; M»c) M , (4. 7) 

where ( ')M denotes an averaging over the probability 
distribution of M (static averaging). It remains to calcu
late the conditional mean Green's function. First, we 
notice that from stationarity 

(G(t, t';M»c = (G(t- t',O;M»c' (4.8) 

Denoting by (C(z;M»c and (g(z;M» the Laplace trans
forms of (G (t, 0; M» c and (S (t, 0; M)>C , we easily obtain, 
using the same method and notations as in Sec. 2C 

(C(z;M»c = [1- IIG S (z + ill)J-l (- iz + II - ~rL)-l (4.9) 

and, similar ly , 

This method, which is somewhat reminiscent of a method 
introduced by Morrison and McKenna30,31 may lead to 
rather tedious calculations. A much Simpler method is 
described in Ref. 11 for the special case when M(t) is of 
the form 
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M(t) = Mo + m(f) L l , 

where m(t) is a dichotomic Markov process (random 
telegraph process). 

B. I nhomogeneous equations 

In general, because of dissipation, the solution of a 
linear stochastic equation with initial conditions and no 
rhs relaxes to zero as t ~ co (there is, however, a no
table exception for conservative systems, see Sec. 4C). 
A nonzero stationary solution may be obtained in the 
presence of a random rhs (random driving forces). In 
this section we shall therefore be concerned with the 
inhomogeneous case 

d 
- X;(t) = ~ M;/!)Xj(t) + F;(t); i,j = 1, ... ,no 
df J (4. 11) 
M; .(t) is a stationary random matrix as before, and the 
F Jt) constitute a set of stationary random functions in
dependent of the M;/f)' S. For the sake of simplicity we 
shall assume that Fi(t) is a real zero mean value white 
nOise, i. e., 

(4. 12) 

where S;j is a constant positive definite matrix. 

In order to get stationary solutions we assume that 
M;/t) has a dissipative part, so that 

lim G iJ· (t, t') = 0, (4.13) 
t- 00 

where Gij(t, t') is the random Green's function defined 
by (1. 3). In terms of the Green's function we may write 
the solution of (4. 11) as 

X;(t) = ~ G ij(t, 0) XJ + J t ~ G ij(t, t') FP') dt'. (4. 14) 
j 0 J 

We shall be interested in the statistical properties of 
X(t) for t ~ co, and especially in the first- and second
order moments. 

Taking the average of (4. 14) and using (4. 12) and 
(4.13), we obtain 

lim (X.(t» = 0. (4.15) 
t~oo 2. 

Let us now evaluate the time displaced second-order 
moment, 

(4.16) 

From (4. 14), we obtain, using (4. 13) and the indepen
dence of the Green's function and the driving forces, 

r;j(T) = lim fot fot+T ~ (Gi,.(t,t')Gjm(t + T,t"» 
t-+oo nm 

X (Fn(t')F m(t"» dt'df". (4.17) 

Finally, using (4.12) and the fact that 

(Cin(t,t')Cjm(t + T,t'» = (Cin(s,O)Cjm(s + T,O», 

s = t - t', (4. 18) 

we obtain 

r;/T) = fooo ~ (G;n(s,O)Cjm(s + T,O»ds Snm, (4.19) 
n,m 

which is the desired result. The calculation has been 
reduced to that of the second-order moment of the 
Green's function (see preceding section). 

In the same context another (obvious) result is worth 
mentioning: The mean Green's function is the inter-
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correlation function of the solution and the right- hand 
side when Sij = 0ij , 
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lim (Xi(t + T)F.(t»= (C .. (T». t-+oo J 'J 
(4. 20) 

The main interest of the results (4. 19) and (4. 20) is 
that ri/T) and lim t-+ 00 (Xi(t + T) F .(f» are easily mea
surable quantities using a time av~rage over a single 
realization, whereas the mean Green's function is not 
directly measurable. 

C. Probability distributions: The Liouville equation 

In this section, we shall consider the following prob
lem: Let there be given the nonlinear stochastic differen
tial equation 

d 
dt Xi(w; t) = Ai[m(w; t);Xj ], j = 1, ... ,n, (4.21) 

where Ai is a nonlinear real deterministic function of 
the real (scalar or vector-valued) random function 
m(w; t) and of Xj (j = 1, ... ,n). In addition, we assume 
deterministic real initial conditions Xf, 

Our purpose is to evaluate the joint probability den
sity P(t;Xl , ... ,Xn) of Xl ,X2 , ••• ,Xn at time f. We 
shall use the so- called "Liouville equation" method 
which reduces the present problem to a linear stochastic 
equation of type studied in previous sections. 

For each realization m(w; f), let us denote by Xi(w; t) 
the solution of Eq. (4. 21). We shall assume existence 
and uniqueness. Let us think of X;(w, t) as a point which, 
starting from X?, moves around in a stochastic fashion 
in an n-dimensional phase space. Introducing the "fine 
grained density," 

p(w; t;Xl'''' ,Xn) = o{Xl - Xl (w; t)} ... o{Xn-Xn(w; t)}, 
(4.22) 

we notice that the joint probability P is the average of 
the fine grained density, i. e. , 

(4. 23) 

which follows immediately from (4. 22). 

From the equation of motion (4. 21), we may derive an 
equation of continuity, or Liouville equation, for the fine 
grained density, which reads 

a n a 
atP+~ ax; [A;{m(w;t),X;}p] = 0. (4. 24) 

To derive the Liouville equation (4. 24), let us intro
duce an indefinitely differentiable test function 
cp(Xl , ... ,Xn ). Integrating the lhs of (4. 24) after mul
tiplication by cp, we obtain, using (4. 22), 

(4. 25) 

this quantity vanishes identically because of (4. 21). 
Since this property holds for an arbitrary test function, 
we have proved (4. 24). 

In spite of the fact that it contains partial derivatives, 
the Liouville equation can be treated as a stochastic 
ordinary differential equation since the random function 
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m(w; t) does not depend on Xl"" ,Xn• The calculation 
of the joint probability distribution can now be carried 
out using the same methods as described in previous 
sections. 

D. Asymptotic behavior of linear conservative systems 
from ergodic theory 

Let us come back again to the linear stochastic equa
tion 

d 
dt X = M(w; t)X, X(O) = XO' (4.26) 

We assume now that X is a vector and M is a random 
matrix in a real n-dimensional space, and that equation 
(4. 26) is conservative in the sense that 

n 

6 X~(t) = const, 
i~l 

(4.27) 

This is obviously equivalent to the requirement that 
M (w; t) be anti symmetric. For convenience, we shall 
assume that 

n 

II XO 112 = 6 I Xi(O) 12 = 1. 
i~l 

(4. 28) 

The phase space of the system under consideration is 
then the n- dimensional unit sphere S. 

Since M(t) is anti symmetric , the mapping X(t') ~ X(t) 
is unitary. Therefore, the motion on the unit sphere S 
preserves the uniform measure dm. This situation is 
reminiscent of a problem in classical statistical mecha
nics: Given a system of interacting classical particles 
enclosed in a box, it is known that the point representing 
the system in the phase space remains on the energy 
surface, that the motion on the energy surface has an 
invariant measure, and that the point will eventually fill 
up the whole energy surface with a density proportional 
to the invariant measure, provided that a certain condi
tion of metrical transitivity is satisfied. 32 In statistical 
mechanics, these results are proved by means of the 
Birkhoff ergodic theorem. 33 

Because of these similarities we expect that, under 
certain conditions to be specified later, the point X(w; t) 
will eventually fill up the whole "energy surface" 
II X II = 1 with a uniform density. We do not want, here, 
to go into the mathematical details of the ergodic theory 
of the stochastic equations. We shall just state the main 
conditions to be satisfied by M(w; t), and the results. 

T ABLE II. Range of validity of various approximations for the mean 
Green's function. 

Approximation Condition on Condition 
and equation Kubo number on Further Remarks 
number K = aTcorr t condition (See Sec. 4E) 

Born (2. 7) at « 1 

Mean Born K<1 Kat« 1 
(2.8) K > 1 at « 1 

Bourret (2. 14) (1) 

White noise 
(2.30) K«l II Moll Teorr«l 

t» Teorr 
Hashminskii 

II Moll Teorr»K2 (2.32) 

Static (2.41) t«Tcorr (2) 

KAP (3.10) 
and (3) 
KP (3.20) 
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We require that 

(i) M(w; t) is a stationary ergodic (matrix-valued) 
random function of t; roughly, this means that ensemble 
averages of functionals of M(w; t) are equal to time 
averages. 

(ii) For any Xo on the unit sphere S, and any set A of 
positive measure on the unit sphere, the probability 
that a solution of (4.26), starting from X o' will never 
penetrate A is zero (stochastic metric transitivity). 

It may then be shown that, for any function f (X) which 
is measurable with respect to the uniform measure dm 
on the unit sphere, 

lim .l 
t .... 00 t 

It f[X(w; T))dT = (Is f[X)dm)/( Is dm) o a.s. 

= lim < f[X(w; t))). (4.29) 
t .... 00 

As an illustration of this result, let us calculate the 
asymptotic values of the first and second moment of 
X i ( w; t), assuming that dm is normalized. 

For the first-order moment we obtain 

lim (Xi(w; t) = Is Xidm = 0 
t-+oo 

(4.30) 

from a symmetry argument. 

For the second-order moments we obtain 

lim (X2(W' t) = f X 2dm = .!. f (X2 + '" + X2)dm 
t-+oo " s, n s 1 n 

1 r 1 = - Js dm = - , (4.31) n n 
and 

lim (Xi(w; I)X.(w; I) = 0 if j;" i. 
t-+oo J 

(4. 32) 

It is interesting to notice that the asymptotic distribu
tion of the "energy" (X~) is simply equipartition. This 
has interesting applications to the energy transfer be
tween randomly coupled oscillators. 34 

Remark: The above ideas may sometimes be ex
tended to nonlinear stochastic equations if there is an 
invariant measure. For an application to the stochastic 
Ricatti equation 

dz 
dx + z2 + n 2 (w; x) = O. (4.33) 

which is encountered in the theory of wave propagation 
in a one- dimensional random medium, the reader is re
ferred to Ref. 35. 

E. A guide for the user 

We give now a few practical indications for the user 
who wants to calculate the mean Green's function of a 
linear stochastic equation. Calculation of other statis
tical quantities are usually reducible to the former as 
we have seen in Sec. 4. 

First check if the equation falls into one of the 
classes of exactly soluble equations: white nOise, shot 
noise, KAP, KP, Markovian coeffiCients, etc. If it does, 
the equation is usually soluble in closed analytic form 
except for the case of Markovian coefficients where the 
solution of a Fokker- Planck equation is required. If 
not, some approximation procedure must be used. Then, 
separate the stochastic evolution operator into its mean 
part M 0 and its fluctuating part Ml (I). Estimate the 
correlation time T corr and the dispersion of M 1 (I) and 
the norm II Moll. Then, evaluate the dimenSionless 
Kubo number K = aT cor r' Recall that K is a measure 
of the effect of the stochastic perturbation over one 
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correlation time. According to the values of K Table II 
indicates the optimal method(s) for each case. A num
ber of remarks on this table are in order. 

(1) If the stochastic perturbation is a dichotomic Mar
kov process [c f. Eq. (2. 27)] the Bourret equation (2. 14) 
is exact. Its solution by Laplace transformation usually 
requires only a little algebra. Notice that the Bourret 
equation may also be considered as a first semiquanti
tative approach to any stochastic equation by suitably 
adjusting the dispersion and correlation time of a dicho
tomic Markov process. 

(2) The static approximation describes the full relaxa
tion of the mean Green's function only if K » 1. 

(3) The KAP and KP approximations should be used 
when a wide range of Kubo numbers is involved (includ
ing K ~ 1). If a good accuracy is wanted (e.g., in line 
broadening problems) and if the covariance is a suitable 
candidate for the inversion problem, use the KP method. 
If not, in particular, if the covariance of the random co
efficients is not too well known, use the KAP method with 

v = T~~rr . 

To conclude, we stress that the KAP and KP methods 
are probably the most flexible tools presently available 
when it is required to solve a linear stochastic differen
tial equation over a large range of values of the Kubo 
number. In contrast to most approximate methods in 
mathematical physics, they do not rely on the existence 
of a small expansion parameter. 

Applications of the methods described in this paper 
to problems of physical interest are discussed in other 
papers. Among the possible fields of application, let us 
mention: Stark broadening,25.28 line formation in tur
bulent stellar atmospheres,26 stability and Brownian 
motion of linear and nonlinear dynamical systems with 
random parameters,12 energy transfer between ran
domly coupled dynamical systems,7, 34 and propagation 
of waves in a one- dimensional random 
medium. 2, 7,30,31,35-38 
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A recently characterized class of (in general non vacuum) algebraically special space-times with 
twisting rays is studied. The Weyl tensor satisfies the peeling-off property along the repeated 
principal null congruence, and the Ricci tensor exhibits an equally simple asymptotic behavior, 
which is in fact compatible (via the Einstein field equations) with the presence of a suitably 
restricted electromagnetic or neutrino field. If the gravitational and source fields are nonradiative, 
the above asymptotic behavior is restricted. In this case we explicitly solve the Einstein vacuum field 
equations, the Einstein-Maxwell equations and the Einstein-Weyl (combined gravitational-neutrino) 
equations. The solutions obtained are related to the known algebraically special solutions of these 
equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by the 1962 paper of Robinson and 
Trautman,l the problem of finding exact solutions of 
the vacuum gravitational field equations in general 
relativity which admit a geodesic, shearfree and expand
ing null congruence2 (and hence are algebraically 
speciaI2) has been extensively studied in the past de
cade~-16 with emphasis on the case in which the con
gruence is twisting. The general procedure that has 
been used is as followS. 4 ,8,9,12 One chooses a co
ordinate system (u, r, x, y) such that r is an affine para
meter along the geodesics of the given congruence, 
while u, x, yare constant along these curves. It then 
follows, by virtue of the assumed properties of the null 
congruence, that the subset of the vacuum field equa
tions 

(1.1) 

contained in the algebraic restriction 

(1. 2) 

where k a is tangent to the given congruence, completely 
determines! 7 the dependence of the metric components 
on the affine parameter r. Because of this one can ob
tain a reasonably simple canonical form for the line 
element using (some of) the remaining freedom in the 
chOice of the coordinate system. One of the vacuum 
field equations (1.1) not included in (1. 2), that cor
responding to 

R 0, (1. 3) 

is identically satisfied12 on account of (1. 2). The re
maining three field equations yield. a set of partial 
differential equations to be satisfied by the remaining 
arbitrary functions of u, x,y which appear in the line 
element; In this way one obtains a considerable simplifi
cation of the problem. 

The remaining field equations have not been solved 
in general, even in the case in which the given null con
gruence is in addition tWist-free, considered by Robinson 
and Trautman.! However, by imposing simplifying 
assumptions on the line element one can obtain explicit 
solutions. In particular, this approach led to the dis
covery of a physically important generalization of the 
Schwarzschild solUtion, namely the Kerr solution,4 in 
which the given null congruence has nonzero twist. 
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Both the Schwarz schild and Kerr space-times are 
asymptotically flat (see Sachs18 or Penrose!9), al
though this is not true of the general class of space
times under consideration. The general space-time 
does, however, display one feature of asymptotically 
flat vacuum space-times in that its Riemann tensor 
exhibits the "peeling off" property20 along a generic 
geodeSic of the given null congruence: 

Rabcd = [4]abcdr -1 + [31 labcd r -2 + (211Jabcdr-3 + O(r-4 ), 

(1.4) 
where r is an affine parameter along the given null con
gruence.21 The coefficient tensors have the symmetries 
of the vacuum Riemann tensor, and admit the tangent 
field k a as a repeated principal null direction, of multi
plicity indicated by the kerne1.2 These tensors are also 
covariantly constant along the null congruence. 

One of the aims of the present paper is to explicitly 
solve the remaining vacuum field equations referred to 
earlier, subject to the assumption that the first two 
terms in the expansion (1.4) are identically zero. This 
assumption corresponds physically to the absence of 
gravitational radiation. In order to justify this state
ment, however, it is necessary to relate the resulting 
class of exact vacuum solutions to the Newman-Unti22 
asymptotically flat approximate vacuum solUtions, using 
the correspondence developed by Aronson and Newman.23 
We will not elaborate on this here. 

The solution of the preceding problem is obtained as 
a special case of a more general situation. In a recent 
paper,24 the present authors showed that the integra
tion procedure based on (1. 2) (leading to a canonical 
form for the line-element) could also be carried out 
subject to an algebraic assumption on the Ricci tensor 
weaker than (1. 2) (see Condition II below). This weaker 
restriction is in fact compatible, via the gravitational 
field equations 

G ab= Tab (1,5) 

with the presence of a fairly wide class of electro
magnetic or neutrino fields. [On the other hand, condi
tion (1. 2) is only compatible with a null electromagnetic 
field, or a null neutrino field.] In this paper then we 
study in some detail the significance and consequences 
of this weaker restriction. 

More speCifically, we begin by imposing (locally) 
the following conditions on space-time. 
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Condition I: There exists a null vector field k a 

which satisfies 

(1.6a) 

(1. 6b) 

Equations (1. 6) assert that the integral curves of this 
vector field form a geodesic, shearfree, but expanding 
null congruence. 2 

Condition II: The Ricci tensor satisfies 

k[a R blfc kdJ = f k[agb][c k d ], 

Ii = 0, 

(1.7a) 

(1.7b) 

for some function f , where k a is the given vector field. 

Note that Conditions I and II imply that k a is a re
peated principal null direction of the Weyl tensor, which 
is thus algebraically special. This is a straight-forward 
application of a result due to Kundt and Trumper.25 

In Sec. 2, we describe the canonical form for the line
element of a space-time satisfying Conditions I and II, 
which reduces to the previously given vacuum canonical 
form when we impose R ab = O. It is shown that the 
asymptotic behavior (1.4) of the vacuum Riemann tensor 
(subject to Condition I) is preserved provided we con
sider the Weyl tensor: 

C abcd == [4]abcdr-l + [31Lbcdr-2 + [211]abcd r -3 + O{r-4 ), 

(1. 8) 
where the symbols have the same meaning as in Eq. (1.4). 
In addition, the Ricci tensor has a simple expansion in 
inverse powers of r: 

Rab=R~t)r-2 +R~~)r-3 +R~~)r-4 + O(r-5 ). (1.9) 

The coefficients R ('1) , a = 1, 2, 3 are tracefree sym
metric tensors whfch are covariantly constant along the 
given null congruence, and are related algebraically to 
k a by the following conditions26 : 

(1. lOa) 

(1.10b) 

(1.10c) 

In Sec. 3 we impose the following restrictions on the 
asymptotic behavior (1.8), (1.9) of the Weyl and Ricci 
tensors. 

Condition III: 

C abcd = [2111abcd r -3 + O(r- 4), 

with [211 labcd '" O. 

Condition IV: 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

We regard Condition III as excluding the possibility 
of gravitational radiation, by analogy with the vacuum 
case. Furthermore, if the Ricci tensor is determined, 
via (1.5), by an electromagnetic field, then Condition IV 
excludes the possibility of electromagnetic radiation, as 
will be seen in Sec. 5. 
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It is shown (in Sec. 3) that subject to Conditions III 
and IV, the canonical line element of Sec. 2 can be further 
simplified so that it is determined explicitly up to a 
number of completely arbitrary functions of at most 
two variables. In addition, it is found that the non
vanishing of the Ricci tensor affects the line element 
only via the appearance, in a purely algebraic fashion, 27 

of a Single real function of two real variables. The 
general solution of the vacuum gravitational field equa
tions subject to Conditions I and III is thus obtained 
from the line element of Sec. 3 by simply setting this 
function to zero, thereby solving the problem which was 
mentioned in the paragraph following Eq. (1.4). We in 
fact find that Condition III, together with the various 
additional restrictions to be introduced in Sec. 4, enable 
us to characterize almost all the explicitly known twist
ing solutions of the vacuum field equations subject to 
Condition 1. Sections 5 and 6 deal respectively with the 
specialization of the results of Sec. 2, 3, and 4, to obtain 
and characterize a class of exact solutions of the 
Einstein-Maxwell and Einstein-Weyl24 (combined 
gravitational-neutrino) field equations. 

As regards techniques for dealing with the type of 
problem under consideration here, the spin coefficient 
formalism of Newman and Penrose31 is particularly 
convenient. In the remainder of this paper familiarity 
with this formalism on the part of the reader is assumed. 
Our conventions for the Riemann, Ricci and Weyl tensors 
are those of Newman and Penrose. 

2. SPACE-TIMES SATISFYING CONDITIONS I AND II: 
LINE ELEMENT AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 

In this section we give the canonical form for the line 
element of a space-time satisfying Conditions I and II, 
and describe the asymptotic behavior of the associated 
Weyl and Ricci tensors. We use coordinates (u, r, x,y) == 
(x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ),where u,x,y are constant along the 
geodesics of the given null congruence, and r is an affine 
parameter for the congruence, chosen so that the tangent 
field k a in (1. 6) has the form 

(2.1) 

Theorem 2.1: A space-time satisfies Conditions I 
and II of Sec.1 if and only if the line element can be 
written locally in the form 

ds 2 = - (2Gc)-lazdz + 2(k a dx a )[dr - Re{Wdz) 

-U(kbdx b )], (2.2a) 

where 

kadx a = du - Re(Qdz), dz dx + idy, 

G = - per - i~)-l. 

W = - rD1Q - i(D3~ + ~DIQ), 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

(2.2d) 

U = UO+rD1lnP + (mr +M~- <t>ql)(r2 + ~2)-l. (2.2e) 

The complex function Q, and the real functions m, P, rPil 
are arbitrary functions of u, z, i, while the real functions 
~, if, and M are defined in terms of P, Q by 

2i~ = P2(D3Q -D4Q), 

UO =- Re[P2D3 (D 1Q + D4 In p)], 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

M =- 2~Uo +p2Re[D3(D4~ +~DIQ) +DlQ(D4~ +~DIQ)]· 
(2.3c) 
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The differential operators Dl' D 3 , D4 are defined by 

D1 == au' D3 == 2az + Qau == ax + iay + Qou' D4 == ll.J. 
(2.4) 

An outline of the proof of this theorem, using the 
Newman-Penrose formalism, was given in Trim and 
Wainwright. 24 A more detailed treatment can be found 
in the thesis of Trim.32 

A remarkable feature of the line element (2. 2) is the 
fact that its dependence on the affine parameter r is in 
terms of rational functions of r. This permits r to 
assume arbitrarily large values, so that a generic null 
geodesic of the given congruence can be extended to in
finite values of its affine parameter. This is borne out 
by the dependence on r of the expansion e and twist u! 
of the congruence2: 

e = r(r2 + :0 2)-1, w = - :0(r2 + :0 2)-1, (2.5) 

[see Eq. (A4a), noting that e, ware related to the spin 
coefficient p according to p = - (e + iw)]. 

In the derivation of the line element (2.2), the vector 
fields k a, n a, m a, in a of the associated null tetrad 31 
were simplified to the following form: 

k a = o~, 

n a = 01 + Uo~, 

rna = G(QOl + WO~ + O~ + iO~). 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

(2.6c) 

This tetrad is adapted to the given null congruence in 
the sense that the tetrad vector field k a is tangent to the 
congruence [see Eq. (2.1)]. In addition the tetrad vectors 
are parallel transferred along the congruence [see Eq. 

D 13 - D31 = (D 1Q)Dl' 

D14 - D41 = (D1Q}D l' 

D34 - D43 = (D3Q - D4Q)Dl' 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.10c) 

where D 13 == D 1D 3, etc. Equations (2.7), together with 
the fact that lJt 0 = lJt 1 = 0, imply that the Weyl tensor 
exhibits the "peeling off" property (1.8) along the given 
null congruence. 

Secondly, for the nonzero tetrad components of the 
Ricci tensor, we obtain, from Eqs. (A7) and (A8) 

<1>11 = <I>~1r-4 + O(r- 5 ), 

<1>12 = <I>~2r-3 + O(r-4) == "$"21' 

<1>22 = <I>~2r-2 + {2p2 Re[(D4 + 3D;Q)(P-1<1>~2)] 

(2. 11 a) 

(2.11b) 

+ P4D1(P-4<1>~1)}r-3 + O(r-4), (2.11c) 

where <I>~1 is an arbitrary real function of u, z, Z, and 35 

<I>~2 = ~P(D3 + 3D1Q)lJt~, (2. 12a) 

<I>~2 = P2(D3 + 2D 1Q)(P- 1lJtR) + P3D1(P-3lJt~). (2. 12b) 

The expansion (1. 9) and the relations (1.10) follow from 
(2.11) on making use of the expansion (A13) for R ab • 

In connection with the Ricci tensor it is important to 
note that 

(2.13) 

(A2)]. One can thus study the variation of the Weyl and We thus regard the functions <I>~1' <I>~2' <l>g2 as represent-
Ricci tensors along the given congruence by considering ing the freedom available in specifying the energy tensor 
the dependence of their components, taken with respect Tab in the gravitational field equations (1. 5). Thus when 
to this null tetrad, on the affine parameter r. The de- Tab has been specified (in a way consistent with Con-
tailed expressions for these components, and for the dition II), Eqs. (2. 12a, b) represent restrictions on the 
spin coefficients are given in Appendix A for completeness. functions P, Q and lJt~ == - (rn + iM). However, when we 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the asymptotic recall that Mis expresse.d in terms of P and Q by means 
behavior (Le., as the affine parameter r ~ (Xl) of these of Eqs. (2.3), we see that (2. 12a, b) together with (2.3c) 
quantities, and the form of their leading coefficients. form a system of partial differential equations in u, Z, Z 

Firstly, for the nonzero components of the Weyl tensor 
we obtain from (AI0), on expanding p = - (r + i:0)-1 in 
inverse powers of r: 

lJt2=lJt~r-3+0(r-4), (2.7a) 

lJt3 = lJtgr- 2 + O(r-3), (2.7b) 

lJt1 = lJt~r-1 + [(D4 + 4D;Q)(PlJtR) - i~lJt~]r2 + O(r -3). 
(2.7c) 

For our purposes it is convenient to write the leading 
coefficients in the form 

lJt~ = - (m + iM), 

lJtg = P3D3J, 

lJtg = - p2D1J, 

where 33 

J = D4L + L2, 

L = D1 Q + D4ln P. 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

The expressions (2. 8b, c), which are the same as in the 
vacuum case,34 are obtained from Eqs. (A5a), (A11b, c) 
using the commutator relations for the operators Dl' D 3 , 

D 4 : 
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to be solved for p, Q and m. We will refer to this set 
of equations as the reduced gravitational field equations. 
For convenience we rewrite them in a slightly different 
form below: 

(2. 14a) 

P2(D3 + 2D 1Q)(P- 1lJtg) - p3D1[p-3(rn + iM)] = <I>~2' 
(2. 14b) 

M = ~ ip3(D4433 V - D3344 V), (2. 14c) 

where the real function V is defined by36 

(2.15) 

up to a real additive function of z and z. 
In the case of vacuum gravitational fields [<I>~1 = <1>£2 = 

<I>~2 = 0] the canonical form (2.2) of the line element 
and the reduced field equations (2.14) were first derived 
by Kerr4 using a null tetrad approach. They have been 
subsequently derived in more detail by Debney, Kerr, 
and Schild10 (using differential forms), by Robinson, 
Robinson, and Zund8 , and, using the Newman-Penrose 
formalism, by Talbot. 9 [Our Eqs. (2. 14a, b), with <I>~2 = 
<l>g2 = 0 are identical with Talbot's equations (5.15) and 
(5.17), and our Eq. (2. 14c), in the equivalent form (2.3c) 
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is identical with his equation (5.16), on noting that our 
w~ is the negative of Talbot's.] 

To conclude this section, we state the general co
ordinate transformation which preserves the form of 
the line element (2.2): 

u' == h(u, z, z), r' == R-1r , z' ==f(z) (2. 16a) 

with 

( -) ah 
R u, z, z == au . (2. 16b) 

This is in fact the same as in the vacuum case. 9 In 
order that the form (2. 6) of the null tetrad be preserved 
under (2.16), it is necessary to perform simultaneously 
with (2.16) the following tetrad transformation: 

(2. 17a) 

where R is given by (2. 16b) and the real function Sis 
related tof(z) in (2. 16a) according to 

e2iS ==f'(z) . 
f'(z) 

(2. 17b) 

In order to use this freedom to simplify the solutions 
of the reduced field equations, it is necessary to know 
the transformation laws of various expressions under 
(2.16)-(2.17). These are listed in Appendix B. 

3. SPACE-TIMES SATISFYING CONDITIONS I, II, III 
AND IV AND ASSOCIATED VACUUM SOLUTIONS 

In this section, we impose Conditions III and IV on 
the line element of Sec. 2. The reduced gravitational 
field equations (2.14) can then be solved to yield an 
explicit form for the line element, containing three 
(complex) analytic functions of z (and their complex 
conjugates) and one real function of z and z. Condition 
IV in fact makes it unnecessary to specify the exact 
nature of the sources corresponding to Tab in Eq. (1. 5) 
(though it does of course further restrict the nature of 
the sources). Thus the general line element to be derived 
in this section is characterized by the purely geometric 
restrictions contained in Conditions I-IV. 

Firstly, the expansions (2.7) imply that Condition III 
[see equations (1.11) and (A12)] is equivalent to 

wg == w~ == 0, (3.1) 

On account of Eqs. (2. 8b, c) and (2.4), this restricts the 
function J, defined by (2. 9a), to be of the form J == J (z). 
Thus the coordinate freedom (2. 16a) [See Eq. (B8)] may 
be used to set 

This condition is preserved if and only if the trans
formation (2. 16a) is restricted by 

fez) == (Az + B)/(Cz + D), AD - BC ;0' 0, (3.3) 

where A, B, C, D are complex constants. 

The next step is to transform 

D 1P==0, (3.4) 

using the freedom in the function R(u, z, z) in Eqs. (2. 16) 
[see Eq. (B1)]. This condition is preserved if and only 
if R is restricted by 

R ==R(z,z) => h(u,z,z) ==Ru + H(z,z). (3.5) 
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It is now necessary to make use of Condition IV. On 
account of the expansions (2.11) and Eq. (3.4), this con
dition is equivalent to 

<1>£2 ==<J>~2 =0, 

<1>£1 == <J>£1(z, z). 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

Equations (3.1), (3.4), and (3.6) simplify the reduced 
gravitational field equations (2. 14a, b) to the form 

(D3 + 3D1 QHm + iM) == 0, 

DI(m + iM) = 0. 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

Using the commutators (2.10), we find that these equa
tions entail 

DllQ == 0, (3.8) 

since m + iM ;0' 0, by assumption. 

We are now in a position where we can follow the 
vacuum integration procedure of Robinson and Robinson. 12 
In fact, Eq. (3.8) implies, on account of (2.9) and (3.4), 
that D1L == 0, so that Eq. (3.2) can be integrated to give 

L ;, 2kz[kzz + l(z)]-1, (3.9) 

where l(z) is the constant of integration. 37 The real con
stant k,.if nonzero, can be set equal to 1 by redefining r. 
Without loss of generality we may assume [ ;0' O. [If 
[= 0, we simply perform a transformation (2.16), with 
f given by (3.3), which reintroduces [.] Equation (2. 9b) 
gives an expression for DI Q, which permits us to write 
Q in the form 

Q(u,z,z) == (I-D3In P)u + P-1q (z,z), (3.10) 

where the factor p-1 in the second term has been intro
duced for later convenience. 

Equations (3.7) can now be integrated, once D1 Q is 
eliminated using Eq. (3.10). By suitably choosing the 
"constant" of integration n(z), one obtains 

m + iM == 23/ 2n(z)p3[3(kzz + 1)-3. (3.11) 

There remains to be integrated Eq. (2.14c), which is a 
partial differential equation for the function q (z, z) in 
(3.10), although this is not immediately obvious. On 
account of (3.4), the function V, as defined by (2.15), 
has the form 

V = Pu + v(z,z). (3.12) 

A straightforward calculation using Eqs. (2.4), (2. 9b), 
(2.10), (3.2) and (3.10) implies that 

D33V == 2La z (qL-l) + 4aza~v. 

Thus using (3.11) the reduced field equation (2. 14c) 
can be written, when k ;0' 0, in the form 

ii,Z3(kzz + l)-3 -nI 3(kzz +1)-3 == 23/2{azOzrraz(qL-I)] 

-azadLaz(qL-1)]}. (3.13) 

This is a linear nonhomogeneous partial differential 
equation for q(z, z). Its general solution is thus of the 
form 

q(z, z) == qo + ql' (3. 14a) 
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where qo is the general solution of the corresponding 
homogeneous equation and ql is a particular solution of 
the nonhomogeneous equation. It can be directly verified 
using (3.9) that a possible choice for ql is 

(3. 14b) 

To obtain the form of qo' note that (3.13), with n = 0, 
implies the existence, at least locally, of a real function 
K(z, z) such that 

£0 2 (qo£-l) = 20 zozK. 

The solution of this equation can be written in the form 

qo(z, z) = 21/2q(z)l(kzz + 1)-1 + 20~K - K£, (3. 14c) 

provided that the "constant" of integration q(z) is 
suitably chosen. Note that the second and third terms 
are obtained by integration by parts using the fact that 
£ satisfies 20.(£-1) = 1 [see (3.2)]. The function Q,in 
the case k "'" 0, is thus given by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.14). 
Finally, by performing a coordinate transformation of 
the form (2. 16a), with h(u, z, z) = u - Kp-l, f(z) = z, 

it follows, using the transformation laws (Bl), (B2), 
that we can set K = 0 in (3.14c). 

If k = 0, so that L = 0 [see (3.9)], the only change 
that is in fact necessary is in the form of the particular 
solution (3. 14b). A suitable choice is given in the sum
mary below. 

We have thus shown that the function Q(u, z, z) can be 
written in the form 

Q = (£ -D3 InP)u + P-l[2 1/2q(z)l(kzz + Z)-1 + Ql(z,Z)], 

where (3.15a) 

l2- 1/2 £ J (2kz)-3 n [3 L£-ldz, 
q1 = 

2-5/2 z2 J n dz, 

k "'" 0 
(3. 15b) 

k = 0, 

and L is given by Eq. (3.9). 

This completes the integration procedure. The func
tion P(z, z) is arbitrary, but no in an essential way, as 
we could for example transform P = 1 locally, using 
the function R in the coordinate freedom (2.16) [see 
(3.5) and (B1)]. On the other hand, the functians l(z), 
n(z), q(z) and <I> ~ 1 (z, z) are essentially arbitrary. 

We summarize the results in the following: 

Theorem 3.1: A space-time satisfies Conditions 
I, II, III, and IV of Sec. 1 if and only if its line element 
can be written locally in the form (2.2), (2.3) with (J, 
m, M given by Eqs. (3.9), (3.11), and (3.15). 

Note that the nonvanishing of the Ricci tensor affects 
the line element only algebraically, in the following 
sense. The metric tensor gab of Theorem 3.1 can be 
written in the form 

(3. 16) 

where g~2 is the associated vacuum metric (obtained 
by setting <I>~1 = O),k a is given by (2.2b) and p by (A4a). 
We can thus state 

Corollary 1: A vacuum space-time satisfies Con
ditions I and III of Sec. 1 if and only if its line element 
can be written locally in the form (2.2), (2.3) with 
<1>£1 = 0, and Q, m,M given by Eqs. (3.9), (3.11), and 
(3.15). 
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This class of explicit vacuum solutions is in fact 
precisely the class found by Robinson and Robinson.12 
To verify this we note that in vacuum our Condition III 
is equivalent to the assumptions (in addition to Con
dition I) imposed by Robinson and Robinson, which in 
our notation read 

(3.17) 

[In vacuum (3.1) => (3.8) => (3.17), using the defini
tions (2. 8b, c). The converse is obvious.] 

To end this section we note that the presence of the 
arbitrary functions l(z), n(z), and q(z) in the line element 
is directly related to the presence of twist in the given 
null congruence. In fact, we have 

Theorem 3.2: A space-time satisfies Conditions 
I, II, III, and IV of Sec.l, and the given null congruence 
has zero twist, if an only if its line element can be 
written locally in the form 

ds2 = - r2 (1 - ! UO Z z)-2 dzdz + 2dudr 

- 2(UO + mr-1 - <I>~1r2)du2, 

where UO assumes the values ±!, or 0, m is a constant 
and <I> ~ 1 is an arbitrary function of z and Z. 

Outline of the Proof: The vanishing of the twist 
[ => :E = 0, see (2.5)] implies that one is in Case 1 of the 
following section, and that in addition one can trans
form Q to be zero. The result then follows from Eqs. 
(2.2), (2.3), and (4.12). 

The vacuum subclass consists of the DS-spaces of 
Robinson and Trautman,1 and includes the Schwarzschild 
solution when UO = - ~. The usual angular coordinates 
are defined by Eq. (4. 19a). 

4. SPECIALIZATIONS 

The line element of Sec. 3 can be specialized, firstly 
by eliminating the u dependence, and secondly by re
quiring that some of the higher order coefficients in the 
expressions (A7) and (AI0) for the Ricci and Weyl ten
sors vanish. We choose the additional assumptions in 
such a way that the arbitrary functions l(z), n(z), <I> ~ 1 (z, z), 
and q(z) are successively determined, and in this way, 
we arrive at the well-known Demianski-Newman,7 
Kerr,4 and NUT3 solutions. 

Case 1: D1:E = O. (4.1) 

This condition is invariant under the coordinate and 
tetrad freedom, by virtue of (3.5) [see Eq. (B3)]. On 
account of (2.3a) and the form (BI0) of the transforma
tion law for D1 Q, we may set 

(4.2) 

This condition is preserved provided that 

R = const. (4.3) 

The metric is now completely independent of u and thus 
admits ~ a = Of as a Killing vector. 

Additional Simplifications follow from (4.2). Equa
tions (2.9b) and (3.2) imply that 0.0. P = 0, so that P, 
being real, is of the form 

P = azz + bz + bz + c, 
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where a, c are real constants and b is a complex c~n
stant. This implies via (2. 3b) that UO = - 4(ac - bb) = 
const. Using the freedom (2. 16) in the choice of the 
z coordinate,withf(z) given by (3.3),we can write P 
in the form 

P =: 2- 1/ 2 (1 -! UOzz). (4.4a) 

By virtue of (B4) we can choose R [now restricted to 
be constant by (4.3)] so that if UO ;" 0, it has the value 
-i or +i: 

UO =:-i, +i,o. 

Using Eqs. (2. 9b), (4. 2), and (4.4), one finds that 

L =: - 2-112 UOzp-1, 

which, on comparison with (3.9), yields 

2k + UOl(z) = 0. 

(4.4b) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Thus if UO ", 0, l(z) is a real constant, while UO = ° 
implies k = 0, so that L = ° and Hz) does not appear in 
the solution [see (3.11) and (3.15)]. In both cases 
(4.5) is valid. The expression (3.11) then Simplifies to 

m + iM =: n(z). (4.7) 

The expressions (3.15) for Q(z, z) likewise simplify, 
and using Eqs. (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), we obtain 

(4.8a) 

where 

~ i (UO p)-2 f z-2iidz, 

hZ2 fiidz, UO =: 0. 

UO "'0, 
(4.8b) 

The function 4> ~ 1 (z, z) is unaffected by the specializa
tion (4.1). The line element is thus determined by Eqs. 
(2.2), (2. 3), (4.4), (4. 7), and (4. 8), with 4?q1 (z, Z) arbitrary. 
It depends on three arbitrary functions n(z), q(z), <l> ~1 (z, z), 
together with the indicator UO [see Eq. (4.4)]. 

The associated class of vacuum solutions, (obtained 
by setting <l>~1 =: 0) is in fact that obtained by Robinson, 
Robinson, and Zund8 who, prior to the paper of Robinson 
and Robinson,12 solved the reduced vacuum field equa
tions subject to additional conditions, which in our nota
tion read 

UO = const. 

(These canditions can be shown to be equivalent in vacuo 
to our conditions 'I1g = '11~ = D1 L = 0.) 

Case 2: Y~ =: 0. (4.9) 

Note that Y~, as given by (A5b), is the coefficient of 
p3 in the expression (A10b) for '11 3 ' By virtue of Eqs. 
(A10b, c) and (A11e), the assumption (4.9) implies that 
'113 =: O(r-4 ), '114 =: O(r-4 ), while as before 'lI2 =: O(r-3 ). 

Thus the asymptotic behavior (1. 11) assumed in Condi
tion III specializes to 

C abed =: [22Lbedr -3 + O(r -4), (4.10) 

with n a being the second repeated principal null direc
tion of [22Lbcd' 

Condition (4.9) also implies (4.1) [evaluate the com
mutator (2. 10c) applied to 'I1g == - (m + iM) using 
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(3. 7a, b), (4.9), (A5b), (A11a), and (2. 3a)). Additional 
simplifications arise since (4.9), with (4.2), (A11a), and 
A5b) implies that the function n(z) in (4.7) must be a 
constant: 

m + iM = n = const. (4.11) 

The function Ql> as given by (4. 8b), thus simplifies to 

l-i (m - iM)(UOp)-2 z -1, 

Q1 = 
Hm - iM)z2 z , UO =: 0. 

UO '" 0, 

In each case the part of Q1 containing m is of the form 
aH/az, for a real function H, and can thus be eliminated 
by redefining the u-coordinate according to u' =: U - tHo 
[We have this freedom again since now the metric is 
independent of u.] In case 2 then, the line-element is given 
by (2. 2), (2. 3) with 

p = 2-1/2 (1 - i UOzz), UO = - t,~, 0, (4. 12a) 

m + iM = const, (4. 12b) 

Q = q(z)p-2 + Ql> (4. 12c) I J'M(UO p)-'i-', UO "'0, 
Q1 = (4. 12d) 

-(i/4)Mz 2 z , UO = O. 

4>~1 = <l>~1 (z, z), arbitrary. (4. 12e) 

If we further set M = 0, so that the leading coefficient 
of '112 is real 

~ =: ~g, (4.13) 

then the corresponding vacuum solutions comprise the 
class of solutions first discovered by Kerr and Schild,5,6 
characterized by having a line element of the form 

gab =: 11 ab + 1 al b , 

where 1/ ab is the flat space metric and l a is an expanding 
null vector field (necessarily geodesic and shearfree). 
This class of vacuum solutions was also later derived 
by Debney, Kerr, and Schild,1o by solving the reduced 
field equations subject to an additional restriction, 
which in our notation reads 

D33V = O. 

Case 3: Y~ =: zg = B~ = 0. (4.14) 

Using (A10), these conditions imply that 2'11~ - 3'112 '11 4 =: 

0, so that the Weyl tensor is of type {22} (although n a is 
in general not the second repeated principal null direc
tion). 

As in Case 2, the line element can be written in the 
form (2.2), (2. 3), and (4.12). The additional restriction 
B~ = ° implies directly that 

(4.15) 

r see (A8b)], while a straightforward calculation using 
Eqs. (A11f), (A5c, d), (4. 12b, c, d), and (2. 3a), shows that 
zg = 0 restricts the function q(z) in (4. 12c) according 
to q'''(z) =: 0, so that 

q(z) = b o + b 1 z + b 2z 2, (4.16) 

where bo, b 1 , b2 are complex constants. 
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It can be shown that the vacuum solutions contained in 
this case [obtained by setting <I>~1 = 0] are the only 
vacuum solutions of Petrov-Penrose type {22} which 
satisfy Condition III (type {22} <=> 2i.1~ - 3i.12i.14 = 0 <=> 
Y~ = zg = 0, in vacuo). These solutions thus comprise 
classes I and II in Kinnersley'sll classification. [His 
class III satisfies (1. 8) but not (1.11), while his class IV 
solutions do not satisfy (1.8) since the repeated principal 
null congruences are nonexpanding.] Note that of the 
six real parameters contained in bo, bv b2 in (4.16) only 
one is essential. It is not feasible to give complete 
details here. The reader is referred to the paper of 
Kinnersley,l1 which contains a detailed classification 
of these solutions in the vacuum case, although using a 
different coordinate system. 

In the remainder of this section we restrict our atten
tion to the class of solutions in case 3 for which UU < O. 
By suitably choosing the coordinates we are able to show 
how the line element specializes to give the well-known 
algebraically special vacuum solutions referred to at the 
beginning of this section. Firstly, it is shown in Appendix 
C that by using the remaining coordinate freedom one 
can specialize q(z), as given by (4.16), to the form 

q(z) ::::: t ibz, (4. 17) 

where b is a real constant. In order to obtain agreement 
with standard notation we write 

M == l, b==a+l. 

Then using (4.17), the functions P, Q, ~, W, and U which 
appear in the line element (2. 2) assume the form 

P ::::: 2-1 / 2 (1 + ~ zz), 

Q ::::: hazp-2 + 23 / 2 il(zP)-l, 

~ ::::: - a(l - ~ zz)(l + ~ zz)-l + l, 

W ::::: - t iazp-2, 

(4. 18a) 

(4. 18b) 

(4. 18c) 

(4. 18d) 

(4. 18e) 

~P, Q are given by (4.12) with (4.17), noting that UO ::::: -
"2, while ~, W, U are obtained from Eqs. (2. 2d, e) and 
(2.3a)]. We now introduce angular coordinates e, cp by 

z = 2e i <l> tane/2, 

and a new u coordinate by 

u:::::u'+2lCP· 

(4. 19a) 

(4. 19b) 

The line element (2.2) then assumes the form (dropping 
the prime on u) 

ds 2 ::::: - (r2 + ~2)de2 - (r2 + ~2)-1[(R2 sin2e 

- H2 t!.)dq: 2 - 2(aR sin2e - H t!.)audcp 

with 

- (t!. - a2 sin2e)du2] - 2Hdrdcp + 2drdu, 

R = r2 + a2 + l2, 

H::::: a sin2e + 2l cose, 

t!. = r2 - 2mr + a2 - [2 + 2<I>£1' 

~ ::::: - a cose + l. 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

(4.20c) 

(4.20d) 

(4.20e) 

The vacuum solution contained in this line element, 
obtained by setting 4>~1 = 0, is in jact the Demianski
Newman 7 solution, in the form given by Kinnersley.ll 
The constants, m, a, and l are the mass parameter, 
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the Kerr angular momentum parameter, and the NUT 
parameter, respectively. The Kerr solution,4 NUT solu
tion,3 and Schwarzschild solution (in retarded Eddington
Finkelstein coordinates) are obtained by setting l = 0, 
a ::::: 0, and l ::::: a ::::: 0, respectively. 

In Sec. 5 we show that the line element (4.20) is com
patible with the combined Einstein-Maxwell field equa
tions, and hence, by suitably specifying <I>~1 in terms of 
the electromagnetic field, we arrive at the charged 
Demianski-Newman solution. On the other hand, it is 
shown in Sec. 6 that the above line element is not com
patible with the combined Einstein - Weyl equations for 
the case of a (nontrivial) neutrino field whose principal 
null congruence is geodesic and shear free. 

5. EINSTEIN-MAXWELL FIELDS 

A. The reduced Einstein-Maxwell equations 

The Einstein-Maxwell equations for a source-free 
electromagnetic field read:38 

R ab = Fa c F be - ~ gab FcdFcd, 

F[ab.c] =0, Fab;b::::: O' 

(5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

We assume that one of the principal null directions2 of 
the electromagnetic field, say k a, is tangent to a geodesic, 
shearfree, and expanding null congruence. This assump
tion clearly implies that Condition I of Sec. 1 holds. In 
addition, on account of (5. 1a), it also ensures that Con
dition II is valid. This is most easily verified using the 
Newman-Penrose formalism. In fact, Eq. (5.1a) assumes 
the form 31 

<I> AB = <I> A ;j. B' A, B ::::: 0, 1,2, (5.2) 

where the <I> A are the tetrad components31 of F ab • Since 
we are using the principal null direction k a as one of 
the tetrad vectors, it follows that31 

<I>o = 0. (5.3) 

Thus (5.2) implies that <I>oo = <I>01 = <I>02 = 0, which is 
equivalent to (1. 7a). The remainder of Condition II 
(i.e.,R = 0) follows directly from (5.1a). 

In order to apply the results of Sec. 2 it is necessary 
to relate the functions <I>y l' <I>~ 2' <I>~ 2 to the tetrad com
ponents <I> A of F ab , using (5.2). This requires a know
ledge of the r dependence of the <I> AI which is determined 
by the fir s t set of Maxwe 11 's equations (5. 1 b). In the 
Newman-Penrose formalism these equations read31 

D<I>l = 2p<I>1' 

D<I>2 - 0<I>1 = P<I>2' 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

because of (5.3) and the restrictions (AI), (A2), (A3) on 
the spin coefficients. These can be integrated with re
spect to r to yield 

<1>1 == <I>~p2, 

<1>2 == p( -<I>~ + F~p + F~p2), 

(5.5a) 

(5. 5b) 

where <I>~, <I>~ are the complex "constants" of integration 
(functions of u, z, z) and 

with 

F~ == P(D 4 + 2D1 Q)<I>~, 

F~ == 2<I>~N, 

N ::::: iP(D4 + D1Q)~. 

(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 
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For future reference we expand the expressions (5.5) in 
inverse powers of r: 

<P 1 = <p~r-2 + O(r3), 

<P2 = <pgy-l + O(y-2), 

or in tensor form: 

F = [2] r- 1 + [11] y-2 + O(r-3 ) a/J ab ab • 

(5.7a) 

(5.7b) 

(5.8) 

The coefficient tensors in (5.8) are antisymmetric, 
covariantly constant along the congruence k a , and admit 
k a as a principal null direction of multiplicity two and 
one, respectively. The r- 1 term is the radiation part of 
the electromagnetic field. 

The second set of Maxwell's equations (5.1b) provides 
a set of partial differential equations for <P~ and <Pg. In 
the Newman-Penrose formalism, they are equivalent, 
by virtue of (5.3), (A1)-(A3), t031 

O<Pl=O, 

0<P2 - A<Pl = 2)l<Pl - 2~<P2' 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

Using Eqs. (5. 5), (A4c, e), (2. 2c, d, e), and (2.6) these can 
be simplified to 

(D3 + 2DIQ)<P~ = 0, 

(D3 + DIQ)(p-l<p~) + Dl(P-2<p~) = O. 

(5. lOa) 

(5. lOb) 

Finally, by comparing the leading terms in the expres
sions for <P11' <P 12' <P22 in the form (A7) with the expres
sions for these quantities calculated from (5.2) using 
(5.5), one obtains 

Using these identifications and the reduced Maxwell 
equations (5.10), one finds that the remaining terms in 
the two expressions for <Pl1> <P 12, <P22 agree identically. 

We use Eqs. (5.11) to eliminate <P~ (= (j,~I) and <Pg 2 
from Eqs. (2. 14a, b). Equations (2.14~, together with 
(5.10) then form a system of partial differentiation 
equations for the functions P, Q, m, <P~, <P~. We will 
refer to these equations as the reduced Einstein
Maxwell equations. These equations and associated 
canonical line element have also been obtained by 
Robinson, SChild, and Strauss,30 and, using the Newman
Penrose formalism, by Lind. 39 These authors, however, 
did not make use of the fact that the r dependence of the 
line element is completely determined (via the Bianchi 
identities) by the algebraic restrictions (i.e., Condition 
II) which the presence of the electromagnetic field 
imposes on the Ricci tensor. 

B. Exact solutions 

We now wish to apply the results of Sec. 3. We thus 
assume that the Weyl tensor satisfies Condition III. By 
virtue of Eqs. (3.4), (3.6), (5.10b), and (5.11), Condition 
IV is valid if and only if the electromagnetic field 
satisfies 

<P~ = O. (5.12) 

This is equivalent to the vanishing of the first term in 
the tensor expansion (5.8) and means physically that 
the field is nonradiative. 

The reduced gravitational field equations (2.14) can 
now be integrated as in Sec. 3. The line element is 
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then completely determined, apart from the term 
<P~1 = <P~(j,~ [see (5.11)] in U [see (2.2e)]. To obtain 
<P l' we have to solve the reduced Maxwell equations 
(5.10), subject to (3.4) and (5.12). Using Eqs. (2. 9) and 
(3.9) one readily obtains 

<p~(z,z) = 2j(z)p2l2(kzz + z)-2, (5.13) 

provided that the "constant" of integration j (z) is suitably 
chosen. We summarize the results in the following 

Theorem 5.1: A space-time satisfies the following 
conditions: 

(1) the Einstein-Maxwell field equations hold, 

(2) one of the principal null directions of the electro
magnetic field is tangent to a geodesic, shearfree, 
and expanding null congruence, 

(3) the electromagnetic field tensor and the Weyl tensor 
exhibit the following asymptotic behavior along the 
null geodesics: 

F = [11] r-2 + O(r- 3 ) ab ab , (5. 14a) 

(5. 14b) 

if and only if the line element can be written locally 
in '"the form (2.2), (2.3), (3.9), (3.11), (3.15), with 
<P~1 given by (5.11) and the electromagnetic field 
in the form (5.5), (5.6), (5.12), (5.13). 

This class of exact solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell 
equations, although not its characterization as contained 
in Theorem 5.1, has been given by Robinson, Schild, and 
Strauss.30 

C. Specializations 

The assumption (4.0 of Case 1 in Sec. 4 implies 
(4.4) and (4.6), and thus reduces <P~ as given by (5.13), 
to the form 

<P~ =j(z). 

From Eq. (5.11), it follows that 

<P~1 = j (z)J(Z) , 

and from Eqs. (5. 5) we find 

<PI =j(z)p2, 

<P2 = 2Pp2[J'(z) + 2ij(z)a z ~p]. 

(5. 15) 

(5.16) 

(5. 17a) 

(5. 17b) 

The line element oj this class oj solutions oj the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations is given by Eqs. (2.2), (2.3), 
(4.4), (4.7), (4.8), (5.16) and the electromagnetic jield 
tensor by (A14) and (5.17). This class of solutions was 
given by Lind,39 independently of the paper of Robinson, 
Schild, and Strauss.30 The subclass of these solutions 
satisfying (4.13) [so that Q can be specialized to the 
form (4. 12c)] with Ql = 0 was given earlier by Debney, 
Kerr, and Schild. 10 

The assumption (4.9) of Case 2 does not affect <P~, 
while the assumption B~ = 0 of Case 3 [see (4.14)] 
implies that 

<P~ = j = const. (5.18) 

The charged Demianski-Newman7 solution is the unique 
member of the Case 3 solutions subject to 

UO < 0, (5. 19) 
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In order to obtain agreement with the usual notation 
we write 

<l>~ == 2- 1 / 2 e. (5.20) 

Since UO < 0, and we are in Case 3 of Sec. 4, the line 
element can be written in the form (4.20), with the 
arbitrary constant <l>~1 given, on account of (5.11) and 
(5.20) by 

(5.21) 

Using Eqs. (5.15), (5. 17a, b), (5.20), and (4. 18a, c), the 
nonzero tetrad components of the electromagnetic field 
assume the form 

<l>1 == 2- 1 / 2 ep2, 

<l>2 == iaez(1 + ~ zz)-1 p3. 
(5.22) 

The electromagnetic field tensor Fab is expressed in 
terms of <l> 1> <l> 2 according to (A14). After performing 
the coordinate transformation (4.19), one obtains 

Fab dxa /\ dxb == 23/2 e(r2 + ~2)-2[(r2 - ~2)(du - Hdcp) /\ dr 

+ 2r~ sin/lite /\ (RdCP - adu)], (5.23) 

where ~,H, and R are given by (4. 20b, c, e), and /\ de
notes the operation of taking the antisymmetrized tensor 
product. The charged Demianski-Newman 7 solution of 
the Einstein-Maxwell equations is thus given by Eqs. 
(4.20), (5.21), and (5.23). Note that if we set I == 0 and 
make the changes a ---> - a, u ---> - u, the above expres
sions agree with Carter's40 form of the charged Kerr 
solution (first discovered by Newman et a1. 28). The 
Reissner-Nordstrom solution (in retarded Eddington
Finkelstein coordinates) is obtained when we set 
I == a == O. 

6. EINSTEIN-WEYL FIELDS 

A. The reduced Einstein-Weyl equations 

The Einstein-Weyl equations governing the interaction 
of a neutrino field and a gravitational field read41 

Rab ==-i[uaAX,(cpAcpX';b _cpA;bCPX') 

+ Ub AX'(cp AcpX'; a - cp A; a cpX')], (6.1a) 

u aAX' cp A; a == 0, (6.1b) 

where cp A(xa) is the spinor field which describes the 
neutrino field. 

We assume that the principal null direction of the 
neutrino field, 41 defined by 

k a == uaAX'cp ACP X" 

is tangent to a geodesic, shearfree, and expanding null 
congruence. This assumption clearly implies that Con
dition I of Sec. 1 holds, and in fact also ensures the valid
ity of Condition II, as was shown in a previous paper.24 

With respect to a null tetrad and associated spinor 
dyad (based on the principal null direction) the neutrino 
spinor is described41 by a complex function cpo The 
Weyl equations (6. 1b) determine the r dependence of 
this function according to 

(6.2) 

[see (A4a)] and the "constant" of integration cpO(u, Z, z) 
is required to satisfy 
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(6.3) 

in the notation of Sec. 2. In addition, the functions <l>~ 1> 

<l>~2' and <l>~2 are expressed in terms of cp ° by the equa
tions 

<l>~1 == ~cp°cP°, 

<l>81 == -!ip1/2cpO(D4 + 2D1Q)(p1/2CPO), 

<l>82 == i(CPOD;Cj)O - CPOD1CPO). 

(6.4a) 

(6.4b) 

(6.4c) 

For the results contained in Eqs. (6.2)-(6.4) we refer to 
Trim and Wainwright.24 

As in Sec. 4 we use Eqs. (6.4) to eliminate <l>~2 and 
<l>82 from Eqs. (2. 14a, b). Equations (2.14), together with 
(6.3) then form a system of partial differential equations 
to be solved for the functions P, Q, m, cpo. We will refer 
to these equations as the reduced Einstein-Weyl equa
tions. 

B. Exact solutions 

We now wish to apply the results of Sec. 3. We thus 
assume that the Weyl tensor satisfies Condition III. 
By virtue of (3.6) and (6.4) Condition IV is valid if and 
only if 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

(6.5c) 

On evaluating the commutator (D34 - D43 ) In cpo using 
(6.3) and (6. 5a), we obtain 

2i~D1CPO == P2(D4L - 2D3L)cpO. 

In conjunction with (6. 5b) this implies 

D4L + D3L == 0, 

and hence, on account of (2. 3b) and (2. 9b), 

UO == O. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

Using the explicit form (3.9) for L, Eq. (6. 7) in fact 
entails l(z) == Kz, K a constant, so that we may use (B7) 
withf(z) given by (3.3) to set 

L == O. (6.9) 

Thus by (6.6) 

(6.10) 

provided that ~ "'" O. (The case ~ == 0, corresponding 
to zero twist of the neutrino principal null congruence, 
has been treated previously.24) Equation (6. 5c) now im
plies, for a nonvanishing neutrino field, that 

(6.11) 

and we are in Case 1 of Sec. 4. By virtue of Eqs. (6. 8), 
(4.2), and (4. 4a), Eqs. (6.3) and (6. 5a) can be integrated 
to yield 

cpO == k == const. 

From Eq. (6. 4a) we obtain 

<l>~1 == ~kk. 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 
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The line element is thus determined by Eqs. (2.2), (2.3), 
(4.7), (4.8), and (6.13), with P = 2- 1/ 2, and the neutrino 
field by 

cp = k(r + i~)-l. (6.14) 

It is clear that the class of solutions of the Einstein
Weyl equations compatible with Conditions I-IV is much 
more restricted [see (6.8), (6.11), and (6.12)] than the 
corresponding class of solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell 
equations. In particular, on account of (6.8), there exists 
no solution of the Einstein-Weyl equations analogous to 
the charged Demianski-Newman7 solution of the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations, for which UO < O. 

To conclude this section, we note that the reduced 
Einstein-Weyl equations (2.14), (6.3), can be solved to 
obtain a more general class of solutions if we replace 
Condition IV [which entails (6.5)] by the weaker restric
tion Dl cpo = 0 on the neutrino field. Details are given 
in the thesis of Trim. 32 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have given a unified approach to the derivation of 
a simple form for the line element of a wide class of 
algebraically special solutions of the Einstein, 
Einstein-Maxwell, and Einstein-Weyl equations. In 
addition, we have derived the well known twisting solu
tions of the Einstein and Einstein-Maxwell equations 
(Le., the charged Demianski-Newman7 solution and its 
specializations) by systematically restricting the 
asymptotic behavior of the Weyl and Ricci tensors, 
instead of specifying an arbitrary function in an ad hoc 
fashion, as is usually done. 8 ,9,10 

Not all explicitly known exact solutions of the (vacuum) 
Einstein equations satisfying Condition I also satisfy 
Condition III. As mentioned earlier, the Case III solu
tions of Kinnersleyll satisfy ~ ?! 0 in our notation, so 
that Condition III does not hold. The second twisting 
example known to us is a particular vacuum solution 
found by Kerr and Debney 13 which in our notation satis
fies >lJg ?! 0, ~ = 0, so that again Condition III does not 
hold. In addition, in the twistfree case, several classes 
of vacuum solutions which satisfy Condition I but not III 
are known,1,43 including the general solution for the 
type {4} case. However, to the best of the writers' know
ledge all explicitly known exact vacuum solution satisfy
ing Condition I, with nonzero twist, and containing (essen
tially) arbitrary functions also satisfy our Condition III. 
This justifies the remarks at the end of Sec. 1. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix contains the detailed expressions for 
the spin coefficients and components of the Weyl and 
Ricci tensors associated with the null tetrad (2.6). 

The fact that k a is tangent to a geodesic and shearfree 
null congruence (Condition I) implies that31 

K = (J = O. (Al) 

The further simplification of the null tetrad arising in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 results in24 
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E = rr = 0, 

T = ;\ = O. 

(A2) 

(A3) 

The remaining nonzero spin coefficients are given by42 

p = - (r + i~)-l, 

a = (PDIQ + !D4 P)p, 

{3 = - !D3Pp, 

i' = - !DIlnp - i >lJgp2 + ifJ~lP2p, 

(A4a) 

(A4b) 

(A4c) 

(A4d) 

!-I = (-UO + iDl ~ - i~Dlln p)p - ! >lJg(P2 + pp) + ifJ~lP2p, 

II = 1'0 + >lJgp + !Y~p2 + iygp3 
(A4e) 

+ p( -ifJg1p + B~p2 + B~p3), (A4f) 

where 

1'0 = PD1(D1Q +D4 lnP), (A5a) 

Y~ = - P(D4 + 3DIQ)~, (A5b) 

yg = - 3N~, (A5c) 

with 

and >}Ig, ifJ~ 1> B~, B~ are given below. 

Condition II restricts the components of the Ricci 
tensor with respect to the tetrad (2.6) according to 

ifJ OO = ifJ Ol = ifJ 02 = A = O. (A6) 

The remaining nonzero components are given by42 

ifJ ll = ifJ£IP2p2, (A7a) 

ifJ 21 = pp2(-ifJgI + B~P + Bgp2), (A7b) 

"" -{""O 0 r;()- 2 0 2 0-"'22 = pp "'22 + C1p + C1p - ifJ 12Np + C 2PP 

- 2ifJg1Np2 + 2B~Np2p + 2B~Npp2 
+ 4NNifJ~lP2j52}, (A7c) 

where 

ifJg I = !P(D4 + 3DIQ)~g =~~2' (A8a) 

B~ = P(D4 + 4DIQ)ifJ~1> (A8b) 

Bg = 2ifJ~lN, (A8c) 

ifJg 2 = P2(D3 + 2D1Q)(P-1>lJg) + p3DI(p-3>lJ~), (A8d) 

C~ = - p2(D4 + 3DIQ)(P-lifJ~2) -! p4D1 (P-4ifJ~1)' (A8e) 

(A8f) 

As mentioned in the introduction, Conditions I and II 
imply that the tangent field k a is at each point a repeated 
prinCipal null direction of the Weyl tensor, so that3 1 

(A9) 

with respect to the null tetrad (2.6). The nonzero com
ponents of the Weyl tensor are given below42 : 

(AlOa) 

'1'3 = p2{wg + Y~p + ygp2 + p( -ifJ~l + 2B~p + 3Bgp2)}, 
(AlOb) 
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~4 = p{-~ + Z~p + !Zgp2 + iZgp3 + ~~p4 

+ p(R~p + Rgp2 + Rgp3 + R~p4)}, (Al0c) 

where 

itg = - (m + iM), (All a) 

~g =P(D4 +2Dl Q}(-UO +iDl'E-i'EDllnP) +2i'EIIO, 

it~ = - (D 4 + 3Dl Q)(PIIO) , 

Z~ = (D4 + 4D1Q)(P~g), 

zg = (D4 + 5DlQ)(PY~) + 4N~g, 

zg = (D4 + 6D1 Q}(pyg) + 6NY~, 

z~ = BNyg, 

R~ = - (D4 + 5Dl Q}(P4>gl)' 

Rg = (D4 + 6D1Q)(PB~) - 2N4>gv 

Rg = (D4 + 7Dl Q)(PBg) + 4NB~, 

R~ = 6NB~. 

(Allb) 
(All c) 

(All d) 

(Alle) 

(Allf) 

(All g) 

(All h) 

(Alli) 

(Allj) 

(Allk) 

For convenience we list the general expansions for the 
Weyl tensor, Ricci tensor, and electromagnetic field 
tensor in terms of their tetrad components and the null 
tetrad vectors: 

t (C abed- iCa~e) = - ~OUabUed + 2~l (UabM cd + MabUed ) 

- ~2(UabVed + 4MabMed + VabUed ) 

+ 2 ~3 (VabMed + Mab Ved ) - ~4 Vab Ved , 

where 

and 

Uab = 2m[a n bl' 

C* = 1. C ef abed - 2 E edef ab , 

Rab= -24> OOn an b + 44>Oln(a mb) + 44>10n (a m b) 

- 24>02m a 112 b - 24>20m a mb - 44>11 {k (a n b) 

+ m(a112b)} + 44>12k(a 112b) + 44>2l k (a m b) 

- 24>22 k ak b + 6Ag ab , 

t (Fab - iFat) = 4> OUab - 24>lMab + 4>2 Vab , 

where 

APPENDIX B 

(A12) 

(A13) 

(A14) 

The combined coordinate and tetrad transformation 
(2.16), (2.17) preserves the form of the canonical line 
element (2.2), (2.3), and of the associated null tetrad 
(2.6) We list below the induced transformation laws 
of some of the functions of Sec. 2 and Appendix A: 

p' = R-11f'(z) I P, 

Q' = (J')-1[RQ + 2a zh], 
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(Bl) 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

I' = U')-1[L + f"/f'], 

J' = (j'P[J + 2f"'/f' - 3(f'!f')2], 

il' =R-2(j'/f')l/2N, 

(DlQ)' = (J')-l[D 1Q +D3 InR ]. 

(B5) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

(BB) 

(B9) 

(Bl0) 

In addition, the transformation laws of the coefficients 
in the expressions (A7) and (Al0) for the Ricci and 
Weyl tensors are all of the form 

for suitable values of p and q. 

Finally, note that the basic differential operators Dl' 
D 3 , and D 4 , as defined by Eq. (2.4), transform according 
to 

provided we regard them as operating only on functions 
of u, z, Z, as is the case here. 

APPENDIX C 

In Case 3 of Sec. 4, with UO < 0, the functions P, Q 
are given by 

P = 2- 1/ 2 (1 + ~ zz), (Cl) 

(C2) 

where bo, b v b2 are complex constants, and M is a real 
constant [see Eqs. (4. 12a, c, d) and (4.16)]. The form of 
P is preserved under the following coordinate transfor
mation: 

z' = 4(Az + B)(iiz - 4A}1, 

u' = u + h(z, z), 

(C3a) 

(C3b) 

where A, B are complex constants satisfying 4AA + BB = 
4, and h is a real function [c.f. (2.16), (3.3), and (3.5)]. 

The transformation (C3) does not in general preserve 
the form of Q. Our aim is to show that by making a 
suitable choice for A, B, and h, we can transform Q to 
the following form 

Q = p-2[ibz + 2iMz-l], (C4) 

where b is a real constant and M is as above, thereby 
justifying Eq. (4.17). 

Under the transformation (C3), it follows from (Bl) 
and (B2) (with R = 1) that P2Q transforms according to 

(p2Q)' = t~;J [p2Q + 2p2azh]. 

In order to achieve our aim we require 

ibz' + 2iM(z')-l = [~~] [b o + blz + b2z 2 + 2iMz-1 

+ (1 + tzz)2az h], 

where z' is given by (C3a). This equation will have a solu
tion for h(z, z) provided that azazh = azazh. A straight-
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forward calculation shows that this condition holds pro
vided that the ratio AlB is chosen to satisfy 

in terms of the given arbitrary constants appearing in 
Q. (H 50 + 4b 2 = 0, choose B = 0.) This is clearly per
missible, and the transformation to the form (C4) is 
thus justified. 
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We study a Lagrangian theory of superconductivity which, for slowly varying field variables, is 
shown to be equivalent to the BCS theory; we obtain the conservation of pairs, clearly showing its 
relation with the second kind of gauge invariance of the Euler-Lagrange equations. Finally, by 
treating the gauge function as a further field variable, we generalize the Maxwell-type 
Ginzburg-Landau equation and use it to discuss flux quantization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are many phySical systems whose dynamic equa
tions can be derived from an action principle, namely a 
functional of the dynamic variables takes a stationary 
value with respect to the small variations of the field 
variables. Such a formalism has an outstanding fea
ture: It establishes a direct connection between sym
metry principles and conservation laws; furthermore, 
it is a very convenient and economical way of formulat
ing dynamical laws. In the present paper, an action 
principle is set up which, when the order parameter <1> 
and the denSity matrix n 1 defined below are slowly vary
ing in space, is shown to be equivalent to the Bardeen
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory.1 The Lagrangian 
theory, however, clearly displays the connection be
tween gauge invariance and pair conservation. Let us 
first recall that in superconductivity theory an import
ant role is played by: 

(a) The first reduced denSity matrix 

(1.1) 

where p(t) is the statistical denSity matrix, tJ;(x) is the 
fermion field operator at the space point X; the spin 
label a is also included with the convention x = (x, a). 

(b) The order parameter or macroscopic wave function 
defined as 

(1. 2) 

In the BCS theory a good description of the supercon
ducting sample is obtained by letting the electrons 
interact by means of a two-body potential V(x1 - x2) in 
such a way that the interactions are effective between 
electrons of opposite spin and momentum; then, by 
postulating an ansatz for the ground state, an expres
sion for the energy is written and minimized subject 
to two constraints. This procedure yields the Valatin 
commutator equations,2 which we have shown how to 
write in configuration space as a pair of partial differen
tial equations3 : 

iOt n 1 (x1 Ix2) = ~ (of - of )n1 (x 11 x 2) 
2m 1 2 

together with 

+ Idx'<1>(x1 !x')J.l*(x'lx2 ) 

- J dX'J.l(x1 Ix')<1>*(x'lx2), 

io t <1>(x1 Ix2) = (_1_ (of + 01) - V(X 1 - x 2)1 <1>(x1 Ix2) 
2m 1 2 J 

- J dX'J.l(x1 Ix ')n 1 (x' 1X2) 

(1. 3) 

- J dx'n 1(x1 Ix')j.I(x'lx2 ), (1. 4) 
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where the energy scale has been defined such that the 
Fermi momentum is nUll. Here, however, we have writ
ten the BCS equations in a more general situation than 
in Ref. 3, since we have not limited our discussion to a 
delta function potential, neither have we restricted our
selves to a time-independent theory. The definition of 
the pair potential J.l is given in Sec. 2. 

2. THE ACTION PRINCIPLE 

Let us introduce a superconducting vector field Bj where 

8j = (<1>, <1>*, n 1, niV, (2.1) 

T denoting the transpose. The action principle requires 
that if I is the action, then a first-order variation yields 

OJ = 0 = oj dtdx1dx2 JY, 

provided that the surface ~ of the region of integration 
is kept constant and that variations on 6 are null. This 
leads to 

OJ = 0 = JOBj - - OK -- dtdx1dx2 , - (0£' o£' ) 
oBj OOKBj 

(2.2) 

where 6 represents a change of form.4 Now for paired 
electrons the fields <1> and <1>* ought to satisfy the con
straints 

<1>(x1 Ix2 ) = - <1>(x2 Ix1), 

<1>*(x1 Ix2 ) = - <1>*(x2 Ix1)· 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

Further, from definition (1. 1) we find that the fields ~ , 
ni should satisfy 

n(x1 Ix2) = n*(x2 Ix1), 

n*(x1 Ix 2) = n(x2 Ix1) 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

(henceforth the suffix "1" is dropped from n1). In order 
to include the constraints (2.3) and (2.4), we shall appeal 
to the method of Lagrange multipliers; therefore, con
sider the new Lagrangian denSity, 

£ = £' + ~(<1>i2 + <1>2\) + ~*(<1>12 + <1>21) 

+ A(nh - ~1) + A*(n12 - nh)' (2.5) 

where we have adopted the following convention: 

!(x1 Ix2 ) =J~ 2' ! = <1>, n. 
From Eq. (2. 2) we infer, with the new Lagrangian density, 

o£ _ 0 o£' - 0 
K -, 

oBj oOK Bj 
(2.6) 

since in (2. 5) there are no derivatives in £ - £'. 
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We find it convenient to separate J3, 

where .itT will lead us, through the action principle, to 
linear terms in the field equations, while J3NLT will lead 
us to nonlinear terms. We submit that 

J;.T = inhOt012 

1 1 
+ - Ox 0i2 • Ox 012 - - Ox 0i2 • ox· ~2 

2m I I 2m 2 2 

+ A(Oi2 - 021) + A*(~2 - 0h) + i<l>i20t <l>12 

1 1 
+ - Ox <l>i2 • Ox <1>12 + - Ox <l>t2 • Ox <1>12 

2m I I 2m 2 2 

+ V(x1 - x2)<I>i2<1>12 + ~(<I>12 + <1>21) + ~*(<I>i2 + <l>i\)· 

The pair potential p. is defined by 

P.12 = V(x1 - x2)<I>12' 

We find that .f1.LT is of the following form: 

J3 NLT = <l>i2P12 + 0i2~2 + T12 + U12 + c.c., 

where c.c. means the complex conjugate expression; the 
P and S functions are given by 

P12 = Jdx'p.(x1 1x')0*(x'Ix2) + J dx'0(x1 1x ')p.(x'Ix 2), 

S:t2 = Jdx'<I>(x1 Ix')p.*(x' Ix 2) - Jdx'p.(x1 Ix')<I>*(x' Ix2). 

Finally, the "counter terms" T and U are given by 

T12 = - t J dx'0(x1 Ix')p.*(x' Ix2)<I>(x' Ix2 ), 

U12 = - t Jdx'O(x' Ix2)p.*(x1 Ix')<I>(x1 Ix'). 

Following the standard procedure, we consider ~,~*, 
A, and A * as additional variables. This leads us to the 
appropriate field equations. 

(a) The ° equation. Making variations with res
pect to 012' 0i2' A, and A *, respectivelY,we find, 

oJ3 NLT 1 1 
,\ + iOt0 12 + oOt2 = 2 moil °12 - 2m oi2 °12' (2.8) 

0i2 = 021' (2.9) 

0h = 012' (2.10) 

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) imply 

_ 2io 0* = ~ ~02 _ ( 2)°* _ oJ3NLT _ (OJ3NLT)* 
t 12 Xl x 2 12 '" n '" n* ' m u'"12 U.012 

but the last equations can be simplified to 

- io 0*2 = - a 2 - a 2 O>t< - -- • 1 ~ J oJ3 NLT 

t 1 2m XI x 2 ""12 o~2 
(2.11) 

We further notice that the explicit form of the equation 
complex conjugate to (2. 11) is identical to the BCS 
Eq. (1. 3). 

(b) The <l> equation. In a similar manner we find 
that the equation of motion for the macrowave function 
is given by 
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ia t <1>12 = (_1_ (~ + ai ) - V(x1 - x2)\ <1>12 
2m I 2 '} 

- JdX'fJ(x1 1x')0*(x'Ix2) - Jdx'f2(x1 1x')p.(x'Ix2) + Ql12' 
(2.12) 

With the given Lagrangian denSity we find that the Ql12 
function is given by 

(2. 13) 

We remark that in theories where QI is negligible Eq. 
(2.12) coincides with the corresponding equation of the 
BCS theory, i.e.,with Eq. (1. 4). 

We now restrict our discussion to bulk superconduc
tors in the presence of a weak magnetic field H, such 
that 0 < H <: He 1> .where He 1 is the first critical value for 
penetration of magnetic flux. Under these conditions it 
is reasonable to assume that the field variables OJ vary 
slowly as functions of the spatial coordinates r and R, 
where 

In the Appendix we have shown that QI is proportional to 
the small quantity aR<P(R,o) and is therefore negligible. 

3_ CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACTION PRINCIPLE 

In this section we proceed to discuss some simple 
consequences of the theory when the magnetic field is 
coupled. As discussed in Sec. 4 below, this is simply 
achieved by modifying the expression for the energy of 
the Bloch electrons: The velocity kim is replaced by 
[k - eA(x)/e]/m, where A is the vector potential; the 
total potential in (2. 12) becomes 

2 
V(X1 - x2) + ~ ecj>(xi ), 

i=1 

and in Eq. (1. 3) the term (112m) (ail - ai2)~2 becomes 

2~ [(a
XI 

- (e/C)A(X1)) 2 - (a
X2 

- (e/C)A(X2)) 2J 

2 

+ ~ (- l)iecj>(xi ), 
i=1 

where cj> is the scalar potential. Then, the field equa
tions are invariant under the following infinitesimal 
transformations: 

cj>(X) -7 cj>(x) - (l/e) 0tA(x, t), 

A(x) -7 A(x) + ax A (x, f), 

tJI(x) -7 tJI(x) expT(ie/e)A(x, t)], 

tJl t (X)-7 tJlt(x) exp[- (ie/e)A(x, t)]. 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

(3.1d) 

For null electric field one can demonstrate the invari
ance of the field equations under the transformation 
(3.1) in the case we discuss here, namely Ql12 = 0 (cf. 
Ref. 2, pp. 74-77). Such gauge invariance has the follow
ing consequences. 

A. Conservation of Cooper pairs 

We first notice that when we make the gauge trans
formation the field variables transform as 

(3.2) 

where Gj = Gj [ {O}] and Hj = Hj[ {e}]. For example, for j = 
1,Gl = i<l>12,Hl = i<Pl2 • 
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Then, as shown in the Appendix (Sec. B), making first
order variations in the gauge function A we are able to 
define a bilocal current 

f 
a £ (xl Ix) f a£(xlx2) 

j "'{x t):::: dx + dx 
, 1 aaaA(x, t) 2 oaaA(x, t)' 

(3.3) 

whose divergence may be found as usual (with the 
Euler-Lagrange equations), we find a null divergence 
and hence the theory will contain a conserved charge, 
given by 

f dxjO(x, t) :::: const == - 2Q. (3.4) 

Using the definition ofjO in Eq. (3. 3), we find 

f 
o£(xl/x2) f a £ (xl Ix2 ) 

- 2Q == dxl dx 2 Gj + dxl dx2 Hj , 
aatej OOtej 

having changed from the gauge functions A to the field 
variables (using the chain rule), the appropriate relation 
being given by Eq. (3.2). Finally, making the relevant 
differentiations, we find 

Q:::: f dxl dx 2 1 <I> (xl Ix2) 12. 

In other words, we have shown that the number of pairs 
is the conserved quantity which corresponds to the 
gauge symmetry of the second kind of the field equa
tions. Noether's theorem4 assured us that such a con
served quantity exists in our formalism, once we knew 
that the field equations were invariant under the trans
formation(3. 1). 

B. Generalization of a Ginzburg-Landau equation 

In order to extend the theory to allow a description of 
type II superconductors, we modify the Lagrangian den
sity £ by the coupling of the electromagnetic field, as 
explained at the beginning of Sec. 3. We therefore add a 
further piece to the denSity £, to wit, £EM == - H2 /21I. 
This does not alter any of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
(because when we make variations with respect to the 
fields ej , £EM does not contribute). In the Appendix we 
have made variations with respect to the new field 
variable A(cf. Sec. C of the Appendix) and find 

1 ien f {I 1 - Ox Ox A(x) + - dy !\ (x y)oxnt(x y) 
27T A II. me 

- nt(x I y)oxnl(xly)} - 2e
2 

A(x) f dy I <I> (x Iy) 12 = O. 
me 2 (3.5) 

This equation is a natural generalization of the Maxwell
type Ginzburg- Landau equation and, in particular, will 
define a supercurrent (generated by the magnetic field 
H) which will be typical of the Lagrangian theory.5 

If in analogy with the corresponding case of the order 
parameter of the Ginzburg- Landau equations, we write 
the denSity matrix into its modulus and phase 

~(xly) = no(x/y) exp[- iw(xly)], 

we find that the current defined by (3. 5) becomes 

Js(x) = - 41Ien f dy n~(x 1 y )oxw(x I y) 
me 

47Te 2 f + - A(x) dy 1<I>(xly) 12. 
me 2 

C. Quantization of flux in type II superconductors 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Let us consider a large sample of pure type II super
conductor at very low temperatures (essentially at 
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absolute zero, where our equations are valid). We exa
mine the problem of magnetic flux penetration for a 
field close to the first critical value H q; for this pur
pose we need to consi:'er the local limit of !\(x' Ix"), 
namely,x' = x", n = a, the macroscopic denSity of the 
whole system. Our first simplifying assumption is 
spatial homogeneity, 5(x) = 5 where (j is a constant. 
For our discussion we also need the second reduced 
density matrix 

n 2(x'y' /x'Y ") = Trp(t)lj.tt (x ")lj.tt (y ")lj.t(y ')lj.t(x'), 

which may be shown to satisfy the following properties: 

fn2(XYlx'Y)~ =(N-l)nl (x'lx"), (3.8) 

n 2(x'y Ix'Y) = -!\ (x' Iy)nl(y IX") 

+ a(y)!\(x'lx") + <I>*(x"ly)<I>(x'ly), (3.9) 

where N is the total number of particles. 

We integrate both sides of Eq. (3. 9) in the local case 
x' = x", 

fn2(xy Ixy)~ :::: - fl!\(xly) 12~ + (j(x)fa(y)~ 
+ f 1 <I> (x Iy) 1

2dy. (3.10) 

We may deduce, from Eq. (3.10), the following relation: 

fl<I>(xly)1 2dy = fl~(xly)12dy, (3.11) 

since N - 1 ~ N,N being a very large number. Another 
property which the density matrices obey, in the case of 
superconductivity, is ODLRO,6 

~(X'IXIl) -i 0, Ix'-x"I-iOC! 

for x',x{ sufficiently far from X",X{'. We only need the 
first part of the above statement, which we use to make 
the following approximation: 

n§(x 1 y) == yllo -0 n~(y 1 y )Il(x - y). 
l' 2 

(3. 12) 

This expresses the strong localization of the square of 
the real part of ~ [the notation was introduced in Eq. 
(3.7)]. In writing (3.12) we have also included the as
sumption of antiparallel spin pairing and, finally, the 
constant factor y has been inserted, whose units are 
those of volume, since by definition Il(x - y) has units 
of (volume)-l. We are now in a position to take a second 
look at our new current (3.7). USing our expression for 
the square of the real part of the denSity matrix (3.12), 
we find 

47Ten _ . 1 47Te2 _ 
Js(x) = - -- ya2 hm 0xw(x y) + -- ya2 A(x), (3.13) 

me X""y me 2 

where the second term on the right-hand side of (3. 13) 
follows from (3.11). Since w(xl y) is the phase of ~, 
we suppose it is a smooth enough function such that, after 
differentiating, the limit will exist and be written as 

lim axw(xly) =W(x) == (Wv W2 ). 
x .... y 

The pair of functions is best studied in the complex 
plane for the following reason: From the nature of the 
problem we find that by chOOSing a cylindrical triad of 
coordinates with z axis along the single flux line, the 
problem has z symmetry. Let us take x = (x,Y), where 
x and yare Cartesian coordinates. We find it is useful 
to introduce the new function of a single complex vari
able ~ = x + iy, 
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W(~) = W2(x,y) + iW1(x,y). 

Then, if L is some arbitrary closed contour in the ~ 
plane, 

J W(~) d~ = J (W2dx - W1dy) + i I (W1dx + W2 dy). 
L L L 

Hence, we find that, 

ImlW(~)d~ = f. W(x)· dl, dl = (dx,dy). 
L L 

(3.14) 

Integrating Eq. (3. 13) round some contour L inside the 
superconducting sample, we may neglect the line inte
gral of J s for, by appropriate choice of contour, this 
quantity is negligible, since J s will be strongly damped 
(in London'S theory, it would decay exponentially). By 
Stokes' theorem, we have 

f Aodl = f. BodS = F. 
L S 

(3.15) 

Hence, from Eq. (3.13) we infer 

(e/lie)F = 1m J d~W(~), 
L 

(3.16) 

having used Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), together with the 
strong damping of Js • For nonvanishing magnetic flux 
penetration, we find from Eq. (3. 16) that there will be a 
singularity in the complex ~ plane inside the contour L. 
We shall assume the simplest type, namely a simple pole 
at the origin of the ~ plane. Therefore, we can make the 
following Laurent expansion for W, 

W(~) =!(~) + b/~, 

where! is its Taylor part and b1 its residue at the ori
gin. By Cauchy's residue theorem, the integral round 
the contour L does not contribute and all reduces to the 
contribution of a small circle round the origin, which 
we call D: {~ = 6 exp(ie); I ~ I = 6}. Hence, we have 

J W(~) d~ = t" [bl 6i exp(ie)/6 expie] de = 21fib1 • 
D 0 

Therefore, we find, from Eq. (3.16) that F = 21fb1eli/e. 
Since we know independently that flux is quantized in 
units of he / e where e is twice the electronic charge, we 
may determine the residue b1 = 1, and hence the Laurent 
expansion is also determined. Thus although the formal 
expression for the superconducting current is some
what complicated, Eq. (3. 7), in this section we have 
found that by Simple physical assumptions it may be 
brought into a form which is equivalent to the pheno
menological expression of Ginzburg and Landau. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In studying the coupling between pairing and magnetic 
field, as we did in the previous section, several reason
able assumptions were taken for granted; we mention 
the following 7 : 

(i) The two-body pairing interaction is taken to be 
independent of the magnetic field. 

(ii) The effect of the field manifests itself only through 
the single particle energy operator 

E(X) = 2
1
m (- in Ox) 2 - E F , 

which is assumed to become 

E(X)A =_1_ (- ilia - eA/e)2 - EF" 
2m x 

(iii) The effect of the magnetic field on the Fermi 
energy EF is neglected. 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(iv) Small contributions from the pairing interaction, 
which one would have to include in E A are neglected. 
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With the limits of validity discussed in this work, we 
summarize by saying that the basic result of the paper 
is the action principle of Sec. 2 with the corresponding 
Lagrangian density given in Eq. (2.5). The principle 
gives back some of the physical consequences of the 
BCS theory under appropriate slowly varying conditions. 
Looking at superconductivity from the Lagrangian view
point clarifies the connection between gauge symmetry 
and conservation of pairs. 
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APPENDIX 

A. Proportionality between (1"12 and a R<P 

For simplicity we omit the spin label (J. In the R, r 
coordinates, we have 

~2 = S'2(R, r) = S'2(R, 0) + r·~n(R,o) + ... , 

nt'2 = IT*(R, r) = IT*(R,o) + r· ~IT*(R,o) + .... 

Then, retaining terms up to first derivatives, IT(R, r) = 
TI*(R, r), since IT(R,o) is real. We remark that in the 
new coordinates 

Now, since the field variable varies slowly in R, 

~(R + r/2,0) ~ ~(R,o) + r/2· 0R~(R,o), 

~(R - r/2,0) ~ ~(R,o) - r/2· ~~(R,o). 

Then, we find from Eq. (4.8) that 

G!12 = [S'2(R,0) + r· ~IT(R,o)][r.i\t~(R,o)]V(r), 

and conclude that G!12 is proportional to the small quan
tity ~<I>(R,o). 

B. The bilocal current and its divergence 

Making variations up to first order in 6A, we obtain 
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Equivalently, since xl and x 2 are dummy variables, 

Then we define the current (3.3) and evaluate its diver
gence applying the chain rule, 

. J a"c(x Ix 2) a"c(xllx) 
aaJ '>(x, f) = dx2 aa ~ + J dxlaa Gj 

aaa ej aaA (A2) 

If we now invoke the Euler-Lagrange equations, we 
obtain 

a '00 f) - Jd a"c(xlx2 ) + J d a"c(xllx) 
a)"x, - x 2 xl' 

aA(x, f) aA(x, f) 

Then, if the condition 

J 
a"c(x Ix2 ) J a"c(xllx) 

dx + dx = 0 
2 aA(x, f) 1 aA(x, f) 

is fulfilled or, equivalently, if 

a {"c(xli x) + "c(x Ixl )} = 0 
aA(x, f) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

is fulfilled, then the theory will contain a zero diver
gence current and, hence, a charge. It is not difficult to 
verify that our Lagrangian density does satisfy condi
tion (A4). 

C. The superconducting current 

The third Euler-Lagrange equation is obtained making 
variations with respect to the gauge field A: 
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We remark that under the integral sign, xl and x 2 may 
be treated as dummy variables; hence 

J J 
j J a"c(x,x2 It) J a"c(Xl' x If) 

df dXOA(x)./ dx 2 -a-A-(-x)- + dXl -a-A'"-(x)--

+ a~M(x) 1= o. 
aA(x) I 

For arbitrary variations of oA(x) we have 

a"cEM J a"c(xl' x It) J a"c(x, x 2 It) 
- --= dx + dx • 

a A(x) 1 a A(x) 2 a A(x) 

After some manipulation, we find that the above equa
tion becomes Eq. (3.5). 
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In this paper some consequences of the strengthened interpretative rules of quantum mechanics, 
which were proposed in an earlier paper, are obtained. It is also seen that, in general, the usual 
interpretative rules are too weak to obtain these results. For example, it is proved from the 
strengthened rules that if f: R -? R is a Borel function which is also T-definable, then for each 
observable A the procedure "measure A and compute f(A outcome)" is an f(A) measurement 
procedure. It is also shown that there exist Borel f and observables A such that the above 
procedure is not an f(A) measurement procedure. Two methods of measuring the sum A + B of 
two observables are then considered: The measurement of A and B on different systems followed by 
addition of the results and (if A and B commute) the simultaneous measurement of A and B on 
the same system followed by addition. It is proved from the strengthened rules that the first method 
is not a valid measurement procedure and the second is valid. Besides these, other processes such as 
procedures for preparing mixtures of different states, and the empirical generation of probability 
measures from outcome sequences are considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl denoted here by I, a strengthening 
of the usual interpretative rules of quantum mechanics 
was proposed and discussed. In this paper some further 
consequences of the strengthened rules will be investi
gated. In Sec. II some definitions are given along with a 
review of the material given in I. In Sec. III Borel func
tions of observables are considered. It is first shown 
constructively that for any observable A with a nonempty 
continuous spectra, there exist Borel functions f such 
that the procedure "measure A and compute f on the 
outcome" is not an f (A) measuring procedure. 

It is then proved that the strengthened rule 3) T implies 
that for each T-definable Borel function the above pro
cedure is an f (A) measuring procedure for all obser
vables. This includes the T-definable polynomials. 
However, for those polynomialf which are not T-defin
able it is open whether or not the above procedure 
measures f (A) for all observables. By "open" is meant 
that we are not able to prove for these f whether or not 
the above procedure measures f (A). This use of "open" 
in different contexts will appear several times later on. 
On the other hand, the usual interpretative rules are 
seen to be too weak in that one can not prove useful 
results from them even for polynomial f. 

In the next section the linear operations are con
sidered. After a brief discussion about multiplication 
by real·numbers as a special case of polynomial j, 
two addition operations are considered. 

It is first proved from a slight extension of rule 3) T 

that the procedure "measure A on a system prepared 
in some state, measure B on a different system pre
pared in the same state and add the results" is not an 
A + B measuring procedure. This result does not 
follow from the usual interpretative rules. 

Then it is proved from another extension of rule 3) T 

that if A and B commute, the simultaneous measure
ment (if such a procedure exists) of A and B on one 
system followed by addition of the results is an A + B 
measuring procedure. It is satisfying that both these 
results are in accord with one's intuition. 

In the previous sections much of the full power of the 
strengthened rules was not used. In Sec. IV this is 
remedied by considering the generation of empirical 
probability measures on the Borel subsets of R w (the 
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set of all infinite sequences of real numbers) from out
come sequences. It is shown that rule 3) T implies that 
for eaCH preparation procedure s and each observation 
procedure Ci., the empirical probability measure UT (1J;sa)' 
generated in a standard way from the outcome sequence 
IJ; sa' obtained from an infinite repetition of doing Ci. and 
s, equals the theoretical measure generated from the 
state and spectral measure assigned to s and Ci.. It is 
noted that one has here an even stronger incompleteness 
result than for the Borel functions in that for no out
come_ sequence \f.; sa is the limit relative frequency func
tion IT (_) (\f.; sex) a probability measure on CB(R w). 

In Sec. V state preparation procedures are considered 
with particular attention paid to the mixing of different 
procedures. Let s cO and S Q be two different procedures 

T S2" 

each of which mixes the ine<iuivalent preparation pro
cedures So and SI in the ratio AOIAI with Ao + Al = 1. 
s'i' is the procedure "for the j th preparation compute 
cp, if cp(j) = 0(1) carry out SO(SI)" (cp is a 0-1 sequence). 
S s II is the procedure "carry out S 2 and (3 where f3 is a 
prOjection operator measuring procedure, if outcome is 
0(1) carry out SO(sl)'" Both cp and the outcome sequence 
1J; S B of an infinite repetition of doing s2 and (3 are such 
that Mcp = M1J; S B = AI' 

2 

It is proved from rule 3) T that if cp is T-definable then 
s'i' is not a state preparation procedure. If cp is T-random 
then the above proof fails and it is an open question 
whether or not s'" is a state preparation procedure. Sim
ilarly' it is open whether or not S S2B is a state prepara
tion procedure. 

In conclusion it is noted that these problematic 
aspects disappear for those S which do not include mixing 
processes, such as preparation procedures for the pure 
states. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND REVIEW 

Let Sand 0 denote the respective collections of non
mathematical2 state preparation procedures and obser
vation procedures. Let B(.'1C) be the set of all bounded 
linear operators over some Hilbert space JC and let a 
be a von Neumann subalgebra of B(JC) and let 5(a) be 
the set of states on a. Let q, and w be maps from 0 into 
a and from S into S(ct), respectively, where for each Ci. 

in 0, cP (Ci.) is self adjoint. 
Since the maps cP and ware in general many-one, they 

decompose 0 and S into equivalence classes of pro-
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cedures in an obvious fashion. Thus for each operator 
A in the range of CP, let cp-1 (A) be the set of all a such 
that cP (a) = A and let [a]4> be the set of all observation 
procedures which are equivalent under cP to a. For 
states p and preparation procedures s, one defines 
>11- 1 (p) and [s h analogously. 

It should be noted that, unlike other work2 we do not 
assume that (the set of equivalence classes of) e and S 
are necessarily an algebra and a convex set, respectively. 
This is taken care of by allowing the maps >11 and cp to be 
into and not necessarily onto. In this way allowance is 
made for such problems as the possible nonexistence 
of a measurement procedure for the sum of any pair 
of noncom muting observables, the possibility that e and 
S may contain at most-a denumerable infinity of proce
dures, etc. 

One reason that this work is presented in terms of a 
von Neumann algebra and set of positive linear func
tionals over the algebra is that the existence of super
selection rules is thereby allowed for. Of course at the 
cost of excluding superselection, everthing said in this 
paper can also be given in the usual formalism by con
sidering <l> as a map into B(JC) (which it is anyway) and 
>11 as a map into the set of density operators in B(JC). In 
this approach every occurrence of >I1(s)(-) in this paper 
is replaced by Tr( >I1(s) - ). 

In I it was proposed to replace the expectation rule 
and the spectrum rule of the usual interpretative rules 
by the following stronger rule: 

3) 1': For each s in S and a in e, the outcome sequence 
1/1 sa obtained from an infinite repetition of carrying 
out s and a must satisfy: each property of elements of 
RW which is 

(a) T-definable from P sa 

(b) true P s a almost everywhere 
must be true for 1/1 sa' 

P so. is the product probability measure on CB(Rw), the 
set of all Borel subsets of R W (the set of all infinite 
sequences of real numbers) which is generated from 
>I1(s) and cp(a) according to 

P E F · = >I1(s)(84>(a)(F» = P F sa J sa (1) 

for each j = 0, l' .. and each Fin CB(R). EFj = [1/11 W(j}EF] 
and 84>(0.) is the spectral measure for cp(a). The right
hand part of Eq. (1) just defines the probability measure 
P sa on CB(R) from s and a and will be used later on. 

The various concepts appearing above have been 
discussed in I and thus will be given briefly here. A 
property p of elements of R W is T-definable from P so. 
with T a mathematical theory if there is some formula 
g(l/I, P So.) in the language of T to which a name, P sa' of 
P s a has been added such th_at for all sequences 1/1 in R W , 

1/1 has_p if and only if Q (1/1, P s a)is true. A property is 
true P s a almost everywhere if the set of afl elements 
of R W which have the property is a set of Ps a measure 1. 

The strength of T was discussed in I. There it was 
seen that T must be sufficiently strong to include prob
ability theory over CB(R w) and possibly should be as 
strong as set theory. Here T will not be specified 
although it will always be assumed to be sufficiently 
strong for the various proofs and discussions. If neces
sary, one can always choose T to be Zermelo-Frankel 
set theory which is certainly strong enough for our 
purposes here. 

It was also seen that rule 3) l' implies the usual ex
pectation value rule and that 3) l' implies the spectrum 
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rule to the extent that one can prove from 3) T. that 
"d(cp(a» hSa and that So. is dense in "c(<l>(a». Sa is 
the outcome set of a and "c (A) and "d (A) are the respec
tive continuous and discrete spectra of A. 

The definition of randomness on which rule 3) ~ is 
based is the following: A sequence l/-' in R W is T-random 
if there exists a nontrivial product measure P on CB(R w) 
[which is a product of the same measure P on CB(R)] 
such that every property of elements of R w which is 
T definable from P and true P almost everywhere must 
hold for 1/1. A product measure Pis n_ontrivial if the 
measure P on CB(R), which generates P, is not concen
trated on a single pOint of R. 

The adequacy of this definition as a proper defini
tion of randomness was briefly discussed in I in light 
of the fact that it can be proved3 that if 1/1 is T-random, 
then 1/1 is not T-definable from any product measure. 
Also it is clear that rule 3) T implies that if s and a 
are such that 0 < >J!(s)(8 Ha) ({r}» < 1 for each real 
number r, then 1/1 sa is T-random. If -v(s)(84>(a)({r}» = 1, 
then rule 3) l' implies that 1/1 sa is a constant r sequence. 

It should be noted that the essential concept of rule 
3) T and of the definition of randomness is that of T

correctness of a probability measure for an outcome. 
This concept, which is easily extended to general prob
ability measures and not just product measures is 
given as follows: 3,4 Let n be a set, CB(n) a CJ field of 
subsets of n, P a probability measure on CB(n), and w 
an element of n. Pis T-correct for w if all properties 
of elements of n which define sets in CB(n) and are T

definable from P and are true P almost everywhere 
are true for w. Thus rule 3)1' says for all sand a'Psa 
defined by Eq. (1) is T-correct for 1/1 so.' Also a sequence 
1/1 in R w is T-random if there exists a nontrivial pro
duct measure on CB(Rw) which is T-correct for 1/1. 

Finally, much of the following discussion will use the 
following precise statement of the meaning of s and a 
being respective state preparation and observation pro
cedures. s is a state preparation procedure for -v(s) if 
and only if s is in the domain of >11 and for every obser
vation procedure a, P sa' defined by Eq. (1), is T-correct 
for 1/1 sa' a is an observation procedure for cp (a) if and 
only if a is in the domain of cp and for every state 
preparation procedures s, P so. is T-correct for 1/1 sa' 

The reasonableness of these conditions can be seen 
as follows: If the strengthened interpretative rules are 
valid, then these conditions are clearly necessary. The 
sufficiency of these conditions stems from the following 
intuitive requirement: If s (or a) lie in the domain of 
>11 (or cp) and if for every a (or s) the infinite repeti
tion of s and a gives an outcome sequence 1/1 s a which 
is random {or is a constant r sequence in case 
>I1(s)(84>(a) ({r}» = 1 for some r] and is such that MI/I sa = 
>I1(s)(cp(a», then s (or a) is a state preparation (or 
observation) procedure for -v(s) [or <I>(a)]. It is also 
assumed that T-randomness is a valid precise definition 
for the intuitive concept of randomness'! 

III. BOREL FUNCTIONS ON R 

As is well known in quantum mechanics each bounded 
Borel function f : R --> R induces a map A ..... f (A) on the 
set of all self -adjoint operators in B(JC) where f (A) is 
defined for each A by 

(2) 

and 8 A is the spectral measure on A. Since no confusion 
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will result the same symbol is used for the function j 
and the operator map induced by it. 

It is usually assumed in quantum mechanics that if 
A can be measured then for any bounded Borel j,j(A) 
can be measured by first measuring A and then computing 
j (outcome). For example, if j (A) = A2, then one can al
ways measure A2 by measuring A and squaring the out
come. This assumption can be expressed more preCisely 
as follows: For each s £ S and ad:) and bounded Borelj, 

MF flf; sa = >{I(s)(j(<1> (a») (3) 

is assumed to hold. !Vi denotes the limit mean operation 
and Ff If; s a is the outcome sequence of an infinite re
petition of s and a followed by an j computation on each 
outcome. [Ff : R W -? R W is defined by (Ff If;)(j) = 
j{tJ.-(j)) for each j = 0,1 ... and each tJ.- in RW.] 

Equation (3) relates a measurement of <1>(0') and sub
sequent computations to an expectation value computed 
from j(<1> (a)). Equivalently, one can relate the measure
ment of <1>(a) and subsequentj computation directly 
to a measurement of j (<1> (a» as follows: For each a and 
for eachj such that <1>-l(j(<1>(a))) is not empty, 

(4) 

must hold for each S and each a f in <1>-l(j(<1>(a))). 

Equation (4) is the statement that if a carrying out of 
a followed by an j computation on the outcome is an 
j(<1>(a» measuring procedure, then it is empirically 
equivalent to any other j(<1> (a)) measuring procedure. 
Of course, if <1>-1 (j(<1>(a))) includes only the j computation 
on the result of doing a then Eq. (4) becomes an identity. 

The first point to be made is that there exist oper
ators A and Borel j such that measuring j and com
puting j on the outcome is not an j(A) measuring pro
cedure. More precisely, the validity of Eq. (3) for all S 

is clearly a necessary condition for the procedure "do 
a and compute j(outcome)" to be a j{<1>(a» measuring 
procedure. We show that if the range of <1> includes 
operators with nonempty continuous spectra (this con
dition is not exactly the correct one 5 but is good enough 
for our purposes) then there exist a and Borel j for 
which Eq. (3) fails for some s. 

To see this let a be such that <1>(0') has a nonempty 
continuous spectrum uc(<1>(a». Let s be such that 
>{I(s)(&4><a)[u c(<1>(a))]) = 1, i.e., the probability that 
carrying out a and s gives an outcome in uc{<l>(a» is 
equal to 1. It follows from this and rule 3) T that 
Rnglf; sa {Rng1f; s = [r 11/1 sa (j) = r for some j]} lies 
entirely in u r{<1>~». Define j to be the characteristic 
function for Rng./l sa [fer) = 1(0) if r E (rtJRng1/lsa]. j 
is Borel as Rng1/l s a is a Borel subset of R. 

Now MFI tJ.- sex = 1 as F61/1 s ex is a constant sequence of 
1 'so However,j{<1>(OI» = as by Eq. (1) 

Jj(r)d&~(a)«-C(),r])= z= &Ha) ({r}) =0 
YERng+ 

<a 

as Rngl/l sa is a countable set and by the definition6 of 
continuous spectrum. 8<1>(a){r} = 0 for each r in Rng1/lsa. 
Thu~ >{I(s)(f (<fJ (a») = 0 and Eq. (3) is false. Also by rule 
3)TM t/I sal = >{I(s)(f(<1>(a») for any a I in <1>-l(f(<1>(a») 

and thus Eq. (4) is false. Note that in this case 
<I>-l(f(<I>(a») is the equivalence class of procedures for 
measuring the zero operator. 

The following example will help to understand this 
result better. Let a be such that <1> (01) is the truncated 
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position operator which gives the position in the interVal 
[2,3] and 0 elsewhere. Let s be such that >{I(s) cor
responds to a wave packet concentrated within [2,3]. 
Suppose too that the experimenter has available a col
lection of black boxes such that for each bounded Borel 
functionj there is a black box B I for computing j(r) 
given r for each r in R. 

Mter each measurement of <1>(0') on >¥(s) the experi
menter feeds the result of the measurement into each 
of the black boxes and records the output of B f for each 
j. Now the usual assumption is that for each j this out
put of B t is a measurement of {(<1>(a» on >{I(s). In par
ticular,lf this assumption is true, then an infinite repeti
tion of the above will yield for each j a sequence 
Ff 1/1 s a of B f outputs which must satisfy Eqs. (3) and (4). 

The point of the above proof is that there are j such 
that for the <1>(01) and >{I(s) in the example, applying B f 
to the outcome of a measurement of <1>(a) on >{I(s) is not 
a measurement of j{cfJ(a» on >{I(s). In particular, if B I 
is the box for j = characteristic function for RngtJ.- sa 
[Rng If; s a is the set of all outcomes of an infinite repeti
tion of measuring cfJ (a) on tJ.- (s) and for each real number 
r, B f outputs 1 or 0 if r is or is not in RngtJ.- s a' respec
tively] then B I outputs 1 for every measurement of cfJ (01) 
on >{I(s) in the infinite repetition and thus Ff 1/1 s a is a 
constant sequence of 1 'So The failure of Eq. (3) results 
then from the fact that j{cfJ (01» is the zero operator. 

Besides the particular j given above, there are many 
other Borel j for which Eqs. (3) and (4) fail. For ex
ample, for any real number between 0 and 1 there are 
Borel j for which MF 1/Isa = r. One can also find a 
Borelj for WhiChM~1/Isex does not exist. All these 
Borel j have in common the fact that they are not T

definable although they are T-definable from 1/Isa . Re
call that from rule 3) T' 1/1 sa is not T-definable. 

It should be noted that the condition on s used in the 
above proof can be weakened to >{I(s}(&4>(a)[uc(<I>(a»]) > O. 
Thus for each a with uc{<1>(a» nonempty there are Borel 
j for which Eqs. (3) and (4) fail for any s which satisfies 
this weaker condition. 

On the other hand, if <fJ (a) is pure discrete then the 
above proof fails as by rule 3) T for no s does one have 
8~(a){r} = 0 for any r in Rng 1/Is a . In fact, for this case 
it is an open question whether or not Eqs. (3) and (4) 
are valid for all Borel j. Also it is open whether or not 
for such cfJ(OI) computing j on an outcome of doing j is 
anj{<1>(a» measuring procedure for all Borelj. 

It will now be seen that there are some Borel j for 
which one can prove that for each a j(outcome a) is an 
j(<1>(OI)) measuring procedure. More precisely, it will 
be shown that rule 3) T implies th3:.t for each T-definable 
Borel j, the probability measure P s/(a) defined by Eq. 
(1) with j(cfJ (a» replacing <1> (a) is T-correct for Ff t/I sa 
for each s and a. Clearly this is a sufficient condition 
for j(a outcome) to be aj{cfJ(a» measuring procedure. 

To prove this first define the measure P{a according 
to 

P{a E == Psa(FI-1E) 

for each E in <B(R w) where 

FI-1E == [t/ll F 11/I£E], 

Ff is defined as before and P sa is given by Eq. (1). 

(5) 

(6) 

Suppose it has been shown that for each s and a, 
P{ a = P s/(a). Th~n it is sufficient to show that the 
T-correctness of P s a for 1/1 s a. implies the T-correctness 
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of P{a. for Ff 1/l sa. as in this case rule 3) r g~ves the 
desired result immediately. First assume P s a is T

correct for 1/1 sa.' and let E ~e any Borel subset o! R W 

which is T-definable from PIa and is such that P/a.E :=: 1. 
We must show that Ff1/lsa. is in E. 

Since f is T-definable, any set E which is T-definable 
from P{a. is, by Eq. (5) T-d~finable from P sa. and thus 
F

f
-1E is T:definable from p sot' If P{a (E) = 1, one has 

by Eq. (5) P (F
f
-1E) = 1. Thus from the T-correctness 

of P scr for "t;cr and Eq. (6),1/1 sex EFf -1 E or Ff 1/1 Sot EE. 

_ To show that p{ cr = P s f(a.) it is sufficient to show that 
P{ (X is a product measure and that it is generated from 
w(s) and f(<I> (a» according to Eq. (1). The first follows 
from Eq. (5) and the facts that P sf(Cl.) is a product 
measure and that for any cylinder set E = E1 X •• x 
En X R X R x ... , Ff -1E = f-1ELX .. X f-1E" X R X 

R ••.. The second follows from P sa. Ff -1 E Gj = 
W(5)(&.p(a)(j-1G» = w(5)(&f(.p(ot))(G)) independent of j. 
Here E Gj = [<p! <p (j )EG] and the last equality follows from 
the fact that7 &f(A)(G) = &A(j-1G) wheref-1G = 
[r!j(r)EG] for each GEffi(R) and SA is the spectral 
measure of A. This completes the proof. 

This theorem has several consequences. First one 
sees immediately that Eqs. (3) and (4) hold for all s 
and a for each T-definable Borel f. Equation (4) follows 
from Eq. (3) as rule 3) r implies that8 

Ml/Isaf=w(s)(j(<I>(a f ))) (7) 

holds for each a fin <I>-l(j(<I>(a»). 

The class of Borel f for which Eqs. (3) and (4) can be 
proved to hold is larger than the class of T-definable f. 
To see this one notes that any polynomial f with rational 
coefficients is T-definable. Since both M (over its 
domain of definition) and w(s) are linear it follows that 
Eqs. (3) and (4) hold for all polynomial f, T-definable 
or not. 

At present it is an open question 9 whether or not for 
each a, Eqs. (3) and (4) hold for each s for all functions 
continuous on the spectrum of <I> (a). However, it is 
suspected that such an extension does hold. 

As a further consequence of the above theorem, one 
has the result that if f is a T-definable polynomial then 
f (a outcome) is af(<I>(a» measuring procedure. Since 
for each a the polynomials with rational coefficients 
are 10 uniformly dense in the set of continuous functions 
on a(<I>(a», one has the result that the set of f for which 
f(a outcome) is anj(<I>(a» measuring procedure is 
uniformly dense in the set of continuous functions on 
a(<f>(a». It is also an open question whether this result 
extends to all continuous functions on a(<I>(a». 

Finally, for any reasonable T the set of T-definable 
Borel functions includes a countable generating set 
for the Borel functions. Thus one has the result that 
for each a,f (a outcome) is a f(<f>(a» measuring 
procedure for every f in a generating setll for the 
Borel functions. However, as was seen earlier, this 
result cannot be extended to all Borel functions no 
matter how strong Tis. 

m contrast to these results the usual interpretative 
rules (Le., the spectrum rule and the expectation value 
rule) are too weak to give useful results. In particular, 
the usual rules are not sufficient to prove even the 
validity of Eqs. (3) and (4) for all 5 and a for all f in a 
countable generating set,!l 

One can prove this by constructing a sequence 12 1/1 
such that Rng1/l is a finite set of rationals and such that 
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M1/I exists but for no r in Rng1/l does the limit relative 
frequency of finding r in l/I exist. Thus it is possible that 
for some 5, a, 1/Isa = 1/1 as the usual interpretative rules 
require only that JVj1/lSCl. = w(5)(<I>(a» hold. They say 
nothing about the limit relative frequencies of finding 
r in l/I sa' 

One can also show that the expectation value condition 
of the usual rule implies that Eqs. (3) and (4) are valid 
for all 5, a and allf in a set which is closed under the 
linear operations and which contains the identity 
function fer) = r and the unit function fer) = 1. This set 
is clearly not a generating set for the Borel functions. 

However, if one adds to the usual interpretative rules 
the requirement that Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) holds for the func
tions fer) = rn for each n = 0,1,2 .. " then it follows 
that Eqs. (3) and (4) hold for all polynomial f. Note that 
it is not sufficient for this result to add to the usual 
rules that Eq. (3) or (4) holds for fer) = r2 only. In this 
case closure under composition is also needed. 

In conclusion it must be stressed that in this and the 
following sections, in those arguments which use inter
pretative rules (and their extensions) we do not make 
the added assumption that an outcome sequence is 
random. That is, we assume that an outcome sequence 
satisfies only those conditions given in the interpretative 
rule and nothing more. Of course, it is a consequence 
of satisfying rule 3) r that an outcome sequence is T

random. Whether or not such a sequence is, in fact, ran
dom is a deeper problem which was discussed in I. 

IV. LINEAR OPERATIONS 

Since multiplication by a real number is an especially 
simple Borel function one can give the results for this 
operation directly from those obtained in the last sec
tion. Thus the usual interpretative (and, of course, rule 
3) r] rules are sufficient to prove the validity of 

and 

for each 5, a, and real number c. Here cl/l denotes the 
sequence obtained by multiplying each element of 1/1 by 
c and ca is any observation procedure in <f>-l(c<I>(a». 

(8) 

(9) 

Also by the results of the last section, one proves 
from rule 3) r that the procedure c '(a outcome) is a 
c<I>(a) measuring procedure for the T-definable real 
numbers. For the real numbers, c, which are not T

definable it is again open whether or not the above is a 
ccl>(a) measuring procedure as for such c the proof giver, 
in the last section fails. However, since the rational 
numbers are all T-definable one has the result that the 
class of numbers c for which c' (a outcome) is a c<I>(a) 
measuring procedure is dense in R. 

The situation for the + operation is more interesting. 
Corresponding to Eqs. (3) and (4), one has 

(10) 
and 

(11) 

These equations are usually assumed to hold for all 5, a, 
and a' with a + a' any procedure in <f>-1(<I> (a) + <f>(a')). 
Of course, Eq. (11) makes sense for only those a and a' 
for which <f>-l(<f>(a) + <f>(a'» is not empty. 1/Iscr + 1/Iscr' 
denotes the termwise addition of lJisa + 1/Isct" As with 
Eqs. (8) and (9) the usual interpretative rules [and of 
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course rule 3) T] are sufficient to prove the vaidity of 
Eqs. (10) and (11). 

A difficult problem in quantum mechanics is the 
question of whether or not for each a and a I in e, there 
exist procedures for measuring <J> (a) + <J> (a '). Two types 
of procedures will next be examined for their suitability 
for measuring <J>(a) + <J>(a /) for all a, a ' in 0. Both 
procedures involve measuring <J> (a) and <J> (a ') and adding 
the results. 

First consider the observation procedure [a + a']t 
defined as "carry out a on a system prepared in some 
state, then t time units later carry out a I on a different 
system prepared in the same state and add the a and a I 

outcomes." Now intuitively one feels that [a + a']t is 
not a valid <J>(a) + <J>(a /) measurement procedure. We 
shall prove from a slight extension of rule 3) '[ that for 
almost all a and a ' [a + a/]t is not a valid <J>{a) + <J>(a /) 
measurement procedure. 

Consider an infinite sequence of measurements in 
which the even (odd) number measurements consist 
in carrying out s and a (s and a ') and such that for each 
j == 0, 1, ... the jth a I measurement occurs t time units 
after the jth a measurement. Let 1/1 s a and ljI sa' be the 
respective outcome sequences of the even and odd num
bered measurements and let ljIsa *ljIsa' be the interleaving 
of ljI sa and ljI s a' such that (ljI sa * ljIsa,)(2j) == ljIs a (j) and 
(ljIsa*ljIsa,)(2j + 1) ljIsa{j) for eachj. Thus ljIsa*ljIsa' 
is an outcome sequence for the infinite sequence of 
measurements. Also, by construction, ljIsa + ljIsa' is an 
outcome sequence ljI sea +a] t for an infinite repetition of 
doing [a + a/]t and s. 

Let P , be the product measure on CB(R w) generated 
from >It(~t~(a), and <J>(a /) according to 

_ {W(S)(&<P(a)(F» 

P saa' E Fj == w(s)(&<p(a')(F» 

if j even 
(12) 

if j odd 

for each j and Fin CB(R). Thus P saa' is a product 
measure but it is not the product of the same measure 
on <E(R). 

One next assumes that rule 3)T extends to the above 
sequence of measurements also. That is one assumes 
that for each s, a, and a I P saa' is T-correct for 
ljIsa*ljIsa" Now if [a +a/]tisavalid<J>(a) + <J>(a

/
) 

measurement procedure then rule 3) applies and for 
all $ P "defined by Eq. (1) with <P(a) + <J>(a /) re-sa,+a 
placing <J> (a), must be T-correct for ljI sea +a'] t' 

However, it is easy to see that if a and a I are such 
that neither <J> (a) nor <J> (a ') is a multiple of the identity, 
then P , cannot be T-correct for ljI [a+a'] for all s. sa +a - S t 
Proof: Assume P a +a' is T-correct for ljI sea +a'J for all 
s. Then since f(r~ == r2 is T-definable, t 

must hold for all s. By the T-correctness of fts aa' for 
ljIsa *ljIsa' this is equivalent to requiring that 

[w(s)(<J> (a»]o[ w(s)(<J> (a '»] 

== w(s)([(<J>(a)<J>(a /) + <J>(a /)<J>(a)]/2) (14) 

hold for all s. 

But this is impossible. To see this let s be such that 
w(s) == AoPo + AlPl with Po and Pl states over a such 
that Pi (<J>(a» and Pi (<J>(a '» "" 0 for i == 0, 1. Then Eq. (14) 
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gives a condition Ao and Al must satisfy besides Ao + 
Al == 1. But clearly this condition is not satisifed in 
general for s for which w(s) has the above form. Thus a 
contradiction is reached and P s a+a' cannot be T
correct for ljI s [a +a' J for all s arid thus [a + a '] t is not 
a valid <J>(a) + <J>(a/)t measurement procedure. l3 

For the case in which either <J>(a) or <J>(a /) is a multi
ple of the identity one can show that [a + a '] t is a 
<J>(a) + <J>(a /) measurement procedure. In this case 
Eqs. (13) and (14) clearly are valid for all s. 

Some points about this result are worth noting. Even 
though [a + a']t is not in general a valid <J>(a) + <J>(a /) 
measuring procedure, one can prove from the T-cor
rectness of P s aa' for ljI s a* ljI s a' that ljI s [a +a'] t is T-

random. Second, the usual interpretative rules of 
quantum mechanics, extended to cover the alternating 
measurement sequence are clearly too weak to prove 
the above. This holds even if one adds to them the re
quirement that Eq. (13) hold for all $, a, and a /. The 
reason is that there does not seem to be a way to prove 
from them that M(ljIsa 'ljIsa ') == (MljIsa)(MljIsa

/
) which is 

necessary to obtain Eq. (14). Finally, one notes that, 
although the assumption that P s aa' is T-correct for 
ljI sa * ljI sa' is an extension of rule 3) T to nonrepetitive 
measurement sequences, it is clearly a reasonable 
assumption". In fact it is just as reasonable as is the 
use of rule 3) T for all s in S and a in e. 

It has been seen that, in general, carrying out a and a I 

on different systems prepared in the same state and 
adding the results is not a valid <J>(a) + <J>(a /) measure
ment procedure. On the other hand, one can prove from 
another extension of rule 3)r that if <J>(a) and <J>(a') 
commute, then a simultaneous measurement of <J>(a) and 
<J>(a /) (provided such a procedure exists) on one system 
followed by addition of the results is a valid <J> (a) + <J> (a ') 
measurement procedure. 

Here we shall only outline how one proves this. First 
let {a, a /} denote a procedure (provided one exists) for a 
simultaneous measurement of <J>(a) and <J>(a /) on one 
system. The outcomes of {a, a /} are pairs of real num
bers. Let {a + a '} denote the procedure {a, a '} followed 
by addition of the pair of {a, a '} outcomes. Let 
ljI { '} and ljI {+ '} denote respective outcome sequen-

s, <xta s, a a { '} ces 0 doing an infinite repetition of a, a and s or 
{a + a '} and s, Note that ljI s{a, a'l is an infinite sequence 
of pairs of real numbers. 

Let & <p(a) ,Ha' ) denote the unique spectral measure 
on CB(R x R), the set of Borel subsets of R x R, which 
satisfies 

for each F, Gin CB(R). For each s, let ps { , '} b.e the 
product probability measure on CB(R x R)W) whlch 
satisfies 

(15) 

P s{a,a/}E FxG,j == >It(s)(8<P(a),<p(a')(F x G» (16) 

for each j and F,G in (R). EFXG,j == [fP I fP{j)EF x G]. 

One now extends rule 3) r to cover this case by assuming 
that for all a and a I for which a simultaneous measure
ment procedure for <J> (a) and <J> (a ') exists, P s, {a, a'} is 
T-correct for ljI { '} for all s, From this one can 
prove 14 that the" ci~asure P {+ '}' defined by Eq. (1) 
with <J>(a) + <J>(a /) replacing s~(a~ is T-correct for 
ljIs{a+a/}' ljIs{a+a'} is defined by ljIs{cx+cx/}(j) == sum of 
pair of numbers in ljI s{cx, a/} (j). From this it follows 
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that {a + a'} is a valid <I>(a) + <I>(a') measurement 
procedure. As was the case for the [a + a'] t' this 
result is also in accord with intuition. 

Finally, one notes that if <I> (a) and <I> (a ') do not com
mute then any procedure for measuring <I> (a) + <I> (a ') 
is essentially different from a and a'. In particular, 
it does not involve a simultaneous measurement of 
1'(a) and 1'(a') followed by addition of the results. 
Examples of procedures a + a' for which 1'(a) and 
<I> (a') do not commute which are usually assumed to 
exist1 5 are J x cose + J y. sine and q + pt/2m. J x cose + 
J y sin e corresponds to a measurement of· the angular 
momentum projection along a line at angle e from the x 
axis and J x cose corresponds to measuring the angular 
momentum projection along the x axis and multiplying 
the result by cose. _ J y sine is measured similarly. 
q + pt/m is the Heisenberg operator corresponding to 
a position measurement of a free nonrelativistic particle 
of mass m, t time units after state preparation. 

One can generalize the angular momentum example 
as follows: Let a and b be any pair of real numbers. 
Then 

aJ + bJ = (a 2 + b2)1/2 x y 

x (J a + J b) (17) 
x (a 2 + b2)1/2 Y (a2 + b2)1/2 

corresponds to multiplying by (a 2 + b2) 1/2 an angular 
momentum projection measurement along a line at angle 
cos- 1 (a!(a 2 + b2)l/2), sin- 1 (b!(a 2 + b 2)1/2) to the x 
axis. 

V. GENERATION OF PROBABILITY MEASURES 

In the previous sections only a small part of the prop
erties included in rule 3) T were actually used to carry 
out the proofs. Almost none of the properties on R W were 
used which express the requirement that the various 
single measurement outcomes be statistically indepen
dent of one another. In this section this will be partially 
remedied by consideration of the empirical generation 
of probability measures from outcome sequences. 

It will be seen here that for each s and a, rule 3) Tis 
sufficient to prove that the empirical measure, generat
ed from the outcome sequence in a standard way, is 
equal to Fsa (Eq.(l)). 

Let T: RW ~ RW be the one-sided shift operator [Le., 
(Tl/I)(j) = l/I{j + 1) each j and l/I]. For each Borel sub
set E of R W let IE be the characteristic function for 
E [IE(l/I) = 1(0) if l/IEE(l/I ¢. E)]. Define J'£(l/I) by 

!.f the limit exists where T'E = [l/iITl/IEE]. Clearly, 
I~ (l/I) is the limit relative frequency that l/I EE, TljJ EE, 
T2l/1(!£, •..• In particular, if E = Er,o = [l/Ill/I(O) = rl. 
then II; (l/I) is the limit relative frequency that l/I(O) = 

r.O 
r, l/IO) == r, .... 

Now consider II (l/I) as a function on ill(R w) by fixing 
l/I and letting E range over the elements of <B(Rw). 
Since II (l/I)is a limit relative frequency in E one might 
consider I(_/(l/I) to be a probability measure on <B(Rw). 
In particular, one might consider that for each s and a 

lI(l/Isa) = Fsa(E) (18) 

holds for each E in <B(Rw) with Fsa given by Eq. (1). 
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We first show that Eq. (18) cannot holdfor all E [ex
cept for the trivial case where l}i(s) lies entirely in an 
eigenspace of <I>(a)]. Let OrT(1J;s,,) = [l/Ill/I = Til/;sa for 
some j] denote the orbit of l/Isa and define E by 

E =RW -OrT(l/Isa ) = (l/Ill/I ,c Til/lsa for allj]. 

Since OrT(l/Isa ) is countable, E is a Borel set with P.exE = 
1. However, 11 (l/Isa ) = 0 and thus Eq. (18) does not hold 
for this E. [One can, of course, find many other Borel E 
for which Eq. (18) fails.] Also unlike the case of Eq. (3), 
the failure of Eq. (18) holds for all a and is not restrict
ed to just those a with <I>(a) having a continuous spectrum. 
Furthermore, this failure is quite general and shows 
that for no l/; is I(_{(l/I) a probability measure on <B(Rw). 

On the other hand let E be any T-definable Borel sub
set of !! w. Then 11(l/I) = Fsa (E) is clearly T-definable 
from Ps a and by the ergodic and inc!.ecomposability 
theorems8 this expression is true Psex almost every
where. Thus rule 3) T gives the result that Eq. (18) holds 
for each s and a for all T-definable Borel E. 

Now the class 5' r of all T-definable Borel subsets 
of Rw is a field and thus by Rule 3) r' l!(l/Isex) is a prob
ability measure on 5' T. For sufficiently strong T, 5' T in
cludes the field (l'w which is a countablell generating set 
for <B(Rw). That is, <B(Rw) is the smallest a field con
taining g-w. 

Define U T (l/I s c) to be the Hahn extension of l( -l NI sex) 
from 5'W to <B(Rw). Since by rule 3)T and the Hahn ex
tension theorem,16 UT(l/Isa) exists and is unique with 

U T(l/Isex) = l(_{(l/Isa) = F sa 

on 5'w, one has the result that U T(l/Isa) = F sa on <B(R w). 
Thus one sees that by rule 3) T for each s and Q', the 
empirical measure 'u T(l/I sa) generated from the out
come sequence l/Isa as t~e Hahn extension of l(-{(l/Isa) on 
(l'w equals the measure r sa generated from s and a and 
l}i and 1'. Clearly since P sa is a product measure, so 
is U T(l/I sa) . 

There are several points to be made about the above 
construction. First the method of generating U T(l/I) from 
an outcome sequence l/I was applied above to product 
measures. However, it is considerably more general than 
that. It can be shown17 that the class of all probability 
measures gener~ted as the Hahn extension of I(_{(l/I) for 
all l/I for which I! (l/I) is a probability measure on (I' w , is 
exactly equal to the class of all T-ergodic T-invariant 
probability measures on <B(R w). Furthermore, this 
result extends to sets other than R w and to T other than 
the one-sided shift. 

Another pOint is that the Il!easures Fsa and UT(l/;sex) 
differ in the following way. P s a is a theoretical measure 
in that it depends on the maps l}i and 4>, and s and a, but 
is independent of tf s ct' On the other hand, U T(tf sex) de
pends on the outcome sequence tfs a but is independent of 
l}i and 4>. 

Now by means of UT(l/Isa) one can express rule 3) in 
a different but equivalent way as follows: T 

For each s in S and a in 0 
(a) the outcome sequence l/I s a of an infinite repetition 

of dOing s and a must be T-random and 
(b) l}i and 4> must be such that U T(l/I ) = P with 

p
scx

givenbyEq.(l). sa sa 

In this form rule 3) T becomes a condition on the maps 
wand q, and is in many ways more satisfactory.3,4 It 
also suggests a more constructive approach in that one 
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can prove without using rule 3) T that if 1/Isa is T-random, 
then (1) UT (1/Isex) eXists,and (2) UT (1/Isa) is T-correct 
for 1/Isex ' This whole approach in which one generates an 
outcome sequence 1/Isex (which mayor may not be random) 
and then uses the sequence so generated to construct a 
measure with respect to which the sequence is required 
to be T-correct and which does not use \)! and <I> will be 
investigated more in future work. Note in this connec
tion that one can redefine Eqs. (4), (9), and (11) in terms 
of maps from e and e x e to the set of subsets of e 
which also do not use \)f and <I>. 

VI. STATE PREPARATIONS 

If So and sl are state preparation procedures, it is 
often assumed2,18,19 that a mixture AO \)!(sO) + Al \)f(Sl) 
with Ao, Al nonnegative real numbers and Ao + Al =: 1 
can be prepared by carrying out So and 51 in the ratio 
AO/Al' In such preparation procedures, the description 
usually ignores the process by which So and SI are chos
en. 

Here we wish to show that the strengthened interpreta
tive rules of quantum mechanics do say quite a bit about 
such procedures and the choice process involved. 

To discuss this in a fairly general setting, let cp be a 
func~on from N, the ~tural numbers into {O, 1} such 
that Mcp =: Al where M is the limit relative frequency 
of finding 1 in cpo Let So and SI be such that \)f(so) ;r 

\)!(Sl) and let s'" be the procedure "for the jth prepara
tion compute cp(j),if cp{j) =: 1(0) do sl(SO)'" Let 
1/1 s . a be an outcome sequence obtained from an infinite 
sequence of measurements in which the jth measure
ment consists in computing cp(j), carrying out So or Sl 

depending on whether cp{j) is 0 or 1 and then carrying 
out on the state so prepared. 

The first point to note is that the probability measure 
P s a on <E{R w) generated by the above infinite measure
merit sequence is a product measure, that is 

P a=:0P , s'" j=O s'i'(j)a 
where 

PS'i'exEFj =: \)f(s'i'(i»)(&·Ha)(F» (19) 

~or each j and F in <E{R). How~ver, P s ex differs from 
P sa defined by Eq. (1) in that P s ex is "not, in general, 
the product of the sarrl£ measure: This is evident from 
the righthand side of Eq. (19) which defines a probability 
measure on <E{R) and which is, in general,j dependent. 

On the other hand the product measure Q s a defined 
~ , 

QS",exEFj =: (Ao\)!(so) +A1w(sl»(&4>(a)(F» (20) 

with Al =: Mcp and which corresponds to Eq. (1) is a 
product measure which is the product of the same 
measure on <E{R). However, it is not the measure one 
would assign to the process. This can be seen, for ex
ample, by letting Q: and sl be such that 

for some r. Then intuitively, one requires that for each 
j for which cp{j) =: 1, 1/Is a(j) =: r. This result follows 

'i' 

from the assignment of P a to the process. It does not 
s fP -

follow from the assignment of Q s a to the process. 
Note that this requirement is the '§;ame as the require
ment that if w(s)(84>(a)({r}» =: 1 for some r, then each 
carrying out of sand Q: gives the outcome r. 
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More precisely, this intuitive result can be derived 
from the assumption that P s",a is T-correct for 1/Is",a' 

[As in earlier sections this assumption requires the 
extension of rule 3) T to cover measurement sequences 
of the above type.] It cannot be derived from the as
sumption that Q s ",a is T-correct for 1/1 S ",a' 

Now suppose So and sl are state preparation proced
ures. The question then arises, given that 8 0 and sl 
are proper preparation procedures under what conditions 
is s'f a proper preparation procedure for some state? 
Firs~one notes that it can be pro·y.ed that if cp is such 
that Mcp exists and if for each Q', Ps a,defined by Eq. (19), 
is T-correct for 1/1 S a' then20 '" 

'" 

hold for each Q:. 

Now it may be argued that the existence ofMcp and the 
T-correctness of P s a for each Q:, with the resultant 
validity of Eq. (21) ale sufficient conditions foE. s'" to be 
a pro~r preparation procedure for the state M cp \)f(S 1) + 
(1 - Mcp)\)!(S2)' However, one should also note the follow
ing further consequence of these conditions. 

If cp is T-definable, then for each Q' for which P 7' 

) 
soa 

PSI a [Eq. (1 right-hand equality], 1/1 S ",a is not T-random. 

Proof: Let F",: R W ...., R w be the subsequence selection 
procedure which picks out of 1/1 a' in the natural order, 

.s '" the results corresponding to all and only those measure-
ments, in an infinite sequence of carrying out s'" and Q' 

which correspond to doing s 1 and Q'. Now since cp is 
T_-definable so i~_F 'P' Thus, by the T-correctness of 
P s a for1/ls a,MF",1/Is ex=: \)f(Sl)(<I>(tl» which when 

'" '" '" - -combined with Eq. (21) gives MF ",1/1 s ex 7' M1/I sex. Since 
'P 'P 

T-random sequences have the property that their limit 
mean is invariant under all T-definable subsequence 
selection procedures3 ,27 1/1 s '" is clearly not T-random. 

'" A simple example of the above is cp(j) =: 1(0) if j even 
(odd). Then an infinite sequence of doing 8", and Q' pre
pares sl at the even numbered trials and prepares So 

at the odd numbered trials. Clearly 1/1 s a is not T
random as the limit mean of the odd nu~bered elements 
of1/ls",a. 7'M1/Is",ex' 

Furthermore, if the strengthened interpretative rules 
are to be taken seriously, the validity of Eq. (21) for 
all tl is not sufficient for s'" to be a proper state prep
aration procedure. For it follows from rule 3) T that a 
necessary condition for s'" to be a p_roper state prepar
ation procedure is that for each Q:, Q s ex defined by 

- <II 
Eq. (20) with Mcp Al must be T-correct for 1JIs a' Thus 
rule 3) T gives the result that for no T-definable "'cp is 
8 '" a proper state preparation procedure. 

At present it remains an open question whether or not 
there exist cp for which s'" is a proper preparation pro
cedure. The difficulty lies in proving that there exist 
cp with Mcp = Al and such that for all tl if fis a is T-cor-_ '" 
rect for 1/1 a then Q ex is also T-correct for 1/1 sa' We 

S'P S", <{i 

have been able to prove22 that if cp is T-random with 
Mcp =: Al then this holds for some Q:, namely those for 
which the measures P soa and PSI a CEq. (1) right-hand 
side 1 are T -definable. 

These results extend to the more intuitive procedures 
which include physical methods for generating cpo Such 
procedures are particularly useful for cp's which are not 
T-definable as it is not clear how such cp's are to be 
computed. Let f1 be a measurement procedure such that 
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q,({3) is a projection operator and let s2 be a state prep
aration procedure. Define s 5 8 as follows: "Carry out 
(3 and S2; if outcome is 1(0) carry out preparation pro
cedure SI (so)," 

Again the question arises whether or not s 5
2
B .can be 

regarded as a preparation procedure for the state 
;\oi'(so) + Al >i'(sl) with Al = (>i'(s2))(q,({3)) and Ao = 1 - AI' 
Let tJ; 5 B denote the outcome sequence obtained from an 
infinite

2
repetition of doing (3 and s2 and let tJ; 5(5 a)a 

2 
denote the outcome sequence obtained from an ihfinite 
repetition of doing s 5 B and a. Let P 5(S a)a be the pro-

2 2 

duct measure on ffi(Rw) defined by Eq. (19) with tJ; s 8 _ 2 

replacing cp. As for s"" PS(5 a)a is not the product of 
the same measure. 2 

Us.!..ng the above results from s "" one has by rule 3) r 
thatMtJ;s fl = >i'(S2)(q,({3))· The extension of rule 3)r to 
an infinit~ repetition of s B and a, i.e., the assumption 

52 

that P 5(5 2
8)a is T-correct for tJ; 5 (5

2
8)a' gives the equiva

lent of Eq. (21) or 

MtJ;5(5 a)a = [MtJ;s 8 \(r (sl) + (1 - MtJ; 5 8)>i'(so)][ q, (a)] 
2 2 2 

hold for each a. 

However, as in the case for s "" it is an open question 
whether or not s 5 8 is a proper state preparation pro
cedure. Ag,ain the

2 
reason lies in the difficulty of prov

~ng that if P 5(s28 )a is T-correct for tJ; ..§..(5
2
B)a so is 

Q 5(5
2
8)a [given by Eq. (20) with ;\1 = M 5

2
8]' 

The above results depend on the assumption that 
P5",a and P 5 (5

2
B)a are T-correct for tJ; 5",a and tJ; 5(5

2
B)a' 

respectively. If one replaces this assumption by the 
assumption that for all a, rule 3) T holds directly for 
s'" and a (with T-random) and for s 5 8 and a (that is, 

that Q 5 ",a and Q 5 (5 28 )a are T -correct for tJ; 5 ",a and 
,/I 5 (5 2 8 )a)' then it follows that s'" and s 5

28 are proper 
state preparation procedures and that for all a, tJ; a 

5", 

and tJ; 5(5 8)a are T-random. However, this replacement 
seems c6unterintuitive for the reasons mentioned before. 

Finally, it should be noted that the above problematic 
aspects disappear for those procedures s which do not in
clude a decision procedure for choosing among more than 
one inequivalent preparation procedures. In particular, 
this applies to those s which prepare pure states. For 
these s, the measure one would assign intuitively to an 
infinite repetition of s on any a is just that given by 
Eq. (1). Then rule 3) r applies directly and it follows that 
tJ; 5 a is T-random for all a. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. 
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We discuss the decomposition SO n.1:::> SO 1,10 SOn -1 by constructing multiplier representations 
over the group manifold of SOn. Explicit orthogonal and complete bases in terms of functions 
diagonal with respect to the canonical (S 0 n.1 :::> SOn) and noncanonical (S 0 n.1 :::> S 0 1,10S 0 n -1) 
chains are provided which give a complete solution to the "missing label" and multiplicity problems 
occuring in the latter decomposition. Moreover, an integral representation for the overlap functions 
between the two chains is given, for which the singularity structure can be immediately ascertained. 
Expressions for the cases n = 3 and 4 are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The orthogonal and unitary groups SOn and Un exhibit 
canonical chains, i.e., chains of subgroups whose unitary 
irreducible representation (Urn) labels can be used to 
characterize uniquely their basis vectors. These are 
well known to be SOn ::J SOn_1 ::J ••• ::J S02 and Un ::J 

Un _1 ::J ••• ::J U1 • Many physical systems, however, re
quire different chains. The foremost example of the 
latter is the Elliott chain U 3 ::J S 03 in nuclear shell 
theory as studied by Beidenharn and Moshinsky1 which 
has been the subject of extensive research. More in 
line with the problem we shall treat here are the reduc
tions of the type SOm+n ::J SOm (9 SOn and Um+n ::J U m (9 

Un' The latter ones are of relevance in some elemen
tary particle classification schemes2 while the former, 
in its noncompact version 5°3 ,1 ::J SOlI (9 S02 has been 
used to work with helicity bases for the Lorentz group3 
and applied to the construction of solutions to the Dirac 
and Proca free field equations. 4 

The Elliott chain as well as the other examples men
tioned (except the last one) exhibit the multiplicity and 
what is called the" missing label" problems, 2,5,6 that 
is, the UIR labels obtained from the subgroup do not 
specify completely the UIR bases of the group. The 
problem has been solved by constructive methods2 

whereby one starts with the highest or lowest weight 
state of a multiplet and, applying convenient lowering 
or raising operators, generates all the states of that 
multiplet labelling thus the states in the process. This 
is a valid procedure for finite multiplets or for "half
infinite" multiplets belonging to some discrete series 
of UIRs which have an extremum state. 

Most of these procedures, however, are algebraic in 
the sense of making use of the enveloping algebra of the 
group. It is our contention that the labelling problem 
can be solved through the methods of harmonic analysis 
on the group manifold. 7 The procedure is essentially 
that of building complete and orthogonal sets of functions 
on a subgroup manifold and defining a multiplier repre
sentation of the group in both canonical and noncanonical 
chains. In the process of constructing such a set of 
functions we provide an explicit basis classified by 
labels, some of which are eigenvalues of operators 
which are not elements of the enveloping algebra. 

In Sec. 2 we review the mathematical framework 
needed: Gel'fand states, Euler angles and their labels, 
the Wigner D-functions and generalizations of the spheri
cal harmonics which we call E functions, and the rele
vant orthogonality and completeness relations. The 
multiplier representation of SOn, 1 in the canonical and 
noncanonical chains are set up in Secs. 3 and 4 and the 
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overlap functions are found in Sec. 5 together with its 
pole structure and asymptotic behavior. In two appen
dixes we treat the cases S03,1> known from the work 
of Kuznetwv et al.3 and Kalnins,4 and 5°4 ,1' 

2. THE BASIS FUNCTIONS 

The Gel'fand kets and Euler angles for SOn are very 
well known (see" e.g., Ref. 8). Only some points on nota
tion will therefore be repeated. The SOn single-valued 
UIRs are labeled by a set of [in] inte~er numbers ([in] 
stands for the largest integer .; ~n), {J n ,1' J n ,2' ••• , 

J n, [n/2) == I n and its bases for urns are completely 
classified by the canonical chain SOn ::J SOn_1 ::J ••• 

::J 502' whereby the basis vectors have their rows label
ed by {J n-1' J n-2' ••• ,J 2} == J n-1' The Gel 'fand ket 

(2.1) 

J 41J 42 
J 31 
J 21 

containing Hin2] labels thus transforms as the J /J urn 
of SOp (P = n, n - 1, ... ,2) and the SOp content of SOn 
is found through the orthogonal group oranching rela
tions. s In order to reduce the indexing to a bare mini
mum, we shall always denote the urn labels of SOn 
(resP.SOn_1 and SO n-2) EY the letters J i!:esp. L_~nd M) 
and their row labels by L == L, M (resp. M == M, Nand 
N) and write the ket (2.1) horizontally as I if). 

The elements r of SOn can be parametrized by the 
set of in(n - 1) Euler angles ew (1 .; j < k .; P .; n) 
which represent rotations in the j-k plane, written as 

Rp({e}(p» = R p_1({e}(p-1»)Sp_1({1I(P-1)}), (2.2a) 

Sp_1({e(p)}) =r(e~€Lp)Sp_2({1I(P)}),n ~p > 2, (2.2b) 

R 2({e }(2» = 51 ({e (2)}) = r(e a», (2.2c) 

where Rp is thus an element of S0l' and Sp-1 a repre
sentative of the coset space SOp_II SOp isomorphic to 
the (P - I)-dimensional sphere Sp_1' The Haar measure 
can be similarly split as 

dR
n 

= w(Rn)d{e}(n) = dR n _1dSn_1, 

dSn_1 = sinn-2en_1,nden_1,ndSn_2' 

dR 2 = dS1 = de 12 , 
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(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 
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where w(Rn) is the Haar weight of SOn' The ranges of 
0<11,) are [0, 1T] for j, k > 1, while og) runs over [0,21T). 
The volume of the group is thus volSOn = volSOn_11 Sn_l l, 
where'l Sn_ 1 1 = 21Tn/2/ r(n/2) is the surface of the 
(n - i)-sphere, and volS02 = IS1 1 = 21T. 

The Wigner D-functions (Urn matrix elements) for 
SOn are then constructed and decomposed as 

D'hr(Rn) == (JL' 1Rn 1 JE) 

= ~ D~M""(Rn_1) E~,M". r(Sn-1)' 
M" 

where we have defined the E functions 

E'h.r(Sn-1) == (JL' 1 Sn-11 JL) 

= d~'M'L (e n-1,n)E~M(Sn-2)' 

using the Wigner d-functions 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

d~'};1L(en-1,n) == (JL'MNI r(e n-1 .n) I JLMN), (2.6) 

which are ~agonal in M (Urn label of SOn_2) and inde
pendent of N (row label of SOn_2)' The E functions are 
generalizations of the spherical harmonics: for S03' 
E~'m(e, cp) = d~'m(O)eim<P and for S04,E;;~1,lm(~OCP) = 

d;I~~I(~)E~'m(O, cp), etc. Orthogonality and completeness 
relations for these functions will be analyzed below. 

Consider the right action from the group on functions 
on the coset manifold Sn_1 as 

(2.7) 

th~E~'L (Sn-1) func.!.ions then transform as the ket 
1 JL). The indices L' do not enter into the transforma
tion properties of the ket, and will be called redundant 
labels. They are only asked to respect the branching 
relations. They do distinguish, however, between differ
ent E functions transforming in the same way but are 
not eigenlabels of any operator in the enveloping algebra 
of SOn from the right. (They are the eigenvalues, how
ever, of operators acting on the group from the left.) 

We know from the Peter-Weyl theorem 7 that the D 
functions are orthogonal and complete over the space 
£2(SOn) of square integrable functions over the SOn 
group manifold. The orthogonality relation is 

J J1 * J 2 
dRnDvr(Rn) Dp L (R ) 

1 1 2 2 n 

volSOn 
= --- 6 0- -OTT -; (2 8) dimJ J1,J2 L1' L2 L 1• L 2 ' • 

1 

where dimJ is the dimension of the urn labelled by J, 
and where the c5's in the collective indices J, L, etc. are 
products of o's in the individual indices. From (2.4) 
and (2.8) we can write the generalized orthogonality 
relations for the E functions as 

J dS ~ E J ~ _ (S )* EJ:... _ (S ) 
n-1 liT LM,L1 n-1 LM,L 2 n-1 

= 1 S 1 dimL 0 0 __ , (2.9) 
n-1 dimJ J1.J2 L 1.L2 

2 

where J dS n _1 stands for the integration, with the cor
rect measure, over the coset space Sn-1' The complete
ness relation of the D's is given by 

(2.10) 
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where the trace sums over all row and column indices 
and the 0 in Rn andR~ is the product of o's in the indi
vidual angles. The right- hand side of (2.10) is the 
reproducing kernel under the Haar integral in (2.8) and 
conversely, the right- hand side of (2.8) is the reproduc
ing kernel in the Plancherel sum in (2.10). We can find 
a generalized completeness relation for the E's if we 
write the right-hand side of (2.10) as 

with the weight on Sn-1 given by w(S -1) = w(R n)/w(Rn_1). 
Writing the last two factors of (2.11) as (2.10) with 
n ~ n - 1 multiplying by DLo, _(R;_~* and integrating 

Mo Mo 
over R~_1 E SOn_1 with the appropriate Haar measure, 
we obtain 

~ 1 dimJ ~ E~ M!.T(Sn-1)* E~ ~T(S~-1) 
J I Sn- 1 1 dimLo TOO 0 o· 

1 c5(Sn_VS~_1)0M" M' (2.12) 
w(Sn_1) 0' 0 

3. MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATIONS AND THE 
CANONICAL CHAIN 

It has been shown in Refs. 9-12 that one can deform 
the SOn algebra of elements M ij (i,j = 1, ..• , n) into the 
SO n. 1 algebra through the addition of the "noncompact" 
generators 

(3.1) 

where q; is the second-order SOn Casimir operator and 
Xi is a point on S,,-1' Since one can decompose an arbi
trary element g of SOn,1 into double cosets as g = hbh' 
where ~,h' E SOn and bE 50n\SOn./50n' it suffices 
to conslder ll the "last boost" generated by 

i\ = ~(n - 1) - a, 
(3.2) 

where 0 == O<;:JI nand w = In taniO. The range [0, 1T] for 
o implies - <Xl <: w < <Xl. We construct a multiplier re
presentation of SOn.I onRn = (Rn-l' 0,5n_2) such that, 
for the "last boost" generated by (3.2), we have 

1'(exp[~M ~~~ + 1])!(R n-1' 0, Sn-2) = (s.inO,)f(R n_v 0', Sn-2)' 
smO (3.3a) 

where 

tan~O' = e' tan~O, (3.3b) 

and the action (2.7) holds for the elements in SOn C 

SOn,l' When i\ = - !,(n - 1) - iT (T real), the multiplier 
just offsets the change in SOn measure and provides the 
prinCipal series of unitary representations of SOn 1 on 
the space £2(SOn)' This is, essentially, Mackey's' 
method of induced representations. 

Now, we do have a complete and orthogonal set of 
functions over SOn' namely, the D~. r(Rn)' These were 
shownll to transform under SOn.I in t~is realization 
as the (i\, L') bases for urns with row J = J, L,M, i.e., 
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~ I 
AL') [ dimJ J1

/
Z J R -J = --- D L'W r(R n ), 

n (M') volSOn ' 
(3.4) 

where the factor has been added to make the kets ortho
normal over SOn' The important points to notice are 
(i) the column labels L' enter as Urn. labels for SOn,l 
satisfying the correct branching relations with respect 
to J, (ii) the principal series of Urn.s is obtained for 
A = - Hn - 1) - iT (T real), and (iii) the column labels 
M' do not affect the transformation properties of (3.4) 
and are thus redundant labels in the same sense as 
these seen in the former section. There are HHn - 2)Z] 
of these labels. 8 For fixed SOn,l and redundant labels, 
the functions (3.4) form an irreducible basis. The 
functions (3.4) were used in Ref. 11 in order to find the 
Bargmann d-functions for SOn ,1 in a recursive fashion. 
Here, we only wish to stress that the orthogonality re
lation (2.8) is written for the kets (3.4) as 

(3.5) 

and completeness (2.10) becomes 

~ - - -) 

/
AL') ~AL'I 

h'W J (M')(M') J -, 
(3.6) 

Le., the redundant labels M' do enter into the ortho
gonality and completeness relations, only A is never 
invoked and stems from the realization of the SOn ,1 
algebra we are working with. Notice that the total num
ber of labels in the ket (3.4), excepting A which is fixed, 
is tn(n - 1), equal to the number of parameters of SOn' 
It should be emphasized that although the representation 
(3.3) is reducible over £Z(SOn)' the irreducible com
ponents are given explicitly by the redundant labels. 
These appear in block-diagonal form in Eq. (3. 5). 

4. THE NONCANONICAL CHAIN 

We will now construct orthogonal and complete sets of 
basis functions with definite transformation properties 
under the subgroup SOl 1 Q9 SOn_1 of SOn,l' The number 
of ket labels specifying 'the SOn 1 rows provided by the 
canonical chain is HtnZ] (see Ref. 8), while that provided 
by the noncanonical chain SOl 1 Q9 SOn_1 ~ SOn_Z ~ .,. 
~ SOz is 1 + Ht(n - 1)Z]. The number of missing labels 
in the noncanonical chain is thus [tn] - 1. The functions 
we wish to construct must first contain an E function on 
Sn-2 in order to have the necessary SOn_1 labels. Se
condly, th.ey must be eigenfunctions of the generator of 
SOl,l so that they are classifi~d by its l.abel. This gene.
rator can be taken to be (3.2) m the varIable w = In tan28 
so that the eigenfunctions are obtained from the differen
tial equation 

M(a) JA(W) = llfA(w) n,n+l v v 
(4.1a) 

which are 

J~(w) = (211)-1/Z cosh->-'we ivw, (4.1b) 

complete and orthogonal over the 1I and w real lines as 

roo dIlJ~(w)*?v(w') = coshn- 1wo(w - w'), 
-<X) 

JOO coshn-1wdwJ~(w)*?v,(w) = 6(11- 11'), 
-00 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

when we recall that A = -~(n - 1) - iT (T real) for the 
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principal series. Furthermore, the redefinition of the 
argument brings in the functions 

f~(e) = ?v(ln tante) = (211)- 1Iz 2>-' sinA+ivte cosA-ivte, 
(4.3) 

which are complete as in (4. 2a) and orthogonal in e under 
the measure sinn-zede. 

Lastly, our noncanonical basis functions should be 
functions of the whole of the SO manifold, so that the 
whole of SO 1 can be applied t; it as a multiplier re
presentatio~: This can be achieved multiplying the func
tions by a D function on the remaining SOn_1 manifold as 

~ I 
~~"? = (VOISOn_z dimL dimL') 1/Z 

Rn -() voI2S0 dimM" 
L (M') n-1 

x ~ Dffr,M'''N1f(Rn-1)f~(e)EZ''N",M(Sn-z)' (4.4) 
F"" 

where M" are the" missing" labels found by our scheme 
and M' the" redundant" ones. In all there are again 
tn(n - 1) labels (excluding A). 

Using (2.8), (2.9), and (4. 2b) we can verify that these 
function~ are indeed orthogonal over SOn' i.e., 

and using (2.10), (2. 12), and (4. 2a), completeness over 
£Z(SOn) holds: 

AL' ~ (AL' r: dll ~ __ !!..(M") !!..(M") 
L'M"LM' L (M')(M') L 

= 1. (4.6) 

This formula allows us to decompose any function in 
£Z(SOn) in terms of the noncanonical basis functions 
(4.4) as a sum over discrete labels and an integral over 
the continuous label II. We stress the fact that the "re
dundant" labels enter in the noncanonical chain, that is, 
relations (4.5) and (4.6) in the same way as they do for 
the canonical chain. This means that the SOn 1 labels L' 
and the redundant labels M' not only appear in block 
diagonal form with the corresponding subgroup chain, 
but also appear in block diagonal form in the overlap 
functions computed explicitly in the next section. For 
fixed SO 1 and "redundant" labels, we obtain an ir
reducibl~' subspace and a basis in this subspace is given 
by the remaining labels, including the "missing" labels, 
which are essential. All of the discrete labels, of 
course, are constrained by the branching rules. In par
ticular, for the "missing" labels M" == J~_z we have 

min(Jn_1.k,J~_1.k) ? J~_Z,k ? max(Jn_1.k+1,J~_1.k+1)' 

for k = 1, ... , [n/2] - 2, while 

J~-Z,[nIZl-1? 0 for n odd 

and 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

min( In-l. [n/Z]-l. J~-1. [nIZl-1) ? I J~_z, [nIZ}-11 

for n even. (4.7c) 

The number of possible "missing" labels J~_z for a 
fixed SOn 1 Urn. and for a fixed SOl.1 Q9 SOn_1 Urn. gives 
the multiplicity of the decomposition. 
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5. THE OVERLAP FUNCTIONS 

As both the canonical and noncanonical bases functions 
are orthogonal and complete, one can easily obtain an 
integral representation for the overlap function 

~t:rll) 'I;L2) = 0L' L'0L"L"0MTW2-X-3/2 
- - 121212 

(MP 1 L2 (Mp 

~ r(~n) dimJ dimM" )1/2 
x 11-3 / 2 ----- -----

r(Un - 1]) dimL1 dimL 1 

{5.1} 

where we have used the orthogonality relations for 
SOn_1' (2.8) and (2. 9). Equation (5.1) contains much 
information. The appearance of the "missing" labels 
M" is explicitly in the d function inside the integral 
while the result does not depend on the "redundant" 
labels M' (which appear only in the o's) nor on the UIR 
labels of SOP' P <G n - 2. The singularity structure13 

and asymptotic behavior in II can be examined noting 
that the d functions can be written as polynomials in 
sink'~e cosk"~e where k', k" ? 0, and run over a finite 
range. A typical term occurring in the integral (5.1) 
yields an integral representation for the Beta function14 

1" de sin-A-l-iu+k'l& COS-A-l+iv+k"lO o 2 2 

= B(H- A - iv + k'],H- A + ill + k"J), (5.2) 

from which we can see that the overlap functions exhibit 
simple poles at the points II = ± i(A - 2k), where k = 
0,1,2, .. '. In particular cases there may be zeroes 
cancelling some poles due to the influence of the d func
tion. There are no other singularities, however. More
over, from (5.2) the asymptotic behavior of (5.1) can be 
obtained from Stirling's formula14 to be ~IIII y 
exp(- ~11 I v I), for some fixed y, which is typical of many 
such overlap functions and assures the convergence of 
the decomposition. 

When changing bases, the integration contour over 1/ 

runs along the real axis and we see that none of the 
poles of either (5.1) nor its complex conjugate inter
fere with the integration. If we analytically continue 
the SOn,l UIRs to the supplementary series15 by allow
ing A to take values ° > A > - (n - 1) [or equivalently 
T to lie on the imaginary axis between - i·Hn - 1) and 
i~(n - 1), not including the endpoints], we see that still 
none of the above poles interfere with the integration 
contour. Thus our decomposition remains valid for the 
supplementary series of SOn, 1 as well. 

6. OUTLOOK 

We have discussed the example SOn 1::) SOl,l (9 SOn_1 
for its relative simplicity. The corresponding unitary 
groups can be worked out using the results of Ref. 16 
and for the linear groups we can point to Ref. 17 . Future 
work 18 should provide the framework for the reduction 
SOn,1 ::) SOn_k (9 SOk 1 and SOn,k::) SOn (9 SO" and their 
unitary and symplectic counterparts. This is due to the 
relative ease in constructing multiplier representations 
of noncompact groups. The compact groups should be 
treatable through analytic continuation and, indeed, the 
solution of the multiplicity problem does not seem to 
depend on the noncompact nature of the example pre
sented. 
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APPENDIX A: S03,1 ::JSO b1 €I S02 

In order to find the overlap coeffiCients, we apply the 
formula (5.1) keeping in mind that, as n =0 3, all 80 .. _2 
labels disappear and there are no missing nor redundant 
labels. A straightforward calculation yields, for 
A=o-1-iT, 

Zill)= 2-1+iT1T-1/2(21 + 1)1/2 

m xl" de sini(T-v)1-0 cosi(uv)1.0dl (e) o 2 2 Mm 

= 2-X-l(21Tfl/2i~S-~i (2l + 1)112 

x (Z + /1)1 (l- 1L,)!)1/2 r(MlLs + 11, - A + ill]) 
(l - I1J! (Z + lLi)! (J1s - J1 ,) ! 

r(Ml1 s - lLi - ~ - ill]) 
X ------------~----

r(l-'s - ~) 

[
lLs-Z ILs+ 1 + 1 HlLs-lLi-~-ill) ] 

x 3F 2 ;1 , 
ILs-lLi ILs- A 

(Ai) 
where ILs == max(m,M) and ILi =: min(m,M), and which can 
be compared with Kuznetzov et al. 3 We see that the 
poles occur at v = ± i[~ - (lLs l' J.i) - 2k], k = 0,1,2,···. 

APPENDIX B: S04,1 ::JSOj,1 €I S03 

Using the S04 d-functions as given, e.g., in Ref. 11, 
one finds for S04,1 that 

~(M") i1J2 
(

AL' ALI). 

w~ M M w') 

= 2-X(21Tf1 ( dim(J1,J2»)1/2 (' de sin-X-1-iVle 
dimL dimL I -0 2 

-X-l+ivln dJjJ2 (e) 
cos 2" L'M"L 

( 

(J + 1)2 - J2 )1/2 
- 2- X(211fl 1 2 6 C(lfJ + J J 
- (2L + 1)(2L' + 1) m at 1 2 , 

HJ1 - J 2 ], L'; HM" + m], HM" - m],M") 

x C(t[J1 + J 2 ], t[J1 - J 2 ], L; 

HM" + m], HM" - m},M") 6 i n(2
n
m) 

XB(Hn ~ ill],H2m-n-
n

A+ill]), (Bl) 

which can be seen to be independent of the S02 and 
redundant labels M and M'. There are poles due to 
the B function at v =0 ± irA - 2k) (k = 0,1,2, ... ). Notice 
that the "missing" label Mil appears in a rather "geo
metric" fashion through the entries of the ClebSCh
Gordan coefficient C. If a given UIR of SOl,l (9 S03 
(in the noncanonical chain) given by (II,L) appears in 
the decomposition of a (~L') UIR of SO 4 1'the multi
plicity is given by the possible values ot M If. This is 
constrained by the minimum of 2L + 1 and 2L' + 1, 
hence the multiplicity is 2 min(L, L') + 1. 
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The overlap coefficients for S05 1 can be obtained 
in a similar fashion from the S05 als as given by 
Holman.19 
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Expansions in Breit-Wigner amplitudes and biorthogonal 
functions 
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The problem of finding the expansion coefficients for a finite superposition of Breit-Wigner 
amplitudes is discussed. Since such amplitudes are not mutually orthogonal, another set of functions 
orthogonal to the Breit-Wigner functions are computed. Advantages and disadvantages of this 
biorthogonal set of functions are compared with conventional orthogonal functions and, in particular, 
the problem of reading off expansion coefficients when the modulus squared of the amplitude is 
known-rather than the amplitude itself-is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If a complete set of orthonormal functions is given in 
a Hilbert space Je, it is of basic importance in quantum 
mechanics that any square integrable function in Je can 
be expanded in this complete set, and the expansion co
efficients are then given by the inner product of the 
function with the relevant orthonormal function. 

Now generally complete sets of orthonormal functions 
arise as eigenfunctions of Hermitian operators; some
times, however, it is desirable to be able to expand 
functions in a complete set of functions that are not 
orthogonal. Such is the case with Breit-Wigner ampli
tudes; lone would like to be able to fit at least the 
resonant parts of cross section data as an appropriate 
superposition of Breit-Wigner amplitudes, calculating 
both the expansion coefficients and masses and widths 
of the resonances from the given data. To be able to 
carry out such an expansion of scattering amplitudes 
as an appropriate superposition of Breit-Wigner ampli
tudes requires, since the Breit-Wigner functions are 
not orthogonal, that certain criteria to be discussed in 
Sec. II be met. 

Once these criteria are satisfied it can be shown that 
there exists another set of functions, generating a so
called biorthogonal set of functions, with the property 
that they are orthogonal to the Breit-Wigner ampli
tudes. Once the biorthogonal set is known it is possible 
to compute the expansion coefficients as a suitable 
inner product, in much the way as is done for an ortho
normal set. Section III will be devoted to the problem of 
finding the functions orthogonal to the Breit-Wigner 
amplitudes, using some properties of Blaschke products 
and Stieltjes transforms. Finally, Sec. IV will discuss 
an example, to show why the problem of computing the 
complex expansion coefficients of an amplitude from the 
real coefficients obtained from experimental data in
volves simpler algebraic equations than is the case with 
expansions ariSing from group symmetries, such as 
partial-wave expansions and phase shift analysis. 

II. BIORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 

We wish to investigate the possibility of expanding a 
function f(x) as a superposition of Breit-Wigner 
functions, 

Bj(x) == _1_, 
x + >-j 

(II. 1) 

where x is a (dimensionless) energy and \ has as its 
real and imaginary parts, a (dimensionless) mass and 
width, respectively; that is, we wish to ask under what 
conditions it is possible to write 

o :s x :s 00, (II. 2) 
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where f is assumed, for the moment, to be square in
tegrable on a Hilbert space Je with norm 

Ilf 112 = JOO dx Ii(x) 12 < 00, f E: Je. 
o (II. 3) 

In the analysis that follows it would be possible to in
clude a weight function in (II. 3), but by a suitable re
definition of the functions orthogonal to the Breit-Wigner 
functions, it is possible to absorb the weight function and 
so it will not be discussed further. 

Now with the norm given by (II. 3) it is immediately 
clear that the Breit-Wigner functions, Eq. (II. 1), do not 
form an orthonormal set; that is, 

(Bj, B j ) = 10
00 

(x + At(X + Aj) 

= Mij 

"oOij" (11.4) 

The question then arises under what circumstances the 
set of Breit-Wigner functions for a given {AJ does form 
a complete set and when there exists a set orthogonal to 
the Breit-Wigner functions. 

The answer to this latter question depends on the 
matrix M jj , for a necessary and sufficient condition that 
the expansion (II. 2) define a biorthogonal set is that M 
be positive definite. 2 For if M is positive definite, there 
then exists a set of functions {cpJ with the property that 

(II. 5) 

The goal of this section will be to discuss the meaning of 
M being positive definite for Breit-Wigner functions 
while the next section will show how to obtain the func
tions CPj' And once the functions CPj are known, it is pos
sible to compute the coefficients c j of Eq. (II. 2) as 

(11.6) 

The meaning of the positive definiteness of M can be 
seen by noting that for any set of functions M is Hermi
tian. Hence there exists a suitable unitary transforma
tion U that diagonalizes M: 

M= UtAU, (II. 7) 

where A is a diagonal real matrix giving the eigenvalues 
of M. If all the eigenvalues are nonnegative, then A = 
A 1/2 A 1/2 and 

M = UtAl/2Al/2U 

= (Al/2U)t(Al/2U) 

= ptp, (11.8) 
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which is the definition of a nonnegative definite matrix. 
If the eigenvalues are in fact positive, then P is non
singular. 

Now if the functions cP i satisfying (cp i' B j) = 0ij exist, 
they too can be expanded as 

CPi = 6 NjiBj' 
J 

(CPk' CPi) = L; Nji(CPk,B j) 
i 

=N ki • 

Also, 

(B k' CPi) = L; Nji(B k' B j ) 
J 

=.E NjiM kj 
j 

= °ki 

(11.9) 

(II. 10) 

so that N = M-1. Thus, if a set {cpJ of functions exist, it 
follows that M has an inverse, which then naturally has 
the same eigenvectors and inverse eigenvalues as M. 
Hence a biorthogonal set has common eigenvectors and 
inverse eigenvalues. For such a biorthogonal set to 
exist then there can be no zero eigenvalues, so that M 
must be positive definite. 

The usual probabilistic interpretation of quantum 
mechanics is gotten by writing 

11/112 = I; (diCPi,CjB j) 
'.) 

where c i = (CPi,j) and d i = (Bi,j). But 

and 

d; = (Bi,j) 

= (Bi,L; cjB j ) 

=.E MijC j 
J 

11/112 = 6 diC: 
i 

= 6 M ih c7 
i .j 

= ctMc 

= c t utA1/2A1/2Uc 

= (A1/2Uc)t(Al/2Uc) 

= etc 

(II. 11) 

(II. 12) 

(II. 13) 

where c = A 1/2U c. Since A and U are fixed for a given 
set of functions such as the Breit-Wigner functions, it is 
clear that while the expansion coefficients C i cannot be 
used in the computation of probabilities, the coefficients 
ci can. Also, it is to be noted that if M were not positive 
definite 11/112 would not necessarily be positive. 

As an example, let JC consist of a two-dimensional 
real space V 2' with nonorthogonal unit vectors v 1 and 
112 chosen so that 

then 

(vi' v 1) = (v2' v2) = 1, 

(v1' v 2) = cosiJ 12 ; 
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(II. 15) 

which has positive eigenvalues unless e 12 = 0, 7T. 

Clearly, in this case the vectors CPi correspond to vec
tors satisfying. 

(II. 16) 

which has a simple geometrical interpretation. Note that 
cP i is not of unit length, for (cp i' v i) = 1, 

(cp;, v;) 1 
cose. = =. 

, (cpi' cpy/2(v;, v i )1/2 (cp;, cp;)1/2 

Returning now to the Breit-Wigner functions, we have 

M;j = J; (x + AD(x + Ai) 

(II. 17) 

If M is a finite-dimensional matrix, corresponding 
to a choice {;,-;U~i' then, as can be seen from Eq. II. 13, 
M is positive definite. But if M is infinite dimensional, 
then the possibility arises that the eigenvalues of M may 
cluster to zero. It can be shown that the possibility of 
interpolating with Breit-Wigner amplitudes is tied to 
those choices of {A;}r;1 for which the eigenvalues of M 
do not have zero as an accumulation point. In the follow
ing sections we will always assume that the expansions 
are finite expansions. 

III. BIORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS FOR THE 
BREIT -WIGNER AMPLITUDES 

We wish to show that if a function/ is expanded as 

C. 
f(x) = 6 c;B; = L; -. '- , 

; i X + A; 
(III. 1) 

then there are functions cP; satisfying (cp;, Bi ) = 0ij' that is 

Joo cp7dx = 0 .• 
o x + A. 'J 

J 

(III. 2) 

Such a set of functions can be found by making use 
of the Stieltjes transform,3 written as 

J
oo cp(x)dx 
-- = F(A) 

o x + 11. 
(III. 3) 

which has the property that if the integral exists, the 
function F(1I.) is analytic in the cut complex 11. plane, the 
cut going from zero to minus infinity. To use the 
Stieltjes transform we notice that it can be rewritten as 

00 cp:dx J - = F;(1I.). 
o x + 11. 

(III. 4) 

If a set of functions Fi(1I.) can be found with appropriately 
located zeroes, i.e., so that 

F i (1I. j ) = 0, 

Fp.) ;"0, 

i ;" j, 
(III. 5) 
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then our problem is solved.4 For, as shown in Ref. 3, if 
a function F(A) satisfying Eq. (III. 3) is given, it is merely 
necessary to evaluate the discontinuity across the cut 
to evaluate the function cp(x). This can be seen by noting 
that 

21Ticp(x) = lim [F(- Ix 1- if) - F(- Ix I + if)] 
<-0 

Joo (CP(X
I

) rp(X
I») 

= lim dx ' 
<-0 0 x'-Ixl- if X'- Ixl + if 

00 2i£ 
= lim J cp(x')dx ' ------,---

<-0 0 (x' - Ix 1)2 + £2 

= I; cp(xl)dx I 21Ti6(X' - Ix I). (III. 6) 

To find functions F;(A) having zeroes at A = Aj , j;o' i, 
we make use of the fact that in the Hardy space H2 of 
functions analytiC in the open unit disk, there are func
tions called Blaschke products that are determined 
solely by the location of their zeroes 5 : 

la) an - z 
.d(z) = 0 - I; (1 - I an I) < 00. (III. 7) 

n an 1 - a:z' n 

By defining a new product B;(z), in which the ith zero 
is left out of the product, we get a function analytic on 
the open unit disk which has the property that it is zero 
for z = an' n ;0' i: 

z = an' n;o' i. 
(III. 8) 

Now since B;(z) is analytic on the open unit disk, the 
conformal map that carries the open unit disk to the cut 
plane, 

z = (1- A1/2)/(1 + A1/2), (III. 9) 

will generate a set of functions F;( A) with correctly 
located zeroes. B;(z) is thus transformed into 

_ Ai/2 - A 1/2 
F .(A) = f3. n' ----

, 'n A 1,2 * + A 1/2 ' 
(III. 10) 

where f3 i is a normalization constant to be determined. 
It is clear that by construction F; has the correct ana
lytic behaviour and further has zeroes satisfying 
Eq. (III. 5). 

However, before evaluating the discontinuity across 
the cut of F i(A), it is necessary to check that F ;(A) has 
the correct asyomptotic properties, so that the biotho-

A1/2 - ,,/xe-i1l 
21Ticp;(x) = F j(xe- i1l ) - F;(xe;1I) = f3j,Jxe-;rr 0 I _n ____ _ 

n AV2* + .Jxe-i1l 
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gonal set indeed have the property expressed by Eq. 
(III. 2). The asymptotic properties given in Ref. 3 are 

lim F}mJ(x)xm = 0, 
x_oo (III. 11) 
lim F(ml(x)x m+1 = 0 
X~O ' 

m = 0,1,2,"', 

where F(m)(x) means the mth derivative. 

Now it is immediately clear that the functions given 
by Eq. (III. 10) do not have the proper behavior at in
finity, for they go to a constant, not zero. But if the 
factor A- 1 / 2 , also having the correct cut structure, is 
joined to the F P) of Eq. (III. 10), there results a set 
of functions 

A1/2 _ A1/2 
F .(A) = f3 K 1/2 Of n (III. 12) 

, , n A;l-/2* + ~1/2 

that do have the correct asymptotic behavior. This can 
be seen by writing 

1 (~- ../X)(-5;, - ft)· •• 
F.(x) = f3 r- "* r- ' 

, ''IX (vAi + vx)(~ + ../X)... (III. 13) 

F;(x)ft(v'Ai + ft)(~ + ../X) .•. ~ (A;. - rx)(rt:;, - -IX)", 

and differentiating both sides with respect to x m times. 
What results is a sum of terms expressing Ffm)(x) as 
a function of all the lower derivatives. By taking the 
appropriate limits x -7 00 or x -7 0+, it can be seen 
(although it is rather tedious) that indeed Eq. (III. 11) is 
satisfied. For example, 

F;(x) -7 l/ft, x -7 00, X -70+. (III. 14) 

Then 

F;(x).JX(~ + ft)··· + F;(x) ~ (~+ ft)··· + ... 

~ ); (-I>:;, - rx} .. + . . . . (III. 15) 

For x -70+, the various terms go like 

F~(x)ft + F j(x)(1/v'x) + Fj(x) ~ (l/ft) 

F; (x) ~ (1/x) + (1/ x3/2), 

so that 

lim x 2F;(x) = 0, 
%--+0+ 

(III. 16) 

lim xF;(x) = O. (III. 17) 
x_oo 

Since the functions Fj(A) defined in Eq. (III. 12) now have 
the correct asymptotic properties, it is possible to evalu
ate their discontinuities, in order to get the functions cp:(x): 

A 1/2 - .Jxe+ ;11 
_ f3/.Jxe+ j1l 0' __ /l ____ _ 

" \lj2* + .Jxe+i1l 

if3 ( A;l-12 + ift A;l-f2 - irx) (l/RJ 0; (I \) - x + 2iIX ReA;l-/2) + (l/rx) O~ (I \/ll -x- 2iftReAF) 
= ~ 0 ' + 0 ' = if3j • 

IX /l A1/2* _ irx n A1/2* + irx 0 ' (x + \*) 
"" n" (III. 18) 

The computation of the biorthogonal functions is the 
main result of this paper, for it gives the explicit form of 
cp j(x), so constructed to be orthogonal to the Breit
Wigner functions. It is to be noted that the denominator 
of cp ;(x) contains a product of Breit-Wigner functions, 
with the ith term in the product miSSing. Only when 
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F ;(A) is evaluated at the zero \j = A; is it nonzero; 
what its value is depends on the normalization factor 
f3 i • From considerations to be discussed in the next 
section it is best to leave the normalization coefficient 
unspecified. 
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IV. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE-COMPARISON WITH 
ORTHOGONAL EXPANSIONS OVER GROUPS 

As a simple example of the general results obtained 
in Sec. III, consider a function f(x) that can be written 
as a superposition of two Breit-Wigner amplitudes, 

2 C
1 

C
2 

f(x) =:0 ciB, = -- + -- (N.1) 
i=l x + Xl X + \2' 

where C 1 and c2 are to be determined. For such a 
function the relevant biorthogonal functions are 

(31 1\21-x 
rp1(X) = - , 

fX x + X2 

(32 IX11-x 
rp2(x) = - . 

fX x + Xl 

(N.2) 

To fix the normalization constants {3i' we demand that 

(rpV B 1) = 1 
_ Joodx(1/v'X)(IA21 -x) 
- {31 0 (x + A;)(x + AI) 

{317l' X¥2 - A1/2 

1/2 ,1/2* + 71 1/2 ' 
71 1 "2 1 

so that 

A 112 71 1/ 2 * + A 1/2 1 2 1 

{31 = 71' x1/2 _ 711/2 
2 1 

with a similar result for {32' The coefficients c i of Eq. 
(N. 1) are then 

C i = (rp iJ), i = 1,2. (N.3) 

Of more interest in quantum mechanics is the com
putation of c i when If(x) 12 rather than f(x) is given. 
We wish to show that Breit-Wigner expansions may have 
some advantages over expansions in orthonormal sets, 
especially those generated by function over groups, such 
as partial-wave expansions. 

For the above example we have 

Ic l 12 clc; V 12 = + ---=--.;:~-
(x + A1)(X + A1) (x + A1)(X + X;) 

c2c~ Ic2 12 
+ +--------:-

(x + 7I 2 )(x + Xl) (x + A2)(x + X~) 

All A12 
- +-------:-
-; (x + A1)(X + A1) (x + A1)(X + X;) 

A21 A22 
+ + . 

(x + X2 )(x + X1) (x + 7I z )(x + X;) 
(N.4) 

To find the coefficients A ij' define the symbol 
(711) A2 ... , 71 N) as the numerator of the functions rp;(x) 
(up to normalization), noting that it is symmetric in all 
the 71 i' For example, 

(N.5) 

(711 , X2) = (1/5)[( IA11 - x)( IA21 - x) - 4x ReAF2 ReX~/2]. 

Then the following equations in A;j can be obtained 
using the biorthogonality properties of the rpr 

(1) Multiply by [(Av '\2)/(X + A~)] and integrate 
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(2) Multiply by [(Av A2)/(x + 711)] and integrate 

dx(A1' 71 2) VI2 dx(Av 712) 

J (x + A~) = All J (x + Al)(x + A~)2 

+ A21 r dx(Av X2 ) 

. (x + A2 )(x + X~)2' 

(3) Multiply by (711) and integrate 

r (A1)dx 
J dx(A l ) VI2 = A12 . (x + A

1
)(x + A;) 

+ A J (A1)dx + A r (A 1)dx 
21 (x + A2)(x + 711) 22 . (x + A2)(X + X;) 

(4) Multiply by (712) and integrate 

There are four complex equations in four unknowns Ai' 
in Eq. (N. 6). The integrals are all readily evaluated if 
VI2 is known so that it should be possible to solve for 
the Aij' subject to the constraints that IA121 = IA211 = 
jiA

ll
IIA22 1 and A12 = A;l' since the overall phase 

cannot be computed. 

This procedure obviously generalizes to superposi
tions of N Breit-Wigner resonance amplitudes, so that, 
if 

N C. 

f(x) = ~ x ~ " 
t= 1 ", 

(N.7) 

where the c j are unknown and to be determined from 
knowledge of V12, there results a set of N2 equations in 
N2 unknowns Ajj' where Aij = I C i 12 and Aij = Aji = cic;, 
i '" j. The Ai' are thus obtained from If1 2, but then 
directly yield the magnitudes of c i from the diagonal Aii 
and the phases of c i from the off diagonal Ai" If VI2 is 
given from experimental data, then the fact that Aij must 
be a rank one Hermitian matrix puts constraints on the 
allowed fits. Presumably it should be possible to vary 
the values of Xi about some "eyeballed" values and see 
when, for different values of Xi' the constraints on Aij 
are satisfied; the numerical analysis required for such 
a program will be discussed in a future publication. 

This entire procedure is to be compared with data 
fitting that is done in terms of expansions generated by 
group matrix elements. If F(g) is a function over a 
(compact) group G and ~1M' , (g) an irreducible matrix 
element, then 
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where the coefficients Cx M M' are related to Cx M M' 
333 III 

and CX2M2Mi. by appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
For example, if G is the rotation group 0(3) and F is a 
function over the sphere, then F(ri) = ELMCLMYLM(n). 
Though it is in general straightforward to obtain the co
efficients Cx M M' from 1 F 12 by making use of the 

3 3 3 _ 
orthogonality relations of the :D functions, it is in gener-
al quite difficult to get back to the coefficients CXIMIMi 
because these coefficients are nonlinearly related to the 
coefficients Cx M 3M :i' This difficulty is well known in 
phase shift anafysis where one imposes many other 
constraints in order to get a unique Cx M M' from the 
C 1 1 1 

X3 M 3M 3' 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that for any finite superposition of 
Breit-Wigner amplitudes a biorthogonal set of functions 
including the CPi(x) exist which allow one to compute 
the expansion coefficients in the superposition. Several 
problems remain, however, of both a mathematical and 
physical character. 

Although it has been shown (Eq. (II. ll)ff.) that the 
matrix M is positive definite in the finite-dimensional 
case, it remains to be shown that in the limit as M be
comes infinite dimenSional, the eigenvalues do not clus
ter to zero; that is, it remains to be shown that when M 
is infinite dimenSional, it remains positive definite. The 
proof of M being positive definite even in the infinite
dimensional case would presumably involve some con
ditions on the Xi' how they are separated4 and how they 
go to infinity. There is already a condition on the {Xi}' 
given with respect to the zeroes {a,} of Eq. (III. 7), but 
presumably other conditions would also be needed for 
the positive definiteness of M 

From a physical point of view there is no reason to 
demand that scattering amplitudes are square integrable 
in the energy. In fact, it is well known that amplitudes 
may grow at infinity roughly like E2; 6 this indicates 
that a Hilbert space does not provide the correct setting 
for the expansion of general scattering amplitudes; 7 

further, since the Breit-Wigner amplitudes all go to 
zero like E-2 at infinity, some sort of clustering of the 
{X,} at infinity would be needed to reproduce the E2 
dependence. But such a clustering would violate the 
Hilbert space constraint and undoubtedly also violate 
the positive definiteness of M. For this reason the 
positive definiteness of M in the infinite-dimensional 
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case was not investigated. For finite energies, with 
finite superposition of Breit-Wigner amplitudes, no 
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such problem arises and one can compute the expansion 
coefficients with aid of the cP i functions. In this light 
one can regard the Hilbert space as providing a con
venient means for reading off the expansion coefficients. 
The real problem arises when one wants to reproduce 
the "background" by a superposition of Breit-Wigner 
amplitudes; then it might be necessary to use an in
finite number of Breit-Wigner amplitudes, depending 
on how "flat" the background is. It is to be noted that 
the functions {cp,} are not square integrable on (0, 00), at 
both limits going like lnx. But when integrated against 
the Breit-Wigner functions the results are all well 
defined. 

Although there are problems arising when the energy 
becomes infinite, it is to be hoped that the analysis pre
sented in Sec. IV will be useful in a practical sense. By 
viewing experimental data and seeing how many resonan
ces there are that need to be fitted, it should be possible 
to use the appropriate CPi functions and develop a com
puter program that takes advantage of the manner in 
which it is possible to read off the expansion coeffic
ients from the data. Since the position and widths of 
resonances get shifted when several resonances overlap 
Significantly, it will be necessary to develop a routine 
that allows for variations in Xi about some "eyeballed" 
mean values, consistent with the constraints that must 
hold for the magnitudes and phases of the expansion 
coefficients. 

The author wishes to thank Dr. Paul Muhly for many 
helpful mathematical discussions. 
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Phys. Rev. 157,847 (1967); E. Norbeck, L. L. Gadeken, and F. D. 
Ingram, Phys. Rev. C3, 2073 (1971). 

2H. S. Shapiro and A. L. Shields, Amer. J. Math. 83, 513 (1961). 
3D. Widder, The Laplace Transform (Princeton U. P., Princeton, N. J., 
1941), Chap. VIII. 

'P. L. Duren, Theory of HP Spaces (Academic, New York, 1970). 
Chap. 9. 

'Reference 4, Chap. 2. 
·See, for example, R. J. Eden, High Energy Collisions of Elementary 
Particles (Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, 1967), Chap. 6. 

7C. Cronstrom and W. H. Klink, Ann. Phys. 69, 218 (1972). 
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In studying the spheroidal problem of a charged particle scattered by two charged centers, we have 
had to deal with a differential equation. Its solution was complicated. In this paper, we study a very 
similar differential equation, which appears in the Coulomb problem. The solution for this equation, 
however, can be put in a simple form. For completeness the spheroidal analysis of the Coulomb 
scattering amplitude is also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a series of papers! we have studied spheroidal 
potential scattering. The importance of such a study 
is two fold. First, it denotes a class of real physical 
problems, such as the scattering of electrons by diato
mic molecules,2 and of deformed nuclei. 3 Second, it 
describes the scattering between a particle and the 
simplest composite system which can be formed by two 
particles separated at a fixed distance. 

The spheroidal scattering is less understood than the 
spherical scattering because of its complexity. In 
spherical scattering, after the separation of variables, 
only the radial equation depends on the potential. For 
normal cases, the equation contains two singularities, 
one at r == ° and the other at r = co. But in spheroidal 
scattering, both the radial and angle equations can 
depend on the potential. For example, the Coulomb 
potential of a pair of fixed unequal charges appears in 
both the radial and angle equations. Thus, we have to 
solve two ordinary differential equations instead of 
just one as in the case of spherical scattering. These 
equations, even without the potential term, have two 
regular and one irregular singularities, and are in the 
class of Lam/:l differential equations. 4 In general, 
they are more difficult to solve. 

In spheroidal scattering, the scattering amplitude 
is expressed in terms of spheroidal angle functions. 
This decomposition may be referred to as spheroidal 
analysis,5 as compared with the partial wave analysis 
in spherical scattering. These angle functions do not 
obey conventional recurrence relations. 6 The so-called 
"recurrence relations" for these functions are actually 
the integral relations among them. These functions can
not be simply expressed, and their numerical construc
tion is also troublesome. The trouble leads to a dilemma 
on the numerical treatment of spheroidal problems. The 
dilemma is on making a choice between the one-center 
or two-center approaches. This is a choice between 
spherical and spheroidal expansions of the scattering 
amplitude. The former expansion is an unnatural one 
and leads to a very slow convergent series; but each 
term in the series is easy to calculate. The later ex
pansion is a natural one and leads to a very fast con
vergent series, but each term in the series is difficult 
to calculate. The difficulty is mainly due to the trouble
some numerical construction of spheroidal angle func
tions, which makes the spheroidal analysis in the numeri
cal approach unattractive. 

The complexity of the spheroidal problem has led to a 
theoretical effort in a different direction.7 Before 
treating the spheroidal scattering problem, one often 
uses some kind of approximations and tries to make 
problems simple and manageable. A good example is the 
scattering theory of electrons by polar molecules, in 
which the dipole is replaced by a point dipole. 7 Accord-
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ing to its definition, a point dipole is a dipole without a 
spatial extent. The main idea behind the effort is to 
reduce the spheroidal problem into a spherical problem. 

Despite its complexity, the spheroidal problem is 
exactly solvable. S It is a problem describing scattering 
by a composite system. Most problems in this category 
are not solvable without some kind of approximations. 
The well-founded scattering theories, whether they are 
potential or quantum field types, are basically theories 
for point like particles, Therefore, a fully understood 
scattering theory for any composite system, such as a 
spheroidal one, is of great value. 

Our interest here is in the spheroidal aspect of the 
COUIOlpb problem. The importance of spheroidal scat
tering and its encountered difficulties suggest that we 
first deal with similar problems with fewer complica
tions. The Coulomb problem is just one of them. Our 
interest in the Coulomb problem has a stronger basis. 
In studying the spheroidal scattering,! we have had to 
deal with a differential equation describing a charged 
particle scattered by two-charged centers. It was 
treated by constructing an integro- differential equation 
which, in turn, was solved by means of a substracted 
iteration method.! The final expression was messy. It 
was observed later that a very similar differential 
equation also appeared in the Coulomb problem. It is 
obtained through a spheroidal separation of the wave 
equation. This has led us to the interesting question, 
as to whether this equation can be solved differently 
and simply. 

In this paper, along with the problem of main interest 
to us, we present a detailed spheroidal analysis of the 
Coulomb problem. In Sec. 2, the spheroidal symmetry 
of the Coulomb problem is discussed and the resulting 
angle function is considered. In Sec. 3, we treat the 
solution of the radial equation. This equation is very 
similar to that obtained from a charged particle scatter
ed by two charged centers. In Sec. 4, the spheroidal 
analysis of the Coulomb scattering amplitude is given. 

2. COULOMB EQUATION AND ANGLE FUNCTIONS 

A fixed charge Q is located on the z axis with co
ordinates r a == (0,0, d/2), where d is the interfocal 
distance of the prolate spheroidal coordinates4 : 

x = (td)[(1 -1'/2)(~2 - 1))1/2 coscp, 

Y == (td) [(1 -1'/2)(~2 - 1))1/2 sincp, 

z = (td)1'/~, 

with15~<CS .-151'/::01, 05cp521T. 
The Coulomb potential V at distance r has the form 

V== -.....:Q~
Ir - ral 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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This is a potential with prolate spheroidal symmetry. 
The SchrOdinger equation for describing a charged par
ticle scattered by the potential in Eq. (2.2) has the form 

(2.3) 

where Il is the mass, q the charge, and k the momentum 
of the incident particle. The above equation may be 
expressed simply in the prolate spheroidal coordinates 
as 

The equation is separable and its solution can be ob
tained in the form of the Lame products: 

(2.5) 

Functions Rmn(A, C;~) and Smn(A, C; 17) satisfy ordinary 
differential equations 

~ (~2 - 1) ~ Rmn(A, C; 0) 
- (Amn(A, C) - C2~2 +AC~ +~) Rmn(A, C,~) == 0, 

~2-1 (2.6) 

d~ (1- 172) d~ Smn(A,C;17)) 

+ (A (A C) - C2.,,? -AC'" - ~)S (A C· 11) == 0 mn' 'I 'I 1 _ 2 mn , '" , 
17 (2.7) 

where 

C == 4kd, (2.8) 

and constant m is an integer, which comes from the 
single-value requirement of the wavefunction in Eq. 
(2.1). The separation constant Amn(A, C) is chosen so as 
to ensure that the solution Smn(A, C; 17) of Eq. (2.7) 
which is free of logarithmic terms is regular in the 
entire range - 1:::; 17 :::; 1. The functions Smn(A, C; 17) also 
appear in scattering of a charged particle by a dipole. 
For convenience we will refer to Smn (A, C; 17) as the 
Coulomb spheroidal angle function and R mn (A, C; 17) 
as the Coulomb spheroidal radial function. 

When C vanishes, the differential Eq. (2.7) becomes 
the one which is satisfied by the associated Legendre 
functions. It follows that the angle functions must 
reduce to the associated Legendre functions of the in
tegral order and degree, as C goes to zero. Therefore, 

Amn(O, 0) == n(n + 1). (2.9) 

When C is not zero, Eq. (2.7) differs from the associated 
Legendre equation by having an irregular singularity 
at infinity. This suggests for the angle functions, an 
infinite sum of the form 

Smn(A, C; 17) == i3 Drr;.n (A, C)P~+r (17). (2.10) 
r"O 

Substitution of Eq. (2.10) in Eq. (2.7), with the subsequent 
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use of the associated Legendre differential equation and 
of the recursion formulas for the associated Legendre 
functions, yields the following recursion formulas for 
the coefficients Drr;.n(A, C): 

(2m + r + 2)(2m + r + 1)C2 
----------~------------D~~(A,C) 
(2m + 2r + 3)(2m + 2r + 5) 

(2m + r + 1)AC () + Dmn A C 
(2m + 2r + 3) "+1' 

+ (m + r)(m + r + 1) - Amn(A, C) 

2(m + r)(m + r + 1) - 2m 2 - 1 ) + C2 Dmn (A C) 
(2m + 2r -1)(2m + 2r + 3) 1" 

+ 2m :A~ _ 1 D':_'i (A, C) 

r(r - 1)C2 
+ D mn (A C) == O. 

(2m + 2r - 3)(2m + 2r - 1) 1'-2 , 

(2.11) 

The recursion formula for the expansion coefficients 
constitutes a linear homogeneous difference equation 
of the fourth order. When A vanishes, the recursion 
formula reduces to one which is satisfied by the expan
sion coefficients d ~n (C) of the spheroidal angle func
tions in terms of the associated Legendre functions. 
We now substitute in Eq. (2,11) the expansions 

Drr;.n(A, C) == .:6 :6 B~rj,k)C2j(AC)k, 
J" 0 k" 0 

00 

Amn(A, C) ==.:6 :6 l(j~k) C2j (AC)k 
)"0 k"O 

(2. 12) 

(2.13) 

and use the perturbation method to calculate expansion 
coefficients B;'(j,k) and l(j~k)' The lower-order coef
ficients are found to be 

l(O~O) == n(n + 1), 

(
1 _ (2m - 1)(2m + 1) ) , 

(2n -1)(2n + 3) 

(
n - m - 1)(n - m)(n + m -1)(n + 3) 

1(2~0) == 4 
(2n - 3)(2n -1)3(2n + 1) 

(n - m + 1)(n - m + 2)(n + m + 1)(n + m 

(2n + 1)(2n + 3)3(2n + 5) 

l(O~1) == 0, 

(n - m)(n +m) 
l mn - -------------
(0,2) - 2n(2n -1)(2n + 1) 

(2.14) 
(n + m + 1)(n - m + 1) 

(2n + 3)2(2n + 1) 

lo.~l) == 0, 

B;,(o,O) == li n - m , .. , 

(2m + r + 2)(2m + r + 1) 
B;'( 1. 0) == 4 Ii n - m ,1'+2 -------------'----------~ 

(2m + 2r + 3)2(2m + 2r + 5) 

1 r(r -1) 

-"2 Ii n - m ,1'-2 (2m + 2r - 3)(2m + 2r -1)' 

(2m + 2r + 1) 
B;'(o , 1) == i (\ -m , 1'+ 1 -,----------:-:--------..,. 

(2m + 2r + 3)(m + r + 1) 

_ l. Ii ______ --'-r ________ _ 
2 n-m,1'-1 (2m + 2r _ 1)(m + r) 
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We have normalized the coefficients so that each 
Coulomb spheroidal angle function reduces exactly to 
the corresponding associated Legendre function when 
C becomes zero. From the general theory of Sturm
Liouville differential equations it follows that the func
tions 5 (A, C; 1) form a complete orthogonal set on 
the inte~~al (-1,1). Thus 

1 .l1 Smn(A, C; 1)) Smn' (A, C; 1))d1) = 0nn,N mn(A, C), (2.15) 

where Nmn (A, C) is easily found with the use of the nor
malization factor of the associated Legendre functions 
to be 

(r + 2m)! 
Nmn(A,C) =2 6 [D;nn(A,C»)2. 

,,=0 (2r + 2m + 1)r! (2.16) 

Near the end points 1) = ± 1, the associated Legendre 
functions P;:Z(1)) have the following behavior: 

Pnm(1)) = 0[(1 _1)2)m/2] for (n - m) even, 

P;:Z(17) = 0[17(1 - 172) m/2] for (n - m) odd. 
(2. 17) 

From these relations, one obtains the following behavior 
of the Coulomb spheroidal wavefunction near 17 = ± 1 
with the aid of Eq. (2. 10): 

Smn(A, C; 1) = 0[(1 _1)2)m/2]. (2.18) 

3. RADIAL FUNCTION 

The differential equation (2.6) satisfied by the Coulomb 
spheroidal radial function is very similar to one en
countered in the scattering of two charged centers.l The 
difference between these two is in the parameter de
pendence. The differential equation (2.6) depends on 
the Coulomb spheroidal eigenvalue A mn (A, C). The other 
one depends on the spheroidal eigenvalue Amn (C) == 
Amn(O, C). We have developed a method for solving the 
latter equation. In the method, an integro-differential 
equation is used to express the solution of the differential 
equation. After removal of the second-order derivative, 
the integro-differential equation is solved through an 
iteration procedure. The series is convergent under a 
proper substraction. The same method can also be 
directly applied to the present equation (2.6). Due to 
the complexity of the method and the messiness of the 
expression, we shall approach the present problem 
through a different path. 

From the general theory of integral representations 
of solutions of differential equations, it follows that the 
function defined by the integral 

b 
,~ Km(~,1))Smn(A,C;17)d17 (3.1) 

is a solution of the Coulomb radial differential equation 
(2.6), provided that the limits a and b are so chosen 
that the bilinear concomitant, 

(dKm(~' 17) d. ) 
(1-~) d17 Smn(A,C;1))-Km(~,1])d17Smn(A,C,1]), 

(3.2) 
vanishes at both limits, and that the kernel Km(~' 1)) 
satisfies the differential equation 

(
d d a ) a) iJ1) (1 _1)2) iJ17 + at (~2 - 1 at 

_ m 2 (_1 __ + _1_) + c2(~2 -172) 
1 -172 ~2 - 1 

-AC(~ +17)]Km(~,1) =0. (3.3) 
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By comparing Eq. (3. 3) with Eq. (2. 4) we observe that 
the kernel Km (~, 17) is actually a solution of the Coulomb 
scattering equation9 with the azimuthal angle ¢ depend
ence factored out. If a fixed charge Q is at the origin 
of a coordinate system, one of the solutions for the 
Coulomb scattering equation has the form 

(ikl'2)('O-ijo)t m/2 m/2 F (-lA" + l"k ) e ., 0 170 1 1 2 1, m ,1 1)0 , (3.4) 

where the function 1F 1 (x;y; z) is a confluent hyper
geometric function, 10 ~o and 1)0 are the parabolic co
ordinates of the above coordinate system. In the present 
investigation we used a different coordinate system and 
placed the fixed charge Q on the z axis with coordinates 
r a = (0, 0, ~ d). The relations of these two coordinate 
systems are as follows: 

170 = ~d(~ + 1)(1 - 1), ~o = ~d(~ - 1)(1 + 17). 

By using the above relations the solution in Eq. (3.4) 
may be expressed as 

(~d) me ic(Sij-1)(~ 2 - 1) m/2(1 - 1)2) m/2lF 1 (- ~Ai; m 

(3.5) 

+ 1; ic(~ + 1)(1 - 1]». (3.6) 

It may be verified directly that the function in Eq. (3.6) 
satisfies the differential equation in Eq. (3.3). We de
note this function as kernel K (1) (~, 1). The two obvious 
limits a and b, at which the bii'inear concomitant in Eq. 
(3. 2) vanishes, are 

a =-1, b=1. (3.7) 

The Coulomb spheroidal radial function based on the 
kernel K(1)(~, 1]) will be called R(1)(A, C; ~): m mn 

1 
R (1) (A, C;~) == I K(1)(~, 1])Smn(A, C; 1])d1]. (3.8) mn -1 m 

The function R(1) (A, C;~) is regular at ~ = 1, at which 
the differentiaCequation (2.6) has a regular singularity. 
In the following we will discuss its asymptotic forms, 
which has a special interest in the scattering theory. 
After the substitution of the expansion of Coulomb 
spheroidal angle function Smn(A, C; 1)) in Eq. (2.10) to 
Eq. (3.8), we have 

00 1 
R(1)(A C·~) = 6 Dmn(A C)I K(1)(~ 1])pm+ (1])d1] 

mn. " y:::O r , -1 m ' m r 

= y~o D;nn(A, C)(~r (~2 -1)m/2 .l~ d1] P::+y(1]) 

x e ic(sij-1)(1 _1]2)m/2 

X 1F1(-~Ai;m +l;ic(~+l)(l-1]». 
(3.9) 

The confluent hypergeometric function 1F 1 (x;y; z) has 
the integral representation 

1 r(l - a)r(y) 
lF1(a;y;z) =-2"'"" -----

1T1 r(y - a) 

x! e tz ( -t)a-l(l - t)y-a-1dt. (3.10) 
c' 

If y is a positive integer and Re(y - a) > 0, contour c' 
can be any contour which passes around both the points 
t = ° and = 1. We recall the integration 

1 2in(2m + r)! j (z) r e iijz(1-1]2)m/2pm (1])d1]= m+r , 
'-1 m+r r! zm 

(3.11) 

where j m+r(z) is a spherical Bessel function. After 
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using Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) the function R~~(A, C;~) 
in Eq. (3. 9) becomes 

R(1)(A, C; 0 = 2 - (~2 _1)m/2 __ -'2~ ___ _ 
(
d)m r(l + .!Ai)r(m + 1) 

mn 2 rem +1 +~Ai) 

x ~ Dmn(A C) ir(2m + r)! Km(A C· 0 (3.12) 
r= 0'" r! r' , , 

where 

K~(A, C;~) == - -2
1

. J dt{C[~(1 - t) - t]}-m 
rrz e' 

Xjm+r{c[~(I-t)-t]}(- t)-(Ai/2)-1(I- t)m+Ai/2 

x e ie [t(ul)-lj. (3.13) 

The spherical Bessel function is related to the con
fluent hypergeometric function 

z-nj (z) = .fi e- iz IF 1 (n + 1; 2n + 2; 2iz). 
n 2n+lr(n + %) (3.14) 

The confluent hypergeometric function satisfies the 
Kummer transformation 

(3. 15) 

With the help of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), we rewrite Eq. 
(3.13) as 

1 J1r 2-(m T r+l) 
Km(A, C; 0 = - -. eie(,-l) 

r 2rrz rem +r + %) 

x fe' dt[C{~(1 - t) - t} Jr( -t)-(Ai/2)-l(1 - t)m+(Ai/2) 

x lFl(m +r+l;2m +2r+2;-2ic[Hl-t)-tJ). 
(3.16) 

The confluent hypergeometric function has a series ex
pansion 

(3. 17) 

The hypergeometric function has a contour integral 
representation 

1 r(1 - Q)r(y) 
2F l(a,/3;y;z) == -~ -----

rrz r(y - a) 

x f, dt(_t)a-l(1 - t)y-a-l(l- tz)-B. (3.18) 
c 

From Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) we may express Eq. (3.16) 
as 

2mi 'T(m + 1 + Ai/2) 
K~(A, C; ~) = eic(,-l) 

r(1 + Ai/2)r(m + 1) 

rem + r + 1 + k) 
x 6 (d)r+k( -2i)k 

k r(2m + 2r + 2 + k) r(k + 1) 

x 2Fl(-Ai/2,-r-k;m +1;(~ +1)/~). (3.19) 

In reaching Eq. (3.19) these identities are also used: 

r(~) = rr, 
1 1.3.5 ... (2n-l) 1 

r(n + z) = r(z). 
2n 

(3.20) 

Equation (3.12) together with Eq. (3.19) yields a com
plete series solution of the Coulomb spheroidal radial 
function R~~(A, C; ~). If we used the general method,l 
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which was previously suggested to solve the integro
differential equation arising from the spheroidal scatter
ing problem we would obtain another series expansion 
for the function R~lj(a, C, ~). However the latter expan
sion has more complicated form. The asymptotic form 
of the function R~~(A, C; 0 has considerable interests 
in the scattering theory. This form follows directly 
from the series expansion presented here. 

The hypergeometric function satisfies a relation 

r(y)r(y - Q - /3) 
2F 1 (a, (3; 1'; z) = 2F 1 (a, {3; a + (3+1-y; 

r(y - a) r(y - (3) 

1 _ z) + r(y) rea + (3 -I') (1 _ z)y-a-B 
r(a)r({3) 

X2 Fl(y-Q,y-{3;y+l-a-(3;I-z). (3.21) 

Equation (3.21) leads us to the following asymptotic 
form function K~(A, C;~) in Eq. (3.19): 

2m·"r(m + r + 1 + Ai/2) 
Km(A, C;~) ---) (cOreic(t-l) 

r ,-00 r(1 + Ai/2) r(2m + 2r + 2) 

x IF 1 (m + r + 1 + Ai/2; 2m + 2r + 2; - 2icO. (3.22) 

In arriving at Eq. (3. 22), we also used Eq. (3.17) and 
the equation 

l/r(-n) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2,···. (3.23) 

The spherical regular Coulomb wave function FL (4A, p) 
has the form 

FL(A/2,p) = CL(A/2)pL+leiPlFl(L + 1 + Ai/2, 

2L + 2;- 2ip), (3.24) 

where 

C (A) = 2Le-~A/41 r(L + 1 + iA/2) I • 
L 2 r(2L + 2) 

(3. 25) 

From Eqs. (3.12), (3. 22),and (3.24) we obtain the asymp
totic form of the Coulomb spheroidal radial function 

R(1)(A, C;~) ~ exp -ic +-2r(m + 1) (rrA) 
mn t-oo nkmr(m + 1 + Ai/2) 4 

x 6 Dmn(A C) e,am+rF - C~ (3.26) ir(2m + r)!. ~A) 
roO r' r! m+r2' , 

where 

a m+r = argr(m + r + 1 + Ai/2) (3.27) 

is the spherical Coulomb phase shift. The spherical 
regular Coulomb wave function FL(A/2, p) has the 
asymptotic form 

FL(~A,p) ~ sin(p -~A ln2p -4Lrr + (JL). (3.28) 
P - 00 

The final asymptotic form of the Coulomb spheroidal 
radial function follows directly from Eqs. (3.26) and 
(3.28); 

R (l)(A, C; 0 -7 exp -ic + ~ 2r(m + 1) ( A) 
mn ct~oo c~kmr(m + 1 + !Ai) 4 

x (H~n + I~n)~ sin[c~ - ~A In(2c~) - ~nrr + an + ~:J, 
(3.29) 

where 
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H = 6 Dmn(A C} iT(2m + r}! eiom+" 
mn TOO 1" r! 

x cos[(n - m - r)'r/2 + am+r - an], 

I = ~ Dmn(A C} i1'(2m + r}! iO m+T 
mn L.J r' , e 

,,=0 r. 
(3.30) 

4. SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

In this section the spheroidal expressiQn of the 
Coulomb scattering amplitude is discussed. The com
plete Coulomb wavefunction (incident plus scattered 
wave) is known. This wavefunction is the starting point 
of the present discussion. If the fixed charge Q is at the 
origin of the spherical coordinate system, the complete 
Coulomb wavefunction has the form 

Uc = v- 1/2 r(l + ~Ai}e-A1T/4 
x ikTocos8 F (_1 'A'l' 2'''''' . 21e) ell 2 z , , ZKT 0 sIn 2 , (4. I) 

where v is the velocity of the incident particle, e is the 
angle between the position vector r 0 and the incident 
momentum vector k. In Eq. (4. 1) the incident beam is 
normalized to unit flux. In the present prolate spheroidal 
coordinate system, the fixed charge is placed on the z 
axis with coordinates r a = (0, 0, i d). The relations 
between these two coordinate systems are as follows: 

rO == 4d(~ - 1/}, 

Zo == ~d(~1) -1). 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The Coulomb wavefunction in Eq. (4.1) is regular at ~ == 1, 
and satisfies Eq. (2. 4). This function has the following 
asymptotic forms: 

Uc -----> v-1/2 r expi{c~ cose + iA In[c~(l- cose}]} 
t-+oo L 

x (1 + A2 ) U(e} 
4ic~(1 - cose} 

+ C~ ie(e} eXPi( c~ - ~ In(2C~}) ] (4.4) 

or 
1 00 

Uc ~ v-1/2 -2' t 6 {expi(c~ - ~ A In(2c~} + 2a n} 
.-+00 zc., 11= 0 

- exp( -i}[ c~ - nJr - iA In(2c~)]} (2n + l}Pn( cose), 
(4.5) 

where U(e} is a step function 

u(e} == {
'I, 

0, 

for e> 0, 

for e:::: 0, 

and ic(e} is the Coulomb scattering amplitude 

(4.6) 

ie(6} = A exp(-i)[i A In(sin2 ie} - 1T - 2ao] 
4k sin2~e 

1 00 

== -, 6 (2n + 1}e2 iOnp (cose). 
2zk n=O n 

(4.7) 

The angle e can be expressed as 

cose == coseo cose' + sinG o sine' cos(cf> - cf>'), (4.8) 

where the incident momentum k and the position vector 
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rO have the spherical coordinates e', cf>' and eo, CPo == cP, 
respectively. In the asymptotic region there is no dif
ference between the spheroidal coordinate 1) and cose o: 

cose -----> 1/ cose' + (1 - 1/2}1/2 sine' cos(cp - cp'). (4.9) 
t-+oo 

Now we wish to express the Coulomb scattering ampli
tudeic(e) in terms of the spheroidal analysis. To start 
with the complete Coulomb wavefunction Uc in Eq. (4.1) 
is expanded as 

00 00 

u.: == ~ ~ Bm)c, e/}R~2(A, C;~} Smn(A, C, 1/) cos[m(cp - 1'}]. 
m=O n' m (4. 10} 

In writing down Eq. (4. 10}, we use the fact that the 
Coulomb wavefunction can be expressed in terms of the 
Lam~ products in Eq. (2. 5) and is rotational invariant 
along the z axis. The expansion coefficients have the 
form 

( 4.11) 

To find function Bmn(c, e'}, we would like to discuss the 
asymptotic behavior of the above equation on both sides. 
The asymptotic form on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.11) 
is easy t-o find and follows directly from Eqs. (3. 26) 
and (3. 28): 

2r(m + 1) , ( 1TA) -------- B (c e ) exp -ic +-
c~kmr(m + 1 + iAi} mn , 4 

00 ir(2m + r}! 
x I: D~n(A, C} eO mTT 

1'"0 r! 

x sin[ c~ - i A In(2c~} - i (m + Y}1T + a m+T]' (4.12) 

The asymptotic form on the right-hand side of Eq. (4. 11) 
deserves some careful consideration. The complete 
Coulomb wavefunction in Eq. (4.1) can be expanded as 

00 00 r(n + 1 + !. iA) 
u" == v-1j2e-A1T/4 6 6 2 (2ikrO}n 

moO n' m (2n)! 

x eik?'o IF 1 (n + 1 + i iA; 2n + 2; -2ikro) 

(n -m)! 
x (2 - 00m) P;:Z (coseo}p;:z(cose') 

(n + m)! 

cos[m(cp' - CPo}]. 

In the asymptotic region ~ -> CI), we have 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

By using Eqs. (4.13) and (4. 14), the asymptotic form on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) can be written as 

(21TN mn (A,C}]-1(2 - °Om}v-1/2e-A1T14 

00 00 r(n' + 1 + 1iA) 
X m2ft' nr:o (2n')! 2 (2id)n'e iet (2 - 00m') 

(n'-m')! 
x Pn;' (cose')lF1(n' + 1 + iiA; 2n' + 2; - 2icO 

(n' + m')! n 

J 1 r21T x _ld1),O dCPSmn(A,C;n)Pn",'(n)cosm'(cp'-CP) 

x cosm(cp' - cpl. (4.15) 

The associated Legendre functions are orthogonal: 
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I 2(n + m)! 
J I d1/P~(1/)P~'(1/) = 0nn' ( )( ) 

- 2n+ln-m! 
(4.16) 

We carry out the integrations in Eq. (4.15) through the 
help of Eqs. (2.10) and (4.16) and obtain 

2(2 - (jOm) / / ~ r(n' + 1 + iA/2) 
-----'--'-''-- v-I 2e- An 4 U 

Nmn(A,C) n'=m (2n')! 

x (2id)n'e ict 2n,1+ 1 D7Y'_m(A, C)Pn"! (cose') 

x IFI(n' +1 +~IA;2n' +2;-2icO. (4.17) 

From Eqs. (3.24) and (3.28) we obtain the final asympto
tic form on the right-hand side of Eq. (4. 11): 

2(2 - 00) / io 
--:-=-=-~-:-m-=;-- v-I 2 L: i1'+me 1'+m Dmn(A C) 
c~Nmn(A,C) 1'=0 ..' 

x P':+m(cose') sin[c~ - ~Aln(2c~) 

- t (r + m)1r + G m + .. ]. (4.18) 

The function Bm(l(C' e') is then found by matching Eqs. 
(4.12) and (4.18): 

, (ik)mr(m + 1 + t iA) (. A1T) (2 - IiOm ) 
B (c e) = exp lC - -

mn , r(m + 1) 4 Nmn(A, C) 

X v-I/2C~0 (-1)1' (2m
r
7 r)! D',{'n(A, e)YI 

x Smn(A, C; -cose'). (4.19) 

The spherical expression of the Coulomb scattering 
amplitude in Eq. (4.7) is obtained through the comparison 
of the exponential dependence on the factor expi[c~ -
~A In(2c~)] between the asymptotic form in Eq. (4. 4) 
and the spherical asymptotic expansion in Eq. (4. 5) of the 
complete Coulomb wavefunction. By the same token, we 
obtain the spheroidal expression of the Coulomb scatter
ing amplitude through the comparison between the 
asymptotic form in Eq. (4. 4) and the spheroidal asymp
totic expansion, which follows from Eqs. (4.10) and 
(4.12): 

00 
fc(e) = v 1/2 ( -i) '0 

m=O 

00 r(m + 1) 

n= m 

(
. 1TA) (00 (-i)m(2m + r)! 

x exp -IC + T ,;~O D~n(A, C) r! 

x e2iom+1') Bmn(c, e') Smn(A, C; 1/) cosm(cp - cp') 

1 00 00 2-0 -
= -:- ~ ~ ---~ e2iomn Smn(A, C; - cose') 

zk m=O n=mNmn(A, C) 

x Smn(A, C; 1/) cosm(cp - cp'), (4.20) 
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where 

e2iamn = ~ (2m + r)! Dmn(A c)e2iOm+1'/ 
1';-'0 r! .., 

00 (2m + r)! 6 (-).. , D~n(A, C) . 
1'=0 r. 

(4.21) 

The quantity iJ mn may be called the spheroidal Coulomb 
phase shift and is not real. For a real spheroidal poten
tial we always have a real spheroidal phase shift.1 The 
complexedness of the spheroidal Coulomb phase shift 
umn may be the cause of the dual sphericaPl and 
spheroidal nature for the Coulomb potential 
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This paper studies the spectral properties of phase operators associated with the phase of the 
harmonic oscillator. It is shown that all such phase operators have an absolutely continuous part and 
that those of a certain subclass are absolutely continuous. 

INTRODUCTION 

Let JC be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal 
basis { ¢ n} :'~1' For any bounded linear operator A on 
~ let Sp(A) denote the spectrum of A. If A is self
adjoint with spectral resolution A = JAdE).., denote by 
JC a (A) the set of elements x in JC for which It E x [[2 is 
an absolutely continuous function of A. It can be" shown 
that JCa(A) is a subspace of JC which reduces A.1 The 
restriction of A to JCa(A) is called the absolutely con
tinuous part of A, and, if ~ (A) = JC, the operator A is 
said to be absolutely continuous. In particular, an 
absolutely continuous operator has no point spectrum. 

Consider now the following operators on JC: 

S = 1;2i 

o a 1 0 0 
a 1 0 a 2 0 
o a 3 0 a 3 o 0 a 3 0 

0 a 1 0 0 
-a1 0 a2 0 
0 -a2 0 a3 
0 0 -a 3 0 

where {an} :'=1 is a sequence of positive real numbers 
converging monotonically to 1, so chosen that Sp(C) = 
Sp(S) = [- 1,1]. Such operators, referred to as phase 
operators, have been studied in conjunction with the 
phase of the harmonic oscillator. 2-4 

Ifantis4 conjectured that the spectrum of every phase 
operator is purely continuous or, equivalently, that the 
point spectrum is empty. The eigenvalue problem was 
studied directly by Eswaran. 5 It will be shown below 
that a somewhat stronger result holds for those phase 
ope rators. for which the corresponding sequence 
{an} :'~1 increases monotonically to 1. Such operators 
are, in fact, absolutely continuous. Also, it will be shown 
that every phase operator for which the corresponding 
sequence {un}:'~ 1 decreases monotonically to 1 has an 
absolutely continuous part whose spectrum is the inter
val [- 1,1]. 

THE DEFINITION OF A PHASE OPERATOR 

If V denotes the unilateral shift operator on JC, so that 
V ¢n = ¢n+ l' and if A is defined by A ¢n = an- 1 ¢n with 
ao = 0, then 

C = ~ (V*A +AV), 

S = (1/2i) (V*A - A V). 

Thus C and S are the real and imaginary parts, respec-
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tively, of the operator T = V*A. Since C and S are uni
tarily equivalent, 4 it suffices to consider the spectral 
properties of C. 

Infantis4 has observed that 

C = i (V + V*) + i [(A - I) V + V* (A - I)], 

where the operator 1[(A - I)V + V*(A - I)] is compact 
self-adjoint and the operator i (V + V*) has a purel" ' 
continuous spectrum which contains the interval [- -1,1]. 
Hence it follows from Weyl's theorem that Sp(C)::) 
[-1,1]. 

The final restriction on the sequence {an}:~ 1 needed 
to guarantee that Sp(C) c [- 1,1], and hence that Sp(C) = 
[- 1, 1], is given by the following proposition due to 
Lerner, IIuang and Walters3 ,6: 

Proposition: Sp(C) c[- 1,1] if and only if 
Ua~}:~ 1 is a "chain sequence. " That is 

{a~ = (1-gn - 1 )gn' where 0 sgo <1, 

0< gn < 1 (n> 0). 
(1 ) 

Hence a phase operator C can be precisely defined as 
an operator of the form 

. , 

where {an}:'~ 1 is a sequence of positive real numbers 
monotonically converging to 1 and satisfying the chain 
sequence condition (1). 

THE SPECTRUM OF A PHASE OPERATOR 

It can be shown that any sequence of positive numbers 
dominated term by term by a chain sequence is itself a 
chain sequence. 3 Since the sequence {an = 1}:'=1 
satisfies the chain sequence condition for g n = i 
(n = 0,1,2, ... ), it follows that every sequence of pOSi
tive real numbers increasing monotonically to 1 gives 
rise to a phase operator. 

The following proposition follows from the results of 
Putnam. 7 

Proposition: For any sequence {a n }:'=1 of positive 
real numbers increaSing monotonically to 1, the corre
sponding phase operator C is absolutely continuous. 

Proof: Consider the operator T = C + is. It is 
easily verified that T*T - TT* = K is a diagonal 
matrix with diagonal elements 

>- a~, a~ - a~, a~ - a3, ... 
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Then es - s e = - (i/2K), where K ::s O. It follows that 
JCa (e) contains the smallest subspace of JC reducing e 
and S and containing the range of K. Since K ct1 = 
- ay ¢l' ¢l E JC a (e). Also, e ¢l = i al ¢2 implies that 
¢2 E JCa(e). Now suppose it has been shown that 
¢v ¢2"", ¢n E JCa(e) for n ~ 2. Since 

e¢n = i(an-l¢n-l + an¢n+l)' 

it follows that ¢n+l E JCa(e). Therefore, JCa(e) = JC,as 
was to be shown. 

Consider now a phase operator e corresponding to a 
sequence {an};:"~ 1 of positive real numbers decreasing 
monotonically to 1. The operator K, defined byeS - se 
= - (i/2)K, no longer satisfies K ~ 0 or K ::s 0 and the 
previous proof fails. A different approach, however, 
yields a somewhat weaker result. The following lemma 
is needed. 

Lemma: Let {an};:"~ 1 be a sequence of positive real 
numbers decreasing monotonically to 1 and satisfying the 
chain sequence condition. That is, 

where 0 ::s go < 1,0 < gn < 1 (n> 0). 

Then f (an - 1) < <Xl. 
n~l 

Proof: It is convenient to make the following 
observations. 

(1) gn< limpliesgn_m < (m+2)/(2m+2)forn ~1, 

O::sm::sn-1. 

Proof: [By induction on m]. Let m = 1. Since 

gn = ia~/(l - gn-l) < 1, 

it follows that 1 ::s a~ < 4 (1 - gn-l) and hence that 
gn-l < t. Now suppose gn- m < (m + 2)/(2m + 2) 
(1 ::s m ::s n-1). Since 

gn-m = ia~_m/(l-gn-m_l) < (m +2)/(2m +2), 

it follows that 1 ::s a~_m < 4 [em + 2)/(2m + 2)](1 - gn-m-l) 
and hence thatgn _ m _ l < (m + 3)/(2m + 4), 

(2) The sequence {em + 2)/{2m + 2)} monotonically 
decreases to i. 

(3) gn::si, n=0,1,2,···. 

Proof: Suppose gN > i. Then there exists an m* 
such that 

gN> (m* + 2)/(2m* + 2) > i. 

But this contradicts (1) since gN+ m* < 1. 

(4) gn ~ 1/4(1 - gn-l)' n = 1,2,3, ••.• 

(5) {g n} :~ 0 is a monotonically increasing sequence. 
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Proof: For n ~l,gn -gn-l ~1/4{1-gn_l) -gn-l' 

Therefore gn - gn-l ~ (1 - 2gn_l )2 /4(1 - gn-l) ~ O. 

(6) lim gn = i. 
n"'OO 

Proof: (3) and (5) imply that g = lim gn exists. 
n"'OO 

It then follows from the fact that 

ia~ = (1- gn-l)gn' n = 1,2,3,'" 

that g = i. 
These facts can now be used to show that 

13 (a;-l)<<Xl. 
n~l 

In particular, 

is (ia; - i) = is [(1 - gn-l)gn - i] 
n~l n~l 

= i3 reign - i) + (i-gn-l)gn] 
n~l 

::s i3 [i(gn - i) + i(i-gn- l )] 
n~l 

00 

::s L; i (gn - gn-l) 
n~l 

~ t. 
Finally, since an ~ 1, 

f (an - 1)::s is (a~ - 1) < <Xl. 
n~l n~l 

Proposition: For any sequence {an};:"~l of positive 
real numbers decreasing monotonically to 1 and satis
fying the chain sequence condition (I), the corresponding 
phase operator e has an absolutely continuous part 
whose spectrum is the interval [- 1,1]. 

Proof: As noted above e = i (V + V*) + i[(A - 1) 
V + V*(A - 1)], where V is the unilateral shift operator 
on JC and A is defined by A ¢n = an - 1 ¢n with ao = O. By 
the previous lemma, A, and hence also 1- [(A - I) V + V· 
(A - I)], is of trace class. It then follows by a theorem 
of KatoS that e has an absolutely continuous part uni
tarily equivalent to i (V + V*). 

GENERAL REMARKS 

The previous proposition suggests the possibility that 
all phase operators are absolutely continuous. No proof, 
however, has yet been achieved. 
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The generalized Langevin equation is derived for a particle of arbitrary mass in an assembly of 
harmonic oscillators with general interaction matrix and with an external force acting on the 
particle. The reduction of the equation to the ordinary Langevin equation is studied in various limits. 
The reduction to the Langevin equation is achieved apart from the distribution of the bath particles, 
and the results thus obtained are valid whether the bath is in equilibrium or not. It is found that if 
the Ford-Kac-Mazur interaction is assumed, the particle achieves Brownian motion regardless of its 
mass ratio to the bath particle. The weak coupling limit is effected by scaling the equation with the 
mass ratio. In the weak coupling limit, the explicit formula for the friction coefficient is obtained 
assuming a general interaction matrix. It is demonstrated that the generalized Langevin equation is a 
very convenient starting point for the study of Brownian motion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For the study of time dependent phenomena, the as
sembly of coupled harmonic oscillators is one of the 
very few models which are mathematically tractable and 
yet exhibit salient features. The model has been studied 
extensively in connection with Brownian motions. 

Rubin,l Hemmer,2 Turner,3 and Ullersma4 have 
studied the motion of a heavy particle with nearest 
neighbor interactions and found that a sufficiently heavy 
particle achieves a free Brownian motion. On the other 
hand, Toda5 and Takeno and Hori,6 pointing out that the 
nature of the approximation procedure in the calcula
tions is not clear, have concluded that a heavy particle 
behaves as a Brownian particle if the force constant 
becomes large as well as the mass of the particle. 

Ford, Kac, and Mazur 7 have studied the motion of a 
particle of mass equal to the bath particle and found 
that the particle attains Brownian motion when the inter
action is a very special long range type with a limiting 
cutoff frequency. Mazur and BraunS have studied the 
motion of a heavy particle with arbitrary interactions. 
They have found that a heavy particle performs Brown
ian motion with arbitrary interactions provided that the 
spectral density of eigenvalues, w 2 , of the interaction 
matrix is proportional to w- l for w ~ O. 

Most of these works did not study the equation of 
motion itself. However, we find that the direct appeal 
to the exact equation of motion-the generalized Langevin 
equation-is very profitable. By studying the equation in 
various limits we not only rediscover the results ob
tained previously in a unified manner, but also genera
lize them further. This is all possible only because, as 
first shown by Deutch and Silbey,9 the generalized 
Langevin equation is exact for an assembly of coupled 
harmonic oscillators. This approach is very similar 
to the procedure adopted in the general microscopic 
theory of Brownian motions lO and thus sheds more 
light on it. 

In Sec. 2, we define the model and explain some of its 
properties. In Sec. 3, we derive the exact generalized 
Langevin equation for a particle of arbitrary mass sub
ject to an external force with arbitrary interaction 
matrix. We obtain the explicit expressions for the 
Laplace transform of the random force and the kernel 
in the generalized Langevin equation. 

We then study the reduction of the generalized Lange
vin equation to the ordinary Langevin equation in vari-
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ous limits. When the Langevin equation is reduced 
directly from the generalized Langevin equation, the 
special interaction form of Ford-Kac- Mazur is re
covered. It is found that if their special interaction 
form is assumed, the particle achieves Brownian mo
tion regardless of its mass. This surprising result is 
due to the very special nature of the interaction. This 
is presented in Sec. 4. 

In Sec. 5, we scale the generalized Langevin equation 
with the mass ratio A 2 and study the equation in the 
weak coupling limit. The connection between the weak 
coupling limit and others is pointed out. We also derive, 
in the weak coupling limit, the explicit expression for 
the friction coefficient for general interactions. 

In Sec. 6, we find that the random force has proper 
stochastic properties for a bath in equilibrium. The 
direct calculation of the force autocorrelation function 
is sketched. In the last section, 7, we briefly discuss the 
Toda- Takeno- Hori limit. The advantage of the genera
lized Lange\'in equation for the study of Brownian mo
tion problems is emphasized. 

2. THE MODEL 

We consider a system which consists of a particle of 
mass M and 2N bath particles of mass m interacting 
with each other with harmonic forces. The Hamiltonian 
of the system is given by 

H =P'tj2M + Hb 
and 

Hb = t ~ (p?/m) + t ~ qA.illk· ll 
j"'O J j,k J J 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Here, P 0 (P) is the momentum of the' zeroth (jth) particle 
of mass M(m), qo(q) is the displacement of the zeroth 
(jth) particle from its equilibrium position, and Ajk is 
the jk-element of the interaction matrix A characteriz
ing the interactions of the particles. 

The interaction matrix A is assumed to be completely 
general except that it has no negative eigenvalues. We 
assume that all particles are subject to the same inter
action, and also impose periodic boundary conditions. 
This implies that A is a cyclic and symmetric matrix. 
The matrix element Ajk depends only on 1 j - k I, 

(2.3) 

Under these conditions, the matrix element, Al can be 
expressed as l2 
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and 

A = L..J w2 exp --- nl 1 "" (21Ti) 
I 2N+1 n n 2N+1 

w2 = L..J A exp - --- nl . "" (21Ti) 
n I I 2N+ 1 

The quantity w~ is the eigenvalue of the interaction 
matrix A corresponding to the eigenvector I; (n); 

AI; (n) = w~1; (n). 

The kth element of l; (,z) is given by 

~ (~) = (2N: 1)1/2 exp (2:~ 1 nk). 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The conservation of the total momentum of the system 
further requires that 

:6 A j •k = 0 for all k (2.8) 
J 

which is a very important identity for our discussion. 
From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) one notices that 

w~ = O. (2.9) 

Eventually, we have to deal with infinite systems. In 
the limit N---'> 00, the summation in Eq. (2.4) is approxi
mated by an integral 

1 TI 
Al = - f w2(e)e ilede 

21T -TI 

where 
2( ) _ 2 (, _ 2N + 1 ~ 

w e - wn ' \n -~ OJ • 

(2.10) 

(2. 11) 

We assume that w; changes slowly enough to warrant 
the approximation. In passing we note that symmetry 
of A yields symmetry of w~; 

3. THE GENERALIZED LANGEVIN EOUATION 

To be general, we assume that an external force, 

aV(q o(t) 
Fext(qo(t» =- -a--

qo 

(2.12) 

(3.1) 

acts on the zeroth particle in addition to the harmonic 
interactions of the particles. The equation of motion of 
the jth particle is given by 

[m + (M- m)oj,o]tij(t) =-:6 Ajkqk(t) + Fext(qo(t)· 0j,o' 
k (3.2) 

The equation may be solved by introducing a generating 
function G n (t): 

Gn(t) 0= (2N +11)1/2 y expC:~ 1 jn)qj(t) (3.3) 

and 

qj(t) = 1 1 :6expL~jn\Gn(t). (3.4) 
(2N + 1)1 2 n \ 2N + 1 ') 

Differentiating Gn (t) twice and using Eqs. (3. 2) and 
(2.5), we obtain 

579 

We take the Laplace transform of the equation to obtain 

Gn(E) = 1 ([EGn(O) + Gn(O)] 
E 2 + w~/m 

W/m- 1) 2- . 
(2N + 1)1/2 [E q 0(£) - Eq 0(0) - q 0(0)] 

+ 1 1.1') 
(2N + 1)1/2 m ext· 

(3.6) 

Summing over n and using Eq. (3.4), we have 

qj(E) + (M/m - 1)E2/j(E)qO(E) = :6 [Eqk(O) + qk(O)]fk_j(E) 
k 

+ {(M/m - 1)[Eqo(0) + qo(O)] + (l/m)F exJfj(E), (3.7) 

where 

f - 1 "" 1 (21Ti) .(E) = -- L..J exp -- nJ • 
J 2N + 1 n E2 + w~/m 2N + 1 

(3.8) 

In particular, setting j = 0, we obtain 

- 1 qO(E) = --------
1 + W/m - 1)E2/0 (E) 

x (Eo [Eqk(O) + qk(O)]!,,(E) + :: [Eqo(O) + qo(O)]fO(E) 

(3.9) 

Equations (3.7) and (3.9) are the solutions for qP)' 
The Pj(t) may be obtained from 

(3.10) 

We write Eq. (3. 9) in the form of the generalized Lange
vin equation, 

(3.11) 

by identifying the terms in Eq. (3. 9) with the Laplace 
transform of Eq. (3.11) which is 

~2 = m/M. (3.13) 

The results are 

(3.14) 

and 

F(E) = - mq O(O)K(E) + ~ :6 [Eqj(O) + qj(O)]J.(E). 
fO(E) j"'O J (3.15) 

Using Eq. (2.9) and the fact that 

:6 fj(E) = 1/ E2, (3.16) 
J 

we can rewrite Eq. (3. 15) in more convenient form, 

1 1 For later convenience, we also define gj by 
+ - FexJqo(t»), (3.5) 

(2N + 1)1/2 m ~(E) 0= Efj(E). (3.18) 
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Later on we will also need the expression for J.(£.) in 
the limit N ~ 00; J 

1 u e i6j 
J.(£.) == - 1 de. 

1 21T -u £.2 + w2(e)/m (3.19) 

In the following sections the presence of F ext is irrele
vant to our discussion and we will neglect the term. 

A few remarks are due on the generalized Langevin 
equation, Eq. (3. 11). First of all, we stress the fact that 
the equation is exact and valid for all mass ratio A 2 and 
for all time. This was first pOinted out by Deutch and 
Silbey.1° Its dependence on the mass of the zeroth 
particle, M is very simple; M enters the equation only 
through A 2. This remarkably simple dependence on M 
may not be expected for other systems in general. 
These simple properties and the close resemblance of 
the equation to the ordinary Langevin equation greatly 
facilitate the study of the equation for Brownian motion. 
Furthermore, we note that all initial conditions appear 
only in F(t). 

The K(t) depends only on the mass of the bath particle 
and the properties of the interaction matrix. Therefore 
the reduction of the equation to the Langevin equation 
can be discussed separately from the distribution of the 
bath particles. The results thus obtained may be valid 
whether or not the bath particles are in equilibrium. 
However, one must realize that, because the equation is 
exact for all time, it reduces to the Langevin equation 
only in appropriate limits, despite its close resemblance 
to the Langevin equation. 

4. FORD, KAC,AND MAZUR LIMIT 

Let us now try to reduce the Langevin equation directly 
from the generalized Langevin equation, Eq. (3.11), 
by requiring that 

K(t) == y6(t) 

or, equivalently, 

K(£.) == y. 

Using Eqs. (3.8), (3. 14), and (3.18), we obtain 

go(£.) == l/(y + £.). 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

In view of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18), it is obvious that the 
requirement in Eq. (4. 3) cannot be met with a finite 
number of particles. Therefore, we consider the limit 
of infinitely many particles. 

In the limit N ~ 00, the requirement Eq. (4.3) takes the 
following form: 

1- f £. de == _1_ (4.4) 
21T -11 £.2 + w2 «()/m y + £. 

or, expressed in terms of t, 

1 11 ~tw2«()) -1 cos -- d() == e-yt. 
21T -11 m 

(4.5) 

This is the integral equation for w2 «() which was first 
found by Ford, Kac, and Mazur7 in the study of Brownian 
motion of a particle of mass M == m. They found the 
solution of the equation to be 

(4.6) 

As they pointed out, when this expression is inserted 
into Eq. (2.10), the matrix element Al diverges. To 
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1 
y2 tan2 ()/2 

wl«() == o 
for I () I < () L 

for () L ..; I () I ..; 1T. 
(4.7) 

By taking the limit () L ~ 1T, it has been argued that a 
particle (of mass M == m) can achieve Brownian motion 
with the interaction given by Eq. (4. 7). 

For more detailed discussions, we refer to the origi
nal article of Ford, Kac, and Mazur. 7 However, one must 
note here that if the special interaction form, Eq. (4. 7), 
with the limiting cutoff frequency is realized, the particle 
achieves Brownian motion regardless of the mass 
ratio A 2 (including M < m). This somewhat surprising 
result is due to the special nature of the interaction. It 
does not contradict the finding of Cukier and Mazur, 13 

which states that the kinetic energy of a particle of 
mass M < m is a nonergodic function. Their study is 
limited to nearest-neighbor interaction and does not 
apply to the special interaction, Eq. (4. 7). 

5. SCALING AND THE WEAK-COUPLING LIMIT 

Instead of the straight reduction of the Langevin equa
tion discussed in the previous section, we first scale 
the generalized Langevin equation and then reduce it to 
the Langevin '"equation in appropriate limits. Although 
other choices are possible, we choose A2 to be the scal
ing parameter and set 

(5.1) 

in Eq. (3.11). The generalized Langevin equation now 
takes the following form: 

d1T(s) == E(s) - f C(a)1T(s - a)da, 
ds ° 

where 

1T(S) == P 0(s/"A2), 

E(s) == F(S/")o.2)/"A2, 

C(s) == K(S/"A2)/A2. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

We now reduce Eq. (5. 2) to the Langevin equation by 
requiring 

C(s) == y6(s) (5.6) 

or, equivalently, 

(5.7) 

in the limit A2 ~ O. When the condition of Eq. (5. 6) is 
met, the solution of Eq. (5. 2) is given by 

or 
1T(S) == 1T(O)e-Ys 

Po(t) ==po(0)e->..2 yt • 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Therefore, to have a meaningful solution, we must re
quire that 

"A 2yt == finite (5.10) 

in any limiting process. Thus, we are led to the weak 
coupling limit: 

"A2'Y ~ 0 
t -'; 00 

and "A 2yt == finite. 

(5.11) 
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In this limit, Eq. (5. 7) reduces to 

limK(~) = 'Y. (5.12) 
~ ... o 

It is clearly seen here that the limiting process taken 
by many workersl - 4 exactly corresponds to the weak 
coupling limit. The weak coupling limit plays an impor
tant role in the general microscopic theory of Brownian 
motions. lO Mazur and Braun 8 have pointed out the con
nection between their limiting process and the weak 
coupling limit. 

Thanks to the simplicity of Eq. (5.12), one can obtain 
an explicit expression for the friction coefficient, 'Y in 
the weak coupling limit. With Eqs. (3. 8), (3.14), and 
(3.18), the requirement, Eq. (5.12), may be written as 

1 jn ~ 1 lim - --~-- de =-. 
~ ... o rr 0 ~2 + w2 (e)/m 'Y 

(5.13) 

Here we have used the symmetry property of ",2( e). 
It is important to remember that by assumption w2(e) 
cannot be negative. One can easily see that only the 
neighborhoods of the zeros of w2(e) contribute to the 
integral. We recall here that w2 (1l) has at least one 
zero, e = 0, from Eq. (2. 9). The integral depends strong
lyon the behavior of w2(e) at its zeros, and this enables 
us to evaluate the integral explicitly. Let us suppose 
that w2(e) behaves like 

(5.14) 

as the curve w2(e) emerges l4 from one of its zeros, e;. 
The contribution of this branch to the integral is 

. 1 rb ~ 
I B = 11m - Jr ax . 

i ~ ... o 11 0 ~ 2 + (O'/m)x Bi 

One can show that 

if 0 "" (3; < 2 
if(3i=2 

if2<(3,. 

Therefore, we have 

1 

'Y 

where 

if w2(e) "" 0';1 e - e;IBi, 

if w2(e) "" 0';1 e - e;12 
if w2(e) "" 0';1 e - e;I B;, 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

o "" (3; < 2 at ei 

at e; 
2 < (3; at ei • 

(5.18) 
The summation is performed for all zeros, e ;' and the 
ingoing and outgoing branches at the zero points must 
be counted separately.l4 

If w2(e) has at least one zero at which the function 
w2(e) changes more slowly than I fJ - e ;12 (that is, 
2 < (3,), the friction coefficient y is zero. On the other 
hand, a zer'o at which w2(e) changes faster than I e - e ; 12 
(that iS,O < (3, < 2) does not contribute to the integral. 
If w 2(1l) changes faster than I e - e ; 12 at all its zeros, 
the friction coefficient is infinite. 

If ",2(fJ) is an analytic function, we have the simpler 
expression for y: 

(5.19) 
'Y 
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In this expression, each zero has been counted twice 
already for the ingoing and outgoing branches and the 
summation should be taken only once over all zeros of 
w2(e ). 

6. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF F(t) 

As stated earlier, all initial conditions are included in 
F(t) and the discussions in the previous sections on the 
properties of K(t) are independent of the conditions of 
the bath. The results are valid whether the bath par
ticles are in equilibrium or not. To complete the dis
cussion of Brownian motion, it remains to show that the 
random force, E(s) has the proper stochastic properties 
for a"bath in equilibrium. The properties of E(s) are 
determined from F(t) by Eq. (5. 4). 

Let us assume that the initial values of q j and p. of 
the bath particles are distributed according to the

J 

canonical distribution in the potential field created by 
the fixed zeroth particle; 

D(qj'P
j

) = e-BHb/ J e-BHbdp2Ndq2N, 

where 

dp2N = dP l ••· dP Ndp_ 1'" dP_N 
and 

The average value of x may be defined by 

(x) = J e-BHbxdp2Ndq2N/ J e-BH"dp2Ndq2N. 

It is convenient to change the variable q j to Y j by 

yj=qj-qO forj>"O. 

With the aid of Eq. (2.8), one can write 

and 

1" P'j 1 " Hb ="2 LJ - +"2 LJ y.A·kYk' 
j"'O m j,k"'O J J 

F(£) = ~ ~ [m£y z(O) + P z(0)]J1(£), 
f 0(£) 1"'0 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

We note that the distribution is Gaussian and F(t) is 
a linear combination of Y /0) and p .(0). This is suffi
cient1 5 to have the desired stocha~tic properties of E(s); 

(6.7) 

and 2n 
(E(sl)E(s2)···E(S2n» = ~ II (E(s;)E(Sj»' 

'<J 

(6.8) 

where the summation is performed over all different 
ways in which sl' ••• ' s2n may be divided in n pairs. 

One may calculate (F(t)F(O» directly using Eqs. (6. 5) 
and (6.6). With the aid of Eq. (2.8), we obtain 

(F(£)F(O» = J
m

£ ~ JI(£).~ A;,m(Yz(O)ym(O». 
0(£) 1"'0 •• m"'O (6.9) 

The result of the Gaussian integral is well, known: 

e -- ~ d 2N =-----J ( (3 ) rrN 1 
xp 2 j,HO YjA.ikYk Y ~ «(3/2)N (6.10) 

where I A I I is the 2N x 2N determinant defined by 
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A l ,lA l ,2'" A l ,NA l,_1'" A 1,-N 

A2 ,lA2 ,2' .• A2 ,NA 2 ,-1' •• A2 ,-N 

Here, we assume that I A' I > O. Thus, we obtain 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

where elm is the cofactor of A I in the determinant 
I A'I. ' ,m 

With the aid of the well-known identity 

(6.13) 

and Eq. (3.16), we obtain 

< F(E)F(O) = (m/ fj)li(E). (6.14) 

Therefore, only in appropriate limits, the correlation 
function, < F(t)F(O) has short memory and can be repre
sented by a 0 function. 

7. DISCUSSIONS 

We wish to point out that, in addition to the limits we 
have discussed, there are various other limits in which 
Brownian motion can be realized. For example, we may 
take the following limit; ~ 2 -7 0, Y --7 CXl, and ~ 2y = finite. 
This is the limit Toda5 and Takeno and HoriG employed 
in their study of the system with nearest neighbor 
interaction,16 In this limit, it is notable that the particle 
achieves Brownian motion in a finite time. 

We have seen that the generalized Langevin equation 
provides a natural starting point for the study of 
Brownian motion. Since its structure is very similar 
to the Langevin equation, the reduction of the equation 
to the Langevin equation can be effected in a direct and 
simple manner. The distribution of the bath particles 
does not enter directly in the process of reduction. 
Furthermore, since the generalized Langevin equation is 
valid for any mass ratio and for all time, the equation 
can be used for any limiting case one wants to study. 

We believe that this approach to the study of Brownian 
motion based on the generalized Langevin equation will 
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be equally powerful for other similar pr.oblems such as 
more-than-one-defect particles, quantum systems, etc. 

Note added on proof: After the submission of the manu
script for publication, Professor P. Mazur kindly alert
ed the author to another relevant work on the subject: 
P. Mazur, Proceedings of the International Symposium 
on Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics,Aachen, 
June 1964, edited by J. Meixner (North-Holland, Amster
dam), p. 69. 
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A novel approach to the exact calculation of correlation 
functions of a one-dimensional random Ising chain 
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An exact result for the partition function for a general one-dimensional Ising chain of N spin-l /2 
particles described by the Hamiltonian HN = -k~lJioioi+l - k~l Hioi is given. For an open 
strand, J N = 0; for a closed chain, 0 N+ I = 0 I' J N =!= O. The novelty of the trick used enables one 
to obtain the partition function and all the spin correlation functions for open and closed chains 
with equal ease. Special cases of this model have been discussed before to elucidate certain features 
of some biological systems. New expressions for parallel and perpendicular susceptibilities for this 
model are also derived. When Ji and Hi are treated as random variables, the above Hamiltonian 
describes a one-dimensional Ising spin glass. In this case some simple models and formal averaging 
procedures are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Various types of regular arrays of scalar spins 

capable of only "up" or "down" spin orientations but 
with mutual interactions between nearest neighbors 
only have been studied extenSively for almost half a 
century.1 The two- dimensional version of this model 
has been the only exactly soluble model for phase 
transitions until recently. Even though the one-dimen
sional model does not show any phase tranSition, it is 
of intrinsic interest as it can also be solved exactly. 
Variations of this one-dimensional model have recently 
found enormous applications in elucidating some fea
tures of certain long chain molecules of great biological 
importance. 1 Pioneering work in this area has been 
done by Goel2 and Montroll. 3 McCoy4 has recently 
written an account of investigations on a two- dimensional 
Ising net of spins with a special random arrangement. 
Random systems in general are of significance in dis
cussing amorphous substances, such as glass. 

In this paper, we obtain an exact expreSSion for the 
partition function of N spins arranged on a straight line 
but obeying the Hamiltonian 

N N 

HN = -:0 J i a j a i+1 -:0 Hia i • (1) 
i=l i=l 

Here the set {a j } take on the values + 1 or - 1 and the 
various a;' s commute. J j is the interaction strength 
between the spin i with its nearest neighbor to the right. 
Hi can be thought of as a local magnetic field on site i. 
Clearly for an open strand,J N = 0, whereas for a closed 
chain, a N+1 = aI' J N "" O. The Hamiltonian given by (1) 
for an open strand can also be considered as an Ising 
model with nearest and next nearest neighbor interac
tions, for N + 1 spins, 

N-1 N 

if we introduce a new "spin,,5 

i = 1,2, ... ,N (open chain). 

The partition function is given by 

where 

N 

:0 IT A;(ai ,a i+1 }, 
0N=.l ;=1 

A i (a p a i+1 } = exp(8 j a;a i +1 + hja;l 
and 

Ai is usually known as the "transfer matrix." 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(5') 

Falk6 calculated Z N for an open regular array where 
all the J i are equal (= J) and all the Hi are equal (= H). 
(We will have occasion to refer to this work later.) 
Earlier Thompson1 had discussed completely the special 
cases when all Hi = 0 and unequal J i , and J i = J, Hi = H 
(all i), for a closed chain. Goel and Montroll, in their 
work on the application of one- dimensional Ising model 
to the study of certain biological molecules, considered 
the case ot infinite closed chain with unequal Hi'S and 
all J;' s equal (= U). 

In order to focus attention of the reader to the novelty 
of our method, we will briefly outline in the Introduction 
itself a transfer matrix method used by all these authors, 
suitably modified here, for the general Hamiltonian 
given by Eq. (1). Both open and closed chains can be 
treated in this way. 1 ,6 

If "- .(i) (j = 1, 2) are the two eigenvalues of the (2 x 2) 
transier matrix, Aj(a i , a i+!} and {l/I .. (a i )} are the asso
ciated normal eigenvectors, then oriJ obtains the exact 
result for Z N in the case of closed chain (a N+1 = a1 ): 

2 2 
Z(closed) = :0" ':0 "-. '" "- (J' j) ... (J' j) (6) 

N . _. ]j }N l' 2 N' 1 , 
JI- 1 IN=l 

where 

(jl'jm) = :0 l/Ijl(a)l/Ijm(a} (7) 
0=.1 

is really the "inner product" between two eigenvectors 
of different transfer matrices representing the "overlap" 
between the neighboring spins. 

Our technique simplifies the expression (6) to a much 
greater extent. In essence, we write Aj in a "standard" 
representation1 

(8) 

where r is a Pauli spin vector matrix, ni is a unit vec
tor. ai' r i are given by 

a i ::= ~ tr T A[ = e &i coshhi' 
(9) 

a~- r~ = detA[ = 2 sinh28j' 

O! course, a i and r i are related to the eigenvalues "-/i) 
Via 

(10) 

if "-1 > "-2' The unit vector ni is given by 

ni = (e - &i coshhjr;, ie - &i sinhhjr; ,e ni sinhhjri ) (11) 
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and has the interpretation that it specifies the spatial 
orientation of the ith spin (or ilh bond). We then show 
that 

(12) 

The only difference between the open and closed chains 
is that J N = 0 for the open chain in Eq. (12). With this 
observation expression (12) can be used for both the 
open and the closed chains. The trace here is only over 
the T matrices. Similar expressions with only trace 
over T are obtained for all the spin correlation functions. 

The representation (12) is the central result of the 
present work. A derivation of it and further evaluation 
of the trace over T are given in the second section. 
The expression (6) is equivalent to our expression even 
though to prove the equivalence is quite complicated. 
However, we have verified this in special cases. Ex
pressions for parallel and perpendicular susceptibilities 
for this model are also expressed as traces only over 
T matrices. The results for the various special cases 
(simple regular chain, and a general periodic chain with 
a basis) mentioned earlier will all be obtained in the 
third section. The structure of these expressions will 
appear slightly different from those found in the litera
ture, partly because our method leads to the end result 
directly. The fourth section deals with the problem of 
random J;, H; and is a variant of a one- dimensional 
version of McCoy's work. It serves as a model for an 
amorphous spin system. The last section summarizes 
the results obtained. 

II. COMPLETE SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL MODEL 

We first demonstrate the result 

Lemma 1: 

Al (aI' a 2)A 2(a2, a 3 )· •• AN(a N' a N+l) 

== A1··· A];" (13) 

where Aj is as defined by Eqs. (8)-(11). 

The proof is straightforward. We have already shown 
in the Introduction that A;(a;, a j+1 ) can indeed be repre
sented by Ai. The next step is to show that 

(14) 

This is easily verified as follows. We first rewrite A; 
in the usual form: 

== cosh8; coshh j + a j cosh8j sinhh; 

+ a ;+1 sinh 8 ; sinhh; + a ja ;+1 sinh8 j coshh j . 
(15) 

Then the left side of (14) can be explicitly computed and 
the resulting expression recast as a 2 x 2 matrix. By 
writing out the product,A[ Ai+l as a 2 x 2 matrix, it can 
be verified that these two are identical. By repeating 
this procedure, the identity given by (13) is in general 
established. An important corollary of this is 

~ Aj(a;,aj+l)a;+IA;+I(aj+l,aj+2) =A:TzA:+1 . (14') 
a ;+1 ~ ±1 

This follows at once by differentiating both sides of Eq. 
(14) with respect to h;+1 and using the definitions (5) and 
(8). This identity is useful in computing spin correlation 
functions in general. 
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Now, it is quite easy to prove 

Lemma 2: 

zWlosed) = tr).l1 AI ( , 
1 ,~1 \ 

(16a) 

tr T here stands for trace on T. 

The proof is immediate 

z};losed) = 6 ... ~ A1(a1,a2)···AN(aN,al) 
01=±1 0N=±1 

= tr T j.~ A [( , 1 ,~1 \ 

where we used the fact that, for a closed chain, a N+1 = a1• 
To prove (16b), we note that there is zero coupling 
(J N == 0) between (N) and (1) and so AN is represented 
by 

or 

A~(JN == 0; HN) = aN(JN = 0; HN) + T'r N (IN = 0; HN). 

Thus, 
(17) 

z}.open) = 6 '" 6 A 1 (a1 ,a2)" 'AN-l(aN-l,aN) 
01=±1 0N~±1 

X A N (a N ,a1 ) 

= trT[(~ll AI) A];,(JN = O;HN)]. 

We have thus established (16a, b). We now establish 
similar expressions for spin correlation functions of 
all orders for both closed and open chains. 

Lemma 3: 

(18a) 

(1 :> 1 ) < ) :::: -.!.. t {A(ZI-1)T A(Z2-1 )T A(Nh} 
2 - 1 a z a z Z r T 1 I Z Z T z Z 

1 2 N 1 2 (18b) 
and quite generally, 

(l k ~ 1 k-l ~ • •• ~ 11 ), 

Here 

A(Oh = 1 (2 x 2 unit matrix), z; 

A (Z;h -AT =A ( ) z· - z· - z· az.,aZ.+1 , , , 'l' 
(19) 

In all the above, 11 ", 1k take on the values 1,2, ... ,N. 

These are established by a straightforward applica
tion of (14'). We will illustrate it for closed chains and 
the results for the open chains follow if the trick used 
in (16b) is employed. By definition, 
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Using (14') and (14), we obtain 

(a Z )(closed)= 1 tr {AI"'AT T AT .·.AT} . ) T Ze1 ,,4Z; N . 
, z1closed 

Similarly, for 12 2: 11 , 

(a a ) (closed) 
ZI Z2 

1 
Z (closed) 

N 

x "'AZ-1(aZ-1,aZ)azAI(aZ,aZ+1) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

X •• ·A I _1(a/_1,a l )a l Al (a z ,az +1)" ·AN(aN,a1) 
2222222 

= 1 tr {A(Zl-1)r T A\/2-1)r T A(N) T}. 
z(closed) T 1 z 1 z Z2 

N 

Similarly (a Z ••• a Z ) can be derived following the same 
procedures. IThesek expressions are seen to be the ones 
given in (18a) and (18b) and the introduction of the nota
tion (19) becomes evident. We must point out that these 
correlation functions could have been obtained by a 
direct differentiation of the expressions for Z N appro
priately with respect to magnetic fields {h;J or the in
teraction strengths {8;} but in practice the above traces 
are found to be easier to evaluate in the absence of the 
fields, {hi = O}. 

We must next evaluate the traces on T. To do this, we 
use repeatedly the well-known identity that if A, Bare 
two three- dimensional vectors, then, in the usual nota
tion, 

(T 0 A) (T 0 B) = A 0 B + iT 0 (A x B) (20) 

and the fact that tr T T = O. 

It is clear that by employing (20), we can write 

A(Zj)r = a(Zj) + ToCR(Zj) (21) 
Zi Ii Ii 

where a:Zj) and CR}lj) are multinomials of {a; ,ri ,nil: , . 
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In both (21a, b) 1:;~il" 'i
k

) denotes that i1 ' •• i k are 
ordered (i1 < i2 < ... < i k ), that no two of (i1'" i k ) 
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(22) 

are equal, and they all go over li' •• lj' The expreSSions 
for a:lj) and <R:lj ) are remarkable in that a(2k) in-, , 
volves only scalars, a (2 k+1) only pseudoscalars, where
as CR (2 k) involves only vectors, and <R (2 k+1) only pseudo
vectors formed out of the unit vectors {nJ. The inter
pretation that iii specifies the spatial orientation of the 
ith spin or bond makes these expressions physically 
appealing as one can perhaps motivate further schemes 
of approximations for the "amorphous" system. We 
will return to this question in Sec. IV. We thus obtain 

Z
(closed) = 2 a(N) 
N . l' 

Z~open) = 2[a~N-l) aN(JN = O;HN) + <R~'H) 

o rN(JN=O;HN)]. (23) 

This completes the derivation of the partition functions 
and spin correlation functions for the finite, open, and 
closed ISing chains for the Hamiltonian given by (1). We 
will now compute parallel and perpendicular suscepti
bilities of this system. This generalizes the work of 
Fisher7 as well as provides a new method of computing 
the perpendicular susceptibility using our formalism. 

(a) Parallel susceptibility: The parallel susceptibility 
is given 

N _ g21J.~ 
XII({J;,HJ)=-- 1:; [(alam>-(az>(a m)] 

NkT Z, m=l 

N Z-1 g21J.~ ( N 
= -- 1:; (1- (a z)2) + 2 1:; 1:; (ama /) NkT Z=l 1=2 m=l 

-(am)(a»). (24) 

USing the expressions (18a, b) and (21) and the cyclic 
property of the trace operations, we may express this 
in an elegant form: 

(25a) 

(m 2: I) ( ) - 1 [C(N; Z-l)r ( A(m-l)r )] aZam - Z trT (m;l) T z Z T z ' 
N (25b) 

where we have introduced the notation 

A':)r A~-l)r = C~:~i)l)r = [K(<:::i.;I) + L~:~W) 0 T]. (25c) 

This leads us to the expreSSions 

( _ 2 (N;l-1) 
az) - Z- L (I.l)z , 

N ' 
(26a) 

(m 2: l) (a a ) = -.! [K(N;I-1) a(m-l) + L (N;l-1) 0 <R(m-1)'] 
I m Z (m;l) I (m;l) I , 

N (26b) 
where <R (m-l)' = (_ <R (m-l) _ <R (m-l) <R (m-l» ·th _ 

Z ( -1) lx, Iy' Zz WI compo 
nents of <R zm defined as in expreSSion (21). No 
further simplification occurs in the general case. When 
all Hi are set equal to zero but with general J" some 
more simplification obtains and the result is discussed 
in Sec. IV. 

(b) Perpendicular susceptibility: Fisher 7 developed a 
diagram summation method for computing the perpendi
cular susceptibility X .L' For the special case of all J; 
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equal and all Hi equal to zero, by summing all the rele
vant diagrams associated with the one- dimensional 
ISing model he obtained an exact expression for it for 
both open and closed chains. We here employ our 
method to obtain Xl. for the general Hamiltonian given 
by Eq. (1). We apply the standard Kubo formula for the 
linear response function and re-express this in terms 
of our formulation. Cabib and Mahanti 8 have recently 
used the Kubo formula to derive Xl. when all Hi are 
zero for an open chain. We begin with the expression 

g 2 ,,2B N 
({J }) ,.." 1B ( -BHN Xl. i,Hi = -N L.J 0 dy Tr{o} e 0lx(y) 0mx(O». 

Z N I. m=l (27) 

Here Tr {oj implies trace over the N Pauli spin vectors 
a k' Clearly, we have used the fact that (alX> = 0 in (27), 
which is trivially established. Also, 

0lx(y) = eYHNoIX(O)e-YHN. (28) 

We now express 

Slm(y) = Tr{o} [e- SHN 0lx(y)amx(O)] (29) 

in terms of trace over only the standard Pauli spin vec
tor T. Now 

Sim (y) = Tr {oj {e -HN(B-y) 0 IX(O) e -HN Yo mx (O)} 

= Tr{o} [A~-Y)A~-Y)'" A~-Y) 0lxA~) •• ' A~)omx(O)]. 

We notice that 0 Ix commutes with all Ai except the ones 
with i = land i = l- 1; and of course all the A/ s com
mute among themselves. In view of these observations, 
we can write (we have here used the cyclic property of 
the trace) 

S (y)=Tr [A(B) •.. jj(S;Y)jj(B;Y)A(B) "'0 1m {oj 1 m-1 m m+1 mx 
• 0 jj(B; y) .B'(B;y) A (B) ••• A (B)] 

Ix 1-1 I 1+1 N' 

where 
jj(B;y) - a A (B-y) 0 A<Y) 

I - Ix I Ix I . (30) 

We now make several observations. 

(a) a Ix A ;s-y) a Ix is independent of a Ix as can be checked 
directly by USing, for instance, the representation (15). 

(b) SZm(y)=O if l""m. (31) 

This is because a Ix and a my occur linearly and traces 
on them are zero. 

where we have used the notation introduced in expres
sions (19) and (21). The procedure to go over to the T

representation from expreSSion (32) is the same as 
before. One thus obtains the general result, using the 
new symbol introduced in Eq. (25c): 

Xl. ({Ji , HJ) 
g2,.,.~ N (N; 1-2)r B _ _ T 

= NZ ~ tr T [C(I+1;1) fo BT_1({l;y)Bl({l;y)dy]. 
N 1-1 (33) 

The integration over y can be done under the trace 
operation quite easily for both the open and closed 
cases. These will be illustrated in the special case of 
general J i and all Hi = 0 in Sec. IV. Elsewhere these 
formulas are·employed to study the case where all Ji ' s 
are equal to J and all H;' s are equal to H ~ 0 
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III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES-REGULAR CHAINS 

We will obtain the known results for a few regular 
chains in this section. 

(a) Simple regular chains: Here all the J i 's are equal 
(= J) and all the Hi'S are equal (= H) (except J N = 0 
for an open chain). Then all the At's become equal. 
Then a~N) and mfN) become very simple expressions: 

apr) = aN {1 + (~) s2 + (f) s4 + ... } 

= ~(A~ + A~), (34) 

after using (10) to simplify (a ± r) in terms of the eigen
values of A. Similarly 

m~N) = n aN{(f) s + (f) S3 + ... } = (1i/2) (Af - A~). (35) 

Hence 

z;losed) = Af + A~, (36a) 

zt'pen) = At1 [coshh + (e-~ + eO sinh2 h)/Ir I] 

+ At1 [coshh- (e- IJ + ell sinh2 h)/ Ir I]. (36b) 

Expression (36a) is given in Thompson's book1 while 
(36b) was given by Falk.6 

When H = 0, I r 1 = e- tJ and the results for both open 
and closed chains agree with the corresponding ones 
given by Thompson. 1 

(b) A regular chain with a basis: By a regular chain 
with a basis we mean 

J P+ k = J k , H P+ k = H k , (37) 

where p is some fixed integer and k is any integer. 
When p = 1, we have the simple chain. This means that 
(J1 • •• J p), (H1 ••• Hp) are unequal among themselves 
and that this ''unit'' repeats itself along the chain. In 
this case, it is clear that we obtain (N = total length of 
the chain and so N / p is an integer) 

ZN = trT{(AI ···Aj)NIP}. (38) 

We can write as before 

Al .•. A; = APh = ai P) + TOm¥» (39) 

as in expression (21). By using the same procedures as 
in case (a) we obtain the result 

Z(closed) = (A NI2 + A N12) 
N p1 p2' (40) 

The corresponding expression for the open chain may 
be obtained as before and has the structure of Eq. (36b). 
Here A p1' A p2 are the two eigenvalues of AlP)T. The 
case where p = 2, with J 1 = J 2 (= U) in the thermody
namic limit, for the closed chain, is discussed in Refs. 
2 and 3. Our results agree with theirs after some con
siderable manipulation. 

IV. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING GLASSB,9 

We mean by a one-dimensional Ising glass a random 
array of spin 1/2 particles on a straight line, in analogy 
to a one- dimenSional model of an amorphous system of 
particles moving in a random one- dimensional potential. 
Since our model incorporates only randomness in the 
strengths (J i , Hi)' it is more akin to the model of an 
amorphous system where only the strengths of the 
potentials are random and not their location (viz. Kronig
Penney model with random strength parameters but 
keeping the periodiCity intact). Since {JJ represent the 
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interaction between neighboring spins and {HJ repre
sent the "energy" of the spin at site i, their statistical 
fluctuations can be of many different varieties corres
ponding to different situations. We will here discuss a 
few of these. For the sake of illustration, we consider 
only the case of open chains. 

Case (i): Hi = 0 for all i: To begin with, let us treat 
all J / s as random variables; 9 let Pm (J 1 ••• J m) repre
sent the probability distribution function for m-''bonds'' 
without regard to the sequence of bonds (1· .. m). Quite 
generally one has a sequence of probabilities P l' P 2 ... 
P N if N is the total number of ''bonds'' with the usual 
relations among themselves 

i: P m(J1 ···J m)dJ m =Pm-1(J1···Jm-1) 
(41) 

(m = 1,2, ... ,N), Po = 1. 

The free energy of the system is given by 

(42) 

and it is this quantity that one must average over all 
{J i } , when one is considering a macroscopic system. 
For "small" systems such as biopolymers, it is more 
appropriate to average first over Z N' The results of 
these two operations are of course, very different. Thus 

When Hi = 0, we know from (11) that iii = (1,0,0) and 
from (10), (21a), and (23) 

N-1 
z~open)({Jj}) = 2 n (2 cosh JjkT) 

i~1 

since Aj = 2 coshJjkT, J N = O. Thus using (4), we 
obtain 

F't'pen) = - (N - l)kT foo P 1(J) In(2coshJ/kT) 
-00 

(44) 

x dJ - kT In2. (45) 

This scheme clearly assumes equal a priori probabili
ties for all i. From (21) we note that the open strand is 
Simpler to analyze for the present purposes. 

One could introduce a more general scheme of proba
bilities involving different probabilities for different 
bonds i in which case Pm (J l' .. J m) describes the proba
bility distribution of the sequence of bonds J l' .• J m' 

This leads to more complexities, but is perhaps applic
able to biological problems where we may have an ISing 
system with a basis. Then the expression for FJopen) 

becomes 

F~open) = _ kT f oo 
-00 Pi (J j) In(2 coshJi/kT) 

x dJi - kT In2 (45') 
with 

f: PPi)dJi = 1 (i = 1, ... ,N - 1), PN(JN) = o (IN). 

It is of interest to point out that the result (45) could 
have been obtained by first assuming all Ji 's to be equal 
(except that J N = 0) and then averaging over J. For, 
then 

F~openJ = - (N - 1) kT In(2 cosh J/kT) - kT ln2 (46) 

and averaging over different J's leads to (45). This is 
only a restatement of the well known equivalence princi
ple concerning the free energy, that if all the a priori 
probabilities of the random variables are the same and 
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the random variables are statistically independent, 
Pm (J1'" J m) = n~1 P/Ji ), then an average over differ
ent J j is the same as the "ensemble" average over (46). 
The calculation of susceptibilities should be done care
fully. Using (lBa, b) we can compute very easily the 
averages (a) and (ama l ) for {Hi"" O}. For {Hi = O}, 
one then notes 

and, further, (21a, b) Simplify, 

Clearly then, 

(47) 

(a I) I (Hj~O) = 0, for both open and closed chains. (4B) 

Similarly, 

(a a )(open) I 
1 m {Hi~O} 

(a a ) (closed) I 
1 m {Hi~O} 

1 
"2 

N m-1 N m-1 

(49) 

n A1 (i) n [A2(k)/A1 (k)] + n A2(i) n [A1 (k)/A2(k)] 
i~1 k~ 1 i~1 k=1 

X ------------------------------------------N N 

n Al (i) + n A2(i) 
i~1 i~1 

We thus see that it is easier to compute X It for open, 
finite strands [AI (i) = 2 coshJ jkT, A2(i) = 2 sinhJjkT]. 

One obtains, in the general case, for the average suscep
tibility 

2 2 { [(N-1)( _(open) g IlB 
X II = ---- N + 2 .E tanh 

NkT i~1 

(N-2)( J J) +.E tanh _i tanh i+1 
;=1 kT kT 2 

J\ 
k;~ 

+ ... + tanh - . .. tanh -- , ( 
Jl J N-l1 J} 
kT kT N-1 

where 

,T. 
tanh -'. 

kT 

(50) 

(51) 

Thus, we find all the higher-order joint probability func
tions appearing in computing XI~open). If we assumes 
statistical independence of these variables {J i} , we have 

( tanh ~ " . tanh J k
) = (tanh ~) == tk. 

kT kT k kT 
(52) 

Expression (50) can then be simplified further: 

-(open) g21l~ ( (1 + t) (1 - t N») 
X = -- N ---- + 2t 

/I NkT 1 - t (1 - t)2 . 
(53) 

In the thermodynamic limit (N -- ctJ),and since It I < 1 
in general, we obtain a simple result 

- = g21l~(~)=g21l~(1 + tanhJ/kT) (54) 
XII(N->oo) kT 1-t kT 1-tanhJ/kT' 

Note that if we had proceeded by first calculating x(~~!,n), 
we would have obtained It 
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00 = g21L~ (1 + tanhJ/kT) _ g21-L~ e2J / kT 

X(N-> ) II kT 1 _ tanhJ /kT - kT' (55) 

whose average over J is nowhere similar to (54). 

The perpendicular susceptibility can also be calcu
lated when all the Hi are zero. For, performing the y 
integration in (33), and recasting the result in the T 

representation, we have 

sinh(c'}z - 8/-1»). 
(8 1 - 8 Z- 1 ) 

And 

(N; Z-2)T [( (N-1) (N-1) 
C(I+l;l) = Ct 1+1 + ffi 1+lx T,)(aN + rNXTx) 

x (Ct~-2) + ffii~-2) T x)]. 

Hence, we obtain for the open strand 

X~pen)({J i}) 

=g21L~ t 
NkT z=l 

and for the closed chain 

x~CIOsed)({Ji}) 

(56) 

= -- ~ Wz tanh 81 - 8Z- 1 tanh 8Z-1) 
g2Jl~ N 1 [ 

NkT Z4 (8¥ - fff-1) 

+.~ (tanh 8;)(_8_1 __ 8l-1)] N
1 . 

>=1 tanh 8z tanh 8l - 1 (1 + 11;=1 tanh 8;) 
(57) 

For a uniform system, all the [h' s are the same; one 
then resorts to a limiting procedure and the results ob
tained coincide with those derived by Fisher. 7 One 
must also note that again the averaging process over 
random {.'JJ can be more easily accomplished with the 
open chain as in the parallel susceptibility. 

Case (ii): J i = U jar all i: This is the model used 
frequently by Goel and Montroll for describing some 
bio1,olymers. When all the J i 's are equal, from (23a) 
we 'can show quite easily that all the pseudoscalars 
vanish because 

ni = (e- IJ coshh;/r i> ie- IJ sinhh;/r i> e 8 sinhh;/r;), 

n1 x n2 = (O,sinh(h1-h2)/r1r2,-ie-2fJ sinh(h1 - ~)/r1r2)' 

and hence 

This is a consequence of "isotropy" (nongyrotropic 
medium!) of such a model. This appears to be an 
amusing consequence of our formalism. In (25a) there
fore only the terms Ct (2 k) are nonzero. One at once 
finds that in the present model, the averaging procedure 
for InZ N(U; {HJ) would be quite involved, and much 
more so for the even more general model where we 
have InZ N( {J J; {HJ). One therefore must resort to 
approximation schemes. We shall not discuss these 
questions any further. 

V. SUMMARY 
In this paper we have presented a novel method of 

calculating the .partition function and spin correlation 
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(spin i) in a magnetic field and arranged on a one
dimensional chain described by the Hamiltonian (1). 
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This general problem, to the best of our knowledge, has 
not been discussed before in the literature and is of 
considerable interest in itself. Besides, it is of interest 
in dealing with some mOdels of long chain molecules of 
biological interest where the assumption of the existing 
model discussed in Case (ii) of Sec. IV may not hold. It 
can also serve as a useful model for discussing averag
ing procedures in the theory of amorphous systems. 
For amorphous systems of interest in solid state, it is 
believed that averaging over the thermodynamic quanti
ties such as free energy, susceptibility, specific heat, 
etc. is appropriate, because, on such a macroscopic 
scale in both time and spatial extent, the system tends 
to be in a state of minimum free energy and minimum 
fluctuations of all the correlations. This is the scheme 
we have examined in Sec. IV and we have explicitly 
worked out the case of a simple model where all Hi = O. 
For biological applications, it is perhaps more meaning
ful to study random chains of fixed, finite length and 
average over the partition function itself and from it, 
deduce the free energy, etc. The final results of these 
calculations differ a great deal and a simple model such 
as the one discussed here brings out these differences 
quite transparently. The formalism developed here has 
also been applied to study the parallel and perpendicular 
susceptibilities of (a) an Ising chain (nearest neighbor 
model) in the presence of a uniform magnetic field and 
(b) an ISing chain with nearest and next-nearest neighbor 
interactions. These results will be discussed else
where. 10 We have also used this method to study the 
finite size and impurity effects on the properties of 
model DNA chains. 11 
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Exact, closed expressions are obtained for the perpendicular and parallel susceptibilities of the 
one-dimensional spin-l12 Ising model (i) with nearest neighbor interactions in a uniform magnetic 
field and (ii) with next-nearest neighbor interactions but without the magnetic field, in the 
thermodynamic limit. Graphs of the susceptibilities as a function of temperature for various magnetic 
field strengths in (i), and as a function of different ratios of the interaction strengths in (ii), are 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is a sequel to the companion paper on an 
approach to an exact treatment of a one-dimensional 
spin-l/2 Ising system. The first paper1 contains the 
general theory while this paper will consider its appli
cations to two model Hamiltonians. The first model 
will be a system with the nearest neighbor (nn) inter
action in a magnetic field. The case of H = 0 with 
random nn interaction strengths has previously been 
considered in Ref. 1. The second system to be con
sidered will be the next nearest neighbor (nnn) inter
action in a zero magnetic field. We obtain exact form
ulas in closed forms for both perpendicular (X.J and 
parallel (X II) susceptibilities for these systems. 

These two problems were chosen because of their 
special significance. The first problem is of intrinsic 
interest because it enables one to study the behavior of 
the system as one increases the strength of the mag
netic field. There is a similar study of the effect of 
magnetic field on the magnetization of a linear chain of 
classical spins by Blume and co-workers. 2 These 
studies reveal, for instance, how the magnetization 
approaches its equilibrium value as the field strength 
is increased, for a fixed temperature. The present 
study enables one to study the behavior of two types of 
second order spin correlations as a function of field 
strength. 

x... for the case of nn interactions was first considered 
by Fisher3 for zero magnetic field. For a nonzero mag
netic field, Marsh, 4 by calculating a perturbation series 
for the free energy, deduced an expression for 4. He 
seems to have missed an essential feature of x .... for 
H = 2 I J I ,J < O. We calculate X .... and X II and plot both 
of these as a function of temperature for various values 
of the magnetic field. 

It is shown by Dobson 5 that the partition function for 
an open chain ISing system with nnn interaction in zero 
magnetic field is related to that of the nn interaction 
with a magnetic field by a simple spin variable trans
formation. It is of interest to examine how far this 
observation of Dobson is applicable when one considers 
higher order spin correlation functions of this system. 
Stephenson6 has studied this question to some extent; he 
has used the Dobson trick to calculate the pair corre
lation function and hence also X /I' He noted some very 
interesting behavior of the system When the ratio of the 
strength of the second neighbor to the first neighbor 
interaction, a, is varied. For instance, he showed that 
X il has an essential singularity at zero temperature for 
the special value of a = 0.5 with antiferromagnetic nn 
coupling. We find this feature persisting in X ..... Similar 
behavior has been noted for the same Hamiltonian but 
with Heisenberg interaction for the corresponding value 
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of a = 0.5. 7 X .... also has the interesting property of 
being independent of the sign of the nn interaction. We 
calculate x.... and X II for this model in the thermodynamic 
limit using our method and their dependence on temper
ature are plotted for various values of a and different 
signs of the coupling strengths. 

In Sec. II, we will calculate X .... and X II for the nn model 
in a magnetic field while Sec. III will contain the deri
vation of the same functions for the nnn model. Con
cluding remarks are given in Sec. IV. 

II. NEARE;ST NEIGHBOR INTERACTION IN A 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

Consider the Hamiltonian for a closed chain, 

N N 

JC ext = -h z ~ a: -h x 6 a;, 
i = 1 i ' 1 

(1 ) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

with a N+ 1 = a 1 and h = giJ.BH, where H is the magnetic 
field. We consider here a closed chain and in the next 
section study the second problem for an open chain for 
the explicit purpose of displaying the power of the 
method of Ref. 1. Of course, in the thermodynamic limit, 
the boundary conditions do not matter. JCext will be 
considered as a perturbation. X .... is derived by letting 
h z = 0 and determining the linear response of the sys
tem to h x in the limit h x --; 0, while X II is determined 
by letting h x = 0 first. For h x = h z == 0, the partition 
function is given by (13 = l/kT, T stands for temperature) 

Z N = Tr z} lexp ({3J.t a;at+ 1 + {3h .t a~\l 
(a i L 1'1 1'1 lJ 

= Tr z [A ~Jl) (a~, a;) ••• An') (a~.am. (3) 
{a i } 

In Ref. 1, it is shown that the trace over {a;} can be 
converted into a trace on only tile three Pauli matrices, 
T x' T ,and Tz • For purposes of introducing the notation 
used in this paper) this partition function will be deter
mined. Write A ~6 in the T representation, 1 

(6) z z T. (e BJ
+

llh e- IlJ
+

llh
) 

Ai (ai,ai+!),=A ({3) =11 +1" T= e- BJ- 8h e+ 8J- Bh 

where T are the Pauli matrices and (4) 

a = e BJ coshflh, (5a) 

l' = (e- BJ cosh{3h, i e- IlJ sinh{3h, e BJ sinh{3h). (5b) 

The partition function can then be expressed as 

Copyright © 1974 by the American Institute of Physics 589 
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Z N = Tr T {(A r )N} = Tr T { (a + r' T)N} • 

It can easily be shown that 

(a + r' T)N = a. (N) + ffi (N) r' T / Ir I, 

where 

a (n) = (Af + A~)/2, 

ffi (n) = (Af - A ~)/2, 

and therefore 

N N 
Z N = A1 + A2 • 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7) 

Here A1 , 2 are the eigenvalues, (a ± Ir I), of A T. This 
agrees with the standard results. 8 

<0; (y)a; (0» 

Since a~ commutes with aj (i "" j ), a:2 = 1 and using the 
cyclic property of the trace, one can show that 

Tr {A (13 - Y) •.• A ~B - Y)a x A ~B - Y)a-:a~ A ~a - Y)a-:A ~B - y) 
{o~} 1 .-2. ,-1 ••• ,.+1 

• X •• ·A (B - y) A (y) • • • A (y) } /Tr {(A(B)N} 
N 1 N {al} 

= Tr {A (B)A (B) ••• A .(8) (A (y) aXA (8- Y)a-:) 
{of} 1 2 .-2 .-1 •• -1 I 

X (A ~Y)a-: A ~8 - Y)aX) A (8) ... A (8)}/Tr {(A(8)N} , I. ,. + 1 N {aZl • 

If one uses the fact that 
• (12) 

A ICY) (a:, a; + 1) = coshyJ coshyh + a; coshyJ sinhyh 

+ a; q sinhyJ sinhyh + a~ a~ + 1 sinhyJ coshyh 

and defines 

B i - 1({3; y) =Af:ia:Ai(~;Y)<' 

B i ({3;y) =A;(Y)a:A;(8- Y)a:, 

(13a) 

(13b) 

then in the T representation as shown in Ref. 1, we obtain 

(a:(y)a~ (0» = TrT{[AT 
({3)t-

2
B

T

i _1({3; y)B;(J3;y)}/ 

x Trr{[A r 
(J3)t}. (14) 

If one now notes that only B; _ 1 and B; depend on y, the 
integral can easily be done as follows 

T J 8 r r 
C;(J3) = 0 dyB i - 1 (J3;y)B i (J3;y) 

which in the T representation is 

C T ({3) = b + S • T , (15) 

where 

b = e 8h sinh(:! (2J + h) + e- 8h sinh(:! (2J - h) , 

2J + h 2J - h 
(16a) 

_ (2 sinh{3h cosh{3h 2' sinh2f:!h Bh sinh{.l (2J + h) 
S _ , t , e 

h h 2J+h 

_ e-Bh sinh{3 (2J- h») (16b) 
2J-h 
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A. Perpendicular susceptibility 

By means of standard perturbation techniques, in the 
limit h x -7 0 we have the expression 

g2iJ.~ N 8 
X.,,(J,H) = -- E fo dy[(at (y) at (0) )-(a;)(a:>] 

N ; ,j = 1 

for the perpendicular susceptibility. (8) 

Here 

a;(y) = eYJCla;(o)e-YJCl 

and ( ... ) is the usual thermodynamic average. But 
(an and (a;a;) (i "" j) are obviously zero for the 
Hamiltonian considered. Hence, 

g2!J,2B !!-, B JC x - JC x 

(9) 

XJ.(J,H) =-- L.; fa dy (e Y 
la; (0) e Y la; (0». 

N i e 1 (10) 

Now 

(11) 

and 

J 8 <a: (y) a~ (0» dy 
o 

= Tr T {[A T (J3)t- 2C T ({3)} / Tr T {[A T (J3) t} 
=2 (Cj,(N-2)b + ffi(N-2)r' s/Irllsl)/(A~ + A~). (17) 

Therefore 

X ... (J,H) 

g2!J,B2 [N-2 N-2 ( Bh sinh {3 (2J + h) 
(A 1 + A 2 ) e 

;>.N+AN 2J+h 
1 2 

_ 8h sinh{3 (2J - h») (A ~- 2 - A ~- 2) e 8J sinh {3h 

+ e 2J _ h + (e- 2BJ + e28J sinh2{3h)1I2 

x (e8h sinhJ3 (2J + h) _ e-Bh sinhJ3 (2J - h) + 2e-
28J

)]. 

2J + h 2J - h h 
(18) 

In the thermodynamiC limit (N -7 (0), we obtain 

X ... (J,H) 
g2!J,2B [( sinh{3(2J+h) Sinh{3(2J-h») 

= -2- eBH + e- 6H -----
N-+oo A1 2J + h 2J - h 

+ e 8J sinhJ3h 
(e-BJ +e2BJ sinh2J3h)1/2 (

e BH sinhj3(2J + h) 

2J + h 

-e-Bh sinhj3(2J - h) + 2e-2 8J )~ • 

2J-h h ~ 
(19) 

This reduces to Fisher's3 formula in the case H = 0, 

g2!J,2 
X ... (J, H = 0) = -=-:....B..- (tanhJ3J + J3J sech2{.lJ). (20) 

N-+oo 2J 

Figure 1 shows results for x.... (J, H) as a function of 
temperature for various values of magnetic field in 
thermodynamic limit. Note that as the magnetic field 
increases, nothing of interest happens for the ferro
magnetic interaction but, for the antiferromagnetic nn 
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coupling, a critical value is reached namely H = 21 JI, for 
which x... has an essential singularity at T = O. This 
curve is also an upper bound for all other x... for different 
values of H. For H> 21JI, x... decreases unt1l the mag
netic is so strong, the nn interactions is negligible and 
x... becomes independent of the sign of J. 

B. Parallel susceptibility 

Because of the cyclic properties of a closed chain, it 
is obvious that the magnetization is independent of 
position and 

(at) = Tr{o~ dafA l (ai, a~)" ·AN(ai, a~)}/ZN 

= 2ffi(N)r/ Irl (A~ + A~) . (21) 

(22) 

The parallel susceptibility is given by 

g2JJ.~ N 
XII (J,H) = (3- L) (afa z ) - (at) (a z ») 

N i ,j = 1 J J 

{3g2JJ.~ (N N i-I 
--N- ~1 (1 - (at) 2) + 2 R2 JL;l (ajaf) 

- (af)(af»)). (23) 

We now require (i > j) and we express the result in T 
representation following Ref. 1.; using the cyclic prop
erty of the trace, one has 

(UJat) =[1/2 (Af + A~]{[Af + A~ + Af(A 2/A 1 )i- j 

+ A~(AdA2)i-j] + [Af + A~- Af (A 2/A1 )i- j 

- A~(AdA2)i-j] (r' r'/lrI2)} (24) 

where r' = (- rx ,- r y, r.). 
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By doing the indicated sums in (2) it can be shown that 

(3g2JJ.j 
XII(J,H) =-

N 

In thermodynamic limit, we obtain 
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FIG. 1: Perpendicular susceptibility as a function of temperature for 
various values of IH/J I (N --> co). Solid curves are for J < 0 and dashed 
curves for J> O. x... (J, H) is finite as T --> 0 for all values of IH/J I 
except 2.00, J < 0. For H = 0, x... is independent of the sign of J. 
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FIG. 2: Parallel sUSceptibility as a fUnction of temperature for various values of I H/J I (N --> co). 
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(3g21l~ ( ) (AI + A2) X//(J,H) = -- 1-rUlrl2 • 
N .... oo N Al - A2 

(26) 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show XII (J, H) in the thermodynamic 
limit as a function of temperature for various values of 
H. Figure 2(a) is for J> 0, which shows that for all 
H ". 0, XII ~ 0 as T ~ O. For the case J < 0, H = 21 J I is 
the critical value of magnetic field for which XII ~oo as 
T~O. 

III. NEXT NEAREST NEIGHBOR INTERACTION 

Consider now the nnn Hamiltonian for an open chain: 
N-1 N-2 

~ =-J1 6 atat+l - aJ I ~ afaf+2' 
;~1 ;~I 

(27) 

We consider the open chain because Dobson's trick can 
be successfully applied here. The partition function is 
given by 

Z N = I; ... 6 exp ((3J 1 Nit ataf + 1 
o =~1 0 ~±1 ;~1 

i N 
N-2 ) 

+ (3aJ 1 6 atat+2 • (28) 
; ~1 

By the use of the transformation, 5 

to=af, t; =afat+l, i =1,2,"',N-1, 

and so the partition function is given by 

Z N(J1O a) 

= t ~1 ••• t ~=±1 exp ((3J1 ;~1 t; + a(3J1 i~l tj t;+l)' (29) 
o N-l 

Hence 5 

(30) 

where Z N-1 (J, H) is the partition for (N - 1) particles 
with nn interaction J in magnetic field H. The factor 2 
in (30) appears because of sum over to. Note that this 
can be done only for open chains because the trans
formation leads to an extra constraint in the case of 
closed chain which is not easily incorporated in such a 
calculation. 1 Since we are interested only in the ther
modynamic limit, this is really not important. 

A. Perpendicular susceptibility 

As before, 
g21l~ N 8 

x... (Jl> a) =-- L) fo dy (at (y)af{O». (31) 
N ;=1 

Now, 
(a~. (y)ax,. (0» - Tr {A (8- Y)·.·A (8- Y)axA (y) 

- {of} 1 N-1; 1 

(Y)}I {A (8) (8) } x .. ·A N - 1 aI Tr{ofj 1 .. 'A N - I 

where 

and 
A (8) _ ( z Z) N-1 = exp (3JaN- l aN • 

By applying the same 1;ype of tricks as in case (i) and 
remembering that A;(8J depends on af, af+ I and a~+2' 
one finds that 
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= Tr {A (8)···A.(8) B .«(3' y)A (8) ••• A (8)}1 
{of) 1 .-3 1., ;+1 N-1 

T {A (8) A(8)} 
r{o~} 1 .,. N-1 , • (33) 

where we have introduced 

Let 
8 

C li «(3) = fo dyB li «(3;y)· (35) 

Then one can write going over to the 7 representation 

g21l~ 
X .... (Jl> a) =--

N 

X 
~ Trr{[A\«(3)]i-3Ci;(j3)[A1Ul)]N-;-2AN_l«(3)} 
Li (36) 
; -1 Trr {Ai«(3)]N-2AX,_1 «(3)} 

In the thermodynamic limit, 

Tr {(A r )N- 3C T (f3) 
(J) 22 r 1 1 () 

X.... 10 aN=:.oo g JJ.B Tr
r
{ (Ar)N}' 37 

Writing 

(38a) 

r 1 = (e- 8aJ1 cosh(3Jl' ie-8aJl sinh(3J1' e8aJl sinh(3J 1)' 

and 

cr1 = 2(b 1 + sl'7), 

where 
1 

b
1 

= (3e- 8aJ1 cosh(3J
1 

+ ie8aJ1 

(38b) 

(38c) 

x (e M1 sinh2(3(Jl + aJ1 ) + e-e.T sinh2(3(Jl - aJ1 »), 

2(J1 + aJ1 ) 2(J1 - aJ1) 
(39a) 

( 
fJaJ sinh2(3J1 -8aJ Sinh2(3aJ1 ) 

sl = e 1 + e 1 cosh(3J1' 
x 2J1 2(3aJl (39b) 

. (8aJ sinh2(3J1 -8aJ 
S =Z e 1 +e 1 

1y 2J
1 

and 8 aJ1 -8aJ e 
sl. = (3e 1 sinh(3J1 +--

2 

sinh2(3aJ 1 ) 
sinh(3J I' 

2(3aJ 1 (39c) 

we have 

x .... (Jv a) = (g2JJ.VAV 2 (b 1 + r 1 • SIll rll). (40) 
N .... oo 

Here 

Al = a 1 + Ir11 

_ aflJ1 h(3J +( -28aJ 1 + 28aJ1 ·nh2(3J )1/2 - e cos 1 e e S1 1 . 

Further, this reduces to Fisher's result for a = O. 

Figure 3 shows x...(J, a) as a function of temperature 
for various values of a. Note that x... is. independent of 
the sign of nn interaction, and depends only on the sign 
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FIG. 3: Perpendicular susceptibility as a function of temperature for 
various values of O/J1/IJ11· x... (J~, 0/) is independent of ths sign of J 1 
and is finite as T -> 0 for O/J1 /1 J 1 1 '" - 0.5. 

of a. The value aJd i J1 i = - 0.5 is special and can be 
associated with the corresponding special value of the 
magnetic field in case (i), H = 2 i J i , J < O. This curve 
also forms an upper bound on JG. for all other values of 
a. In this respect, this feature is similar to case (i). 

Transforming to the T representation, 1 in the thermo
dynamic limit, one gets 

<ojof> = t {(A1/1l1)i- j (1 + ct1r1z/ir1Iiri.i) 

+ (At!1l2)i- j (1 - a1r1z/iriir1i)}, (43) 

If one let.s a = 0, XII goes to the known limit 

( ) fJ 2 2 
(1 + tanhf3J1) 

XII J1, a = 0 :0' " 
N .... oo b t-"B (1 - tanh/3J

1
) 

(45) 

Figure 4 shows XII as a function of temperature for 
various values of a. For J > 0, ferromagnetic nnn 
coupling only causes XII to diverge faster as T ....., O. If 
a < 0 and J> 0, XII diverges at T ....., 0 for all a> - 0.5, 
but, for values of a smaller than - 0.5, XII has a maxi
mum and goes to zero as T approaches zero. For J < 0, 
0' = 0, XII does not diverge, and in fact XII diverges as 
T ....., 0 for only one value of 0', equal to 0.5. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

By means of the formalism developed in Ref. 1 for a 
random ISing system in one dimension, we derive 
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FIG. 4: Parallel susceptibility as a function of temperature for various 
values of 0/. 'Solid curves are for J 1 > 0 and dashed curves for J 1 < O. 

B. Parallel susceptibility 
One has by transformation of spin variables 

<Of) = Tr{t.} {(t i - 1t i - 2• ··t1tO)e-BJC2}IZN = 0, , (41) 

because the sum over to gives zero. And 

{ A(6) ... A(6) (t A(8») ••• (t. A~B»)A.(6) ••• A(6)} 1 J -1 J J ,- 1 ,-1, N-1 

{ (Il) A(t!)} TrUi } A1 ••• N-1 
(42) 

closed formulas for JG. and XII for two one-dimensional 
systems. It has been noted elsewhere 5 that the partition 
function for the nnn interaction in a zero magnetic. field 
is related to the nn interaction system with a nonzero 
magnetic field. It should be clear from the calculated 
forms of JG. and XII that there is no apparent direct 
relationship between higher spin correlation functions. 
Correspondingly, Figs. 1-4 adequately bring out this 
aspect in a transparent way. Moreover, the behavior of 
XII for J> 0 as a function of the magnetic field displayed 
in Fig.2 in no way resembles the corresponding figure, 
Fig. 4, showing XII as a function of 0'. The striking 
behavior of XII and JG. for H = 2J, J < 0 remains for 
a = t in the corresponding expressions in the second 
model. 
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The general solution to Einstein-Maxwell equations with plane symmetry is obtained. This solution 
has an extra Killing vector ~a not assumed a priori. The solution may be classified in two classes 
depending on the sign of an integration constant. The first class depends only on the time; ~a is 
spacelike. In the second class ~a is spacelike, lightlike, and timelike in different regions like 
Schwarzschild's metric. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Einstein-Maxwell field equations in the absence of 
charge are given by1 

Gab=-kTao , (1) 

Tab= FacFcb + igabFcdFc~ (2) 

Fab;b = 0, (3) 

F [ab;cl = 0, (4) 

where all symbols have the usual meaning. 

The line element with plane symmetry can be written 
in the form 2 

ds 2 = e w(u.v)dudv - e~(u,v)(dx2 + dy 2). (5) 

When the plane symmetry condition is used, it is found 
that the only nonvanishing components of F ab are given 
by 3 

F 23 = Cv (6) 

where x O = u,x 1 = v,x 2 = x,x3 = y and C v C2 are arbi
trary constants. The nonvanishing components of the 
energy-momentum tensor are 

T 00=T11=- T22 = - T 33 = ~ (C12 + C22)e-2~). 

From (1), (5), and (7) it is found that 

tl, 00 + ~u, ~ - w, o/J., 0 = 0, 

tl'l1 + ~/..(, ~ - W, 1tl, 1 = 0, 

U, 01 + W, 01 + ~/J., o/J., 1 = ikeW-2~(C12+C22), 

/J., 01 + /J., o/J., 1 = - ikew-2~(C12 + C22), 

/J., 01 + tJ1., 0J1., 1 + ~w, 01 = O. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Equation (12) expresses the fact that the Ricci scalar 
vanishes. It is the purpose of this paper to find and to 
discuss some aspects of the general solution to equations 
(8) through (12). 

In Sec. 2 we solve the differential equations. In Sec. 3 
we use the Hawking-Penrose energy condition4 and we 
show that the solution is physically reasonable. In Sec. 4 
we exhibit two classes of solutions depending on the sign 
of an integration constant. The first class is a homo
geneous solution that depends only on time. The second 
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class has a singularity that separates two regions. In 
the first region the solution is homogeneous and in the 
second it is a static one. The static solution was found 
by Patnaik. 3 In Sec. 5 we show that Einstein-Maxwell 
equations imply an extra Killing vector ~ a not assumed 
a priori. Finally in Sec. 6 we describe a general simi
larity with the Schwarzschild solution. 

2. THE SOLUTION 

From (8) and (9) we get 

w - ~/J. = In[/J., oG, 1(v)], 

w - iJ1. = In[J1., 1F , o(u)], 

(13a) 

(13b) 

where F and G are arbitrary functions of their argu
ments. Hence, from (13) 

This condition tells us that /J. is a function of u and v of 
the form 

J1. = J1.[F(u) + G(v)]. (14) 

So, from (14) and (13) we get 

(15) 

where ( )' means differentation with respect to 
t = F(u) + G(v). When we put (15) and (14) into equations 
(11), (10), and (12), we get 

J1." + J1.'2 =-ikJ1.'e-3~/2(C12 + C22), (16) 

J1." + ~J1.'2 + w" = ik/J.'e-3~/2(C12 + C 22), (17) 

J1." + tJ1.'2 = - ~w". (18) 

From (15) and (16) we have 

w" = - ~J1." + tk/J.'e-3~/2(C12 + C22) (19) 

and from (19) and (16) follows (17) and (18). So we only 
need solve (16) which may be cast into the form 

(e~)" = tk(C12 + C22)(e-~/2)', 

whence 

2e~(e~/2)' - ~k(C12 + C22) + C3e~/2 = O. 

This ordinary differential equation is solved by 

(e~/2 + A)2 + In(e~/2 - A) = - C3t + C4, 

Copyright © 1974 by the American Institute of Physics 

(20) 

(21) 
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where the C i , i:::: 1, ... ,4, are arbitrary constants and 
A:::: 1k(C1 2 + C 22)/C3. 

From (15) and (5) we obtain 

ds2 :::: 2(e~(t)/2)'dFdG - e~(t)(dx2 + dy2), 

and letting z = G - F, t = G + F (as before) and 
n = t(e~(t}/2)', we get 

ds 2 = n(t)(dt2 - dz 2) - e~(t)(dx2 + dy2), 

where M(t) is the solution to (21). 

3. THE ENERGY CONDITION 

(22) 

(23) 

The Hawking-Penrose condition tells us in this case 
that T abT/aT/b ~ 0 for any timelike vector T/a, Le., 
ga,JIQT/ b > O. From (5) and (7) this condition gives us 
only that e~ is positive. Therefore, the sign of e W is not 
restricted. 

4. THE TWO CLASSES OF SOLUTIONS 

It is clear from (23) that t and z are temporal and 
spatial coordinates respectively if n is positive. From 
(20) it is clear that C3 -'S 0 makes n always positive, 
but when C3 = 0 solution (21) must be changed to 

e~ = [!k(C 1 2 + C 22)t + C 4 )2/3. 

Therefore, when C3 -'S 0, we have an homogeneous non
static solution. If C3 > 0, we have two types of regions 
because from (20) we see that n may be positive, nega
tive, or zero depending on whether elJ/2 < A, elJ/2 > A, 
or e~/2 = A, respectively. When e~/2 < A we have that 
the solution is homogeneous. When e~/2 > A, n is nega
tive and in this case t and z represent space and time 
respectively. We have a static solution which is the 
Patnaik solution. 3 
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5. THE EXTRA KI LUNG VECTOR 

From (23) it is clear that ~ a :::: 0'1 is a Killing vector, 
where now xO = t, xl:::: z. The metric (23) also gives us 

~a~a :::: - t(e~/2)' :::: - n. 

Thus ~ a is spacelike when C3 -'S 0 or C3 > 0 and 
e~/2 < A. ~ a is timelike when e~/2 > A and C3 > 0 and 
it is null when e~/2 :::: A. 

6. DISCUSSION 

In some general aspects the solution found is similar 
to Schwarzschild's solution. The Schwarzschild solution 
has an extra Killing vector implied by the field equations 
(Birkhoff's theorem5 ). The solution is always static 
when m < O. When m > 0, we also have two regions, the 
first when r > 2m and the second when r < 2m. The 
Killing vector changes from timelike to spacelike and 
it is null on r :::: 2m. 
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In this work, we discuss the moments of the width distribution corresponding to an ensemble of 
random matrices. The ensemble considered is one where the real and imaginary parts of the 
Hamiltonian matrices have Gaussian distributions with different widths. In particular, we give exact 
expressions for the moments when N = 2 (N = dimension of the Hamiltonian submatrix with a 
fixed set of quantum numbers) and give a method for obtaining a power series representation when 
N is arbitrary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Of recent interest is the question of how a small time
reversal odd term in the Hamiltonian of a complex 
system (such as a heavy nucleus) affects the statistical 
properties of the system's energy spectrum. 1- 5 This 
has led to the study of ensembles of random matrices 
which are not representationally invariant. 6 

An ensemble which has received much attention is 
one in which both the real and imaginary parts of the 
matrix elements have a Gaussian distribution. However, 
the width of these Gaussians are assumed to be differ
ent for the real and imaginary parts of the off diagonal 
matrix elements. 

In this work we consider the moments of the distri
bution of widths corresponding to such an ensemble of 
random matrices. In particular, we give below exact 
expressions for these moments when N = 2 (N = 
dimension of the Hamiltonian submatrix with a fixed set 
of quantum numbers), and a method for finding a power 
series expansion for these moments when N is arbitrary. 

2. THE ENSEMBLE AND THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF WIDTHS 

The distribution of matrix elements is chosen to be 

PN(H, y, a) = 1/ exp(- aTrH2) exp (-2 y 6. S~j), (1) 
t >} 

where a > 0, a + y > 0, 

1/ = 2N (N-l)/2(a/11)N(N+ 1)14 [(a + y)/l1 ]N(N-l)14, (2) 

and 

Hij = Rij + iSij • (3) 

Since the Hamiltonian matrix, H, is Hermitian, 

(4) 

and 

Sij = - Sjt, (5) 

where Rand S are both real matrices. Here, all of the 
R ij , i 2:j, and Slj' i > j, are assumed to vary indepen
dently between - ce and + 00. Note that, for y ---7 + ce, P N 

beco!nes the orthogonal Gaussian distribution and for 
y ---7 0+ it becomes the unitary Gaussian distribution. 7 

If certain assumptions are made, the distribution of 
widths can be shown to be given byB 

PN(X, y, a) = Jo(X - NAllAil)PN(H, y, a)dHN , (6) 

where 
x = r/o) , (7) 

r being the width and <r) the average width, 
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dHN = n dR;} n dS kl' (8) 
i "'- j k> I 

and A is the unitary matrix which diagonalizes H, i.e., 

E =A+HA, (9) 

where E is diagonal. 

The moments of the distribution of widths are given by 

(10) 

where n is a nonnegative integer. It easily follows from 
(6) and (10) that 

<xn) = Nn < IA ll I2n), (11) 

where 

<IAllI2n) = flAll I 2npN (H,y, a)dHN' (12) 

It is these moments which shall be discussed in the 
remainder of this work. 

3. THE SPECIAL CASE N = 2 

When N = 2, 1All12 can be expressed explicitly in 
terms of the Rij and 8 ij • In particular, 

IAlll2 = Hl + (Rll - R 22 )/[(Rll - R22)2 

+ 4(R 21 2 + S212)]1/2}. (13) 

Further, from (1), (2), and (12) it easily follows that 

where 

y == y + a. (15) 

If one lets 

~ == Rl1 + R 22 , - 00 < ~ < + 00, (16) 

r == [(R11 -R22 )2 + 4R212 + 4S212]1I2, r 2:0, (17) 

tan¢ == 2R 21 /(R11 - R 22 ), 0 ,,; ¢ < 21T, (18) 

and 
case == 28 2 dr, o ,,; (j ,,; 1f, (19) 

Eq. (14) can be rewritten as 

a 3 / 2 yl/2 +00 2" f" 
(IAl1I2n) = J e-",g2/2d~f d¢ sin6d6 

2n-1112 -00 0 0 

X J+ 00 r2dr e- (asin 2 e + r cos2 e) 1'2; 2 (1 + sine cos¢)n. 
o (20) 
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If the integration with respect to ~ and r is carried out 
explicitly, one obtains 

a'Yl/2 J2U JU 
(IAuI2n) = 1T2n+2 0 d¢ 0 sine de (1 + sine cos¢)n 

x (a sin2e + y cos2e)-3/2. (21) 

From the binomial theorem we have 
n 

(1 + sine cos¢)n = 6 (ll sinke cos k ¢. (22) 
k=O 

Further, it is easily verified by mathematical induction 
that9 

J0

27f 
cosk¢d¢= [1 + (-I)k] r(k; l)jr(J) r e; 2) 

= 1T[1 + (- 1) k](k - I)! !/k! !, (23) 

if k is a nonnegative integer. Thus, from (21), (22), and 
(23) it follows that 

(IA 12n) __ E_ [£1 (n)(2l -I)!! JU sin2l+1e de 
11 - 2n+ 1 1=0 2l (2l)!! 0 (1 - f.l sin2e)3/2' 

(24) 
where [n/2] is the largest integer less than or equal to 
n/2, 

E == a/y, (25) 

and 

f.l==I-e:. (26) 

Note that f.l < 1, since E > O. 

Now, 

JU sin21 +1e 
o (1 - Jl. sin2e)3/2 J

U / 2 sin21+1e 
= 2 de 

o (1 - Jl. sin2e)3/2 
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It follows by mathematical induction with respect to k 
that 

elk == t AI = (2l - 2k - 3)!! (2k + I)!! , 
r=O r 2Ilk!(l-k-l)!! 

o ~ k ~ l - 1. (33) 
I 

From this one finds immediately that 6 A~ == O. It is 
then easily verified that r =0 

I 1-1 
6 Air /l-r = IJ. -1 6 elk/lI-1-k. 
r=O /ll k=O 

(34) 

Combining (30), (31), and (34), we obtain 

(IAl1I2n) =-.l (1 + fJ.~1 f 1(Jl.) In 1 + % -f2(/l») , 
2n 2 .. IJ. 1 - /l 

(35) 
where 

[nI2J( )(2l 1)" 1-1 f 1 (/l) == 6 n - .. /l- I L; q IJ.I - 1- k, 
/=1 2l (2l-2)!! k=O 

and 
_ [n/21(n) (2l- I)!! I r-l j 

f () " '" Air Il- r " _l.i_ 
2 /l = 1.t;1 2l (2l _ 2)!! r~ r- j.t;o 2j + 1 

Thus, for example, 

(IAl1I4)=~ 11+-.l+~-=-! 
4 L 2/l 4/l3/2 

and 

( I A I 6) = ~ [1 + ~ + 3 (/l - 1) 
11 8 2/l 4/l3/2 

when 0 < /l < 1. 

In (1 + ..f!i)], 
1- F;; 

In (1 + 1;\1, 
1-~)J 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Let us next consider the above moments in the limit
ing case IJ. --->1- (Le., orthogonal). The case when f..L ~ 1 

J 
1 tl 

= dt, 
o ..rt=:t (1 - Jl.t )3/2 

where t == sin2e. Further, 

(27) (Le., y > > a) corresponds to the situation, mentioned 
above, where the Hamiltonian contains a small part that 
is odd with respect to time reversal. Thus this is the 
case which is of most interest. 

1 t I r (l + 1)r (t) J ~-----~--
o .f1=t (1 - /It)3/2 - r (l + t) 

x F(t,l + 1; l + t; f.l), (28) 

where F is the hypergeometric function. 10 Thus, (24) 
can now be rewritten as 

( IAllI2n) = 1- f.l [~1 (n)_I_ F(.! l + 1 l + 3 ) 

2n I.t;O 2l 2l + 1 2, ; 2;~9) 

or, alternatively, 

1 [n/21(n) 1 1 
(IAl1I2n) =- 6 2l ---F(2,l;l + t;/l). 

2n 1=0 2l + 1 
(30) 

When 0 < /l < 1, it is easily shown that 

F(t,l;l + t;/l) = 1, l = 0, 

= (2l +1)!! [ __ 1_ (±Al /l-r) In(1 +.fIi) 
2l-2)!! 2...f/l r=O r 1-...f/l 

- 6 Al Jl.- r 6 --I r-I /lj ] 

r = 1 r j = 0 2j + 1 ' 
l ;:.1, (31) 

where 
A I = (2l - 2r - 1) !! (2r - 1) !! 

r (2r)!! (2l - 2r)!! (2l - 2r - 1) 
(32) 
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From (30) it follows that 

1 [n/21 (n) r (l + t) 
lim _ (IAl1I2n) = - 6 2l 
1' .... 1 2n l=O r(l+l)r(t) 

(40) 

The sum on the right-hand side is easily evaluated by 
use of the identity 

Equation (40) then becomes 

lim (IAl1I2n) = r(n + t)/[r(n + l)r(t)], 
1' .... 1-

which is the well-known orthogonal result. 11 

From (35) it is easily seen that for /l ~ 1 

(41) 

(42) 

(IA 1112n) = lim (IA 11 I 2n) + til (1)(J.L - 1) In (1 + ~) 
1' .... 1 1 - /l 

+ 0 [(/l- 1)2 In C : ~)J 
- r (n + t) + if I (1) € In ~ 
- r(n + l)r W 4 

+ O[E2 In E]. (43) 
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Note that f = 0 is a branch point. Note also that 

a(IA ll I2n) 
lim ---- =-00, 
<~o+ Of 

since!1(1) > O. 

(44) 

Finally, let us consider a power series representation 
for the moments. 

From (30) it follows in a straightforward manner that 
+00 

(IA ll I2n)= 6 Bln)iJol , (45) 
I~O 

where 

B(n) =(2Z-1)!! [~21(n) (2k-1)!!(2Z+2k-2)!!. 
I - 2n(2Z)!! k~O 2k (2Z + 2k + 1)!! (2k - 2)!! 

(46) 
For large Z, 

B(n)~ b Z-3/2 
1 n , (47) 

where bn is independent of l. Thus, the series given by 
(45) converges for 1 iJol .; 1. Below we shall show how 
this power series can be derived when N is arbitrary. 

4. SERIES EXPANSION FOR ARBITRARY N 

For N arbitrary, 

( IA 1

2n)_2N(N-1)/2 -N2/2 N(N+1)/4AN(N-1)/4 -N 2/2 
11 - 1T 01 Y 1T 

X je-aTrR2exp (- 2y 6 S~j)dHN' (48) 
i>j 

This can be rewritten as 

(IA
ll

I2n) = 2N(N-1)/21T- N2/2 yN(N+ 1)/4 (1 - )1)N(N+ 1)/4 

je-yTrH2e(y-a)TrR2IAl1I2ndHN' (49) 

Since y > y - 01, it is easily shown that the second 
exponential in the integrand can be expanded and the 
resultant series integrated term by term. Thus, for 
iJo < 1, (49) can be rewritten as 

(IAl1I2n) = 25 (-1)1 (f3N) iJol +f -.l 
I~O Z k~O k! 

x (IA l1 12n (yTrR2)k)u)1k, (50) 

where 

(Q)u == 2N(N-1)/21f-N2I2y8N je-yTrH 2QdHN (51) 

(Le., the average with respect to the unitary ensemble), 

r (f3 N + 1 - Z) r (Z + 1) 
(52) 

and 

f3 N == N(N + 1)/4. (53) 

Note that (IA l1 12n (yTrR2)k)u is independent of y. 
Equation (50) can be rewritten as 

+00 

where 

Bin) == t (- Z)I (f3N) (IA 12n (yTrR2) k-I) . 
I~O (k _ I)! Z 11 u 

(55) 

Thus, to obtain the coefficients in the expansion given 
by (54), one must evaluate averages of the form 
(IA ll I2n(yTrR2)P)u ,where p is a nonnegative integer. 
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The average with p = 0 is well known, and is given byll 

<IAllI2n)u = r(N)r(n + 1)/r(N + n). (56) 

For p:;..l, one can express TrR2 in terms of the eigen 
values E i and the rotation matrix A ij" One can then 
reduce the problem to evaluation of averages of the form 
(E1 m

1 E2 m2 • •• Ermr)u' where 6 m i = 2p, and averages of 
the form 

(IA 12nA~1.A'!'t.1···A~r.A'!'tr.) 
11 '111 'lJ1 'rJ1' 'rJru' 

where 6(s i + Ii) .; 4p. Procedures for evaluating both 
types of averages for any value p were given previously 
by the author. 12 ,13 Unfortunately, the number of 
averages required and the difficulty of obtaining these 
averages explicitly increases rapidl1" as p increases. 
Thus, the difficulty of evaluating B <;: explicitly 
increases drastically as k increases. Thus, for definite
ness we shall evaluate B(~) only for k =:= 0,1, and 2. 

From (55) it follows immediately that 

B(n)-(IA 12n) o - 11 u' 

B (n) - (IA 12n A TrR2) - f3 B (n) 
1 - 11 Y uNO· , 

and 

(57) 

(58) 

Bin) = 4(IAll I2n (yTrR2)2)u - f3NB~n) - 4 f3N (f3N + 1) Bcin) • 

N 'f (9) . .. f' (59) OW,1 IS wntten m terms 0 matnx elements, we 
have 

N 

H ij = 6 Ai kA Jk E k . 
k~1 

(60) 

It follows directly from this that 

TrR2 = 4 (TrH2 + 0), (61) 

where 

o = 0 H~j = .~ (Rt - S~j)= . ~ AikAj"Ai/AjIEkEI' 
'.J '.J 'oJ. k.1 (62) 

Further, it is easily verified for the unitary ensemble 
that 

(QTrH2) = N2 (Q) + (OQ) _ ~ (Q) (63) 
u 2y U Oy U oy u' 

and 

N2 0 0 -- - (Q) -2-
y oy u oy 

+ - +- Q ~2Q) 02 < ) 
;'2 U oy2 u' 

(64) 

where Q is any function of the matrix elements Hij (or 
equivalently of the eigenvalues E i and rotation matrix 
Aij) andy. 

Using (61), (63), and (64), Eq. (58) and (59) can be re
written as 

B (n) _1. A (IA 12n,,) - 1.NB Cn) 1 - 2 Y 11' u U 4 0' 
(65) 

B(n)_1.A(IA 1

2n 02)_1.A(N-2)(IA 1
2n o) 

n - 8 Y 11 U 8 Y 11 U 

- iN(iN + I)Bci
n

) • (66) 

Now, 
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{IA ll i2n o)u;::. ~ ,VI. ikAjkAjk,A !k' IA ll I2n) .. (EkEk,)u 
J",k,k 

where the definitions and the explicit expressions for 
the 6 i are given in Table 1. 

= {(Et>u (E1E 2>,.} 6 0 + N(E1E 2 >u<IAll I2n>u' 
(67) 

Inserting the explicit results for the ° i into (74) and 
then inserting the resulting expression into (66) yields where 

6 0 = L: VI.~kAnIAl1I2n>u· 
j.j, k 

(68) B (n) 
2 

n(n - 1)r (N + n) [4N 5 + (n2 + 3n + 30)N4 

Note that the statistical independence of the E i and A ij , 
as well as the symmetry of the unitary ensemble with 
respect to the E i and A ij , has been used in the derivation 
of (67). 

16N(N + 2)r(N + n + 4) 

+ (5n2 + 23n + 58)N3 + 2(3n2 + 13n - 6)N2 

- 8(n2 + 7n + 16)N - 16(n + 2)(n + 3)] B ~O). (75) 

Note that, for large N, 
From the results given in Refs. 12 and 13 it follows 

in a straightforward manner that B~n) ~ [n(n -1)/4N]B~n), k = 1,2. (76) 

and 

{E!)u - {E 1E 2 >u = (N + 1)/2y, 

(E 1 E 2 >u = - 1/(2y), 

(69) 

(70) 

Thus for small 11. and large N, 

{IA ll I2n> ~(IAl1I2n>u{1 +[n(n-l)/4N](Jl + Jl2)}. (77) 

6 0 = [r (N)r (n + l)/Nr (N + n + 2)][(n + l)(n + 2)N 

At this point one can see that B~) can be calculated 
for any particular k in a relatively straightforward 
manner. However, it is also clear that the labor involved 
increases drastically as k increases. Our original hope 
was to find B~n) for arbitrary k, at least in the limit that 
N is large. However, we were unable to do so. It 
appears that an approximation for B~n) when N is large 
is nearly as difficult to obtain as an exact expression. 
For example, from (55) it would appear that for large N 

+ 4N(N - 1) + 2(N - l)(N + n)(N + n - 1)]. (71) 

From these results it follows directly that 

(IA 1 2n o)=-.l (n(n-l)(N+2)(N-l) +N) B(n) 
11 2y N(N + n)(N + n + 1) 0 (72) 

and thus 

B (n) _ n(n - l)(N + 2)(N - 1) B (n) 

1 - 4N(N + n}{N + n + 1) 0 
(73) 

B(n) ~ B (n)[a(n) N2k + a(n)2k-1 + ... + a (n) 
kOOk 1k 2k ,k 

+bi"lN- 1 +b~n1N-2 + ... ], (78) 

In a similar manner, one can show that 

(OZIAuI2n>u = (1/4 y2)[N(N + 1)(201 + 7°2 + 04 + 405 + (6) 

where the a~~) and b~~) are independent of N. However, 
as shown above,for k = 1 and k 2 all of the a's vanish. 
Thus it would seem that, to approximate B~n), one must 
approximate aU contributions to B~n) at least to order 

- 2(N 2)(N + 1)63 - N(N + 4) B~n)], (74) B cin) /N. 

TABLE I. Definitions and explicit forms of the ()i' 

Quantity Definition 

6 (lA ll I 2n IAjkI4IA n I4)" 
i ~ jl 

k 

E (IA ll I2·IA'k 14 !Ai'k' 14)u 
i1Jf!i' 

k ;<,k' 

.6 (IAuI2nlA;.IAjkI2IA i/1 2). 
'~1 

k ~l 

E. (IAlll11nA~kA;: A~,., AH) u 
i~1 
i' _ j' 

II ;14k' 
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Explicit form 

r (N)r (n + 1) (r (n + .5) + 48(N _ 1) + 24(N - or (N)r (N + n + 3») 
r(N+n+4) r(n+l) r(N+3)r(N+n-l) 

4(N - or (N)r (n + 1) [(n + l)(n + 2) + (N _ 2) + (N + n)(N + n - 1) 
r(N + n + 4) N 

(
X 2 + (N- 2)(N + n + I)(N + n + 2»)J 

(N + I)(N + 2) 

r (N)r (n + 1) (n + l)(n + 2) + 4(N _ 1) + 2(N - I)(N + n)(N + n - I») 
r(N + n + 2) N 

4(N - l)r 2 (N)r (n + 1) (n + l(n + 2)(N + I)(N + 2)(N + n + 2)(N + n + 1) + 4(N _ 2)2 
r(N + 3)r(N+ n + 4) 

+ 2(N + 1)2(N + 2)2 + 4(N - 2)(N + 1)(N + 2)(N + n + 2)(N + 12 + 1) 

+ (N - 2)N(N + I)(N + n + 2)(N + n ~ 1)(N + n + 2)(N + n + 3) ) 
N-l 

r
2

(N)r (n + 1) { 4(12 + I)(N _ I)(N + I)(N + 2)(4(n + 2) + (N - 2)(N + n + 3)] 
r (N + 3)r(N + n + 4) . 

+ 4(N - I)(N - 2)(N + I)(N +2)(8 + (N + n - 2)(N + 12 + 3)] 

+ (N - 2l[16(N - I)(N - 2) + 4(N + n + 3){N + n - 2)(N - l)(N - 2) 

+ (N + n + 2)(N + n - 3)(N + n - 2)(N + n - 1)(N2 - N + 2)j} 

Sr
2

(N)r(n + 1) {2( n + l)(n + 2)(N-l)(N + l)(N + 2) 
r (N + 3) r (N + n + 4) 

+ .4(N - I)(N - 2)(N + l)(N + 2) + (N - 2)(2(N - l)(N - 2) 

+ (N + n - 2)(N + n - l}(N + 12 + 2)(N + n + 3) 

- 2(N - l)(N + n - 2)(N + n + 3)j} 
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The original intent of this work, assuming that the 
B~n) could be found, was to use the resulting expansion 
to obtain information about the moments when /-L =" 1. 
Since we can obtain explicitly only the first few terms 
of the expansion, we are not in a position to derive infor
mation in this region. However, we can use what we 
have obtained to test results derived by other methods. 
An example of such an application is given in the next 
section. 

5. ON A POSSIBLE APPROXIMATION OF THE WIDTH 
DISTRIBUTION FOR LARGE N 

In a previous article, 5 we gave an approximation for 
the distribution of widths which seems to be a good 
approximation when N is large and E is small. In par
ticular, we found that the distribution 

PN(X, y, a) = C{E[tllJ/(1 + j31J]!(1 + j31J)1/2} 

x (I-X/N)A{N-2), (79) 

where 

and 

IJ =X(I-X/N), 

j3 = By/ a, 

rn /2 
E(m) ==.10 (1 - m sin2e) 1/2de 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

(i.e., a complete elliptic integral of the second kind)14 
seems to approximate quite well the numerical results 
of Rosenzweig, Monahan, and Mehta1 if 

B = 1/0. 3N, 

and A and C are determined by the conditions 
N 

fo xnpN(X, y, Q)dX = 1, n = 0,1. 

(83) 

(84) 

Since one would expect the assumption made in 
deriving (79) to be valid also when E =" 1 (Le., J.L =" 0), 
one might conjecture that the distribution given by (79) 
might be used as an approximation for the actual width 
distribution for 0 < E < 1 if one allows B to be a func
tion of Eo We shall now examine this possibility. 

In particular, let us consider the moments of the dis
tribution given by (79), where we assume that 

and 

j3 = By/Q = BJ.L/(l - J.L), 

A =Ao + i3 [a k /(N-2)]J1.k • 
k=1 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

These assumptions seem reasonable since we know from 
above that the moments of the actual distribution have a 
power series representation with respect to /-L. 

It is well known that1 5 

PN(X, 0, QI) = [(N - l)/N](l - X/N)N- 2 (88) 

(Le., the unitary result). Thus, it follows that Ao = 1. 

At this point our procedure will be to expand the 
moments of the above distribution in a power series in 
J1.. Then by equating the coefficients of this series with 
those given in the previous section for the actual dis
tribution we will determine the a k and Bk • 

Let us define 

I = IN E[(3J..t/(l + j3J.L)] (1 _ X )A(N-2)xn dX • 
n 0 ~1 +j3J.L N 

(89) 
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If we let t = X/ N, then 

I = Nn+ 1 Jl E[y/(l + y)] (1 - t)A(N-2)t ndt (90) 
n 0 ~1 + y , 

where y == j3Nt (1 - t). It is easily shown that 

E[y/(l + y)lIv'l+Y = h{l - ~t(l - t )b l J1. 

+ [:~ b~t2(1- tr.i - ~t(l- t)b2 ]/-L2 + ... }, (91) 

and 
(1- t)A(N-2) = (1- t)N-2 e[ln(l-t)](a1 1l +a 2 11

2 + .•. ) 

= (1- t)N-2(1 + a l 1n(1- t)J.L 

+ {a2 1n (1 - t) + ~a~ [In (1 - t)]2} /-L2 

+ ... ), (92) 

where 

bl == NB o' 
and 

b2 == N(Bo + B I ). 

ThUS, 

I - Nn+ 11. (t (n) + t (n) + t (n) 2 + ) 
n - 2 7T ~o '>1 /-L ~2 J.L .•• , 

where 

~Jn) = Jo(n, N - 2), 

~i") = - ~blJO(n + 1,N - 1) + a1 J 1(n,N - 2), 

~in) = u2 J I (n, N - 2) + ~a~ J2 (n, N - 2) 

- ~alblJI(n + 1,N-1) 

+ ~ b~Jo(n + 2,N) - ~b2JO(n + 1,N-1), 

and 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

1 
J I (z,w) == J [In(l- t)]lt 2 (1- t)wdt. (99) 

o 
Now,Jo(Z, W), when Rz > -1 andRw > -l,is just an 
integral representation of the Beta function. 16 Thus, 

J 0 (z, w) = r (z + l)f (w + l)/f(z + w + 2). (100) 

Further, if z is a nonnegative integer, it can be shown 
using mathematical induction that 

J 1 (z, w) = - Jo(z, w)jl (z, w), 

where 
2+ 1 1 

jl(z,w) = 0 -- , 
k=l W + k 

and that 

J 2 (z,w) = 2Jo(z,w)j2(z,w), 

where 
• 2+1 1 2+1 1 

J2(Z,w) == L -- ~ --. 
k=1 w+k I=k w+Z 

Now, from (11) we have 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

(104) 

(IAl1I2n) = In/NnIO • (105) 

Combining (95)-(105), one obtains 

(IA l1 I2n) = (1 + B~n) J1. + B~n)/-L2 + "', (106) 

where 

Bin) = [~in) - ~iO)l (IA l1 I 2n)u , (107) 

Bin) = {~in) - ~iO) _ ~~O) [~1(") _ ~~o)]} 
X (IA l1 I 2n)u , (108) 
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3(n + l)(N - 1) b1 

4( 1)() 
- ad1 (n, N - 2), (109) 

N+n+ N+n 

and 

- (n) . ( 2) 2' ( N 2) 3 b . ;2 = - a 2J1 n,N - + a1J2 n, - + '4 a 1 1J1 

x (n + 1, N _ 1) (n + 1) (N - 1) 
(N + n)(N + n + 1) 

(n + 2)(n + l)N(N - 1) 

(N + n + 3)(N + n + 2)(N + n + l)(N + n) 

_ 3b 2 --'.,(n_+_1_)(_N_-_1)_ (110) 
4 (N + n + l)(N + n) 

If one now equates the coefficients B~n) to the B?), 
given by (73), for n = 1 and n = 2, one obtains two 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations for al and b1 • 

The solutions are found to be 

a1 = - (N + l)N - 2)/6N, (111 ) 

and 
b1 = 2(N + 1)2(N + 2)/9N(N - 1). (112) 

Inserting these results into (109), we find that 

~(n) = _ (n + l)(N + 1)2(N + 2) + (N + l)(N- 2) 
1 6(N + n)(N + n + 1)N 6N 

1 (113) 
N-1-k 

If we now insert (113) into (lOS), we find for N> 2 that 
B~n) = B ~n) iff n = 0,1, or 2. However, for large N, we 
find that 

(114) 

Thus, for large N, B ~n) ~ B?) for all n. 

If next one equates Bin) to Bin) for n ;:: 1, and n = 2, 
one obtains two simultaneous equatiops for a2 and b2 • If 
one solves these, and then evaluates Bin), it is found that 
if N > 2, Bt) = Bin) iff n = 0,1,2. Further, it is found 
that, for large N, 

B~n) ~ - [n(n - 1)(5n - 37)/10SN] (IA ll I2n)u (115) 

Thus, unfortunately, we see that the distribution given by 
(79), with A and B given by (S6) and (S7) respectively, 
cannot be used to approximate the actual distribution for 
0< ( < 1 even when N is very large. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

We found above that when N = 2, 

lim a (IA 12n) 
£ .... 0 + - 11 = - 00 • 

O( 
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The numerical results of Rosenzweig, Monahan and 
Mehta1 suggest that this is probably the case for all N. 
Thus, it seems that it will in fact be extremely difficult, 
at best, to derive a valid approximation when N is 
arbitrary and ( is small, for width distribution and/or 
its moments. Certainly the usual types of perturbation 
theory will be of little help. 

On the other hand, it is a relatively simple matter to 
approximate the moments when ( ~ 1. In fact, as shown 
above, a series representation, in powers of 1 - (, 
exists, and the coefficients can be found to any particular 
order. We' feel that it may somehow be possible to 
approximate the general coefficient when N is large 
(although to date we have been unable to do so). If this 
can be done, one would then have a representation of the 
moments for large N when 0 < E < 1. Hopefully, one 
could then obtain much information about the moments in 
the region of physical interest, namely when E is small. 
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Because of the pure group theoretical approach to the free nonrelativistic particle through an 
integrable irreducible representation of the quantum mechanical Galilei (Lie) algebra G, it is 
reasonable to construct so-called dynamical (Lie) algebras D which possess an integrable 
representation describing interacting (nonrelativistic) systems. Such dynamical algebras D should 
contain the geometrical subalgebra Goof G, spanned by the mass operator, the momentum, the 
angular-momentum and the position operators. Furthermore, the relation between the free and the 
interacting system is simplified if the one-dimensional Lie algebra T generating free time translations 
is a subalgebra of D. Hence preferred candidates for D are those Lie algebras L which possess a 
subalgebra isomorphic to G or to Go. i.e., those L for which an injective homomorphism 
e; G ... e(G) C L or Go ... e(Go) C L exists. e is called an embedding of G or of Go in L. 
Our main result is a complete classification of 
(i) all nonsemisimple L with Levi decomposition L = S (f F with G or Go embedding i such that 
SCe(G)orSce(Go) _ 
(ii) all complex semisimple L with an embedding of the complex extension of G, 
(iii) all real simple L being real forms or realifications of the lowest dimensional L (i.e., A 5' B 3' C 4) 

with G -embedding. 
The result gives a fairly complete list of all candidates for dynamical nonrelativistic algebras. The 
physical aspects of two of them, the conformal Galilei algebra G c and a limitable dynamical algebra 
Dr, are discussed. A method for the construction of physically useful integrable representations for 
G c and Dr is given. Some general properties of nonrelativistic and of relativistic dynamical algebras 
with G -embeddings are considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. One of the more attractive methods in a group 
theoretical approach to particle physics is the concept 
of dynamical (Lie) algebras D which possess an irre
ducible and integrable representation U ph' such that the 
properties of an interacting system are completely 
determined by U ph(D), similarly as an irreducible and 
integrable representation of the Galilei (Lie) algebra 
G gives a description for the free nonrelativistic 
particle. 

The completeness of the description through U h(D) 
implies for nonrelativistic systems that the posifion, 
momentum, and angular momentum operators q,.,p,., 
and mk' k = 1,2, 3 (three space dimensions) are gen
erators of D and that the quantum mechanical com
mutation relations are valid for q,., Pk' and m,.. Hence 
the mass operator c is also a generator of D. This 
gives 

Go CD 

as an essential condition for a dynamical algebra, with 
Go being the geometrical subalgebra of G spanned by 
qk,Pk' mk' and c. 

Furthermore, also the Hamiltonian h generating the 
dynamics of the system has to be a generator of D, 
making a calculation of bound and scattering states 
possible. 1 If [H, Go] is not contained in Go + H (H being 
the linear hull of h), which is the general case, then D 
contains further generators, some of them being again 
Hamiltonians. The set of all these Hamiltonians is 
called the interaction type of D. D is a finite dimen
sional Lie algebra. Hence there is only a finite num
ber of linearly independent Hamiltonians in D. 

2. An additional and restrictive requirement is the 
assumption that the Hamiltonian t of the free system 
also belongs to D. It implies 

Go C G cD. 
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A justification can be given through a somewhat im
plicit physical argument. A nonrelativistic interaction 
can generally be turned off. This (noncontinuous) pro
cess connects interacting and free systems. If the 
interacting system is described via Uph(D) and the free 
one via U~h(G) it should be possible to define a math
ematical procedure which gives U;h(G) as a "limit" 
of Uph(D). This procedure is a mathematical trans
lation of the physical turning off process. Following 
Segal,2 it is reasonable to assume that the "limit" can 
be realized as a" contraction" between integrable 
representations of D and G. However, D and G have 
different dimensions and the definition of contractions 
becomes a complicated mathematical problem. Quite 
different methods are known. 3 The Simplest one, used 
in Ref. 4, is to restrict a unitary representation of D 
to one of its subalgebras and can be applied only if 
G cD. This relates the assumption t EO D to a special 
limiting procedure. Note that also if t 4: D a group 
theoretical method should exist, which turns the inter
acting system into a free one. 

3. To simplify our notation we call an injective 
homomorphism E mapping a Lie algebra A into a 
Lie algebra B an A-embedding into B, E: A --; E(A) C B. 
Two A-embeddings into B, El and E2, are said to be 
equivalent, if there exist automorphisms P A of A and 
P B of B such that E2 = P BE IP A holds. Then the result 
of the discussion can be summarized as: 

Let G be the Galilei algebra and Go its geometrical 
subalgebra. Lie algebras with G- or with Go-embed
dings are preferable candidates for nonrelativistic 
dynamical algebras. 

This approach was frequently used (see also Sec. 5). 
A Lie algebra which contains G, the conformal Galilei 
algebra G ,was derived in Ref. 5 and is a maximal kin
ematical fuvariance algebra of the free massive 
Schrodinger operator. The generators in G ,not con
tained in G C G ,were identified as infinitesimal dila-

c 
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tations and as a kind of infinitesimal conformal 
transformations. 

Two Lie algebras Dt and D; with G-embeddings were 
given in Refs. 4 and 6 together with a representation 
theory and an identification of the physical systems des
cribed through Dt and Dr 

Lie algebras with G-embeddings can also be used in 
the relativistic case. The Poincare algebra P itself has 
an embedding of the Galilei algebra in two space 
dimensions, G (2), which was used as Galilei structure in 
the light-cone formalism and in phenomenological 
parton models. 7 Similarly, the conformal algebra 
so(4, 2) contains an embedding of G (2), being the con
formal Galilei algebra in two space dimensions. 8 A 
"relativistic" Galilei algebra G r , with embeddings 
E(G) C G r and E/(P) C G r such that E(G) n E'(P) is the 
Euclidean algebra E3 in three space dimensions, was 
outlined in Ref. 9. 

4. It is the purpose of this paper to give a classifi
cation of all Lie algebras L possessing a G-embedding 
or a Go-embedding (Sec. 2, 3,4) and to discuss their 
physical properties (Sec. 5). 

Because a classification of solvable Lie algebras 
and their semidirect sums with semisimple ones is not 
yet available, we restrict the classification to those 
L = 5 C!: F (Levi decomposition) with a G-, Go-embed
ding such that the radical 5 is contained in E(G) or 
E(G O)' respectively, Le., 5 C E(G) CL, or 5 C E(G O) C L. 
We call such radicals minimal. 4 

5. The material is organized as follows: 

The notation is explained in Appendix A and the 
Galilei algebra (in three space dimensions) is described 
in Appendix B. 

The first step of the classification is Lemma 1 and 
its corollary, which list the minimal radicals for 
E(G) C L and E(G O) C L, respectively. The next step is 
a determination of the Levi factors. The result, collect
ed in Sec. 3. 1, is a classification of all nonsemisimple 
L:::J E(G) (lemma 2) and L :::J E(G O) (Lemma 3) with mini
mal radicals in both cases. The proofs are given in 
Secs. 3. 2 and3. 3. for lemma 2 and Lemma 3, respective
ly. A method to construct all real Simple L:::J E(G) via 
an embedding of the complex extension G of G in com
plex simple Lie algebras L is explained in Sec. 4. 1. 
The classification theorems are presented in Sec. 4.2. 
We give all complex simple L with L :::J ECC) in Theorem 
1, all real Simple L being realifications with L :::J E( G) 
in Theorem 2 and all real simple L :::J dG) being real 
0rms of the lowest dimensional Lie algebras L with 
G-embeddings in Theorem 3. The mathematical back
ground of the proofs is outlined in Secs. 4.3 and 4.4. 

A discussion of the results and examples are given 
in Sec. 5. The problem of identifying the physical sys
tem described through a dynamical algebra is outlined 
and partially solved in Sec. 5. 1, which contains also a 
representation theory, based on the method of Nelson 
extensions, for some L :::J E(G). This method is also 
applicable to G . Some examples are treated in Sec. 
5.2. c 

2. PROPERTIES OF LIE ALGEBRAS WITH G
Go -EMBEDDINGS ' 

1. Let L be a real Lie algebra and L = 5 G: Fits 
Levi decomposition (5 = radical, L = Levi factor). 
Consider G = R C±: M and Go = Ro C±: M with M"" so(3), 
R = (C ttl T ttl P) C±: Q and Ro = (C ttl P) C±: Q, respectively. 
Then those L with a G- or a Go-embedding E such that 
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5 C E(G) or 5 C E(GO) (minimal radical) have the form 
given in Lemma 1 (for G-embeddings) and its corollary 
(for Go -embeddings). 

We use the notation A C B if there exists A' "" A, 
A' CB. ~ 

Lemma 1: Let E be an embedding of G into L. 

A. Non-semisimple L with S C E(G) 

a. If L = 5 G: of, a being an injective homomorphism 
a: F ---> Der 5, then L has the structure 
(I) 5 = E(C + T + P), M + Q SF or 
(II) 5=E(C+P+Q),M+TSFor 
(III) 5 = E(C + T + P + Q), M S F. 

b. If L = 5 C±: of, a being an arbitrary homorphism 
a: F ---> Der 5, then L can be written as 'L = L'ttl F 2' 

L' = 5 G: eFl'F = Fl ttl F 2 ,p = a/F l injective, 
with G C L' and L' having the structure of L in 
part a. ~ 

B. Semisimple L 

If L is decomposed into L = ttl r L i, Li simple, then 
G S L; for at lease one i. 

Corollary: Let E be an embedding of Go into L. 

A. Non-semisimple L with S C E(Go ) 
a. If L = 5 C±: 0 l' , a being an inJectIve homorphism 

a: F ---> Der 5, then L has the structure 
(I) 5 = E(C + P), M + Q C For 
(I') S = E(C + Q), M + pC: F or 
(II) 5 = E(e + P + Q),MC: F. 

b. (See lemma 1 with Go inserted for G). 

B. Semisimple L (See Lemma 1). 

2. Proof of Lemma 1: For simplicity we shall identify 
E(G) with G; no confusion should arise. Consider the 
projection operators P s' PF in the vector space 5 + F 
with PF/5 = Ps/F = 0 and Ps + PF = I. Then PF is a 
(Lie algebra) homorphism L ---> F, because for x, x' E 

L[X,X'] = [(Ps + PF)(x), (Ps + PF)(x')] =y + 
[PF(X),PF(X ' )] withy E 5, Le.,PF([x,x ' ]) = [PF(x),PF(x ' )]. 

Note that Ps is not necessarily a homomorphism. 
For P F we have Ker PF n G = J v with J v, v = 1, ... , 6, 
being one of the six solvable ideals of G given in 
Appendix B. Hence, at most, those 5 with 5 = Jv will be 
minimal. We checkforwhichJv an embedding is possible. 
Take 5 = C. Then [(PF + Ps)(P), (PF + Ps)(Q)] = 
[PF(P), PF(Q)] = PF([p, Q)) = 0, which contradics 
[p,Q] = c. 

The case 5 = C + P is also forbidden: [T, Q] C C + 
[PF(T), PF(Q)] = C + PF([T, Q)) = C + PF(P) = C con
tradicts [T, Q] = P. The theorem of Malcev and 
Harish-Chandralo implies that, if G C L, then there 
is always an automorphism T of L such that T(M) C F, 
T(5) = 5. Moreover,for S = C + T + P an automor
phism ~ of G with VC + T + P + M = I and ~(qi) = 
T-l(PF(q i)) exists, Le., T~(Q + M) C F, thus Q + M S F. 
A similar result holds for 5 = C + P + Q. The case 
5 = R is trivial. 

,Let L = 5 G F be decomposed into L = L' ttl F 2' 
L = 5 G pFl'~ = ker a,p = a/FvF = Fl ttl F 2, 
then p is an injective homomorphism F 1 ---> Der 5, and 
E I = PL ,E is injective because all nonzero ideals in G 
contain C and E(C) C S for all J v '" 0 (PL , is the pro
jection operator on L'). Hence E' is an embedding of 
G in L'. For S = 0, L is decomposed into simple ideals 
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L = ffi{Li' Every projection operator Pi is a homomor
phism L ~ Li and the kernel of Pi is an ideal in 
G. If Pi(G) 'f G for i:= 1, ... ,r, then C C ker Fi for 
all i and hence C ~ L in contradiction to GeL. So 
there is at least one simple ideal L i in L with 
G-embedding. 

3. The proof of the corollary is the same as for Lem
ma 1, except the part in which S = C + P is excluded 
because this part uses T. P and Q have to be treated 
symmetrically. 

4. We mention that because of the results given in 
Secs.3 and 4, all types of L with G-embedding given 
in Lemma 1 and its corollary are possible 

3. NONSEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS WITH G·, 
Go -EMBEDDI NGS 

We calculate a complete list of all nonsemisimple 
L = S CE 0 F of type I, II, III for G and of type I, II for 
Go' The results are given in Lemmas 2 and 3 in Sec. 3. 
The proofs for G and Go are outlined in Secs. 3. 2 and 
3.3, respectively. In the proofs, first Der S is deter
mined, then properties of a(F) = adsF are derived such 
that F can be identified using the classification of ir
reducible real and comple representations of simple 
Lie algebras. Note that adsF gives the commutators 
between S and F. 

A. The results for minimal radicals 

Lemma 2: Let G be the Galilei algebra G = R CE M, 
R = (C ffi T ffi P) G: Q, M ~ so(3). Let E be an embedding 
of G into L := S G: 0 F with a being an injective homo
morphism a: F ~ Der S, and let S be a minimal radical 
and not zero. 

Then L has the following form: 

(I) S := E( C + T + P) 

(a) F ~ sl(5,R), adsF = sl(5,R) or 
(b) F ~ so(4, 1), adsF = so(4, 1) 

(II) S::=E(C+P+Q) 

(a) F ~ sP(3,R), adp+QF = sP(3,R) and 
adcF = 0 or 

(b) F ~ sP(I,R) ffi so (3), 
adp+QF = (13 X sP(1,R)) ffi (so(3) x 12 ) 

and adJ = 0 

(III) S:= E(C + T + P + Q), F ~ so(3). 

Lemma 3: Let Go be the geometrical Galilei 
algebra Go = Ro CE M,Ro = (G ffi P) CE Q, M ~ so(3). 
Let E be an embedding of Go into L = S CE of with a 
being an injective homomorphism a: F ~ Der Sand 
let S be minimal but not trivial. 

Then L has the following form: 

(I) S = E(C + P) or S = E(G + Q),F ~ sl(4,R), 
adsF = sl(4,R) or 

(II) S=E(C+P+Q) 

(a) (see IIa in Lemma 2) or 
(b) (see lib in Lemma 2) or 
(c) F ~ so(3), adp+QF = so(3) + so(3), 

adcF::= 0 or 
(d) F ~ sl(3,R), adcF := 0 

adp+QF = sl(3,R} + sl(3,R}. 

We add the following remarks: 
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Case III in Lemma 2 shows that there exists no 
embedding of G in L = R CE F except for L ~ G. The 
corresponding case for a Go-embedding, i.e., S = Ro, 
has a trivial (L ~ Go) and nontrivial solutions (as II in 
Lemma 3). 

s p( 3, R) is the largest simple Lie algebra which can 
be coupled to C + F + Q, Any semisimple Lie algebra 
for which each simple ideal has nontrivial commutators 
with the radical C + P + Q is a subalgebra of sP(3,R), 
i.e., sP(I,R) ffi so(3) C sp(3,R), so(3) C sP(3,R) or 
sl(3,R) C sp(3,R), and the corresponding adsF can be 
calculated from ad p+Qsp(3,R) = sp(3,R) and adcF ::= 0 

It was mentioned already that any L with E( G) C L 
has also a Go-embedding, E(GO) C L. But there exist 
embeddings EO of Go into some L which cannot be ex
tended to embeddings ofG intoL (e.g. Lemma3 case I); 
in these cases and if L has a minimal radical the Levi 
factor of L must be enlarged in order to get extensions 
of EO to G-embeddings (except for L ~ Go). 

B. Proof of the classification lemma for G-embeddings 

1. Embeddings with radical S = €(C + T + F) (Type I): 
E( G) == G for simplicity. 

(1) S is a five-dimensional Abelian subalgebra; hence 
Der S = s 1(5,R) ffi T 1 with T 1 spanned by 15 , A suitable 
basiS in S is 

£s = {c, t,p/i = 1,2, 3}. 

(2) We have a(F} C sl(5,R). adsF is real irreducible 
(Le., because of dim S = 5, also complex irreducible). 
To show this, suppose the contrary. Then adsF reduces 
into a 3- or a 4-dimensional real irrep. and a two- or a 
one-dimensional rep. because of adsM = 02 .;. so(3). 
Then S ~ T 5 implies that G decomposes- into 
G = G 1 ffi G2 with dim G2 ::= 2 or 1 which is not 
possible. 

(3) F must be Simple, because otherwise Schur's 
lemma would imply that F contains a simple ideal com
muting with S, which contradicts a being injective. There 
are only real forms of A 3 , A 4 • B 2 , D2 as Simple sub
algebras xes 1(5,R) with dim X > 6. A3 is excluded 
since it has no five-dimensional irrep. For A4 ~ sl(5, C), 
only the real form s l( 5, R} is isomorphically contained 
in Der S. so(5, G) has three real forms, so(5), so(4, 1), 
and so(3, 2). Because so(5} is the compact real form of 
B

2
, the maximal dimension of its abelian subalge~ras is 

equal to the rank of B 2 , i.e., it is 2 and F ~ so(5) 1S 
excluded. 

The same holds for F ~ so(3, 2). In this case consider 
the following so(3, 2) basis £' = {m~, n i4 , n i5 , kj i = 1,2, 3} 
with mi = - EijkE~k' n i4 = Ei4 - E 4i , lli5 = Ei5 + E5i , 
k = E 45 - E 54 • The rep. ad so(3) reduces on so(3, 2) as 
so(3) + so(3) + so(3) + 0 1 , and {m i},{n i41, and {n i5 } 

transform under ad so(3) in the same way. Because, up 
to automorphism of so(3, 2), there is only one subalgebra 
in so(3, 2), isomorphic to so(3), we have that qJ = am; + 
bn 4 + d:n 5 with a, b, j real. But [q1,q2] = 0 implies 
a; b = d = O. The remaining case F ~ so(4, 1) 
is possible. There exists an embedding of G into L, 
e.g., with a basis £:' = {PI' jJ2' P3 , C + P, c - p} for S, 
with the rep. so(3) + 02 for adsM and adsq i = 
- E i4 + e i 5 + E 4 i + E 5 i' 

2. Embeddings with radical S = E(G + P + Q) 
(Type IT): 

(1) S is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra in 
three space dimensions. We use the basis £s = 
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{c, Pi' q j i = 1,2, 3} and infer from Ref. 4 that 
Der S::::::: T6 G (T1 EB sp(3,R». The symplectic algebra 
sP(3,R) appears in the form 

. (Sl S2) 01 + , Si real 3x3 matrices, S2' S3 symmetric. 
S3 -Sf 

The generator of T 1 is a diagonal matrix and the six 
generators of T 6 are E lv' lJ = 2, ... ,7, Le., C is an 
ideal in L. 

(2) We have a(F) S sP(3,R). [C, F] C C yields 
[C,F] = 0, Le.,a(F) C 01 + sP(3,R). Hence we have to 
calculate all semisimple F with 

(a) a(F) = 01 + adp+Qf C 01 -+- sP(3,R) 
((3) a(M) = 01 t so(3) + so(3). C a,(F) 
(y) a(t) = 01 +(13X(8li»E01+(13XSP(1,R»C a(F). 

adp+QF is complex irreducible in sP(3,R). To show 
this, suppose the contrary. Then, because of ((3), adp+QF 
reduces into two three-dimensional irreps. which con
tain a rep. of both M and T which commute. So adp+QT 
must commute with adp+QF and, because adp+QF has 
no centre ad P+ Q T must be zero in contradiction to 
[T, S] '" 0. 

Now let adp+QF be a complex ir.!educible subalgebra 
of sP(3,R). Then adp+QF = adp+QF is also irreducible 
in sp(3, C). A complete list of irreducible subalgebras 
of sp(3, CLcan be found in Ref. 11 ~d we have 
(a) adp+QF = sp(3, C) or (b) adp+QF ~ (13 X sP(1, C» ~ 
(so(3, C) x 12), Hence adp+QF is a real form of adp+QF 
such that ad P+ QF remains complex irreducible. This 
implies for case (a) adp+QF = sP(3,R) and, because of 
({3),for case (b) adp+QF = (13 X s1'(3,R» EB (so(3) x 12), 
There exist embeddings of both types. 

3. Embeddings with radical S = €(C + T + P + Q) 
(type III): 

(1) A straightforward calculation shows 
Der S = [((Ap EB AQ) C± (AT EB T 5» C± (T1 G T 2 )] GAM 
with Ap ::::::: AQ three-dimensional abelian,A T one
dimensional, AM ::::::: so(3) and Tv T 2' T 5 being one-, two-, 
five-dimensional Abelian. Furthermore ad S = 
Ap + A + AT' «Ap EB A Q) GAT) G AM ~ GiC and 
[Ap, Tz,~ = Ap, [A Q, T~] = A Q, [AT' T~] = AT' 
[T 2 , T1l = 7 v [T5,AMl = T 5, [T5,AQl = Ap, 
[T5' T 2] = T5,12 

(2) From a(M) C a(F) C Der S we have immediately 
F ::::::: so(3). ~ 

C. Proof of the classification lemma for Go' 
embeddings 

1. Embeddings with radical S = E(C + P) or 
S = E(C + Q) (type I, I'): 

(1) [E(GO) == Go] S is a four-dimensional abelian 
subalgebra; hence Der S = s l( 4, R) EB T 1 with T 1 spanned 
by 14 , 

(2) We have adsF C sl(4,R). In the same way as in 
Sec. 3B1 one can show that F is isomorphic to a simple 
subalgebra of s l( 4, R) which contains Q + M (or P + M) 
isomorphically. Only s l( 4, R) itself has this property. 

2. Embeddings with radical S = E(C + P + Q) (type 
11): 

The proof is the same as for G-embeddings of type II 
up to condition (y) which must be cancelled here. If 
ad p+ QF is complex reducible, then it reduc~s into two 
three-dimensional irreps. containing so(3) + so(3). 
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This gives (c) adp+QF = so(3) or (d) adp+QF = sl(3,R) 
because the only semisilI!ple matrix subalgebras in 
sP(3,R) containing so(3) + so(3), and leaving P and fJ 
separately invariant, are so(3) + so(3) and sl(3,R) + 
sl(3,R). If adp+QF is complex irreducible in sP(3,R) 
we have, as before, (a) adp+QF = sp(3,R) or (b) adp+QF = 
(13 X sP(1,R» EB(so(3) x 12 ), There exist embeddings of 
all these types. 

4. SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS WITH G-EMBEDDINGS 

The technique applied to classify real simple L with 
G-embeddings, which uses as first step embeddings of 
the complex Galilei algebra G into complex simple Lie 
algebras, is sketched in Sec.4A. The results are pre
sented in Sec. 4B. A guideline for the proofs is given 
in Secs. 4C and 4D for complex and real embeddings, 
respectively. 13 

A. Real and complex embeddings 

1. The set of all real simple Lie algebrasL splits14 .15 
into two disjoint sets ~ and ;IT(2: The set ;IT(1 contains 
all real forms, Le., all real Simple L with a complex 
extension L which is also Simple. ~ contains all 
realifications, i.e., all real simple L with a complex 
extension L such that L = L' EB L' with L' being a com
plex simple Lie algebra. 16 

;IT(1 = {LiL simple}, ~ = {LiL = L' EB L', L' simple}. 

For any complex simple L' there exists exactly one real 
Simple L, such that r = rEB r. Let J:; be the set of all 
complex Simple Lie algebras. Then we have a bijective 
mapping cJ>: J:; ~ ~ and cJ> puts the well-known classi
fication for J:; into a classification for ;IT( 2' 

2. Consider now G-embeddings. Because of Lemma 1 
part B one can prove that L E: J:; possesses a G-embed
ding iffthe corresponding <t(L) E:;IT(2 has a G-embedding 
To have all realifications with G-el!!.beddin.s:s it is neces
sary to determine the set J:;2 of all L w~h G-embedding. 
So complex embeddings of the complex G become a use
ful tool for the classification of realifications with G
embeddings; they are also needed for the case of 
G-embeddings into real forms. 

B. The results 

1. We recalPo first that the set J:; of complex simple 
Lie algebras contains four chains: Ar, B r , CAr", 1) and 
Dr(r '" 3) and the exceptional cases G2,F4,E6,E7,Es' 
There are the isomorphism A1 ::::::: B1 ::::::: C v B2 ::::::: C2 and 
A3 ::::::: D 3. The following inclusions are valid: Ar C A r+1, 
Br C B r+1, C r C Cr+1,D r C Dr+V Br C Dr+v B3 CF4 C 
E6 C E7 C Es (the list is not complete). Hence J:; can be 
split into disjoint sets J:;1 = {AAr ~ 4), BAr ~ 2), 
CAr ~ 3),D3, G2 } and J:;2 = J:; - J:;1' 

2. Using the techniques indicated in Sec.4C we show 

Lemma 4: Th~complex Lie algebras A 4 , B 2 , C3 ' 

and G2 possess no G-embeddings. 

Lemma 5:_ G-embeddings into A 5 , B 3 , and C 4 exist. 
Nonequivalent G-embeddi~s into A5 can be labelled with 
a complex number O. All G-embeddings into B3 are 
equivalent and all G-embeddings into C4 are equivalent. 

Lemmas 4 and 5 give together with the stated inclu
sions [each of the Lie algebras in J:; 2 has A 5' B 3 and (or) 
C4 as subalgebra]: 

Theorem 1: Complex simple Lie algebras L have 
a G-embedding iff 
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L E £2 = {Ar(r '" 5}, Br(r '" 3}, Cr(r '" 4}, Dr(r '" 4}, F 4' 
E 6 , E7,EsJ· 

This gives a complete answer for the complex case. 

3. As mentioned in Sec.4A2 a solution for complex 
L gives a solution for those real L which are realifica
tions. So we have: 

Theorem 2: Real simple Lie algebra~Q:>(L} which 
are realifications have a G-embedding iff L E £2 (with 
£2 given in Theorem 1). 

The real forms with G-embeddings were determined 
as described in Sec. 4D for the three lowest-dimensional 
Lie algebras in the A-, B- and the combined B-D chain 
in £2' A complicated discussion of the involutions of 
compact real forms and of special properties of G give 
for A 2 -,B 3 , and C4 : 

Theorem 3: Only the following real forms of A 5 , 

B 3 , and C4 have a G-embedding: 

sl(6,R} as a real form of A 5 , 

so(5, 2} as a real form of B 3 , 

sp(4,R} as a real form of C4 • 

4. We add the following remarks: We have not cal
culated all real forms with G-embeddings but only those 
for A 5 , B 3 , C4 • However, the inclusions betv:een re~ 
forms give, together with Theorem 3, some mformatlOn 
on G-embeddings into higher-dimensional real forms. 

In the case of so(5, 2} and sP(4,R} there is only one 
G-embedding up to equivalence (see Sec. 4. 4). In gen
eral [e.g., in the case of sl(6,R}] one has to distinguish 
between different equivalence classes of embeddings. 
For some physical applications of embeddings it is 
useful to know these different equivalence classes. 17 

C. Complex simple Lie algebras with G-embeddings 

1. Suppose that L h~s a G-embedding. Then every 
solvable subalgebra of G is contained in a maximal 
solvable subalgebra A of L. This fact can be used in 
connection with 

Morozov's theorem IS: Let Al and A2 be two maxi
mal solvable subalgebras of the complex simple Lie_ 
algebra L. Then there exists an automorphism 0 of L 
with 0(:4) = A2. _ 

One of the maximal subalgebras in L can ~ identified 
as follows: Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of L, let :1:: be 
the corresponding root system and let II and :1::+ be the 
systems of Simple and positive roots._Then the basis 
£ = fh e e_ la. E II, a E :1::J in L is called Weyl w "ai' ex' ct z. _ 

basis. Tlie ha , a.LE.!I span..!! an~ ea.~_<x'~ E :1::+ span 
two subalgebr'as N.,N_ and L = H + N+ + N_ holds. 
With this notation, H + N+ is a maximal solvable sub
algebra in L. 

2. The application of 1l!is ~sul~ to G_implies that 
the solvable subalgebra «C Ell TEll P) (£ ~) (£ (M+ + M 3 ) = 
S e G, M+ and M3 spanned by im 1 + m 2 and m 3 , 

r~~pectivelY must be contained.J.so~orphica~y in 
H + N+ up to automorphism of~, if L_has~ G-embedding. 
Therefore one has to identify S 10 in H + N+ and, further.:... 
more, identify the remaining element m_ = im1 - m 2 E G 
in L. 

D. Realifications and real forms with G-embeddings 

1. All realifications with G-embedding~ can be 
Simply found from the G-embeddings into L E £2' 

2. Real forms of a complex simple n-dimensional 
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L can be considered as real n-dimensional subspaces of 
L, which close to a real Lie algebra. Let E be a fixed 
embeddi!!1S of G into a real Lie algebra, L being a real 
form of L. Then we have the following inclusions of real 
and complex subalgebras of L: E( G) e E( G) e L, 
E(G} e L e L. As result of our discussion of the ~om
plex case we have in Lemma 5 all em~ddings of G in 
A 5 , B 3 , and C 4 up to automorphism of L. Because of the 
special structure of G one can_show, moreover, that all 
real subalgebras G' e E(G} S; L, G' "" G, which can be 
completed to real forms of L, are conjugate 19 to E( G} by 
inner automorphisms of L. Furth~more, the parameter 
o which labels the non equivalent G-embeddings into A5 
must be real if there exists a real form L of A5 with 
E(G} e L e A 5 • Therefore, for & and~4 we have to 
consider only one embedding of G into L, and for A5 
a set of G-embeddings labelled by a real number.~ In 
each case the usual complex transformation G --> G 
(0 denotes the hyperbolic Galilei algebra, see Appendix 
B) yields E( OLe L w with L w being a real form, called 
Weyl form of L (Lw is the real linear hull of the Weyl 
basis £ w)' Similarly to the methods of Gan..!macher, 15 

one can prove that all other real forms of L can be 
found from Lw_via a complex line~r transformation V 
which fulfills VV-l E Aut L, with V being the complex 
conjugate of V in the Weyl basis. HeEce we must deter
mine those V which (I) transform E(G} into G' "" E(G} 
and (2) fulfill VV-1 E Aut L. With V the involution J 
which gives the real form is known. We have calculated 
these V for A 5 , B 3 , and C4 • 

In each of the cases B3 and C 4 there is only one real 
form with G-embeddings [so( 5, 2} and sP( 4,R}, res
pectively] and for each of these real forms all G-embed
dings are equivalent. For A5 we get only the real form 
sl(6,R} which has G-embeddings, but there·are non
equivalent G-embeddings into s l(6,R} labelled by the 
real number o. 

5. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES 

The problem of how to identify a Lie algebra with 
G-embeddings as dynamical algebra of a physical sys
tem is discussed in Sec. 5A. Using some properties of 
integrable representations, the identification problem 
is solved for those L listed in case II of Lemma 1. A 
representation theory for the conformal Galilei algebra 
is indicated. The Lie algebras with Galilei embeddings 
already used in particle physics are given in Sec. 5B. 

A. The center of € (G) and € (Go) 

1. If an irreducible and integrable representation 
U· of a dynamical algebra D is used for the description 
or' a non relativistic system, one has to identify those 
generators which are not contained in the Galilei sub
algebra E(G} of D with infinitesimal transformations, 
e.g., Hamiltonians. The identification can depend on the 
representation. The generators of E(G} e D should 
-etain their physical interpretation. Applied to the mass 
_perator U i( E( e)), this implies [with the notation E( G} == G]: 
If U( e} = im n, the system described through U i has a 
fixed mass m and corresponds to a particle moving in a 
potential. 

Because U. is assumed to be faithful a necessary con
dition for U . (Ie) = im 1 is that D is not semisimple and 
that e E S w'ith S being the radical of D. This condition 
is always fulfilled for D with G-, Go-embeddings and 
minimal radical S -= 0 (see Lemma 1). The mass m is 
one of the labels which characterize the irreduciblt; 
representations U i' The restriction of U i to the. Helsen
berg subalgebra H3 = (e Ell P) (£ Q yields a quasl-
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irreducible representation of H 3' i.e., a degenerated 
irreducible representation. The irreducible representa
tions of H 3 are uniquely, up to unitary equivalence, 
determined by m. 

If U i( c) is not a multiple of the identity, then U j des
cribes, e.g., the relative motion of a two-particle 
system. 

A similar discussion for the physical so(3) sub
algebra in D = (S C! F 1) EB F 2 (see Sec. 2), which can 
have projection parts in F 2' shows that U j yields systems 
which can have a spin spectrum. 

2. We use the results for a solution of the identifi
cation problem for nonsemisimple D with minimal 
radical. Because U, IH 3 is quasi -irreducible, one can 
express the generators in the Levi factor F of D on a 
dense set 'J)'bn of analytic vectors for U i as functions of 
U j(q k)' U h (P k), k = 1,2, 3, and a physical interpretation 
is (formally) possible. The procedure can be simplified: 
Let f(D) and f(H 3) be the universal enveloping alge
bras20 of D and H 3. A basis in f(H3) is given by a set 
of polynomials of the partly noncom muting variables 
Pk' qk' c. Let U be an integrable representation of H.1 
and U(f(H3)) be the image of f(H3) under U. Assume 
now that: 

(AI) There exists a homomorphism 1]: f(D) --71}( f(D)) C 

U(f(H3)) with 1](x) =U(x) for x E f(H 3) and 'I)(x) skew 
symmetric for XED E f(D). 

If the operators/)(x),x ED, obtained from U(H3) 
through 1], form an integrable representation V of D, 
then 'I) yields an identification of the generators of Ui(D) 
as polynomials in U(Pk ), U(qk) E U(H3). To prove the 
existence of V, a second assumption is needed: 

(All) H3 is an ideal in D. 

Then the extension theorem of Nelson21 can be 
applied: If AI and All are fulfilled, then the representa
tion U of H 3 can be extended to an integrable repre
sentation fj of D, called Nelson extension of U to D. One 
can show that {J is even unique, Le., all integrable repre
sentations of D with ideal H 3 are Nelson extensions of 
the representation U of H 3' We now check the assump
tions. The homomorphism 1/ exists (see Ref. 4) and H 3 

is an ideal for all L listed in case II of Lemma 1 and its 
corollary. Hence: The integrable representations of 
H3 G sP(3,R),H3 G (sP(l,R) EB so(3)) "" Cc ,H3 G so(3) "" 
CO,H3 Gsl(3,R),withH3 = (CEB P) GQ are Nelson 
extensions of integrable representations of H 3 and the 
identification of the generators as polynomials in U(qk)' 
U(Pk ) up to unitary equivalence is possible. An irreduc
ible representation of D can be obtained by Nelson 
extension only from an irreducible representation U of 
H 3 and describes spinless particles. 

3. With the remarks given above the physical situa
tion of the dynamical algebras listed in case II of 
Lemma 2 and its corollary can be clarified. The other 
non semisimple Lie algebras have an abelian radical 
and the Nelson extension cannot be applied. 22 

B. Examples 

1. Only the nonsemisimple Lie algebras with C
embeddings listed in case II of Lemma 1 were used up 
to now. 

A dynamical algebra Dt = H 3 G sP(3,R) (case II-a) 
was proposed in Ref. 4 as a Lie algebra of a limitable 
dynamical group. A representation theory of Dt was 
constructed using Nelson extensions and it was shown, 
using the method sketched before, that U ,(Dt) describes 
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spinless one particle systems with Hamiltonians of the 
typeH= L,ij(aijPjPj + bjjqjqj + Cjj(Pjqj +q;Pj)) which 
contain also Hamiltonians with a subalgebra of s P( 3, R), 
e.g., so(2, 1), as spectrum generating algebra. With a 
special method to treat the spin part in unitary repre
sentations of the Galilei group, the model was extended 
in Ref. 6 to particles with spin using D~ = Dt EB SO(3)1 
as dynamical algebra. Here the physical so(3) sub
algebra has projection parts in Dt and SO(3)1 

2. A subalgebra of Dt, the conformal Galilei 
algebra C c = H3 G (sp(l,R) EB so(3) (case II-b), was 
first derived by (liagen5 and later by Niederer23 ) as 
the maximal kinematical invariance algebra of the 
Schrodinger operator (2mo o - Oja;) of a free massive 
nonrelativistic particle. 

The generators in Cc not being generators of f(C) 
were identified with dilatations and with a kind of con
formal transformations. C was also used in Ref. 5 to 
discuss scale and conform~l transformations in a 
Galilei invariant field theory. 

A representation theory for C was indicated in 
Ref. 24 and can be put in a generCal form via the Nelson 
extensions of representations of the Heisenberg algebra 
as shown in Sec. 5A2. The generators in a representa
tion U of C were identified in Ref. 24 as functions of 
U(qk)' U(Pk)~25 The Cc -theory is contained in the Dt
theory because C c c n t and because the Nelson exten
sion of U(H3) to nt, restricted to Cc , gives the Nelson 
extension of U(H 3) to Cc • Hence C c describes as Dt a 
single particle moving in a potential; new internal 
degrees of freedom are not related to the system. 

3. From a more geometrical point of view it would 
be interesting to construct a dynamical algebra iJr with 
a Galilei and a Poincare embedding f(C) and f'eF), res
pectively, such that f(C) n f:'(P) is the Euclidean algebra 
E3 in three space dimensions. An algebra of this type, 
the" relativistic" Galilei algebra C T = « C EB T EB P 4) C± 

Q 4) G so(3, 1), was given in Ref. 926 and its representa
tion theory in Ref. 27. The method of Nelson extensions 
is also applicable to Cy' The radical in Gy is not 
minimal. 

One may ask, whether there are more Lie algebras 
with this mixed G- and P-embedding. From our classi
fication we find the following result: The Lie algebras 
L"" (C + T + P) G sl(5,R), L "" (C + T + P) c± so(4, 1) 
(Lemma 2, case I) and L "" so(5, 2) (Theorem 3) have the 
properties: (1) L has a Galilei embedding f(C) C L (2) 
L has a Poincare embedding f:/(P) C L (3) f(C) n f'(P) = 
f(Q G: so(3)), i.e., the Euclidean algebra in three space 
dimensions. 

4. Consider now the Galilei algebra G (2) in two 
space dimensions. Here G (2) S P and a G (2)-embedding 
into simple Lie algebra so(4, 2) was applied 8 to extreme 
relativistic processes. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The classification and the discussion of the physical 
properties of possible dynamical algebras D for non
relativistic systems show, that even in the simple case 
that D has a G-embedding there are group theoretical 
difficulties. The main problem is the identification of 
a given algebra as the dynamical algebra of a single 
or more particle system. The assumption that G is a 
subalgebra of D, Le., that the description of a non
relativistic free particle is contained in the representa
tion of D gives only a hint but not a general method to 
identify D. It is necessary to put more phYSical infor
mation in the approach, e.g., a group theoretical ver-
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sion of a limiting procedure between interacting and 
free systems or a general group theoretical approach 
to the scattering problem. 
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APPENDIX A. NOTATION 

The semidirect sum and direct sum of two Lie 
algebras A, B are denoted by A G pB (or simply A G B) 
and A Ell B. p: b ~ P b is a homomorphism mapping B 
into the Lie algebra Der A of derivations of A, i.e., 
pb(a) = (adAb)(a) = [b, a], a E A, b E B, if adA is the 
adjoint representation restricted to the ideal A. P 
defines the semidirect sum. N + M = A means that the 
linear subspace A of a Lie algebra B is the direct 
vector space sum of the two linear subspaces N and 
M of B, + means the direct sum of matrices and repre
sentations, respectively, and x the Kronecker product 
of matrices and representations, respectively. 

The n-dimensional zero matrix and unit matrix are 
written as 0 n and 1". F or fixed i, I? the matrix E ik is 
defined by (E ik) I m = Oil 0km' T" is the n-dimensional 
abelian real Lie algebra. 

If for Lie algebras A, B there exists A' C B, A I f':::> A, 
we write AS B. A always denotes the complex exten
sion of A. 

APPENDIX B. THE GAll LEI ALGEBRA 

We define the Galilei algebra G via its Levi decom
position G = R G aM and a decomposition of 
R = (C Ell T Ell P) G rQ with M f':::> so(3), P f':::> Q f':::> T 3' 

T f':::> C f':::> T 1 and with standard basis oC == 
{c, t, Pi' q i' m;! i = 1,2, 3}. The semidirect sums in G 
and R are given by homomorphisms a: M 3 m ~ Pm E Der R, 
Pm = ad Rm , and T: Q 3q~ TEDer (C + T + P) such that the 
nonzero commutators arel mi,h] == EikeP e , [mi' q k] = 
E ike qe' [p iq k] = O;k c , [q i' t] = Pi' The center of G is C. 
G has the following solvable ideals J 1 = C, J 2 = C + P, 
J 3 ::: C + T + P, J 4 == C + P + Q, J 5 = C + T + P + Q == 
R, J6 = O. The maximal solvable ideal, i.e., the radical 
of G, is J 5 • 

The complex extension of G is G = R G a M with 
R being the complex extension of R an~ M "" B l' There 
are two nonisomorphic real forms of G: the (spherical) 
Galilei algebra G given above and the hyperbolic Galilei 
algebra G = R G oM withR "" R and M"" so(2, 1). 

The Galilei algebra is the central extension of 
G = R 0.: M withR "" R/C.28 We denote Go = Ro 0.: M, 
R 0 = C + P + Q, as geometrical Galilei algebra. 
Galilei algebras G (II) corresponding to Galilei trans
formations in n space dimensions are defined as 
G \n) = Rn C!: so(n), P n "" Q" "" Tn' T "" C "" T 1> 
R" == (C Ell T Ell P J G Q n' and G (m) C G (II) for m -'S n 
holds. G refers to n = 3, i.e., G == G C;J). 
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Ilf only h and the generators of a degeneracy algebra E ([h. E] = 0) are 
elements of D but not Pk' q k and c, then D is called a spectrum generating 
algebra for h if D has an integrable representation U such that 
h = L aiU(dj} with { di } being a basis of D; ai rea!. 
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contraction of L yields a Lie algebra L' :::J € (G). 
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We show that a large class of backward-scattering matrix elements involving 11k ~ ± 2k F vanish 
for fermions interacting with two-body attractive forces in one dimension. (These same matrix 
elements are finite for noninteracting particles and infinite for particles interacting with two-body 
repulsive forces.) Our results demonstrate the possibility of persistent currents in one dimension at 
T = 0, and are a strong indication of a metal-to-insulator transition at T = 0 for repulsive forces. 
They are obtained by use of a convenient representation of the wave operator in terms of 
density-fluctuation operators. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is usual to express the density-fluctuation opera
torsI p(P) as bilinear forms of the wave operator lJ1(x). 
We have recently succeeded in inverting the process, 
expressing the wave operator as an exponential form of 
the density fluctuation operators, in the special case of 
Luttinger's soluble model of interacting fermions in one 
dimension2 • While certain aspects of our procedure 
could obviously be used in other applications3 or even 
adapted to the case of electrons in three dimensions, we 
limit the present application to the challenging question, 
of whether perSistent currents (Le., supercurrents) can 
exist in one dimension despite arbitrary random scat
tering potentials. The surprising result is that, for 
sufficiently attractive two- body forces, a current
carrying state at T = ° can have infinite lifetime regard
less of the strength of the scattering mechanisms. 
Therefore, it is proved rigorously that superconduct
ivity can exist, at T = 0, in one dimenSion, despite the 
well-known lack of long range order. We also find the 
converse, that for sufficiently repulsive two- body forces, 
the lifetime of a current-carrying state at T == ° tends to 
zero, and the system acquires the attributes of an 
insulator. The nontrivial generalization of these results 
to finite temperature is the subject of an ongoing, 
separate, study. 

DETAILS OF THE MODEL 

We first recall certain aspects of the soluble many
fermion model2 under scrutiny. It consists of right
going particles (labeled 1) having constant velocity vo, 
and left-gOing particles (labeled 2) with velocity -vo, 
with interactions characterized by a two- body potential 
V(x - x') and coupling constant A, obeying a Hamiltonian: 

JC == voL; k(n Ik -n2k) 
k 

+(A/L) I; U(P)[PI(P) + P2(P)][Pl( -P) + P2(-P)], (1) 
p 

where p, k refer to wave numbers, U(P) is the} ourler 
transform of V(x - x') and the various operators are 

>Pi(X) == L-I/2L;a ik e ikx 

k 

(2) 

with L == dimension of the space, for purposes of box 
normalization. The particle-current operator jop takes 
the form 

(3) 
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If, for example, at T == ° we set the coupling constant A == 
0, we find for the eigenvalue of (3) the value 

for, at T == 0, the ground state of the non-interacting 
particles is described by occupation numbers n lk == 1 
for -ex) < k < kIF and n Ik == 0 for k > klF' together 

(4) 

with n 2k == 1 for R2F < k < +ex), and n 2k == 0 for k < k 2F . 
In the ground state, k2F == -kIF and no current flows. 
In general, however, we can have kIF"" -k2F and the 
current eigenvalue j will be nonzero. This conclusion is 
unaffected by the interactions when A"" 0, for jop com
mutes with both parts of the Hamiltonian JC separately, 
and j is therefore a good quantum number until a 
mechanism for decay of the current is introduced into 
the Hamiltonian. 

Accordingly, we introduce a mechanism allowing 
electrons to be backward scattered from one branch to 
the other, in order to test the hypothesis of persistent 
currents. For definiteness, consider a one-body scatter
ing Hamiltonian JC I : 

( 5) 

where W(x) is a random potential. Because jop does not 
commute with JC I, j is no longer a constant of the motion, 
and generally decays exponentially: 

j(t) ==j(O) exp(-t/T), (6) 

where T == lifetime of the current, is a measure of the 
strength of the scattering potential W(x) and of the 
effective density of one-particle states. To probe the 
latter, we compute the matrix element: 

(7) 

in which Ii> is the initial, exact, eigenstate of both JC and 
j OJ>.' and If> is the final eigenstate of these operators. It 
WIll be appreciated that if the initial eigenvalue of j 0 

is j , the final eigenvalue is j - 2vo' The matrix elenients 
M enable us to compute the structure of JC I in the Hilbert 
space of the eigenstates of JC. Some of them could be 
finite, as for non interacting particles, and then we would 
have normal decay. But if we find that the matrix 
elements connecting lOW-lying states are all zero, then 
there can be no scattering, and the existence of persis
tent currents is demonstrated. If, on the other hand, 
some matrix elements are infinite, then we may conclude 
either that the lifetime T of a current is zero, or, more 
accurately, that the effects of JC I are too profound to be 
taken into account by perturbation theory (for it causes 
an insulator phase to replace the metallic phase, and this 
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should presumably be taken into account before the 
effects of the two-body forces.) In the following, we shall 
find all these possibilities to be realizable, depending on 
the sign and magnitude of U(O) == J dxV(x). 

PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS 

We start by recalling the unitary transformation S which 
renders exp(iS)JC exp(- is) diagonal. It has the form 2 

S == (21Ti/L)I; p-lcp(P)Pl(P)P2(-P), (8) 
allp 

We recall that, owing to the peculiarities of a filled 
Fermi sea, the p'S do not all commute, but obey the 
commutation relations 

(9) 

in which £1 == -1 and £2 == +1. The correct value of cpto 
diagonalize JC is found to be 

qJ(P) == -tln[1 + 2AU(p)], 

where u(p) == U(P)/1TVO' so that 

eiS JCe- iS == (21TVO/L)I; [1 + 2Mi(p)]1/2 
P>O 

(10) 

x [Pl(P)Pl(-P) + P2(-P)P2(P)] + WI' (11) 

Making use of the commutation relations (9), one sees 
that JC is reduced to a set of noninteracting harmonic 
oscillators having characteristic energy E(P) == voP 
[1 + 2Mi(p)J1/2. WI is the vacuum renormalization 
energy, 

Lv <Xl 
WI == _....Q J dp P{[1 + 2AU(P)]1/2 - 1- AU(p)}. (12) 

21T 0 

To obtain the effect of S on Je' , we have found the 
following new operator identities to be extremely 
convenient: 

and 

(13a) 

(13b) 

with P == integer x 21T/L. The double arrows indicate 
that the identities hold in a special sense only; supposing 
IF, N) to be the ground state Fermi sea corresponding 
to N particles of type 1 and n 1 to be an arbitrary function 
of the PI (±p) operators, we have 

e ik1y (-21T . ) 
>¥l(X)nlIF,N + 1) == L 1/2 eXP\Lp'f/-lpl(p)e-'PX 

x ex.J~1T"L,p-lpl(-p)eiPX\QlIF,N) (14) 
\L p>o ) 

and similarly for \}2(X) and for Hermitean conjugate 
operators >ltj(x). Since any state in our Hilbert space 
can be written in the form Q1IF ,N), Eqs. (13), and their 
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Hermitean conjugate relations, are operator identities 
in every practical sense. We note also that they are 
kinematical identities, independent of the nature of the 
dynamical interactions or of the magnitude of the coup
ling constant. 

Applying the unitary transformation S to the wave 
operators, 

>Jii(X)~ exp(iS)'l'i(x) exp(-iS), (15) 

we obtain expressions that are readily evaluated using 
the bosonlike commutation relations, Eq.(9). We cast 
such expressions into normal ordering [Pl(-P) to the 
right of PI (+p), P2(P) to the right of P2(-P), with P>O]. 
As an example, consider the bilinear form: 

~ 1. exp [ik1F(x - x')] exp (21T"L, p-1eiP(XI-X» 
L L p>o 

x exp(- 41TI:p-l[1 - cosP(x - x')] sinh2cpp) 
L p>O 

x exp(21TI;P-lp2(-p)(eiPX - e ipx/ ) sinhCP) 
L p>o p 

x ex/- 21T"L, P- 1p2(P)(e- iPX - e-iPx') COShCP) 
\" L P>O P 

x expL21TI;p-1p (p)(e-ipX-e-iPX') COShCP) 
\ L p>O 1 P 

x exp(21TI;P-1P1(-PHeiPX - eiPxl) COShCP) 
L P>O P 

(16) 
This generalizes an earlier result,4 the calc1,1lation of 
the ground- state expectation value by an entirely 
different and more laborious technique: 

(F I >¥i (x/)>¥l(x) IF) == 1. eiklF (x - X')"L,(X' - x) 
L 

x expf-41T"L,p- 1 [1- cosP(x -x')] sinh2cpp). (17) 
\ L P>O 

Here, and elsewhere, the following identity proves 
helpful: 

I;(R)== exp[21TI;p- 1 eiPRl 
L p>O J 

<Xl 

=="L, e iPR = [1 - e i2 'ITR /L ]-1 
p>O 

(18) 

We have denoted this quantity "L,(R) for typographical 
convenience. 

SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENT 

The state of lowest energy carrying a current j is 
denoted the ground state for current j, and symbolized 
IF;j). At T = 0 one may always assume the initial 
state to be a state of this type. 

We therefore calculate the transition matrix element 
from an initial state, the ground state of current j > 0, 
to a final state, which can be either the ground state of 
current j - 2vo, or :my excited state of the same current. 
The total rate of decay out of the initial state into the 
final states, subject to the requirement of conservation 
of energy, determines the lifetime T of the current j. It 
shall, however, not be necessary for us to calculate T in 
any detail in cases when U(O) '" 0, for we shall find T == 0 
when U(O» 0 and T = <Xl when U(O) < O. 
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We apply (15) to the right-hand sides of Eqs.(13) and 
their Hermitean conjugates, to obtain 

~(x)'l>l(x) ~ (e i (kl}.-k2F)x /L)e-aeB2e-B2e-AieAl, (19) 

in which we note that the phase factor klF k2F ~ 2kF 
corresponds to backward scattering across the Fermi 
surface, and 

O! 

00 
21T2:: p- 1(e2<p (P )-1) = J dp p-l(e2<P (p )-1) 
L P>O 0 
00 

J dp p-l{[1 + 2AU(P)]-1/2 - 1}, 
o 

21T2::p-Ipl(_p)e iPX e<p (P), 
L p>o 

B2 = 21TLp-1p2(p)e- ipxe<p{P). 
L 

(20) 

Therefore the ground state-ground state matrix element. 
which we write M(F ~ F) in an obvious notation, takes 
on the value: 

(21) 

The magnitude of M(F ~ F) depends on O!, and this in turn 
depends sensitively on qJ(O) lim qJ(p). A two-body 

p~o 

interaction which is attractive on the whole has U(O) 
< 0, hence, by Eq. (10), q.>(0) > O. Such an interaction 
implies a positive O! which is logarithmically divergent 
(+00), and thus a vanishing matrix element. Similarly, a 
two- body interaction which is repulsive on the whole 
implies a negatively divergent value of O!, hence an 
infinite matrix element. When both cp(O) and qJ(oo) are 
zero, the integral defining O! is well-behaved and the 
matrix element is finite. It should be noted that any 
two- body interaction V(x x '), the spatial integral of 
which is nonzero, corresponds to a Fourier transform 
U(P ~ 0) ;t' 0, hence to a divergent (II (negatively or 
positively divergent according as to whether the inter
action is repulsive or attractive). In all such cases the 
matrix element M(F ~ F) is nonanalytic in the coupling 
constant A at A = 0, despite the persistence of a "sharp 
Fermi surface" to finite values of A (cf. discussion in 
Ref. 4). In the case of potentials which are neither 
repulsive nor attractive on the whole, U(p ..... 0) = 0, 
O! is finite and is a continuous function of A. In such 
cases only is the decay of an induced current qualitatively 
the same as for noninteracting particles. 

STRUCTURED FINAL STATES 

Concerning the divergence in O! ariSing primarily from 
long wavelengths (P ~ 0), it is legitimate to wonder 
whether it is not possible to cancel this divergence 
through an appropriate linear combination of low-lying 
excited states. We shall examine two typical compound 
final states in some detail: 

(Q(O!==<F;j-2vo la 1k a~(k _Q) (22a) 
IF IF , 

(Q(2)1==<F;j-2vo la;k a2 (k _Q)' (22b) 
2F 2F 

These have the advantage of being eigenstates of the 
free-fermion Hamiltonian (A = 0). It is of interest to 
see whether the matrix elements M(F ~ Q ( i » vanish or 
diverge under the same conditions as M(F ~ F). We 
start the analysis under the supposition that the forces 
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are essentially attractive [qJ( P) > 0]; a separate 
analysis will follow in the case of essentially repulsive 
forces. 

After some elementary manipulations based on Eqs. 
(2) and (13), we obtain 

M(F ~ Q(1» = (1/L)e-e<e i (kl r k2F - Q)X 

x (l/L) J dRe- iQR2::(R) 

X exp ~21T/L)fl-leiPR(e<P(p)-I») (23a) 

and 
M(F ~ Q(2» = e2iQxM(F ~ Q(l». (23b) 

It is therefore sufficient to study the behavior of 
M(F ~ Q(I». If cp(O);t' 0 the sum in the exponential is 
logarithmically divergent, and we manipulate it so as to 
combine it with the divergent expression in a. 

Thus 

21Tz:: p-IeiPR (e<P (P )-1) 
L p>o 

= 21T2::p-l(e'P(P)_1) _ 21T2:: P-I(l- eiPR)(e<P(P)-I) (24) 
L p>o L p>o 

Finally, 

M(F ~ Q (1» = !.e- e< 'e i (k;r k2F- Q)x .1 J dR e- iQR'j)R) 
L L 

x exp (-{ dp P-l(1 - eitR)(e'P(p)-1») (25) 

(25a) 

where 
00 

(II' == J dp p- 1e<P(P)(e'P(P) -1). (26) 
o 

We note that although a' < (II [for the case under 
consideration, viz., qJ(P) > 0], it is nonetheless infinite 
when cp(O) ;t' O. It remains only to study the behavior of 
I (Q), and to verify that aU quantities reduce to the 
appropriate value when the interaction is turned off. 
For this purpose, it is most convenient to expand the 
exponential in a power series about R = 0, retaining up 
to quadratic terms. Thus, 
00 
J ap P-I(1- e iPR )(e<P(P)-I) = -iyR + ~OR2 + O(R3), 
o (27) 
Where 

00 00 
y == J ap(e<P(P)-I), 0== J ap p(e<P(P)-l), (28) 

o 0 

both positive quantities in the case under consideration. 
Then, 

I(Q) =.1 J dR e- iQR2::(R)e i yR -6R2/2 
L 

(29) 

[In the limit A ..... 0, both y and 0 vanish and, for any 
finite positive Q, I = 1, and M(F ~ Q ( I» tends to what 
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is obviously the correct value for free particles. ] For 
any A> 0,1 is finite and in the case of <p(0) > 0 the 
matrix element M(F ~ Q (i ») vanishes just as did 
M(F ~F). 

We now verify that, for repulsive forces, the matrix 
element diverges. It must first be understood that when 
<p( P) < 0, the main contribution to the spatial integral in 
(25) is from a region near R = ±~L. Because of periodiC 
boundary conditions, we have 

e ip(R±L/2) = _eiPR, 

Therefore we cast (25) in the form 

M(F ~ Q(l») = (1/L) e-ex" e i (k1r k2F-Q)x J(Q), 

where 
00 

a" == J dp P - l(e<l'CP) -l)(e<l'(P)+ 2) 

and 
o 

J(Q) == _1 J dR e-iQR (1 + ei2ITR/L)-1 

(30) 

(25b) 

L 00 

x exp ({dP p-l (1 - eiPR)(e<l'CP)-l)) (31) 

We can evaluate J(Q) by the same methods in (27-29), 
and show it is finite. Thus. the divergence [a" ~ - co 

whenever <p(0) < 0] is again confirmed. 

RECAPITULATION AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

We have found a representation for fermion wave 
operators in a specific one-dimensional model, in terms 
of density fluctuation operators, which enables the exact 
evaluation of rather complicated matrix elements. In 
applying this to the problem of persistent current we 
observed that in the case of repulsive two- body forces, 
U(O) > 0, the scattering matrix elements due to 
impurities become infinite, and in the case of attractive 
two-body forces, U(O) < 0 they vanish. It should be noted 
that neither the ground state energy WI> Eq. (12), nor the 
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sharpness of the Fermi surface4, are so singularly 
dependent on U(O). 
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Our finding of what is tantamount to superconductivity, 
for electrons interacting with attractive forces, is in 
harmony with the well-known results of the BCS theory 
of superconductivity for three-dimensional systems. 
Recently, Heeger and his collaborators5 have found 
anomalously large conductivity in certain linear chain 
molecules (TTF-TCNQ) near a finite temperature ~ 58°K, 
followed by a rapid decrease in conductivity as the temp
erature is further decreased. For these experimental 
facts to be explained on the basis of anyone-dimensional 
model requires a calculation at finite temperature, and, 
possibly also, considerations of the electron spin and the 
electron-phonon interactions. 

Note added in proof: We have now succeeded in evaluat
ing T at finite temperature and in taking the electron
phonon forces explicitly into account. (Full details have 
been submitted for publication elsewhere). 
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An ensemble of homogeneous random shear flows with steady linear mean velocity profiles is 
considered from a purely kinematical point of view. Quasi-Lagrangian coordinates (advected by the 
mean flow) are used so that a proper orthogonal decomposition of the fluctuation velocity field is 
possible and periodic boundary conditions can be imposed. The conditions of stationarity in time and 
incompressibility take on special forms when applied to wave-vector moments. A simple application 
of the methodology is presented in the construction of a two-dimensional random shear flow. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A turbulent incompressible fluid in a shear flow is a 
dynamically interesting system because the turbulent 
energy can be directly drawn from the kinetic energy of 
the mean flow. The attempt to understand the mechanism 
of this energy transfer under the simplest conditions has 
compelled experimental and theoretical investigators to 
consider the idealized case of turbulence in a homo
geneous shear flow. 

Nearly homogeneous turbulent shear flows, have been 
generated and studied in the laboratory.1, 2 One signifi
cant feature emerging from the experimental studies 
is evidence that such flows, although very nearly homo
geneous in some ways, are not strictly stationary in 
time in an Eulerian frame advected by the mean velocity. 
Also it has been demonstrated analytically that time 
scales must monotonically increase in homogeneous 
shear flows. 3 However, such flows may be considered 
quasistationary if the statistical properties of primary 
concern are only weakly dependent on time displace
ments. The notion of temporal stationarity is clearly 
a useful one for analytical purposes and can be applied 
to mathematically idealized systems. For example, in 
studies of the dispersion of passive quantities in ran
domly generated velocity fields (e.g., see Ref. 4), which 
already have idealistic properties such as specified 
probability laws, the assumption of temporal station
arity is not only convenient and harmless, but also may 
be essential for clarity. 

In this paper, we shall consider an ensemble of shear 
flows with homogeneous, random velocity fluctuations 
and a steady linear mean velocity profile. We wish to 
develop a kinematic description of the ensemble that 
satisfies statistical notions of spatial homogeneity and 
temporal stationarity. A central feature in this develop
ment will be the use of quasi-Lagrangian coordinates. 
In general, the quasi-Lagrangian frame, as defined 
by Gifford 5 in connection with atmospheric turbulence, 
is a time-dependent nonorthogonal coordinate system 
that is advected (and distorted) by the mean flow. 
Quasi-Lagrangian coordinates (P, ~2, ~3) may then be 
defined by the requirement that a point in real space 
moving with the mean velocity maps into a fixed point 
in ~-space. 

The usefulness and significance of quasi-Lagrangian 
coordinates in the case of a homogeneous shear flow 
will be discussed in this paper and are first briefly 
summarized here: (i) The advection and distortion of 
the velocity fluctuation field by the large- scale mean 
flow is an intrinsic property of the quaSi-Lagrangian 
methodology. Thus, the sweeping effect that larger 
scales of motion have on the smaller scales is partly 
taken into account by the formalism. (ii) The com-
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bined statements of homogeneity, incompressibility, 
and stationarity in terms of quasi-Lagrangian coordin
ates take on simple forms that are relatively easy to 
satisfy simultaneously when synthesizing random realiza
tions of shear flows. An example of such a synthesis is 
given in Sec. 5. (iii) In both random syntheses and dy
namical numerical computations, the simultaneous con
straints of homogeneity and periodic boundary conditions 
are possible with quasi - Lagrangian coordinates. 

2. STATIONARY HOMOGENEOUS SHEAR FLOWS 

Let x = (x I' X 2' x 3) denote coordinates in a Cartesian 
frame labeled I in which the mean velocity is 

where w is the constant rate of shear and e l is the unit 
vector in the Xl direction. Now consider a second mov
ing Cartesian frame II, with axes parallel to those of I, 
but with a different origin. Frame II is moving with the 
mean velocity (V) at its origin. Hence, the mean flow 
as seen by an observer in II appears identical to that 
seen by an observer in I. If all other statistical proper
ties of the ensemble of velocity fields appear identical 
to the two observers, then the shear flow is homogeneous. 
In this paper we shall consider only second-order 
Eulerian moments of the velocity field, i.e., the auto
correlation tensor. If only the autocorrelations are 
observed and appear identical to the two observers, the 
shear flow is said to be covariance homogeneous. 

To be specific, we write the total velocity V as the 
sum of its ensemble mean part and a fluctuating part v, 

v = (V) + v, 

and suppose that measurements of the components of 
v are made in I at two space-time points denoted 
(I,X(k), l(k»), for Il = 1,2. Then the ensemble average 
of the product of the observed velocity components is 
the second-order moment, or autocorrelation tensor, 

(2.1) 

A similar moment can be determined in II where velo
city fluctuations are measured at the same times (1), 

t(2) and at pOints whose locations relative to the origin 
of II are the same vectors x(1), x(2). This moment we 
denote 

The statement of covariance homogeneity is that 
moments (2.1) and (2.2) are identical. 

Copyright © 1974 by the American Institute of Physics 
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It is possible to rewrite (2. 2) as a moment defined in 
frame 1. If at time f the origin Xo of II is given in I 
by the equation 

where a is some constant vector, then (2.2) is the same 
as 

(Vi (1, a + wf(1)02e1 + x(1), t(l)vj (1, a + w(2)a2e 1 

+ x(2), (2»). (2.3) 

The equality of (2.1) and (2.3) is the covariance state
ment of the extension to shear flows of the definition 
of instantaneous homogeneity discussed by Batchelor. 6 

A set of quasi - Lagrangian coordinates suitable for 
the shear flow is given by 

Then, with the notation 

Vi (~, t) == Vi (1, x, f), 

where ~ stands for the three contravariant components 
p, ~2, ~3 of the position vector x as described in the 
quasi-Lagrangian frame, the equality of (2.1) and (2.3) 
is equivalent to 

(Vi (~(l), ((1»vj W2), (2») 

= (Vi(~(l) +a,t(l»Vj(~(2) +a,t(2») (2.4) 

for any a. 

The great advantage of the form (2.4) (identical to the 
conventional statement of covariance homogeneity) over 
the equality of (2. 1) and (2. 3) is that the expansion of 
the velocity fluctuation field in orthogonal Fourier 
modes defined with respect to the quasi-Lagrangian 
coordinates then results in second-order moments that 
are diagonal in the corresponding wave-vector space. 
Furthermore, it is easily seen that the impOSition of 
periodic boundary conditions consistent with homogeneity, 
of much convenience in numerical and theoretical in
vestigations, is possible in quasi-Lagrangian coordin
ates, and impossible in Cartesian coordinates. 

Another view of this expansion was elucidated by 
Lumley.7 It c an be shown that the expansion in quasi
Lagrangian Fourier modes is the proper orthoganaZ 
decomposition in the sense of Lo~ve. 8 Lumley used this 
decomposition, identified as the set of eigenfunctions 
of the autocorrelation tensor, as the basis for defining 
the "big eddies" in a nonhomogeneous flow. In our 
application, we are giving "proper" treatment to the 
effect of the largest component of the motion, namely 
the mean flow. Since the autocorrelation tensor is 
homogeneous in the components of ~, its eigenfunctions 
are harmonic functions of ~. A harmonic function 
(Fourier mode) defined with respect to the quasi
Lagrangian coordinates feels the effect of the mean flow 
by being advected and distorted by it. In contrast, a 
conventional Cartesian Fourier mode would be simply 
superimposed on the mean flow and would ignore its 
advective effect. 

To complete this section, we exhibit the familiar 
statement of Eulerian covariance stationarity in frame 
1. For any time interval b, 

(Vi (1, x(l), f(l»vj (I, x(2), t(2») 

= (Vi (I,x(l), t(l) + b)Vj (1,x(2), t(2) + b». 
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In the remainder of this paper, the terms homogeneous 
and stationary will be used to mean covariance homo
geneous and covariance stationary, respectively. 

3. STRUCTURE OF AUTOCORRELATION TENSOR 

Assuming periodicity in ~1, ~2, and ~3, we can Fourier 
analyze the velocity fluctuation field according to 

Vi(~,t) = L;Ai(p,t) exp(ip·~) (3.1) 
p 

where p.~ = Pi ~;, summed over the repeated indices. 
Without loss of generality, it can be supposed that at 
t = 0, all members of the ensemble of velOCity fields 
have a rectangular periodic lattice as observed in 
frame 1. The periodic lattice in ~-space, which for 
convenience may be visualized with the three ~ i axes 
drawn mutually perpendicular, can then be considered 
rectangular for all times. For SimpliCity, we suppose 
that a periodic element at t = ° is a cube of volume 
L3. Hence, the covariant components Pi of wave vector 
pare (21T/L)n;, i = 1,2,3, where the ni are integers, 
and the sum in (3.1) is over all integers. 

The inverse of (3.1) is 

where the region of integration is any periodic element 
in ~-space. 

As a consequence of (2.4), the covariance function 
of A j reduces to 

(Ai (p, t)Aj (pi, t'» = ~(P + p')O!j/(p, t, t'), (3.2) 

where 

~(P) := 1, 
= 0, 

and 

if P = 0, 
otherwise, 

O!jj '(p, t, t') = L-3 .r Fij(~ - e, f, t') 
x exp[ -ip·(~ - ~')]d(~ - ~'). 

We have set 

F jj (~ - ~ I, t, t') = (Vi (~, t)Vj (~', t'», 

which follows from (2.4). Conversely, it is the 
~(p + pi) structure of the covariance function that 
assures and therefore is equivalent to homogeneity. 

We shall now derive the condition on O!ij I that is 
equivalent to stationarity. Reverting to frame I co
ordinates and imposing stationarity, we have 

F .. (~ - ~', t, n = F .. (P - ~'l, ~2 - e2 , ~3 - e::l, f, t') 
'J 'J 

= (v j (1,x, t)vj (1,x ' , t'» 
= (vj(I,x, f + b)vj(J,x' , t' + b» 

= (vj(P - c.c.,b~2, ~2, ~3, t + b) 

X Vj(~'l - Wb~'2, ~'2, ~'3, t' + b» 

= Fij(~l - ~'1 - wb(~2 - e2), ~2 - e2, 

~3 -e3,t +b,t ' +b). 

Hence, Fij must be invariant under the substitutions 

f -> t + b, t' -> f' + b, 
(3.3) 

p _ ~/1 -> P _ ~'1 _ wb(~2 _ ~'2), 

for any b. 
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We have written F .. as a function of the five independ
ent space-time vari~bles F - fl, ~2 - ~'2, P - ~'3, t, 
and t'. It is clear that we could have used, just as well, 
the five independent variables 

~l _ r1 + !w(t + t')(~2 - ~'2), 

~2 _ e2, P - f3, 
t - t', t + t'. 

(3.4) 

Of these, only t + t' changes under the substitutions 
(3.3). It follows that F .. must depend only on the other 
four variables in (3. 4)~J Hence, stationarity is equivalent 
to the statement that 

F .. (P - el, ~2 - ~'2, ~3 - ~'3, t, t') 
'J 

= G .. (F - ~'l + tw(t + t')(~2 - e2), ~2 
'J 

- ~'2, P - e3 , t - t'). 

Equation (3.2) then becomes 

3 r (''1 +-21W(t +t')t"2,t"2,('3,t-t') O1;j (p, t, t') = L - . Gij ~ " " 

x exp(- ip·~")d~". (3.5) 

The region of integration in (~. 5) can be a cube of 
volume L3 with edges parallel to the f' axes. For the 
moment, we choose a cube (ABCD in Fig.l) centered at 
~" = 0, which incidentally lies in the neighborhood of 
the maximum contours of G ij • 

Since G .. is defined as the covariance function of 
fields peri~dic in the components of ~ and ~', it is 
clearly periodic in the components of C = ~ - ~'. 
Periodicity in ~"l allows the ~"l, f'2 region of integra
tion to be distored into a parallelogram (A'B'C'D in 
Fig. 1) as long as A'D' = B'C' = L. If we let the in
dependent variables in G ij be 

1JI = f'l + wT~"2, 

1J2 = f'2, 

T=t-t', 

(3.6) 

where T = t (t + t'), and take A'A = tu.,TL, then (3.5) 
becomes 

L/2 L/2 L/2 
O1;j{P, t, t') = L-3 JU2d1JI JL/2d1J2 JL12d1J3 

x exp[ -i1JIPI - i1J2(P2 - wTP I) - i1J~3] 

x G ij (1JI> 1J2' 1J3' T). (3.7) 

The right-hand side of (3.7) is a function only of the four 
independent variables P I ,P2 - wTPI,P3' and T. An 
equivalent choice of independent variables is P2 - wtPI> 
P2 - wt'PI'P 3, and t - t'. Hence, a necessary condition 
for stationarity is that 01 'ij be of the form 

01 'ij (p, t, I') = O1ij (P2 - wtPI' P2 - wl'PI> P3' t - t'). (3.8) 

That (3.8) is not sufficient for stationarity will now be 
demonstrated. An additional, but almost trivial, con
dition is required on the covariance function. Given 
an 01'·· that satisfies (3.8), we can take the Fourier 
inve;~e of (3.5) to obtain the function G ij' The latter 
will be periodic on the boundaries of ABCD. On the 
other hand, inverting Eqs. (3. 6), we have 

~"l = 1JI - wT1J2 

E"2 = 1J2' ~"3 = 1J3' (3.9) 

t-t'=T. 
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FIG. 1. Permissible regions of integration in Eq. (3.5) projected onto 
the ~"1. ~ "2 plane. 
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FIG. 2. Periodicity violating contours of Gij for fixed ~ "3. 

Constant values of 1JI' 1J2' 1J3' and T imply constant values 
of G .' for any T, if stationarity is to hold. Suppose that 
at T'~ 0, a contour of G ij for fixed C 3 is located as 
shown by the solid curves in Fig. 2. The way the contours 
evolve with T is determined by the condition of station
arity, embodied in Eqs. (3. 9). In particular, for a slightly 
greater value of T, the contours will have shifted and 
distorted into the dotted curves indicated in Fig. 2, and 
periodicity is destroyed. It is clear that periodicity and 
stationarity can be rigorously compatible inside the 
square only if no contour of G ij crosses the boundaries 
AD or BC. 

A sensible extension of this condition is that Gij is 
zero along the planes e'2 = ±tL. For if f'2 = ±tL, 
then 1x2 - x~ I =! L. Hence a physically reasonable 
form for the additional condition is that L must be 
large enough so that the velocity covariance is zero (or 
nearly zero in practice) for spatial separations of t L in 
the x2 direction. 

4. CONTRAVARIANT COMPONENTS OF v: 
INCOMPRESSIBILITY 

Up to this point we have not dealt with the transforma
tion of the velocity field components into the quasi
Lagrangian frame. For applications involving dynamical 
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equations of motion, turbulent advection of passive field, 
or simply the statement of incompressibility, it is 
analytically advantageous to introduce the transformed 
components. The contravariant components of v in the 
quasi - Lagrangian coordinate system are 

U1(~, t) = v1 (~, t) - wtv2(~' t), 

u2(~, t) = v2(~' t), 

u3(~, t) = v3(~' t). 

(4.1) 

While we shall not discuss the transformed Navier
Stokes or passive field advection equations, it is well 
to pOint out that the field u = (ul, u2, u 3) has the follow
ing two essentially self -evident properties: 

(a) The form of the substantial derivative DIDt is 
preserved in quasi-Lagrangian coordinates. Thus, 

a 3 a a 3. a 
at +.~ Vi ax. = at + .~u' ati' ,-1, ,-1" 

where x i and t are the independent variables on the 
left-hand side, while ~ i and t are the independent 
variables on the right-hand side. 

(b) The form of the incompressibility condition is 
preserved. If 'V·V = 0 in frame I, then 

3 a . 
. 0 anu' = O. (4.2) 
,~1 ., 

A simple physical interpretation of the contravariant 
velocity components can be made. Consider a wave in 
quasi - Lagrangian coordinates 

with C·p = 0 so that the wave is formally transverse in 
quasi-Lagrangian space. Using (4.1), and reverting to 
frame I coordinates, we have 

Vo(~, t) = YoU, x, t) = A(t) exp[iq(t) ·x], (4.3) 

where 

A 1(t) = C1(t) + wtC2(t), 

A 2(t) = C2(t), A 3(t) = C3(t), 
(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

Equation (4.4) gives the rule for transforming contravari
ant components in the quasi-Lagrangian frame back into 
frame I components. Similarly, (4. 5) applies to covari
ant components. Then, since A(t) ·q(t) = 0, (4. 3) is a 
transverse wave in real space as well. The wave vector 
q(t) is time-varying in such a way that, in addition to 
their normal propagation, planes of constant phase are 
advected or rotated by the shear mean flow. Conversely, 
if the mean flow has a linear profile, a transverse wave 
in real space is observed as a transverse wave in 
~-space. 

Modes of this type were derived by Moffat9 in a 
study of plane wave perturbations in an otherwise 
laminar uniform shear flow. Linearized Navier
Stokes dynamics led to explicit solutions for the Ci (t), 
but such considerations are beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

It should be clear that the definition of homogeneity 
in Sec. 1 applies equally well to the contravariant 
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components of the velocity fluctuation. Thus, any vi in 
(2. 4) may be replaced by a u i. Moments defined on 
one type of field are linear combinations of moments 
of the other type, with time-dependent coefficients. A 
velocity fluctuation field can then be defined by the 
contravariant components 

ui (~, t) = '0 Ci (p, t) exp(ip·~) 
p 

and homogeneity is satisfied if 

(Ci(p, t)Ci(p', t'» ~ t.(p + pi). 

Incompressibility is assured if we let 

where E ijk is the permutation symbol and B' is any 
complex-valued vector function of p and t. Without 
loss·of generality, we may write 

B l' = B 1 (p, t), 
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B2' = B 2(p, t) + wtB1 (p, t), (4.7) 

B3' = B 3(p, t). 

The components of B' may be considered the covariant 
components of B transformed into the quasi-Lagrangian 
Fourier space. Then, using (4. 1) and (3. 1), we find 

A(p, t) = B(P, t) x q(t), (4.8) 

where the components of q are given by (4.5). Equation 
(4.8) is the incompressibility condition for the Fourier 
modes in (3.1). The real-space field with Fourier 
mode coefficients B(p, t) is the vector potential for the 
velocity fluctuation field. 

The component of B parallel to q does not contribute 
toA (or to C). It is, therefore, appropriate to decompose 
B into perpendicular and parallel parts, 

Equation (4.8) can now be solved for the perpendicular 
part. 

We find 

(4.9) 

an immediate consequence of which is that the covari
ances of the components of B.L (p, t) and B.L (pi, t') are 
all proportional to t.(p + pi). Since the statistical prop
erties of BII are immaterial, we can then write 

as the statement of homogeneity suitable for an in
compressible velocity field. 

(4.10) 

Again, from (4.9), it is seen that the covariances of 
the components of B.L (p, t) and B.L( _pi, t') are linear 
combinations of the covariances C\' .• with coefficients 
[functions of q(t) and q(t ' )] that dep~nd only on the in
dependent variables Pl>P2 - wtPl>P2 - wt 'Pl> and P3' 
Since 

(4.11) 

and stationarity requires the C\' .. to depend only on 
, Z-J I. 

P2 - wtP1,P2 - wt P1,P3' and t - t ,1t follows that the 
covariances of the components of B.L depend only on 
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these same variables. It is obviously convenient to 
choose the statistical properties of Bu to be the same as 
those of B 1.' Hence, stationarity for the incompressible 
field is equivalent to the statement that 

(B i (p, t)Bj ( -p, t') 

= [3;j(P2 - wtPl>P2 - wt'pl>P3' t - t'). (4.12) 

A field B(p, t) satisfying (4.10) and (4.12) gives the 
Fourier modes for an incompressible, homogeneous, 
and stationary velocity fluctuation field according to 
(4.8), or the corresponding contravariant modes accord
ing to (4.7) and (4.6). 

5. A TWO·DIMENSIONAL RANDOM VELOCITY FIELD 

In this section we shall construct a two-dimensional 
example of an incompressible random velocity fluctua
tion field in a mean shear flow, satisfying homogeneity 
and stationarity. The example serves as a concrete 
demonstration of the methodology and may be a useful 
model in numerical simulations of random shear flows. 
The extension to three dimensions is not difficult. 

Suppose g is a random complex function of p and t 
such that 

g(p, t) = - g*( -p, t) (5.1) 

and 

(g(p, t)g(P', t') = - b.(p + p')CP(t - t'). 

Property (5.1) assures that the velocity is real. 
Two-dimensionality of A follows if we take 

B 1 (p, t) = B 2 (p, t) = 0 

but let 

B 3(p, t) = b(PI,P2 - U1tPI)g(p, t) 

(5.2) 

where b ( .•. ) is a real nonrandom even function of its 
two arguments. Combining the above properties, we 
have 

B 3 (p, t)B 3 (p', t') 

= - b.(p + P')b(PI,P2 - WfPI)b(Pl>P2 - u1f'pI)CP(t - n. 
Recalling (4.11), we see that (4.10) and (4.12) are 
satisfied by this B. The corresponding components of 
C and A are, respectively, 

and 

C1 (p,t) = - P2b(Pl'P2 - wtP1)g(p, t), 

C2(p,t) =p Ib(Pl'P2 -wtPl)g(P, f), 

Al (p, t) = - (P2 - wtpI)b(Pl' P2 - u1tP1)g(P, t), 

A 2 (p, f) = C 2 (p, t). 

An example of a random function satisfying (5.1) and 
(5.2) is 

g(p, t) = y(P) exp[in(p)t + io(P)] - y( -p) 

x exp[ -i n( -p)t - io( -p)] 

where y(p), n(p), and o(P) are real random variables 
with the following properties: 

(a) yep), n(p'), and o(p") are independent random 
variables for any p, pi, p". 
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(b) o(P) and O(p') are independent for any p '" p'. 

(c) o(P) is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 21T] 
for all p. 

(d) <y2(p) = 1 for all p. 

(e) The probability distribution of n(p) is the same for 
all p. 

The function cp is given by 

(5.3) 

We may note that the probability laws of y(p) and n(p) 
are essentially unspecified. However, two important 
special cases of (5.3) are (i) CP(T) is a symmetric 
Gaussian function of T if n has a symmetric normal 
distribution, and (ii) cP (T) is an exponential function of 
1 T 1 if n has a symmetric Cauchy distribution. 

To be specific, let us suppose that 

b(Pl'P2 - U1tp I ) = (21T)li2 voL-1Q-2 

x exp{ - [P12 + (P2 - wtP1)2]/4Q2}, (5.4) 

where Q is a cutoff parameter in wave-vector space and 
Vo is the root-mean-square of one component of the 
fluctuation velocity, and that n is Cauchy-distributed with 
the probability denSity function 

fen) = (1/1ThO/(1 + T02n2), -00 < n < 00, 

so that 

CP(T) = exp( -I T 1 /To). 

Then, we find 

(Ci(p,t)Cj(p',t ' ) = b.(p +P')(OijP2 -PiP)E, 

(Ai(p,t)Aj(p',t') = D.(p +p')(liijq'oq-q;'q)E, 

where 

E == 21TV02L-2Q-4 exp(-It-t'i/To) 

x exp{ -1P12Q-2[1 + iw 2(t - t ' )2] 

-1Q-2[P2 -1w(t + t ' )P I ]2}, 

q2 = P2 - U1tP 1, 

q2 ' =P 2 -wt'P1' 

The velocity fluctuation moments are 

(Vi(~' t)Vj(~I, t') 

= L; (Ai(p, t)A. (-p, t') exp[ipo(~ - n]. 
p J 

Using the prescription 

L; --7 (L/21T) f dp, 
p 

we find 

<Vi(~' t)Vj(~" t') = V02S-5 exp[ _1Q2 (1712S-2 + 1722) 

where 
- It - t'i/To]Pij 

Pll = Q2[iw 2(t - t')27712 - S47722] + S2, 

P12 = Q2S2771772 + 1 w(t - t')(S2 - Q 277I 2), 

P2I = Q 2S277I772 - ! wet - t')(S - Q 2771 2), 

(5.5) 
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P22 == S2 - Q21/12, 

S == [1 + t,,-,2(t - t')2)1/2, 

1/1 == ~1 - e1 + ~w(t + t')(~2 - ~'2), 

1/2 = ~2 - ~'2. 

Although the space-time structure of (v i v.) in (5. 5) 
appears complicated and artificially contiived from 
ad hoc premises, the assumptions that led to this struc
ture are actually very simple. With some redundance, 
the essential ingredients are summarized below: 

(a) homogeneity, stationarity, and incompressibility. 

(b) decomposition of the fluctuation field into plane 
waves of statistically independent amplitudes, frequencies, 
and phases. Only the probability law of the phases needs 
to be specified completely, and this is dictated by 
homogeneity. 

(c) the form of the spectrum b("') in (5.4). This 
model spectrum would appear to be the most artificial 
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assumption, but it is also perhaps the simplest extension 
to a shear flow, consistent with the stationarity re
quirement (4. 12), of a commonly used Gaussian spectrum. 
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It is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for quantization of relativistic dynamics of a 
particle with charge e moving in an external electromagnetic field F is that (e 121T)F should define 
an integral de Rham cohomology class on the space-time manifold. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All known particles have charges which are integral 
multiples of the charge of electron. The first attempt to 
explain this fact theoretically was made by Dirac in his 
paper on existence of magnetic poles. 1 He has shown 
that the assumption that a particle with charge e moving 
in the field of a magnetic pole with strangth m has a 
single valued wave function leads to the condition em 
= 21Tn, where n is an integer and the rationalized units 
with If = c = 1 are used. Theoretical implications of 
existence of magnetic poles and the problems of quanti
zation of charge have been subsequently studied by 
several authors. 2 

An alternative formulation of the Dirac condition 
em = 21Tn is possible if one removes the world lines of 
magnetic poles, allowing thus for a more complicated 
topology of the space-time X. Then, the electromag
netic field F becomes a closed 2 -form on X but it is not 
exact. In this situation the Dirac condition is replaced 
by the requirement that (e/21T)F should define an inte
gral de Rham cohomology class: [(e/21T)F] E H2(X, Z). 
Thus, the existence of a nonexact background electro
magnetic field F in the space-time X would lead to the 
quantization of charge as follows: If there exists the 
smallest positive charge eo such that [(eo/27T)F] 
E H2(X, Z), then the dynamics of a particle with charge 
e moving in the electromagnetic field F can be quantized 
if and only if e is an integral multiple of eo' The value 
of eo depends on the background electromagnetic field 
F; in general a positive eo satisfying the condition 
[(eo/27T)F] E ~(X, Z) need not exist. 

The aim of this note is to show that the condition 
[(e/27T)F] E ~(X, Z) is a necessary and suffiCient condi
tion for a geometric quantization of the phase space of 
relativistic particles with charge e moving in the elec
tromagnetic field F. This result is a direct consequence 
of the Hamiltonian dynamics of relativistic charged 
particles which is reviewed in Sec. 2 and of the neces
sary and sufficient condition for pre quantization of a 
symplectic manifold reviewed in Sec. 3. 

Canonical quantization of relativistic charged parti
cles has been studied by Torrence and Tulczyjew3 under 
the assumption that F is exact, i. e., [F) = O. In this 
case there are no restrictions on the value of the 
charge. 

The mathematical technique used in this paper is that 
of symplectic geometry and topology of manifolds. The 
definitions and the notati.on used here can be found in 
any text on these subjects. 4 
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2. HAMILTONIAN DYNAMICS OF RELATIVISTIC 
CHARGED PARTICLES 

Let X denote a four-dimensional Coo manifold repre
senting the space -time and let g be a Lorentzian metric 
on X representing the gravitational field. Further, let 
T*X denote the cotangent bundle of X, p: T*X - X the 
cotangent bundle projection, and e the Liouville form on 
T*Xdefined by e(u)=p(Tp(u)), for eachpE T*X and 
each u E TpT* X. The exterior derivative of e is a 
symplectic form on T*X. 

The sympletic manifold (T*X,de) is the phase space 
for relativistic particles. An element p E T:X repre
sents a canonical momentum at a point XEX, and de is 
the Lagrange bracket. The function H on T*X, defined 
by H(p) =tg(p,p), has the physical interpretation of 
t times the square of the mass of a particle with 
momentum p, and it determines the Hamiltonian dynam
ics of a relativistic particle as follows. Let uH be the 
Hamiltonian vector field on (T*X, de) associated with 
the Hamiltonian H, i. e., u H satisfies the equation 
u H -.I de = - dH. Then, the integral lines of uH projected 
to X give the world lines of particles moving in the 
gravitational field g. 5 In the presence of an electromag
netic field, described by a closed 2-form F on X, the 
Hamiltonian dynamics of particles with charge e is given 
by the Hamiltonian vector field v H on T*X associated 
with the same Hamiltonian H but with respect to a modi
fied symplectic form w =de - ep*F, where p*F is the 
pull back of F to T*X.6 Thus, the phase space for rela
tivistic particles with charge e moving in a gravitational 
field g and an electromagnetic field F is given by a 
symplectic manifold (T*X, w), where w=de -ep*F. 

3. GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION 

Geometric quantization is a scheme of setting up a 
quantum theory starting from an arbitrary phase space, 
provided certain consistency conditions are satisfied. 7 

It consists of two steps. The first step in quantizing a 
symplectic manifold (p, w), called prequantization, con
sists of constructing a complex line bundle Lover P 
with connection V such that (1/27T)w is the curvature 
form of V. 8 The main result of the theory of prequanti
zation which will be needed here is the following: 

Theorem: For a given symplectic manifold (p, w) therE 
exists a line bundle Lover P with connection V such 
that (1/27T)w is the curvature form of V if and only if 
[(1/27T)w] E H2(p, Z). Proof of this theorem as well as a 
detailed exposition of prequantization can be found in the 
first of the papers by Kostant referred to above. 7 Given 
such a line bundle Lover P, to each function on P there 
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corresponds a differential operator on the space of sec
tions of L in such a way that the canonical commutation 
relations are satisfied. The second step in geometric 
quantization corresponds to the choice of pOSition vari
ables and the construction of the Hilbert space of wave 
functions. It will not be discussed here since it is not 
needed for our considerations. 

From Sec. 2 it follows that the phase space for rela
tivistic particles with charge e moving in a gravitational 
field g and an electromagnetic field F is given by a 
symplectic manifold (T*X, w), where w=de - ep* F. 
Applying the condition of the theorem above to this 
symplectic manifold we get the condition [(1/27T)(de 
-ep*F)]EH2(T*X,Z) which is equivalent to [(e/27T)F] 
E H2(X, Z). Thus [(e/27T)F] E H2(X, Z) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for prequantization of the phase 
space (T*X, de - ep*F) for relativistic charged particles 
with charge e moving in an electromagnetic field F. 
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edited by C. T. Taam, Lecture Notes in Mathematics 170 
(Springer, Berlin, 1970); B. Kostant, "Symplectic spinors," 
to appear in Proceedings of Convengo di Geometria 
Simplettica e Fisica Matematica, INDAM Rome (1973), 
Symposia Math. (Academic); J. Rawnsley, "Some applica
tions of quantization," thesis, Oxford (1972); P. Renouard, 
"Varietes symplectiques et quantization," these, Orsay (1969); 
D. J. Simms, "Geometric quantization of energy levels in the 
Kepler problem," to appear in Proceedings of Convengo di 
Geometria Siplettica e Fisica Matematica, IlvDAM Rome 
(1973), Symposia Math. (Academic); D. J. Simms, Z. 
Naturfors. 28a, 538 (1973); D. J. Simms, "Geometric quanti
zation of the harmonic oscillator with diagonalized Hamil
tonian," to appear in Proceedings of 2nd International Col
loquium on Group Theoretical Methods in Physics, Nijmegen, 
(1973); J. -M. Souriau, Structure des systemes dynamiques, 
(Dunod, PariS, 1970), Chap. 5. 

8The difference in the coeffiCient 1/27r between this formulation 
and that of Kostant is due to the requirement that a constant 
function c should correspond to the operator of multiplication 
by c rather than 27ric. 
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We consider sharp-time fields and write down, in terms of the fields, simple and explicit expressions 
for operators with very strong smoothing properties. When applied to any vector in Hilbert space, 
the resulting vector is in the domain of any power of the space-smeared fields, and it even is entire 
for the fields. It is shown that in this way one obtains a common dense domain of definition on 
which the field operators are essentially self-adjoint. Attention is focused on the space.9' of rapidly 
decreasing C:' functions as smearing functions for the fields; here the smoothing operators are 
simply products of exponentials of the field smeared with Hermite functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bose fields become, after smearing with suitable 
test functions, unbounded operators in Hilbert space. 
As a consequence, the field operators cannot be applied 
to every vector; this is sometimes expressed by saying 
that the resulting vector has infinite norm. There are 
also vectors to which the smeared fields, but not their 
square etc. can be applied. It may even happen that the 
ground state is not in the domain of the field operators, 
as for instance in the ultralocal modeP where the space
smeared fields are well-defined self-adjoint operators, 
yet in some cases cannot see the ground state. A 
further complication arises from the fact that the domain 
of a field operator depends on the particular smearing 
function. It is therefore conceivable that the intersection 
of the domains for all different smearing functions 
could turn out to be zero; then there would exist no com
mon domain. Such a situation would make it practically 
impossible to calculate with the fields directly. 

In a previous paper,2 the author has made a general 
investigation of this question for fields which can be de
fined for sharp time, i. e., which need only space
smearing, 

cpU) 0= f cp(x,O)f(x)tflx, (1.1) 

f real. For fixed t == 0 these operators have to commute. 
It is more convenient, in view of the domain question, 
to consider the unitary Weyl operators 

U(j) == el " (/l • 

From the properties of cpU) one is then lead to the 
relation 

(1.2) 

(1. 3) 

To recover cpU) as generator from uU) one only needs 
ray continuity, i. e., U(Aj) has to be (weakly or strongly) 
continuous in A. In general, however, one deals with 
stronger continuity conditions; commonly the smearing 
functions are taken to be in the Schwarz space 8(R3) of 
real rapidly decreasing, infinitely differentiable func
tions, and uU) is assumed to be continuous in f. 

For such fields the author2 has shown the existence of 
a dense set of vectors to which every cpU) can be ap
plied arbitrarily often and on which one can even con
sider power series; in particular,3 

(1.4) 

for all t. The domain is invariant under the field and the 
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unitary Weyl operators, and the fields are essentially 
self-adjoint on it ("Garding domain"). 

A similar result was obtained if in addition one has a 
conjugate field n fulfilling canonical commuation rela
tions (CCR's) with cp, 

[cp(x,t),n(x', t)] =i6(3l(x-x'). 

For the smeared field and the Weyl operators, 

n(g) 0= jn(x,O)g(x)tflx 

V(g) 0= em (gl 

one has, respectively. 

[cpU), n(g)] == if f{x)g(x)tflx 0= i(j,g), 

V(g) u(j) = el (g. Il U(j) v(g). 

(1.5) 

(1. 6) 

In this case the existence of a common Garding domain 
for both cp and n was proved. 

The fairly simple characterization of the domain was 
based on a direct integral realization of Hilbert space 
with a certain measure associated with the field opera
tors. However, in order to know this domain explicitly 
for calculational purposes one would have to determine 
the measure, a task which is usually very difficult and 
which would have to be repeated for each particular 
model theory. For practical purposes it is therefore 
desirable to be able to write down a Garding domain 
directly in terms of the fields, independent of any par
ticular field realization. 

This explicit specification of a domain for the fields 
will be carried out in the following, and the result turns 
out to be of great simplicity. We define simple smooth
ing operators which, when applied to any vector, yield a 
vector in the domain of the fields, indeed even an entire3 

vector. The set of vectors thus obtained is dense. 

Theorem: (i) Let cp be a sharp-time field as in Eqs. 
(1.1-4) and let U(j)=exp{icp(j)} be (weakly or strongly) 
continuous for fE 8 (1R3) . Let hn(x) be the nth Hermite 
function, let 11==("1>"2'''3)' with "I a nonnegative integer, 
and put 

h,,(x) = hIll (X)h"2 (x2)h"3 (x3). (1.7) 

Let {c,,} be a triple sequence of positive numbers 
satisfying the growth restriction 

3 

C".;: kFJI ("i + 1)' (1. 8) 

for some positive constants k and r, and define the 
smoothing operator A\c) by4 
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A{el =exp[ -2?c~2CP(hYJ. (1. 9) 

Then every vector of the form 

I f) '" A{e} 11/1>, 11/1) EJ't', (1.10) 

is in the domain of cp(j)" for each nand f E 8 (1R3) . More
over, I 1/1) as well as its image under cp(g) and U(g), 
gE8(1R3

), are entire3 for each cp(j). 

One obtains a dense domain on which the smeared 
fields are essentially self-adjoint if one chooses 

cv =n(v/+1)r, vl=0,1,2, ... , r=1,2, ... , (1.11) 
I 

varies I 1/1) through a dense set of J't' and takes finite 
linear combinations of the resulting vectors I~). Ap
plying the field and Weyl operators repeatedly one ob
tains an invariant Garding domain. 

(ii) Let cp and II be fields satisying CCR's and the con
tinuity condition of part (0. In addition to A{el we define 
the smoothing operatorS 

B{c}=exp[-~c~2n(h)~, (1.12) 

where {c} satisfies the growth restriction of Eq. (1. 8). 
Then every vector of the form 

(1.13) 

is in the domain of both cp(j)n and nU)n for each nand 
fE8(Rl). Moreover, I fl> and its image under cp(g)n, 
fl (g)n, U(g), V(g), gE 8 (1R3) , are entire vectors for cp(j) 
and fl(j). One already obtains a dense domain of essen
tial self-adjointness for all cp(j) and fl(j), fE8(1R3), if 
one takes {c} ={c}, varies {c} through the sequences 
given by Eq. (1.11) and proceeds as in (i). 

Remarks: (i) That the smoothed vectors I $) in Eq. 
(1.10) are entire if they are nonzero, is not unexpected. 
The main statement of the theorem is the result that 
sufficiently many of the smoothing operators do not 
vanish identically6 and that one obtains a dense set of 
nonzero vectors. 

(ii) The special choice of the basis {hJ as products of 
Hermite functions is essential. 

(iii) For multi component fields and configuration 
space IRn the result carries over with the obvious 
changes. 

The theorem will be proved in Sec. 2. General test 
function spaces and arbitrary bases are conSidered in 
Sec. 3 and a result slightly weaker than the above 
theorem is derived. In Sec. 4 the results are discussed. 
It is pointed out that for irreducible representations of 
the CCR's a single smoothing operator suffices, and the 
smoothing operators are expressed as an integral over 
the Weyl operators. 

II. THE ROLE OF .9' SMOOTHING 
OPERATORS IN Q-SPACE 

The special role played by the Hermite function is 
connected to the fact that they form an absolute basis 
for 8. 7 For fE8(1R3) we put 

~v'" J f(x)h,,(x)~x. (2.1) 
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Then 

I(x) ==~ ~ .. h .. (x), (2.2) 

where the convergence is that of 8. Thus one has a 
unique correspondence between f and a triple sequence. 

f-H}"'{ ~ooo,··· , ~v'···}· (2.3) 

A sequence {~} belongs to an element of 8 (1R3) if and 
only if all norms of the form 

(2.4) 

are finite where (II + 1)' ",nj (Vi + 1)r with r a positive 
integer. Furthermore, lim._ ~ I ~(j) I, == 0 for all r if and 
only if the associated functions II converge to zero in 
8 (R3) . This means that 8(1R3) is isomorphic7 to a se
quence space s with norms (2.4). 

It is convenient to replace the norms (2.4) by 

IWI~ "'~(II + 1)2r ~!. (2.5) 

Clearly I ~I,~ 11;11" and from 

it follows that II ~ liT'" k I ~ 12,. Hence the two systems of 
norms are equivalent; the latter, however, are Hilbert
ian, they can be derived from the scalar product 

(2.6) 

Since 8 and s are isomorphic, so are their duals 8' 
and S/. The dual s' consists of all triple sequences {11'} 
such that 

for some positive integer r, since then 

(1/' , ~) '" IJ1I~~" '" 111I'H_ •• II W •. 

Q-space and P-space 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

In Ref. 8 a realization of the Hilbert space has been 
given in which the field becomes multiplication by a 
scalar factor, just as in the Schr6dinger representation 
for finitely many degrees of freedom ('~-space"). The 
Hilbert space consists of vector-valued functions 1/1(11.), 
where the variable A runs through all linear functionals, 
the dual of the test function space. Then U(j) 
== exp{iCP(j)} simply acts as 

U(jhp(A) == ei<A. f) 1/1(11.), (2.9) 

and 

cp{j)if;(A) == (A ,f)1/J(A). (2.10) 

The scalar product in Q-space is expressed by means 
of a measure which is determined by the field. In a 
similar way one can diagonalize II{f) if one deals with 
CCR's ("P-space"). 

In Ref. 2 it was shown that, for a large class of test 
function spaces, including 8, one obtains an entire 
vector for cp if one multiplies by an exponentially de
creasing function. 

$(11.) ==exp(-IIA"~C>I/I(A), (2.11) 
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where IIflle is a continuous Hilbertian norm on the test 
function space and IIAII_e the associated dual norm. 9 

Furthermore, one obtains a total set of entire vectors 
if one takes the norms which determine the topology of 
the test function space. 

Specialization to 9' 

If, in the above correspondance to sequences, f cor
responds to {~} and A to {1j'}, then one has (A ,f) = (1j', ~), 
by definition. We can therefore write 1/J(1j') instead of 
1/J(A) and 

U(j)1/J(1j') = ei (ft, v 1/J(1j') , 
(2.12) 

cp(j)1/J(1j') = (1j', ~)IP(1j'). 

For the norms in Eq. (2.11) we can then take 111j'II_r of 
Eq. (2.7) which is the dual norm to II ;lIr of Eq. (2.5). 

Let {O(IlI} denote the sequence corresponding to h.; it 
consists of ze ros except for a 1 at the nth place. By Eq. 
(2 . 12) one has, for any k > 0 . 

exp[ - kcp(hYl1/J(1j') =exp[ - k(1j', o(~) )211/J(1j') 

= exp(- k1j~2 )1/J(1j'). 

Hence 

(2.13) 

lim n exp[ - (v + 1)-2r8(hYl1/J(1j') =exp(-II1j'II~r)1/J(1j'), 
lal-~ '~''''.' 

(2.14) 

Where the limit exists strongly since exp{ - 111j' lI~r}" 1 for 
all {1j'} so that one can apply Lebesque's bounded con
vergence theorem. The operator on the lhs of Eq. (2.14) 
is just AIel of Eq. (1. 9) with c~ = (v + 1)r. 

In case of a general {c} satisfying the growth restric
tion of Eq. (1. 9) we note that 

II W~ =~c!;!., k2 11 W;. 
Hence 1I~lle is a continuous norm, with dual norm 

1I1j'W =:0 c-21j ,2 
-c II II II' 

and Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) apply again. Thus multipli
cation by exp{-II1j'II~J in Q-space corresponds to 
applying the operator AIel whose form is independent of 
any particular realization of the Hilbert space. By the 
quoted results of Ref. 2, this proves part (i) of the 
theorem.lO 

In the case of CCR's it is seen in exactly the same 
way that the smoothing operator B lcl corresponds to 
multiplication by a similar exponential function in P
space. Part (ii) of the theorem follows then immediately 
from Sec. 3 in Ref. 2. 

III. GENERAL TEST FUNCTION SPACES AND 
ARBITRARY BASES 

In this section we derive a slightly weaker result for 
an arbitrary test function space r and an arbitrary in
dependent set of test functions gug2' . ... Only ray con
tinuity will be assumed. In the case of CCR's we take 
the gj'S to be orthonormal, (gj, gj) = 0 lJ. Let 
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(3.1) 

be the set of finite linear combinations of the gj 's. In the 
following, smoothing operators and field domains will be 
derived for test fW'lctions in roo 

Theorem 3.1: Let {c} ={cu c2 , ••• } be any sequence of 
positive numbers. Define the smoothing operator Ale} byll 

AIel =exp[-~cj2cp(gI)2J (3.2) 

and, in case of CCR's, also 

Blc) =exp [_YCj2D(gj)2]' (3.3) 

Then, for any 11/J) E~ the application of Ale} (or Ale}B(c}) 

yields an entire vector for cp{j),fE ~ [or, respectively, 
for cp{j) and n{f),fE ~]. To obtain a Garding domain, 
or rather a dense invariant domain of entire vectors it 
suffices to take {c}={c'}, to vary {c} through the positive 
integers and to proceed as in the theorem of the 
Introduction. 

PrOOf: If fE ~, then f=:0~=l ;vgv for some n and ~v. 
Thus ~ can be identified with the space of all terminat
ing sequences {~}={;v ... , ~",O, ... }. For every (infinite) 
sequence {c} ={cu ···} of positive numbers the Hilbertian 
norm 

(3.4) 

exists since the sum is finite. The topology induced by 
these norms is just that needed for ray continuity. One 
obtains an equivalent system of norms if one restricts 
Cv to the positive integers. The dual ~~ now can be 
identified with the space of all sequences {1j'} = {1j~, ... }, 
with no growth restriction. 

Again one has a Q-space realization (and a P-space in 
case of CCR's) as in Sec. 2, now {1j'} varying through 
O)I~. As before one shows that the operator AId corre
sponds to multiplication by 

exp(-II1j'II~) 

in Q-space, 12 and similarly for B(d in P-space. 
Theorem 3.1 then follows from the results of Sec. 3 of 
Ref. 2. QED 

Remark: If J is in ~ but not in ")'0 and if one does not 
have additional continuity properties, in general nothing 
can be said whether or not I ifr is in the domain of cp(j). 
If it should be possible to construct smoothing operators 
of this kind for all test functions in 0)1, one certainly 
will have to impose growth restrictions on the cv ' as in 
the case of 8. Otherwise C~2 and the associated smooth
ing operator might not decrease sufficiently fast to con
trol cp(j). 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The main idea in Secs. 2 and 3 has been to express 
exp{ - II A lI~e} in terms of field operators. From the pro
cedure it is clear that one can obtain a similar construc
tion for those nuclear test function spaces whose topology 
can be expressed by a set of (semi-) norms which, for a 
suitable basis, become "diagonal" as in Eq. (2.5). 

To obtain a dense domain of definition for the fields 
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we needed, in the case of oS, a countable number of 
smoothing operators. It can also be shown for the case 
considered in Theorem 3.1 that a countable number is 
sufficient; however, it depends on the particular ex
ample which of the smoothing operators have to be 
taken. The question arises if one always needs an in
finite number of smoothing operators. In general nothing 
can be said about this. But when one has an irreducible 
representation of the CCR's a single smoothing operator 
AB suffices. This is due to the following. 

Corollary 4.1: If the representation of the CCR's is 
irreducible, then either the smoothing operator A{C"I is 
identically zero or maps nonzero vectors onto nonzero 
vectors. If A{cl *0 and if !tJ is a dense domain in X, 
then A{c-I !tJ is again dense in X. The same holds for the 
smoothing operator B{eI' Hence in the case of oS, there 
is a {c} as given in Eq. (1.11) such that A{C-IB{cl is a 
dense Garding domain for cp and n. In the case of 
Theorem 3. 1 a similar result holds. 

This result follows in a straightforward ~"llY from 
Theorem 4.2 of Ref. 2. The particular sequence {c} that 
will give the desired smoothing operator can, however, 
depend on the particular representation of the CCR's. 

It is possible to express the smoothing operators in 
terms of the unitary Weyl operators. From the integral 
relation 

e-(A,f)2/y. =k(41T)-1/2 r:dA e-lh2/4ei~(A'f), 

one obtains 

e-~-2"(f)2=k(41T)-1/2r:dA e-k2~2/4e/A.,(f), (4.1) 

and similarly for n in the case of CCR's. Hence we find 
for the smoothing operator of Eq. (3.2) 

A{e) =s-~~l!: J ~ ... ~(~cv)exp{-t~ce~} u(tAvgJ ' 

and a similar expression for that in Eq. (1. 9). For 
CCR's, A{elB{,;1 can be expressed as13 

A A. = s-lim fdA1d~1 •• , d\.d\. 
{el {el ... "" 41T 41T 

(4.2) 

X (~cvCv) exp (- t~(~A~ +~~;) )U(~A~v) V(~Avgv) 
(4.3) 

and an analogous formula with the Hermite functions for 
the test function space oS . 
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The expreSSions of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are very 
similar to the ones given by Garding14 for representa
tions of finite-dimensional Lie groups where the group 
operators are integrated with C;;' functions. One of 
course can in the present case integrate the group 
operators also with other functions; the main difference 
to Garding's procedure is that one first has to integrate 
over n-dimensional subgroups and then take the limit 
n - 00 .15 

'I. R. Klauder, Commun. Math. Phys. 18, 307 (1970); Acta Phys. 
Austriaca Supp!. 8, 227 (1971) (Schladming Lectures 1971). 

2G. C. Hegerfeldt, 1. Math. Phys. 13, 821 (1972). For the special case 
of Giirding-Wightman representations of the CCR's see also M. C. 
Reed, Commun. Math. Phys. 14,336 (1969). 
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The limit of the group SO(p, 1) , for large Lorentz transformations, are studied. It is found that the 
basis functions of the most degenerate representations of SO(p, 1) , constructed according to the 
subgroups SO(p) and SO(p -1,1), asymptotically tend to the basis functions, constructed according to 
the corresponding contracted subgroups. This result is applied to the matrix elements of SO(p,1) to 
derive novel relations. The limit of the overlap functions are considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Theory of groups and their representations has be
come an established part of modern physical theory and 
diverse aspects of this theory have been extensively 
studied in recent years. One such aspect is the concept 
of group limit and group contraction for Lie groups. 1,2 

By group contraction it is generally understood that one 
has in mind a certain deformation of the Lie algebra 
which corresponds to a singular transformation of the 
algebra. Such is the case for the contraction of the 
rotation group SO(3) with respect to its subgroup SO(2), 
where the generator of the SO(2), J 3 , is left intact, 
while the other two generators Jl> and J 2 are multiplied 
by E, which in turn tends to zero. Thus in the limit 
E - 0, EJ1, EJ2, and J 3 form the Lie algebra of the group 
of rigid rotations of the plane, i. e., E(2). In other 
words the SO(3) group manifold is deformed into the 
E(2) manifold. To see more clearly what is involved in 
this contraction, it is sufficient to consider the homo
geneous spaces SO(3)/SO(2)=~ and E(2)/SO(2)=R 2

• 

Under contraction, finite rotations on se generated by 
J 1 and J 2 become infinitesimal rotations on se and finite 
translations on R2. R2 is the tangent plane to se. 

The concept of group contraction is applicable to a 
wide range of Lie groups and is essentially a local 
concept. 1 Another important related concept is that of 
the group limit for noncompact groups. 2 By group limit 
we mean the asymptotic form of the group manifold 
when one or several of the parameters of the group are 
allowed to become large. In other words one is interest
ed in the behavior of the group manifold at infinity. A 
simple visual aid is again the homogeneous space of the 
noncompact group, for example SO(2,1)/SO(2)=y2, the 
two-dimensional hyperboloid. A large boost will take a 
finite point of y2 to its asymptotic region. It will be 
seen that in this region the group acts as the group of 
linear transformations of the line. Clearly this group 
limit is not the same as E(1, 1), the group of rigid 
motions of the Lorentzian plane, which is obtained by 
contracting SO(2, 1) in the conventional manner. 

From the foregoing it is clear that it is the group 
limit which is most relevent to the physics of the in
finite momentum, and generally to high energy phenom
ena. 3 But in the studies of group theory and their rep
esentations the group contraction has been more close
ly pursued than the group limit in the above sense. 
Even when the latter has been considered, the concern 
has been the group structure and the representation 
types. 2 The question of the behavior of the representa
tion space under the limiting procedure has been large-
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ly untouched. 4 It is the purpose of this work to tackle 
this problem in a specific example in detail. 

The concrete group we will address ourselves to is 
SO(p, 1), the group of Lorentz transformations in p + 1 
dimensions. This group plays an important role in 
physical theory, both for its significance in relativistic 
kimematics when p = 3, and for its usefulness in 
algebraic descriptions of hadrons. 5 The representations 
of this group have been studied in some detail; in par
ticular, the most degenerate continuous representations 
of SO(p, 1) have been constructed both according to the 
maximal compact subgroup SO(p, 1)::) SO(p), and ac
cording to the sot p, 1) ::) sot p - 1, 1). 6 In this article, 
the limit of these representations are studied and vari
ous consequences of the limit relations are exhibited. 

In Sec. 2, we will review the basiC elements of the 
SO(p, 1) representation theory. In Sec. 3, we will con
struct the most degenerate representations of SO(p, 1) 
according to the E(p -1) subgroup. In Sec. 4 the 
relevant aspects of the group limit are discussed and 
then in Sec. 5 applied to a study of the behavior of the 
basis elements for the representation space under a 
large boost. It is found that the vectors of the canonical 
baSiS, the basis constructed by diagonalizing the Casi
mir operator of the SO(p) subgroup, are transformed 
into the basiS vectors constructed by diagonalizing the 
Casimir operator of the Euclidean subgroup E(p -1). 
This limit relation will allow us, then, to read off the 
limit relation between the matrix elements of a group 
element in a representation constructed according to the 
subgroup SO(p) and a representation constructed ac
cording to its contraction E(p -1). Similarly the rela
tion between two sets of overlap functions are found. 

Finally, matrix elements of the form (A I exp(- iaK) I B), 
where IA) and IB) are two "rest" states and K is the 
generator of the boost, are found in the limit of large a. 
These matrix elements emerge in resonance model cal
culations of structure functions in the deep inelastic 
scattering region. 7 

2. THE MOST DEGENERATE REPRESENTATION OF 
SO(p, 1) 

The most degenerate representation of the group 
SO(p,1) may be built on L2(HP-1), the Hilbert space of 
square integrable functions on the two sheeted 
hyperbolOid, B 

T)IJ E HP-1=*T)"'T),,=1, IJ.=O,1,2, ... ,p-1, 

j, gEL 2(HP-1), (j, g) = fH P-1 drJ(T) )g(T). 
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The generators of the group SO(p, 1) for this represen
tation are 

S,,"=i(1),/5" -1)/),,), 0" = a~" -1),,1)" a~" , (2.3) 

which form the Lie algebra of an SO(p -1, 1) sub
algebra, and 

r"=i(o,, +0'17,,), 

which together with S,," commute as 

[S,,"' sa~l = i( g"aS,,~ - g"aS"~ - g"~S"a + g" ~Sva)' 
[S,,"' r ~l = i( g"~r" - g,,~r), 

[r" ,r "1 = is,,", 
to form the algebra of SO(p, 1). 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

It is known that {S,,"' r ,,} form an irreducible repre
sentation of SO(p, 1) and for 

CJ= -~(p -1) +ip, p real. (2.8) 

The representation is unitary. 6 The canonical basis for 
. these SO(p, 1) representations may be obtained by de
composition according to the SO(p) subgroup generated 
by 

{S",a,r",}, C\!,{3=1,2, ... ,p-l 

and are 

>It(n)(1)) =N(n) cosh"a tanh'ac~:\P-2)/2/'f ~h ) Y( l)(np-2), 
\' cos a 

N =2,+(p-3)/2r (z + p - 2) ([n + (p - 2)/21r(n -Z + 1))1/2 
(n) 2 1Tr(n +Z +p - 2) 

(2.9) 

Here (n) = (n!> n2 , ••• , np_1) symbolizes the set of eigen
values of the decomposition chain 

SO(p)::>SO(p-l) ••• ::>SO(2), n=np_1 (2.10) 

and (Z) = (n!> n2 , ••• , np_2 ) symbolizes the eigenvalues of 
the decomposition chain 

SO(p-l)::>SO(p-2).··::>SO(2), np_2 =1. (2.11) 

Here the spherical coordinates of Hp-1 are employed: 

1)°='fcosha, 0,,; a <00 

1)1 = sinha sinBp_2' .. sinB!> 

1)P-2 = sinha sinBp_2 cos Bp_3, 

1)P-1 = sinha cosBp_2' (2.12) 

Y( I)(n) are the usual spherical harmonics, forming the 
canonical basis for the SO(p -1) subgroup. 

Similarly a pseudobasis may be constructed accord
ing to the decomposition 

SO(p, 1)::> SO(p -1,1)::> SO(p -1)::> SO(p - 2) ••• ::> SO(2), 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
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3. THE DECOMPOSITION SO{p, 1) ::l E{p - 1) 

We accomplish the decomposition of the most degen
erate representation of the group SO(p, 1) with respect 
to its Euclidean subgroup E(p -IT by introducing the 
parabolic coordinate system on Hp-1 which parametrizes 
an element 1)" of Hp-1 according to 

1)0 +1)P-1='fea', 1)0_1)P-1='f(e-a' +ea'~), _00 <a' <00 

1)1 =ea'rsinBp_3 ' ··sinB!> 0,,; Bl <21T 

1)2 = ea'r sinBp _3' •• sine2 cosBl> 0,,; B j"; 1T 

• P-3 a' . II II 1) = e r sln"p_3 COS"p_2, 

1)P-2 = ea'r cosBp_3' (3.1) 

The subgroup E(p -1) is generated by 

E/=Kj-Sj,p_l> E p_1=rO -rp_l> 

LjJ=S/j, L j ,p_1=r p i=I,2, ... ,p -2, 

where K / = - So;. It is easily verified that 

[E""Esl=o 

[L",a,Eyl=i(gsyE", -g",yEa). 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Note that E j and L/j generate an E(p -2) subgroup of 
E(p -1); and L/j generate an SO(p -2) subgroup of 
E(p -2). 

The representation of SO(p, 1) are decomposed ac
cording to the chain, 

SO(p, 1) ::>E(p -1)::>E(p -2)::>SO(p -2) 

::> SO(p - 3)· •• ::> SO(2). (3.5) 

The Casimir operator of E(p -1) is E",E"" where in 
terms of the differential operators on lfI'-t, ElY. are 

-a' z=e , (3.6) 

(3.7) 

We call the eigenvalues of this Casimir operator A and 
find the corresponding pseudobasis functions: 

(3.8) 

>ltA,x,(m) are eigenfunctions of the Casimir operators of 
the above subgroup chain, 

and satisfy the following orthogonality and completeness 
relations 

f
H

P-1 d1)>ltt)x.(m)(1))>It~~:x" (m,)(1)) = o(A - A')o(x - x')o(IrI),(m')' 

(3. 11) 

(3.12) 

For reference we will write down the pseudobasis func-
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tions for the SO(p, 1) representation according to the 
decomposition chain, 

so(p, 1)::>SO(p -1, 1)::>E(p -2)::>SO(p -2) 

::>SO(p -3)·· ·::>SO(2). (3.13) 

These functions are the generalized eigenfunctions of 
the Casimir operator of SO(p -1, 1), the Laplace
Beltrami operator on HP-1: 

1 S S" v ,,2 2 (l2 ( 3) (l 2 2 
"2 "v =-u =Z (lz2 - p- Zaz +z VP_2, 

where V!_2 is the Laplacian in (p - 2)-dimensional 
Euclidean space. The eigenfunctions of 62 are 

>J! ( ) _(2XVSinh7TV)1/2 (P-2)/2K ( ) -(p-4)/2 
v,x.(m) 1'/ - r Z Iv xz r 

(3. 14) 

(3.15) 

where the K lv are the modified Bessel functions of order 
iv. 9 

4. GROUP LIMIT 

In this section some elementary results on group 
limit theory as applied to the group SO(p, 1) will be dis
cussed. Under the action of Ad exp( - itKp _1 ), one can 
easily verify, by considering matrix representations, 
that the Lie algebra of SO(p, 1) approaches, the follow
ing limits: 

lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(SIj) = SIJ' 

lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(S;,p_) =~etEI' 

lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(KI ) =~et Ep 

lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(Kp_1) = Kp_1 

lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(r I) = r I' 
lim Ad exp(itKp_1)(rP-l) =~et Ep_1, 

limAdexp(itKp_1)(ro)=~etEp_1> i=1,2, ... ,p -2. 

(4.1) 

Thus the Lie algebra of SO(p, 1) approaches that of 
E(p -1)®D, where D is dilation on RP-l. Here D=Kp_1, 

[Kp_l>E",]=iE"" a=1,2, .•. ,p-1, 

[Kp_l>rl]=o, 

[Kp_uSIJ]=O. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

It must be noted that to be exact one should consider 
the limit of Adexp(itKp_1)(K;/~et), etc., in order to ob
tain a well defined, finite Lie algebra instead of the 
asymptotic limits considered above; and it is in this 
sense that one Lie algebra is the limit of the other. But 
we prefer to keep our asymptotic notation, as it makes 
contact with its physical applications more readily. 3 

In a related but different procedure, contraction of 
SO(p -1) with respect to its subgroup SO(p - 2), a 
similar connection between the two algebras may be 
obtained. In this case the elements SI,P_1 are replaced 
by ESI ,p_1 and E is let to go to zero. The resultant Lie 
algebra is that of E(p - 2). As a consequence it can be 
shown that the Legendre functions asymptotically ap
proach the Bessel functions. The usual derivation of 
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this result is as follows 10
: One considers a representa

tion of SO(p -1) with the weight 1, and calculates the 
matrix elements of a group element, e. g., exp[(i8/ 
1)SI,I>_1] in this representation, which are the Legendre 
functions, and then allows 1 to go to infinity, (1/Z)S;,P_1 
tends to E I , and as direct calculation shows, the matrix 
elements of (1/l)S;,P_1 between the two SO(p-1) states 
approach the matrix elements of E i between two E( p - 2) 
states. Since the matrix elements of exp{i8E) are the 
Bessel functions, one has the desired relationo 

In the next section we will prove the stronger result 
that the basis elements in the SO(p, 1) representations 
approach the basis elements of the representations of 
the limit group E(p -1) ® D. From this result, the con
nection between the matrix elements of two groups in 
addition to some novel relations will emerge 
immediately. 

5. LIMIT OF REPRESENTATION BASIS 

The elements of the canonical basis for the most de
generate representation of the group SO(p, 1) which are 
constructed according to the decomposition (2.10) are 
determined by the eigenvalue equation chain, 

(r" r" +~S"vS"V)>J!(n) = {- [(p -1)/2]2 - p2}>J! (nP 

1l=0,1,2, ... ,p-1, 

(r", r '" +~S"'6S"'6)>J!(n) = n(n +p - 2)>J!(n)' 

a,/3=1,2, ... ,p-1, 

~(S"'6S"'6)>J!(n)=1(1 +p -3)>J!(n)' 

HSIjSI)>J!(n) = m(m +p - 4)>J!(nP i = 1, 2, ... ,p - 2. 

Under the action of a Lorentz boost exp(itKp_1), these 
eigenvalue equations are transformed, asymptotically, 
into the chain 

(rl'r" +tSI'VS"V)exp(itKp_1)>J!(n) 

= {- [(p - 2)/2]2 -l}exp(itKp _1)>J!(n), (5.1) 

(te2t E",E",) exp(itKp_J>J!(rr) = n(n + p - 2) exp(itKp_1)>J!(nP(5. 2) 

(te2tE IE i) exp(itKp_1)>J!(n) = 1(1 +p - 3) exp(itKP-l)>J!(rrP (5.3) 

~(S/jS/j) exp(itKp_1)>J!(rr) = m(m +p - 4) exp(itKp_1)>J!(n)' (5.4) 

These equations suggest that the boosted states 
exp(itKp_1)>J!(rr) form a basis for the representation of 
SO(p, 1) according to the decomposition (3.5), with the 
characteristic parameters, 

A = lim2ne-t , (5.5) 
t-~ 

x=lim2le-t , (5.6) 
t- .. 

other parameters being identical to those of the canoni
cal basis. 

Similarly, the pseudobasis for the decomposition 
(2.13) is suggested to be transformed into the pseudo
basis for the decomposition (3.13). In the follOwing we 
will prove that these functions behave as suggested and 
in fact the limit relations are pointwise. 

To begin with, we consider the effect of a large boost 
on one of our basis functions. By definition the effect of 
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exp(itKp_1) on such a function f is 

[exp(itKp_1)fKI7) = f[exp( - ifKp_1'>r7]. (5.7) 

Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the effect of the 
boost exp( - ifKp_1) on the vector 7j" as f tends to infinity, 
and find the limit of f[exp( - itKp_1)7j] as a function of 7j" • 

We consider the spherical parametrization of the hy
perboloid and seek the parameters of exp( - itKp_1'>r7 in 
the parabolic coordinate representation (3.1). The re
sult is 

cosha t t~ A/ z, A = te t
, 

cotha t t~ cosh(z/A), 

8t t:-:' riA, 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where at> 8t = 8;_2 are the relevant parameters of 
exp( - itKp_1)7j, and Z and r are the relevant parabolic 
parameters of 7j" • 

As a first case, consider the pseudobasis functions 
(2.14) of the decomposition, SO(p, 1)::>So(p -1,1) 
::> SO(p -1). The asymptotic limit of the normalized 
spherical harmonics, 

y (n )-2m+(p-4)/2r(m +p -3) 
(l) P-2 - \j 2 

X([l +(p -3)/2]r(l-m +1»)1/2 
11r(l +m +p - 3) 

where m ==np_3 , are easily found to be, 

(5.11) 

(_ 1 )(m+p) /2A (p-3) /2[K /2 r -1 (p-4 )/21J m+(p-4) /2(xr) Y( m)(np_2)]' 

(5.12) 

Here x==limx l~oo(l/A), and the expression inside the 
bracket is th~ normalized eigenfunction of E(p - 2) 
Casimir operator, as expected from the fact the 
E( p - 2) is the contraction of SO( p -1). The factor 
(- l)(m+P) /2 is a phase factor related to the arbitrariness 
in the definition of the functions in the limiting expres
sions; and the A(P-3)/2 factor is the result of a change of 
normalization; the Yw are normalized to OW,O')' while 
the generalized eigenfunctions of the E(p - 2) Casimir 
operator are normalized according to 

o(x-x')= lim Ao(l-l'). 
!\.'.l'"co 

Note that the limiting procedure invoked here, in
troduces additional powers of A, coming from the 
change of measure, 

dnp_2 = sinP -3 8 d8 dnp_H ::-:' A -(P-2)r!'-3 drdnp_s, (5.13) 

which explains the factor A (P-3)/2 appearing in the 
expression (5. 12). 

In the derivation of (5.12), we have used the connec
tion between the Gegenbauer polynomials and Legendre 
functions, and then the limit relation. 11 

lim v"P:"(cosx/v)=J,,(x). (5.14) 
v~ 00 

Similarly the limit of the remaining factors in the ex
pression (2.14) for the pseudobasis functions may be 
obtained by exploiting Whipple's formula,l1 connecting 
the Legendre functions of the first kind with those of the 
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second kind, and using the limit relationll 

lim v-" exp( - i1TJ..I.)Q~[cosh(z/v)] =K" (z). (5.15) 
v~oo 

The final result is 

[exp(itKp_1)lJIv , (!)J(7j) I, r: ... (_l)(m+p) /2A -1/21J1 v, x, (m )(7j). 

(5. 16) 

The coefficient (_1)(m+p)/2 is a phase factor and the ad
ditional power of A is again due to the change of 
normalization. 

The limit of the canonical basis (2.9) can be similar
ly found. In this case, we obtain the pseudobasis (3.8) 
of the decomposition SO(p, 1)::> E(p -1), only when we 
let n, l, and n -l, tend to infinity simultaneously with 
t. To find the limit behavior of (2.9), we observe that 
when n -l == 2N, for nonnegative integer N,l1 

CI+(P-2)/2 ('I' _1_) _ (-1)1' 2NN! r[N +l +(p - 2)/2] 
n-l cosha - (2N)!rll +(p -2)/2] 

Xpl-1/2,I+(P-3)/21 (1 ___ 2_) . 
N cosh2a 

(5.17) 

Then we use the expansion for the Jacobi polynomials, 11 

p1-1/2, 1+(p-3) /21 (1 _ 2Z:) = t bk(~)2k, 
A k=O A 

. (_)k 
bk == kl(N-k)1 

and find that 

r[N+l +k +(p -2)/2] 
r[N+l +(p -2)/2] 

(5.18) 
r(N+t) 
r(k +t) • 

lim PI-1/2'1+(P-3)/21(1_~) = (J..I.Z)1/2J_ (liZ) 
X,I,N- N A 2N 1/2 ,... 

(5.19) 

where 

J..I.=(A2_X2)1/2, A== lim (n/A), x= lim (l/A). 
",),"00 ',X"CC 

(5.20) 

The limit of the canonical basis is then obtained: 

lJI(n)(7j) l,n;r~", (_)N+m A(r+(P-3)/21J1t)x,(m)(7j), (5.21) 

where 1JI(-) is defined in (3.8). The factor A"+(P-3)/2 is 
again due to a change of normalization. 

In exactly the same manner we find that, for the case 
n-l=2N+l, 

(5.22) 

These limit relations can be used now to relate 
matrix elements of SO(p -1) group elements with those 
of E(p - 2) group elements. To illustrate the point we 
choose p == 4, and calculate the limit of, 12 

P~,m'[cos(a/A)]= f dnY,m(n) exp[i(a/A)J2] Y;n'(n) , 

when 1 and It tend to infinity. Here P~,m' are related to 
the Jacobi polynomials. From (5.12), we have, 

Y,m(n) - imA 1/2 (K /2J",(xr) (211\1/ 2 exp(im</») , 

where the expression in the large parenthesis is the 
normalized generalized eigenstates of the Casimir 
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operator of E(2). Also from (4.1) we have, 

J 2 - AEl" 

Using these two relations, and paying attention to the 
change of normalization, we obtain the known result,12 

(5.23) 

A further consequence of our limit relations between 
the basis elements is the simple calculation of limit of 
the overlap functions as expressed in Ref. 6. These 
functions, Ki(v, n), are inner products of the elements 
of the canonical basis (2.9) and the corresponding ele
ments of the pseudobasis (2.14), 

(5.24) 

They have been expressed in terms of the Meijer's G 
functions; and a direct calculation of their limits for 
large 1 and n is not trivial. However, we can use our 
Eqs. (5.16), (5.21), and (5.22), to find the limit of 
Ki(v,n) easily: 

Ki(v, n) 1,;;= .. ('1')(1+<) 12( _1)N+(m+Pl 12A -1/2-1. (AV S~nh1TVr/\ 

1= .r dzz i.Kiv(xz)J€/2(J.LZ), (5.25) 

where E = - 1, for the case n -1 = 2N, and E = + 1, for 
n -l = 2N + 1. ('f) refers to either sheets of the hy
perbloid. The integral can be calculated, and the result 
is 

K·(II n) - ('f)U+€)/2(_)N+(m+p)/2A-1 / 2-I.C n (x A) 
1 , l,n,~~oo r:t,~p-,v , , 

C = 21.-1 (v sinh 1TV )1/2 r(1 +E/2 + i(p + v») 
.,v ~ 2 

xre +E/2 ;i(p - 11»)/ r(1 +E/2), 

B.,v(x, A) = J.L€/2 A1/ 2X-U+€/2+I.) 

(
1 +E/2 +i(p+II) 1 +E/2 +i(p-II). 

XF 2 ' 2 ' 

(5.26) 

Finally, we will evaluate the matrix elements of a 
large boost between two vectors of the pseudobasis 
(2. 13), and then between two vectors of the canonical 
basis (2.19). These matrix elements are known for a 
finite boost, 14 from which the limits can be obtained. 
Here we use our limit relations between the basis ele
ments and find the matrix elements immediately. The 
matrix elements are 

(p, II, (0) I exp(itKp_1) I p, v, 1, (0» (5.27) 

where the state on the left is the ground state of the 
basis (2.13), while the state on the right is a general 
element of that basis. Now as t and 1 tend to infinity, 
(5.27) tends to 

('f)u .. ) 12( _)N+mA -1 +I.(p, II, (0) I p, II, x, (0», (5.28) 

where the state on the right is an element (3.8) of the 
Euclidean decomposition (3.13). We have used the limit 
relation (5.16). 

To calculate the overlap functions in (5.28), we 
consider 
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(p, II, (0) I EIEI I p, II, x, (0» = X2(p, II, (0) I p, v, x, (0» 

= (p, v, (0) I [(p - 2)/2]2 + ~ -K;_1 

+ (p - 2)iKp_1 1 p, II, x, (0», 

(5.29) 

and observe that 

Kp_11 p, II, x, (0» = i (x d~ + ~ ) I p, v, x, (0»; (5.30) 

the Eq. (5.29) will lead to a differential equation for the 
overlap functions, whose solutions are 

(p, II, (0) I p, v', x, (0» = CX(P-3) 12K IV(x)O(1I - v') (5.31) 

with the coefficient c obtained from the completeness 
relation for the I p, II, x, (m» and is 

2 (r[(p_1)/2])1 /2[1 (P-2 .\IJ-1 c = ~/4 r[(p _ 2)/2] r -2- +ZVj . (5.32) 

In the special case P = 3, this result agrees with that 
obtained by Chang and O'Raifeartaigh. 15 

The matrix elements of a large boost between two 
canonical basiS elements can be obtained from the above 
result by observing that a (XP_l> Xo) hyperbolic rotation 
may be obtained by a combination of a (Xp, Xo) hyperbolic 
rotation and (Xp _1 ,Xp ) Euclidean rotation; alternatively 
one may calculate the overlap functions 

(p, (0) I p, A, x, (0» 

directly. The result is 

(p, (0) I exp(iIKp_1) I p, n, 1, (0»", i7'~-o 0, n -1 = 2N + 1, 

N=0,1,2, ... , 

(p, (0) I exp(itKp_) I p, n, 1, (0»", i7~-o (_)N+mA -1+11> 

x _4_ ( r(p/2) )1/2 J.L-1/2AI.+1/2X(P-3) 12K (A) 
r(-i1) 1Tr[(p -2)/2] I. , 

n -1 =2N. (5.33) 
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The high-frequency backscattered field produced by a plane, linearly polarized electromagnetic wave 
obliquely incident on a perfectly conducting disk of elliptical shape. is considered. The leading term 
of the asymptotic expansion is obtained by means of the geometrical theory of diffraction. and it is 
matched to the physical optics result for normal incidence via Bessel functions. The formula thus 
obtained is uniformly valid for all directions of incidence and polarization; it reduces to the known 
result for a circular disk in the case of zero eccentricity. Numerical results are presented for direct
and cross-polarized monostatic cross sections. The difficulties encountered in obtaining higher-order 
terms of the asymptotic expansion are discussed in detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The high-frequency scattering behavior of flat metal
lic plates has received considerable attention in recent 
years, mainly because such plates represent good ap
proximations to portions of airplanes and missiles such 
as wings, fins, and tail structures. Two especially im
portant studies are those on the rectangular plate by 
RossI and on the circular disk by Knott et ai. 2 The flat 
metallic plate of infinitesimal thickness and elliptical 
shape considered in this paper is important in its own 
right, because it is one of the simplest edge structures 
with variable radius of curvature on which KeUer's 
theory can be tested and because it includes the circular 
disk and the strip as limiting cases. Also, any scatter
ing results for an elliptic plate are at once applicable to 
the diffraction by an elliptic aperture in an infinite plane 
screen, via Babinet's principle. From a practical view
point, an elliptic plate is a reasonably good approxima
tion for studying the scattering properties of the wings 
of certain aircraft at centimeter wavelengths. 

Two general techniques are available in dealing with 
high-frequency scattering problems. The first is 
Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD), which 
represents by the inclusion of diffracted rays a system
atic improvement of geometrical optics. The second is 
Ufimtsev's theory of fringe waves, which represents a 
systematic improvement of physical optics surface cur
rents through addition of nonuniform components. The 
leading terms of the far-field asymptotic expansions are 
the same in both theories; however, discrepancies arise 
between the higher-order terms. Since both theories 
are heuristic in nature, a preferential choice can only 
be made on the basis of either experimental evidence or 
asymptotic expansions of exact solutions of canonical 
problems. Measurement data are inconclusive because 
the difference between the two theories is often numeri
cally small and thus rests within limits of experimental 
errors. On the other hand, it has been theoretically 
proven that Ufimtsev's second-order term is definitely 
incorrect for the strip3 and most probably also for the 
circular disk. 2 For these reasons, we chose GTD as 
the method of analysis in this paper. 
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In Sec. 2, the first term in the high-frequency expan

sion of the back scattered field is obtained for oblique 
incidence and arbitrary polarization of the incident wave. 
It arises from two optical rays which are singly dif
fracted at the two flash points on the edge of the elliptic 
plate. These are the two points where the tangent to the 
edge is perpendicular to the incident Poynting vector. 
The expression thus derived for oblique incidence fails 
at normal incidence, due to the caustic behavior of the 
diffracted rays. However, the leading term of the back
scattered field for normal incidence is triviaUy obtained 
by physical optics, and a matching between the on-axis 
and off-axis results can be achieved by employing 
Bessel functions (Sec. 3). The resulting formula is uni
formly valid for all directions of incidence, and reduces 
to a previously known result in the particular case of the 
circular disk. 2 Numerical values of the first-order mo
no static cross section for vertical, horizontal, and 
cross polarization are plotted in Sec. 4. Finally, a 
detailed discussion of the difficulties encountered in ex
tending the analysis to higher-order terms of the as
ymptotic expansion is presented in Sec. 5. In particular, 
the second-order backscattered field is derived for cer
tain directions of incidence. 

CritiCism of GTD is usually twofold: First, the theory 
suffers from inherent diffic\j.lties at caustics; second, it 
leads to unacceptable results at or near geometric op
tics boundaries. Both objections can be overcome, at 
the price of cumbersome calculations, by boundary-lay
er techniques. 4 In particular, uniform asymptotic ex
pansions which are valid at caustics have been obtained 
by Kravtsov5

-
7 and Ludwig,8 while an asymptotic solu

tion which is uniformly valid near edges and shadow 
boundaries has been provided by Lewis and Boersma9 

and by Ahluwalia. 10 Despite these advances, it is still 
sometimes claimed that Keller's theory leads to an in
finite value of the diffracted field at geometric optics 
boundaries (see, e. g., Ref. 11). Since this confusion 
arises from an incorrect use of the diffraction coef
ficients, in Appendix A we restate their correct values 
at and near geometriC optics boundaries. These values 
are needed in the discussion of second-order 
contributions performed in Sec. 5. 

Copyright © 1973 American Institute of Physics 631 
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1\ 
Z 

FIG. 1. Geometry for the scattering problem. 

2. THE BACKSCATTERED FIELD 

The geometry of the scattering problem is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The elliptic plate is centered at the origin of 
coordinates in the (x, y) plane, has major axis 2a or~
ented in the x direction and minor axis 2b. The incident 
plane electromagnetic wave with wavenumber k = 27T/A 
and angular frequency w propagates in the direction of 
the unit vect,-

i = - x sin eo cosCPo - Y sineo sincpo - z coseo 

with an incident electric field 

( 1) 

Ei = ei exp[ - ik(x sin eo cosCPo + y sin eo sincpo + z coseo)], 

(2) 

where 

~i = <Po siny - eo cosy 

= - x(siny sin CPo + cosy coseo cos CPo) + y(siny cosCPo 

- cosy coseo sin CPo) + z cosy sineo (3) 

and the time-dependence factor exp( - iwt) is omitted. 
Without loss of generality, the angles eo and CPo, which 
define the direction of incidence, and the polarization 
angle I' are restricted to the intervais 

0.,,; eo ';7T/2, -7T/2.; CPo ';7T/2, 0.,,;1' ';7T/2. (4) 

The far back scattered electric field may be written as 

( 5) 

where r is the distance of the observation point from the 
center 0 of the plate. If the minimum radius of curva
ture of the edge is large compared to the wavelength, 
i. e. , 

kb 2 /a« 1, 

then the far-field coefficients S E and S H for vertical 
(I' = 7T/2) and horizontal (I' = 0) polarizations can be 
asymptotically expanded in series of powers of k- 1 /

2
• 

(6) 

The dominant terms of these series arise from optical 
rays which are backscattered from the flash points 
P 1(X1, Y1) and P 2(X2, Y2) on the edge of the plate, as shown 
in Fig. 2. The coordinates of these points and the radius 
R of curvature of the edge at either point are given by 
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Xl = - Xz = (a/A) cosCPo' YI = - Yz = (b2
/ aA) sincpo, 

R = b
2

/ aA \ (7) 

where 

A=A(o, CPo) = cosCPo(1+ o2tan2cpo)1/2 

with 

0= b/a. 

(8) 

(9) 

By following the prescriptions of GTD, 12 the divergence 
factors r 1 and r 2 associated with the rays backscattered 
from PI and P2 are easily determined 

(10) 

these expressions are valid if eo is bounded away from 
zero, i. e., for oblique incidence only. 

The first-order back scattered field is 

E b 
••• - [exp(ikr+ i 7T/4)/2121Tk] [r1 ~1 {ei}p exp(- i2kA sineo) 

1 

+r2~W}p exp(i2kAsineo)], (11) 
2 

where the column vectors {ei}p and {ei}p are expressed 
1 ~ ~ Z A 

in terms of the local base vectors T l' NIO 8 1 at PI and 
1'z, N2 , Bz at Pz, respectively (see the Appendix): 

t\ = -1'2 = - x sin CPo + y cos CPo, 

Nl = - N2 = X cosCPo + Y sincpo, 

Bl =B2= - z; 
hence, 

(

Sin
Y 

) 
{e i

}pl;= - cosy c~seo , 

cosy smeo 

(12) 

The matrices ~1 and ~2 are given by Eqs. (A4), (A7), 
and (A9) in the Appendix with (b 1T /2 and 

O/=e=eo for ~1' O/=e=- eo for ~2; (14) 

thus, 

FIG. 2. First-order scattering centers. 

1\ 
X 
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1 -1--
sineo ° ° 

x sinBo cos eo 
(1-~) sinBocosBo (1- _._1_) 
'\ sm 0 smeo 

X sin2Bo 

(15) 

° 
- 1+--( 1 ~ sin eo 

x 

(16) 

It follows from Eqs. (5), (10}-(13), (15), and (16) that 

+ ~± Si!BJ eXp fi2kaA sineo+ii)]. eo*o. (17) 

In the particular case of the circular disk, 6 =A = 1 and 
Eq. (17) reduces to a previously known result. 2 Observe 
that (17) remains finite at edge-on incidence (eo = 1T/2). 
(An infinity for edge-on incidence occurs in the second 
term of the asymptotic expansion of S H' ) 

For axial incidence (Bo=O), the far-backscattered 
field is easily obtained by physical optics 

SE-±ti6~a2, eo=o. 
H 

(18) 

The first-order solution is given by Eqs. (5), (17), 
(18) . 

3. CAUSTIC MATCHING 

Since the first-order field obtained in the previous 
section is nonuniform in Bo' we now introduce inter
polating functions which yield results (17) and (18) as 
particular cases. A correct interpolation could be ob
tained by asymptotically expanding the exact solution of 
the scattering problem, if such a solution were available. 
A discussion similar to that performed by Keller12 for 
the circular edge would yield an axial correction factor 
containing a combination of Mathieu functions. For nu
merical purposes, it is preferable to introduce matching 
functions which are more easily calculated, such as 
Bessel functions. We do not pretend that the formula 
thus produced is the correct interpolation, but only that 
it is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. 

A comparison between Eqs. (17), (18), and the corre
sponding results for a circular disk, as well as an in
spection of the interpolation formula used for the circu-
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lar diSk, 2,13,14 leads us to suggest the following expres
sion: 

(19) 

The above equation reduces to the result for the circu
lar disk when 6 = 1, to the physical optics result (18) 
when eo=o and to formula (17) plus terms O[(kayl/2] 
when the argument of the Bessel functions is large with 
respect to unity. 

A comparison of (19) with the corresponding result 
for a circular disk shows that the elliptic plate behaves 
like a circular plate of effective diameter 2Aa. A geo
metrical interpretation is given in Fig. 3: PI and P2 

are the first-order scattering centers, Q1 and Q2 are 
points of the edge with coordinates x 01 = - x02 = a coscpo' 
y 0

1 
= - Y ~ = b sincpo' and VI and V2 are the prOjections 

of PI and P 2 on the straight line y=xtancpo; then, 

Or------------------------------------~ 

-5 A' .Q x 
"t:J 

Bo = 1T/14 .£ ;// 
-10 

<1>0 =0 en ./' 
<..> 

ko = 10 
./' 

0:: ./' 
,/ q;mox 

./ >T 
,/ 

-15 ,/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
-20 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

8 = b/o 

FIG. 4. Monostatic ReS of an elliptical plate as a function of 
axial ratio computed by the first-order theorv of GDT. 
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FIG. 5. Monostatic Res of an elliptical plate as a function of 
axial ratio computed by the first-order theory of GDT. 

(20) 

The argument of the Bessel functions in (19) is there
fore equal to the product of the wavenumber k times the 
projection of the distance PIP2 on the direction of 
incidence. 

In general, the polarizations of the incident and back
scattered fields differ. The cross-polarized return may 
be defined as 

(21) 

Therefore, we introduce the far-field coeffiCient Sera •• 

of the cross-polarized component of the backscattered 
field: 

Sero.s =i(SE + SH) sin 21'. (22) 

From formula (19) it follows that 

Sero.8 = (kb/2A)J2(2kaA sin(0 ) sin2y; (23) 

hence, 5er08.=0 if 60 =0, or 1'=0, or Y= rr/2, whereas, 
for given eo and </>0' I Seros. I is maximum when y = rr /4. 

The mono static cross sections for vertical and hori
zontal polarizations are 

(24) 

while the maximum cross-polarized cross section as a 
function of polarization angle is 

a era •• I ""< / 4 = (X 2 /rr) I (kb /2A)J2(2kaA sin eo) 1
2

• (25) 

4. NUMERICAL RE8UL T8 

The final results for the mono static radar cross sec
tions (ReS) are given in (19), (24), and (25). We will 
now present some numerical computations based on 
these three formulas. 

In Figs. 4, 5, and 6, the ReS for different polariza-
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FIG. 6. Monostatic ReS of an elliptical plate as a function of 
axial ratio computed by the first-order theory of GDT. 

tions is presented as a function of the axial </> ratio 
()=b/a. [Because of the restriction on (6), the numeri
cal results in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 may not be accurate, 
say, for () < O. 4. ] Since only the first-order field is in
cluded in the calculation, we have <TE = <T H and, hence, 
there are only two distinct curves in each figure. For an 
incidence along the narrow direction of the elliptical 
plate (</>o = 0), it may be shown that 

a (elliptical) = (b/ a)2 a (circular with radius a), 

for </>0=0, (26) 

for corresponding polarizations. Thus, for a fixed ka, 
the ReS in Fig. 4 increases with the ratio of (bj a). For 
an incidence along the broadside direction (</>o = 1f /2), we 
have the relation 

<T(elliptical) = (a/b)2 a (circular with radius b), 

which, as expected, is symmetrical with respect to (26). 
The presence of oscillatory behavior for the ReS in 
Fig. 6 is due to the fact that Fig. 6 is computed for 
fixed ka, not for fixed kb. Thus, the OSCillatory behavior 
in Fig. 6 may be explained in terms of the variation of 
the ReS with a radius for a circular plate. 

The second group of computations presented in Figs. 
7 and 8 is designed to study the azimuthal variation of 
ReS. The elliptical plate has the axial ratio 2:1. Gener
ally <TE(=aH ) increases as the incident angle moves to
ward the broadside direction of the plate. The maximum 
cross-polarization, cross-section <Te max is oscillatory, 
and is identically zero when </> satisfies the following 
equation: 

2kasineo[cos2</>0+ (bja)2 sin2</>0]1/2=j2v' for v= 1, 2, 3, ... 

where V2J are the zeros of the Bessel function J 2 (x). 
The first few V2J have the following numerical values: 
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FIG. 7. Monostatic RCS of an elliptical plate as a function of 
the incident azimuthal angle computed by the first-order theory 
of GDT. 

j2V= 5.14, 8.41, 11. 62, 14.80, 17.96, ... 

Between zeros, the peak values of (Jc max increase again 
as the incident azimuthal angle <Po moves toward the 
broadside direction. 

5. DISCUSSION OF HIGHER-ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS 

The asymptotic expansions obtained in Sec. 3 can be 
extended beyond the dominant term only at the price of 
cumbersome calculations, and only for oblique incidence 
(eo "* 0). Rather than deriving the complicated expres
sions which apply to the case of arbitrary incidence 
(eo, <Po), we consider the Simpler case of a primary 
wave propagating in a direction parallel to the (y, z) 
plane (i. e., <Po = 1T/2). A similar derivation is at once 
applicable to incidence in a direction parallel to the 
(x, z) plane (i. e., <Po = 0). The second-order term in the 
expansion of the back scattered field is due to optical 
rays which strike the edge of the plate, are diffracted 
along its surface, and, after striking the edge once 
more, are finally diffracted in the backscattering direc
tion. It can be shown that two independent paths exist, 
each corresponding to two rays; these paths are shown 
in Fig. 9 for the particular case considered here. The 
first path of Fig. 9 lies in the plane x = 0: The incident 
ray is diffracted at P3 (or P4 ) toward P4 (or P 3 ), whence 
it proceeds in the back scattering direction. The second 
path lies in a plane parallel to the x axis; the incident 
ray is diffracted at P s (or P 6 ) in the direction -x (or+x), 
and it is then back scattered from P 6 (or P s). The posi
tions of Ps and P 6 along the edge vary with the angle eo 
of incidence. Thus, this second path corresponds to two 
"migrating" rays, which were first introduced by Knott 
et al. 2 for the circular disk and by Senior and Uslenghi lS 

for the flat-based cone. For all four doubly diffracted 
rays, propagation occurs on both illuminated and shad
owed faces of the plate. However, the backscattered 
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FIG. 8. Monostatic RCS of an elliptical plate as a function of 
axial ratio computed by the first-order theory of GDT. 

field has the same form for rays propagating on either 
face2 and, therefore, we consider rays on the illumi
nated face of the plate only. 

It is easily seen that the rays doubly diffracted at 
P3 and P4 do not contribute to vertical polarization 
(1'= 1T/2), 

s11
13,4=0. 

For horizontal polarization (I' = 0), the incident field 

Ei = - eo exp[ - ik(y sinOo + z cosOo)] (27) 

generates the second-order contribution 

Eb···11I = B (eikr/kr)SII 1 
3,4 0 H 3,4' (28) 

where 

S~ 13,4 = krei2kb (Drs4D~r r i34 r34r + D~3D~r r i43 r43r )· 

(29) 

D:JI and rhjl are, respectively, the Neumann diffraction 
coefficient and the divergence factor associated with the 

A 
-j 

A 

20 

o 

FIG. 9. Optical ray paths for second-order contributions, when 
¢o=1r/2. 
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\ / 

FIG. 10. Astigmatic cylinder for axial backscattering. 

ray coming from Ph' hitting the edge at Pi' and dif
fracted from P j toward Pl' The subscripts "i" and "r" 
represent the incident and back scattered directions. It 
can be shown that 

Dfs4~4T =Df43 D:ST = i/( rrk cos eo) 

and that 

r i34 r 34T = r i43 r 43T = - i/[2ro( 1 - 02 cos280)1/2]. 

This last equation is valid if 

(30) 

(31) 

r» [a/20(1- 02 cos2 80)] 1202(1 + sin80) -11. (32) 

Substitution of (30) and (31) into (29) yields 

511 I = ei2kb/[rro cos80(1- 02 cos280)1/2]. 3,4 (33) 

The coordinates of the migrating points P s and P6 are 

xs=-x6=a/(1+02sin280)1/2, YS=Y6=-xs0
2sin80' (34) 

whereas the angle {3 between the direction of propagation 
of the incident ray and the tangent to the edge at the 
point of incidence P s or P 6 is given by 

(35) 

The second-order contribution to the back scattered field 
due to the two migrating rays is 

Eb,s·1 ~~6 = (i/8'/Tk) (1 + sin280)eikT exp[i2ka(1 + 02 sin280)1/2] 

(36) 
here ei and ei are column vectors with components along s 6 AAA AAA 

the local base vectors T s' Ns' Bs at P s and T 6 , N 6 , B6 
at P 6 (see the Appendix), where 

A _ ± ~ _ y sin8p A A A 

N~- (1 + sin280)l/2' Bs=B6=- z. 

(37) 

The matrix Cl.hil is given by Eq. (A4), for a ray coming 
from Ph and edge-diffracted at P j toward Pl' The column 
vectors {Cl. iS6 ~~} and {Cl. i6S ~!} are expressed in terms of 
the local base vectors at P 6 and P s' respectively. Thus 
we find that 
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(38) 

The determination of the divergence factors is accom
plished with the aid of Fren~t' s formulas of differential 
geometry. The final result is 

r iS6 r S6T = r iS6 r 6ST 

and is valid provided that 

(40) 

Substitution of (38) and (39) into (36) yields 

The total second-order contribution 

SkI = SkI I + 5~ I 
H H H 

3,4 5,6 

(42) 

is therefore given by Eqs. (26), (33), and (41); it is valid 
under the limitations (32) and (40), which are satisfied 
for all 80 if 0 < 1. For the Circular plate (0 = 1), both 
(32) and (40) fail at 80=0, due to the fact that the z axis 
is now a caustic of the diffracted rays. However, this 
does not mean that the backscattering behavior of a 
circular plate at and near axial incidence is more dif
ficult to obtain than the corresponding behavior of an el
liptic plate. On the contrary, in the latter case an astig
matic cylinder of diffracted rays effectively precludes 
the determination of the second-order terms of the back
scattered field at and near 80=0. A detailed study of 
this phenomenon is given below. 

Consider the case of axial backscattering. To the 
first order, the only contributions arise from the four 
rays diffracted at the edge pOints P a, P 4 , P 7 , and P a of 
Fig. 10, provided that a",b. In the degenerate case of a 
circular plate, rays diffracted at aU edge points must 
be taken into account because the z axis is now a caustic 
When a'" b, the center of curvature C at the edge point 
P is no longer on the z axis; its position in polar co-

I I 
I I 

I I 
b 

I \ , 
I 

b 
, 

, 
\ 

, 
I \ I 

\ I 

a »b a::::b 

FIG. 11. Two limiting cases for the astigmatic cylinder. 
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ordinates (pc' '11) is given by the equation 

Pc(>lt) = [(a2 - b2)/(acos>lt)] [1 + (otan'l1)2/3]-3/2, (43) 

from which it follows that the point C moves from 
C7(X C7 = a - b2/a) when P =P7 to C3(y C3 = b - a2/b) when 
P=P3 • The other three portions of the curve Pc('I1) are 
obtained from C 7C3 

by specular symmetries with respect 
to the x and y axes, and are indicated by broken lines in 
Fig. 10. Since 

dpc I = - 00, 

d'l1 w=o+ 

dpc I = + 00, 

d'l1 W=< /2-

(44) 

the points C 3 , C4 ' C 7 , and Cs are cusps. Thus, the curve 
C7C3CSC4 is the intersection with the z = 0 plane of an 
astigmatic cylinder with four cusps, whose generators 
are parallel to the z axis. The minimum distance of the 
cylinder surface from the z axis occurs at the four 
points 

PclmiD=a-b, 'I1miD = ± arctan ..rr; + {~ . (45) 

Two limiting cases are shown in Fig. 11. If a» b (al
most a strip), the cusps C3 and C 4 are very far from the 
ellipse, while, if a"" b (almost a circle), all four cusps 
are at a distance 2(a - b) from the origin 0, and the as
tigmatic cylinder collapses on the z axis in the limit 
a=b. 

An asymptotic expansion of the scattered field that is 
uniformly valid near a single cusped caustic has been 
obtained by LudwigS for the scalar case; the derivations 
have subsequently been simplified by Kravtsov. 7 

Ludwig's results cannot be easily extended to our case 
because of the vector nature of the field and because we 
are here considering the four cusps instead of one. How
ever, some inSights into the difficulties of the problem 
can be gained by examining the form that the scattered 
field would take at a point Q on the z axis (see Fig. 10) 
if no caustic correction is introduced. To this end, let 
us consider the incident field 

Ei = (x cos~ + 51 sin~) e- ikz (46) 

which produces the far-back scattered field 

Eb.s. =(xE~·s. cos~+YE~·s. sin~)eikZ, (47) 

where, according to first-order GTD, 
E~·s. = (Df30 r i30 + Df40 r i40) exp[ik(z2 + b2)1/2] 

- (Df7o r l70 + D%o r ISQ) exp[ik(z2 + a2)1 /2], (48) 

E~·s. = (Df7Q r i7Q + Dfao r iSQ) exprik(z2 + a2)1 /2] 

- (Dfao r i30 + D~o r i4o) exp[ik(z2 + b2)1/2]. (49) 

The superscripts E and H respectively indicate the 
Dirichlet and Neumann diffraction coefficients of the 
scalar theory. Since Q is near the boundary of the re
flected field, Eq. (A10) of the Appendix must be used: 

E E exp[i(71/4)] [( z.\ -1/2 
Df7Q=Dfao=- 2.fiJi 1+ (Z2+ a2)1/2J 

±i2k1/2(Z2 + a2)1/4 F(k1/2[(Z2 + a2)1/2 _ z)1/2) 

xexp{ik[z - (Z2 + a2)1/2])]. 

E E exp[i(71/4)] [( Z \-1/2 
Dfao=D~o= - 2.fiJi 1 + (Z2 + b2)1/2) 
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±i2k1/2(Z2 + b2)1/4 F(k1/2[(Z2 + b2)1/2 _ Z]1/2) 

xexp{ik[z - (Z2 + b2)1/2nJ- (51) 

If Q is very far from the plate 

F(k1/2 [(Z2 + a2)1/2 _ Z]1/2) -~V7T exp[i(71/4)] _ (ka2/2z)1/2 

(52) 

with a similar approximation when a is replaced by b. 

The divergence factors are evaluated by disregarding 
the proximity of Q to the caustic cylinder 

ri70= riSO= - ib(a2 - b2t 1/2 (Z2 + a2)-1/4, 

ri30= r i40 = a(a2 - b2t1 /2 (Z2 + b2t1 /4. 

The final result is 

E~·s. -(a _ ib) (a2 _ b2)-1/2 e lkz 

+ [71kz(a2 - b2)]-1/2 {i2kab 'f ~ [(a - b) 

+ i(a+ b)]}e lkz + 0(Z-3/2). 

( 53) 

(54) 

( 55) 

Formula (55) is obviously incorrect. The first term does 
not cancel the reflected field, and the second term does 
not agree with the physical optics result (18). In fact, it 
is not even proportional to Z-1. These errors are at
tributable to the divergence factors (53)-(54), and can 
be corrected only by an extension of Ludwig's theory 
that is not presently available. However, let us consider 
the case a» b of Fig. 11, in which the caustic cylinder 
is as far as possible from the z axis. Formula (55) be
comes 

E~' s. - e lkz + (e lk"/"'; 71kz ) (i2kb 'f 2-1/2 exp[i(71 /4)] + 0(Z-3 /2). 

( 56) 

The first term of Eq. (56) cancels the reflected field. 
The second term resembles the dominant term in the 
expansion of the field backscattered by a strip. For 
broadside incidence, it exactly coincides with that term 
if the contributions from P 7 and Ps are neglected. 

In conclUSion, it is presently possible to obtain sec
ond-order results in GTD only for oblique incidence; 
even in that case, the calculations are tolerable only for 
particular directions of incidence. The extension of GTD 
to terms higher than the second would be very compli
cated even if the caustic difficulties were overcome. 
Specifically, one should then consider the following ad
ditional contributions: (i) The variations in the radius of 
curvature along the edge would require higher-order 
corrections for the divergence factors; (ii) the diffrac
tion coefficients considered in this paper are only the 
leading terms of asymptotic expansions whose next 
term, needed to calculate third-order GTD contributions, 
can be found by a lengthy analysis involving boundary
layer techniques; (iii) the number of optical ray paths 
increases and varies with the direction (tlo, CPo) of 
incidence. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Even though the geometrical theory of diffraction was 
developed about fifteen years ago, its application to 
truly three-dimensional problems was carried out only 
recently. The elliptical plate considered in this paper is 
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FIG. 12. Geometry for diffraction matrix. 

one of the simplest edge structures with variable radius 
of curvature; thus, it provides a good testing ground for 
the geometrical theory of diffraction. Following Keller's 
theory, the dominant term with a caustic correction of 
the backscattering for an incident plane wave with arbi
trary polarization is readily obtained. The final expres
sion, is given in (19) in terms of Bessel functions. To 
improve its accuracy, one may attempt to include the 
next order or even higher-order ray contributions. How
ever, we have illustrated that such an attempt usually 
leads to not only cumbersome results but also unsolved 
problems associated with caustic corrections. 

APPENDIX: THE DIFFRACTION MATRIX 

Consider the perfectly conducting half-plane shown in 
Fig. 12. The incident electric field is 

Ei = ei exp(ik[. r), (A1) 

where [ forms the angle (3 with the edge 0 < (3 ~ 1T/2. The 
diffracted portion of the total field is 

Ed=ed exp[iki· r o +iks+i(1T/4)] , (A2) 
U21Tks sin(3 

where s is the distance from the point Po(ro) of the edge 
to the observation point P and the diffracted ray PoP 
forms the angle (3 with the edge. The unit vectors el and 
ed give the polarizations of the incident and diffracted 
fields, and are related by 

(A3) 

where 

t:.=~B +-c~Bc:t~)sin8 (B - C) C:s8cosa (B - C) C:S8 Sin~. 
\~(B + C) cot(3 cos8 (B - C) sin8 COM (B - C) sin 8 sin1 

(A4) 

Both el and ed are column vectors with components along 
the base vectors T, N, H; N is normal to the edge and 
points from metal into free space, H is normal to the 
half-plane and points into the shadowed half-space, and 
T = N x B. The angle (3 is the angle that f forms with the 
direction i. The incident and diffracted rays are on op
posite sides of the plane normal to f and containin~ Po; 
their projections on this plane form angles a and 8 with 
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- B (see Fig. 12), where 

- 1T/2 ~ a ~ 1T/2, - 1T/2 < 8 < 31T/2. (A5) 

If the observation point P is not near the boundary 
8 = a + 1T of the shadow region, i. e., if 

I cost(8 - a) I v'2ks sin (3 »1, (A6) 

then 

(A7) 

whereas if P is not near the boundary 8 = - a of the re
flected field, i. e., if 

I sin t( 8 + a) I v'2ks sin {3 »1, (AS) 

then 

(A9) 

The result embodied in (A4), (A 7), and (A9) is a par
ticular case of the wedge diffraction matrix of Senior 
and Uslenghi. 15 An equivalent matrix, expressed in 
terms of ray coordinates rather than edge coordinates, 
has been subsequently derived by Kauyaumjian and 
Pathak. 16 It represents an extension to the vector case 
of the scalar results of Wolfe, 17 Ahluwalia et al. , 18 

Lewis and Boersma, 9 and Ahluwalia, 10 and has the ad
vantages of being simpler than (A4) and of remaining 
valid at the optical boundaries. 

In this paper, consistent use has been made of (A 7) 
and (A9) except for the backscattered field at axial in
cidence discussed in Sec. 5. In that case inequality (AS) 
is not satisfied, but a simple inspection of Sommerfeld's 
half-plane solutionl9

•
20 shows that, for (3 = 1T/2, 

± i U 2ks F[ l' v'2ks sin t( 8 + a)] 

X exp{- iks[l - cos (8 + a)]} 
(A10) 

at and near the boundary of the reflected field, where 

F(u) = f e iv2 dv (All) 

is a Fresnel integral and the upper (lower) signs apply 
when 8 + a < 0 (8 + a> 0). Similarly, if (A6) is not satis
fied and (3 = 1T/2, 

B= 
± i2v'2ks F[ 'f v'2ks cos t( 8 - a)] 

X exp{- iks[l + cos(8- a)]}, 

where the upper (lower) signs apply when 8 - a> 1T 
(8- a<1T). 

(A12) 
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Quantum conservation laws for charged particle 
systems in magnetic fields 
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The conservation laws in the exact operator form are derived for the two-component system of 
interacting charged particles in magnetic and electric fields. These laws represent the equations of 
motion for the masso, current-, and energy-density operators, where both the pressure tensor and 
energy-current operators are calculated exactly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the present paper is to obtain equa
tions of motion for the density operators for the inter
acting charged Fermi (or Bose) particle system in 
magnetic and electric fields. These equations are the 
differential conservation laws for the charge-, current-, 
and energy-density operators, where the stress tensor 
and energy-current operators are calculated exactly, 
it means, without any approximations concerned with 
a range of the interparticle forces. 

The quantum hydrodynamic (QHD) equations were 
first introduced to one-particle quantum mechanics by 
Made~ung. 1 In the many-body case, under the influence 
of Landau's phenomenological theory of helium, the 
quantum-statistical hydrodynamic approach was suc
cessfully used to calculate Green's functions (or corre
lation functions) for the normal and superfluid bosons 
by Bogolubov, 2 Kadanoff and Martin, 3 Hohenberg and 
Martin,4 and for the fermions by Galasiewicz. 5 The 
derivations of QHD equations in operator form from the 
many-body Hamiltonian were given by Puff and GilliS, 6 

Kugler,7 and recently by Robertson. 8 In the last five 
years the QHD method has been studied extensively, 
especially by the FrohliCh School9 (structure of the 
equations of motion and its application to superfluids), 
and by the group of authors: Bierter, Garrison, Morri
son, and Wong lO (mathematical structure of the algebra 
of density operators and its physical consequences). 

However the QHD description of a many-charged
particles system in a magnetic field has not been con
Sidered, although, e. g., an electron gas and an ion 
lattice seem to be an interesting subject for application 
of such a theory. This is done in the present paper. 
Starting from the Hamiltonian for the interacting charged 
particles in the magnetic (and electric) field the exact 
equations and conservations laws are derived in Sec. 2, 
and in the Appendix. 

2. CONSERVATION LAWS IN OPERATOR FORM 

Switching on the magnetic field generated by vector 
potential A(r, t) leads to the change (we put If = 1 = c) 

a", - a", - ieA" 

so we introduce the operation denoted by semicolon as 
follows: 

<P;", = (<P.", -ieA",<p)=(a", -ieA",)<p, (1) 

for destruction operators, and 

<P:", = <P:" + ieA,,<p., (2) 

for creation operators of the fermion (or boson) field. 

640 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 15, No.5, May 1974 

In this notation the Hamiltonian of the two-component 
system to be conSidered here is 

H= ~ HI, 
1=1,2. 

Hi = (2m 1)"1 J dr $~,,(rt)<p~,,(rt) + J dr el ni(rt) U(rt) 

+~ 6 Jdrdr'vik(lr-r'I)~I(rt)nk(r't)l/J(rt), (3) 
k=1,2 

where we assume a summation over repeated indexes 
a. U(r,t) and A(r,t) are the time-and space-dependent 
external scalar and vector potentials. The charge
density operators satisfy the neutrality condition 

which insures the stability of the system. [In (3) we 
omit the spin. ] 

The charge- (or mass-), current-, and energy
denSity operators are defined in the symmetric form 

and 

(pe)(rt) = - ~ (4m 1)-1 (~~",,,,<pi + ~j ;P!",,,,)(rt) 
j • • 

(4) 

(5) 

+~eini(rt)U(rt) (6) 
i 

+~ ~ ~i(rt) J Vikl r - r'l nk(r't)dr'l/Jl(rt), 
.,k 

respectively. 

From the commutation relations with the Hamiltonian 
(3) it follows that 

iO t <pk(rt) = [<p\ HJ = - (2mk)-1 <P~",a(rt) + ek l/Jk(rt) U(rt) 

(7) 

The equations of motion for the density operators (4)
(6) can be calculated with the aid of (7) and have the 
following form (see Appendix): 

(8) 

(9) 

Copyright © 1974 American Institute of Physics 640 
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ilt(pe) = -I", '" -.6 (ei/mi)j~(iJ",U +OtA",) 
• i 

+OtL:einiU. 
i 

(10) 

The stress tensor operator, T "a, is symmetric and 
gauge-invariant, and is given by 

T;a= -~ f dR RRRa J~l dlt?;; a~iR) $i(xJe~nk(xJ ljii(XJ, 

(l1b) 

where 

x.=[r +t(U1}R,t]. 

The energy-current operator is given by 

+i.6 (mk)-l J Vik(r - r') $i(r 't} j~rt} ljii(r 't) dr', 
i,k 

(12a) 

If{ = -~ f dR
R
R

RB f: 1 

dltft ~k aV;~R) $i(XJj~(xJ q;i(XJ. 

(12b) 

Note, that the "semicolon notation" (1)-(2) underlines 
the external similarity of Eqs. (8)-(12) to those found 
for the case A='O (see, e. g., Ref. 6). The Lorentz 
term (e/m) [j xX] +pE has a form identical with the 
classical one, but in (9) p and j are operators. 

3. DISCUSSION 

We want to emphasize that the operators (11) and (12) 
are calculated exactly (see Appendix), and then the 
formulas (8)-(10) are valid for the various types of 
two-particle interactions. Since these conservation laws 
are written in operator form and, consequently, the 
method of averaging can be arbitrary, they can be 
applied also to systems far away from equilibrium. 

The exact methods of closure of the set of QHD equa
tions were given by Zubarevll and RobertsonB for neutral 
particles. These methods can be adapted to the case of 
charged particles in a magnetic field and then apply to 
an electron gas ,and/or an ion lattice. This is the object 
of our current investigation. The approximate approach 
has been made 12 with the aid of the Bogolubov method6

,9 

(hydrodynamic and acoustic approximation) and the 
Gorkov quasiclassical ansatz. 13 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix the formula (11) for T:a is derived. 
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Putting (7) into ilt j", where j" is given by (5), we obtain 
by simple but tedious calculations the right-hand side of 
(9) with the following expression for T::a: 

It is convenient to pass to a new integration variable 
R =r -r': 

y; T" 1 J R R" ~ a Vik(R} ,/,i( }[ k( R) 'a' a8,8=2" d RK~'I' rt n r+ ,t 

We use, in analogy to Ref. 6, the relations 

i[ljik(r, O}, P(t)] = [V, - (ie~/ c) A(rt}] lji~(r, 0), 

exp[ - iRP(t)] nk(r, 0) exp[iRP(t)] = nk(r + R, 0), 

where P is the total momentum: 

P ,,(t) =' J dr ~ {(i/2)[$~,,(r, 0) ljik(r, 0) - $k(r, 0) lji~ ,,(r, 0)] 

_ c- 1 ek nk(r, O)A,,(r, t}}. 

With the aid of (A3) we have 

iU+(t}[$k(r)nl(r -R} ljik(r), P,,(t)]U(t} 

=-aa [$k(rt)nl(r -R, t) lll(rt)]. 
r", 

[U(t) is the time evolution operator. ] 

ConSider now the integral 

Xexp[i(1+lt)RP/2] U(t) 

= _{$i(rt)nk(r -R, t) ljii(rt) 

- $i(r +R, t) nk(rt) q;i(r +R, t)}. 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

On the other hand, by differentiation of the integrand, 
this integral takes the form 

J(tr) =(i/2)Rf~dlt U+(t)exp[-i(lt +1)RP/2] 

x [$i(r) nk(r - R) ljJi(r), p] exp[i(lt + l)RP /2] U(t) 

= V.Hi t dJ\ $i[r +i(J\ + l)R, t]nk[r +i(lt -l)R, t] 

(A6) 

By substituting (A5) and (A6) into (A2) we find the final 
result given by Eq. (llb). 

In an analogous way one can prove the validity of 
Eq. (12b) for I~'. 
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The momentum distribution function in the one-dimensional Tomonaga model is evaluated and its 
properties are discussed. The effect of finite temperatures on the applicability of the model is 
investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tomonaga has shown1 that a one-dimensional system 
of electrons can be described in terms of collective 
degrees of freedom which approximately satisfy boson 
commutation relations. This model was used to investi
gate the possibility of flux quantization in a one-dimen
sional ring. 2 Recently it has also been applied to the 
Kondo problem3 and to the threshold behavior of x-ray 
absorption. 4 

The operators of the Tomonaga model which create 
and destroy eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian obey 
boson commutation relations only when evaluated within 
a subspace of states, all of which have a filled core in 
k space, i. e., have no holes in a certain interval 
[-k*,k*l, k* <kF, where kF is the Fermi momentum. 
The consistency of the model depends on whether the 
calculated eigenstates share this property. Tomonaga 
argued that for sufficiently weak and long-range inter
actions and for sufficiently low temperatures all the 
relevant states belong to the subspace described above. 
This assumption was checked in Ref. 5 (hereafter re
ferred to as I) by calculating the momentum distribution 
in the interacting ground state at T =0 and showing ex
plicitly to what extent are the single particle states 
within the core [- k*, k*] actually filled. The analysis 
in I leads to quantitative conditions on the strength and 
range of the interaction necessary for the applicability 
of the Tomonaga model. The purpose of this paper is to 
perform a similar analysis for finite temperatures. 

The Tomonaga model is reviewed briefly in Sec. 2. 
In Sec. 3, the momentum distribution function at finite 
temperatures is calculated. The properties of the 
momentum distribution and the effect of temperature on 
the applicability conditions are discussed in Sec. 4. 

In view of the equivalence between the Tomonaga and 
the Luttinger 6 models exposed in I, the present deriva
tion of the momentum distribution applies with minor 
changes also to the Luttinger model. However, there is 
no problem of consistency in the latter case, because 
in the Luttinger model the boson commutation relations 
are exact. 

II. THE TOMONAGA MODEL 

Consider a system of fermions on a line of length L. 
The second quantized particle field is written in terms 
of plane waves as 

643 

<J;(x) = L -1/2 .0 an exp(iknx), 

kn =(211/L)n, n=O, 1, "', 
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(2.1) 

where an' a; are the fermion destruction and creation 
operators, We omit spin indices as they play no role in 
the present discussion. The particle denSity may be 
expanded as 

p(x) = <J;*(x)<J; (x) = L -1 r; Pn exp(iknx), 

where 

Pn= L;a;a,.n· , 

n 
(2.2) 

Tomonaga decomposes the operators Pn into two parts 

(2.3) 

P-='" a·,a,. 
n D'<_n/ 2 +n 

The operators p; satisfy complicated commutation rela
tions, which simplify considerably if the commutators 
are evaluated acting on a subspace S of functions in the 
neighborhood of the noninteracting ground state. These 
functions are specified by the absence of holes in a 
certain interval [-n*, n*l, n* <nF, where nF =(L/211)kF. 
Within this subspace the operators p~ satisfy, for 
I n I, I n'l < (2/3)n*, the following bosonlike commutation 
relations 

[p;, p;,] =n6n, -n" 

[p~, p~,1=-n6n,_n" 

[p~, p~,l = O. 

Let us define operators 

/TnTb:=p:" for n >0 

=p:" for n <0 

!/nTbn =p~ for n >0 

=p; for n <0. 

These operators satisfy the commutation relations 

[bn, b;,]=6nn" [bn, bn,]=[b:, b:,]=O. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Since our treatment is restricted to states with parti
cles and holes near the Fermi momentum, we can 
apprOXimate the free particle energy by a linear form 

k~/2m = (2m)-1 (kF + k" - kF)2 '" (2m)-1 (2kFkn - k~). 

(2.7) 

Tomonaga showed that the expression 

HK.E.=(1i2kF/m)knb;bn+Eo (2.8) 

is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the noninteracting 
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system. The constant Eo is equal to the kinetic energy 
of the filled Fermi sea. 7 

Any two-body interaction of the form 

HJ=t f f p(x)p(x') J( I x - x' I )dxdx' -t f p(x) J(O) dx 

(2.9) 

can be expressed in terms of the density fluctuation 
operators as 

(2.10) 

or in terms of the boson operators bn , b~: 

H J=t ~ In I In(b~ +b-n)(b:n + bn) +tp~Jo - tPoJ(O), 

(2.11) 

where 

In=J_n=L-1f J(x)exp(iknx)dx. 

The full Hamiltonian, H K •E • +HJ, can be diagonalized 
by a canonical transformation generated by the operator 

G=h ~ On(b~b:" -bnb-n), (2. 12) 

where 

On =t In[l + (NJn/2EF) 1 
and N is the total number of particles. The Hamiltonian 
may be expressed in terms of the "dressed" boson 
operators as 

H = L; On bn bn + const, 
n;o 

where 

bn = exp(iG) bn exp( - iG) = bn coshOn + b:' sinhOn, 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
b ~= exp(iG) b~ exp( - iG) == b~ coshOn + b_n sinh0n' 

and 

The interacting ground state is obtained by 

16' >==exp(iG) 10 >. 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

The excited states may be expressed in terms of the 
"bare" or the "dressed" boson operators 

I {mi(n i)} >=q(b~. )mi 10' >== exp(iG)n: (b~ )mi 10 >. 
J , 1 1 

(2. 17) 

It was shown in Ref. 2 that the states of the form 
n (b~')m 110 > which belong to subspace S form a complete 
~asis in this subspace. 

III. THE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION 

As in I, the field operators are decomposed into posi
tive and negative momentum parts: 

lji.(x) == (vT r1 L; an exp(iknx) , 
nlOO (3.1) 

We then start with the following expression for the 
number of particles of momentum k n : 
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n(kn) = <a~an> 

1 IL/2J (3.2) 
== 1- L- <lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y) >exp[ikn(x - y)] dxdy. -L/2 

The upper sign refers to positive and the lower to nega
tive momenta. The symbol < ... > denotes the usual 
canonical ensemble averaging. In the absence of external 
fields the momentum distribution is symmetric about 
the origin and it suffices to calculate n(kn ) for positive n. 
To do this we shall derive an operator which is equiva
lent to lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y) in the subspace S and is expressed in 
terms of the boson density fluctuation operators. We 
shall need the commutation relations of the boson opera
tors with the field operators lfJ., lfJ:. These are easily 
found to be (for n > 0): 

x 6 a;exp(-ikzx), 
-n/2(Z(0 

(3.3) 

x L; a;exp(- ikzx). 
O<l(n 

The other two relevant commutation relations may be 
obtained from these two by 

[bn, lfJ.(x) 1 == - [b~, lfJ:(x) 1., 
(3.4) 

These commutation relations are rather complicated, 
but they simplify greatly when evaluated between two 
states of subspace S. The second terms in Eqs. (3.3) 
have zero matrix elements in subspace S and we are 
left with the expressions (n > 0) 

[bn, lfJ:(x)] == (1n)-1 exp(- iknx) lfJ:(x) , 
(3.5) 

[b~, lfJ:(x) 1 == (In )-1 exp(iknx) lfJ:(x) , 

and Eqs. (3.4). The commutation relations for negative 
n with lfJ., l/!: are either identically zero, or they give 
terms which vanish between two states of subspace S. 

Using these commutation relations we get (n > 0) 

[bn, lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y) 1 == iG'~(x, y) lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y), 

[b~, 'P.(x) lfJ:(y)] == - iG'n(x, y) lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y) , 

[b -n' lfJ.(x) lfJ:(y)] == [b:n, lfJ.(x) l/J:(y)] == 0, 

where 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

We are looking for an operator U, which is a function 
of bn , b~, satisfying the same commutation relations 
with bn, b~ as l/J.(x) l/J:(y), and in addition to that we 
require 

<01 ul 0 >= <0 Il/J.(x) l/J:(y) 10 >=L -1 2: exp[ikn(Y -x)]. 
n>"F 

(3.8) 

Such an operator U has the same matrix elements as 
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'J!+(X) <I«Y) between any two states of the type IIn(b~)"'"1 0 >. 
It is easily seen that the desired commutation relations 
are satisfied by the operator 

U =D(x, y} exp[i ~ (Qi n bll + Qi~b~) 1. (3. 9) 
'>0 

The coefficient D(x,y) is determined by the condition 
(3.8). Using the well-known identity 

(3.10) 

we get 

<0 I ulo >=D(x,y)exp(-~ ~ I all l2
) <Olexp[i~a~b~l 

">0 

xexp[i~a"bn]1 0> (3.H) 

and hence we find from Eq. (3.8) 

We shall now express the operator U by means of the 
"dressed" density fluctuation operators [the inverse of 
Eqs. (2.14)]: 

U=D{x,y} exp(i~ [a"(bncosh8,, - b:" sinh8,,) 
">0 

=D(x, y) exp(i ~ coshe,,( an b" + a:b',) 

xexp( - i;?; sinh 8,,( Qi" b'~ + Qi:b_"». (3.13) 

The thermal averaging is easily performed with the 
help of the known identity for the creation and destruc
tion operators of a harmonic oscillatorS 

(exp[i(ab + a*b+)]} =exp[ -I a 12(ir +!)], (3.14) 

where the operator iT measures the number of excita
tions of the oscillator. Applying this identity to our case 
of a system of uncoupled harmonic OSCillators, we get 

(Iji+(x) Iji:(y» =D(x,y) exp[- )' I Qi,,12(cosh2 8" +Sinh2 8")(N+!)1 
~ 

with 

=D(x, y) exp[ -~LI an 12] exp[ - ~I a" I 2 (sinh28" 

+cosh28,,(N»], 

(iT) = [exp(/30n) -1]-r, 

where On is given by Eq. (2.15), and /3= l/kT. In view 
of Eqs. (3.7) and (3.12), we find from (3.15) 

where 

Q(x -y, T) =Z6 (2/n){sinh28" + [cosh28'/(exp(/3Q,,) -1)l} 

x[l-cosk"(x - y)j. (3.17) 

For T = 0, the second term in the parantheses vanishes 
and one gets Eq. (3.21) of 1. Inserting Eq. (3.17) into 
Eq. (3.2) and converting sums into integrals, we get 
for the momentum distribution 

n(k) = 1- L"l J~~: I dxdy exp[ - Q(x - y, T) j 
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X{I/217J," exp[i(k'-k)(x-y)ldk'. 
kF 

(3.18) 

We define x-y r, k'-k=q, integrate over one of 
the coordinates and pass to the macroscopic limit N, L 
- 00. Since Q(r, T) is symmetric in r, we obtain 

n(k) 1-1/21T I': {exp[ - Q(r, T)]} Uk" -k cosqrdq)dr. 
F 

(3.19) 

The range of integration over q may be split into two 
parts: [k F - k, Oland [0, 00 J. The integral from zero to 
infinity gives a I) function and hence 

1/217 f: [exp(- Q(r, T) ](10" cosqrdq ]dr=i, 

since Q( 0, T) = O. Finally, 

1 1 f" [i k 
-k J n(k) = 2' + 217 _ .. exp[ - Q( r, T) 1 0 F cosqrdq dr 

1 1 f~[exp[ - Q{r, T) 1] . (k k) d = -2 + - sm F - r r. 
17 0 r 

IV. PROPERTIES OF n(k) 

A. Free particles 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Let us first prove that the last expression reduces to 
the ordinary Fermi-Dirac distribution in the case of 
free fermions. To this end we evaluate the function 
Q(r, T), defined in Eq. (3.17), for zero interaction (we 
replace the sum by an integral) 

f '" 1- coskr 
Q(r, T)=2 [( (.I) 1) dk, 

o q exp Wki-' -
(4.1) 

where 

W k =('tl 2k F/m)k. 

Denoting 

a = ('tlkFfi/m)-\ 

and substituting x = W kfi, one gets9 

Q(r T)=4[Sin
2(i arx)dx =lnrSinh(17arfl. 

'0 x(expx -1) L 1Tar J (4.2) 

Inserting this expression into Eq. (3.21), we obtainlO 

(4.3) 

This is the Fermi-Dirac distribution with the linear 
relation between free particle energies and momenta, 
assumed in the Tomonaga model. 

B. Behavior near k F 

The behavior of n(k) near kF' namely for small 
(kF - k), is determined by the behavior of exp[ - Q(r, T) JI 
r for large r. To obtain this behavior we split Q(r, T) 
into two parts: 

Q(r, T) = Q(r, 0) + Ql(r, T), (4.4) 
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Q(r, 0) ==2 fo~ sinh2e(k)e-~OSkr)dk, (4.5) 

Q (r T)~21~ COSh~e(k) (1-coSkr)dk. 
l' 0 exp[{m(k)]-1 k 

(4.6) 

At T == 0, one is left with Q(r,O). The asymptotic be
havior of Q(r, 0) was shown in I to be 

Q(r, 0) -X(O) Inr + C + O(1/r2), (4.7) 

where 

>..(k) = 2sinh2e(k), 

C == 2.r 1/k[X(k) - A(O)cosk] dk. (4.8) 

It was also shown there that the behavior of n(k) in the 
neighborhood of kF is determined by the value of >..(0). 
If X(O) ==0, n(k) has a finite jump at kF' if >..(0) <1, n(k) 
is continuous at k F but has an infinite derivative there, 
and finally, if X( 0) > 1, n(k) is continuous and has a 
finite derivative at kF • It remains to derive the asymp
totic behavior of Ql(r, T). To this end we rewrite Eq. 
(4.6) in the form 

(4.9) 

where 

j(k) == 2k cosh2 e(k)/{exp[,Bn(k)] -I}. 

Note that j(O) is finite. It is shown in the appendix that 
Eq. (4.9) is asymptotically equal to 

Ql(r, T) - ~7Tf(0)r + ('(0) lnr +const + O(1/r2). (4.10) 

The leading term in this expansion assures that the 
integral in Eq. (3.21) is absolutely integrable, and hence 
n(k) is continuous at kF and varies linearly in its imme
diate neighborhood for any interaction. 

C. Consistency conditions 

Let us now evaluate n(k) for k significantly below kF' 
say k ==~kF' It is evident that the main contribution to 
the integral in Eq. (3.21) comes in that case from the 
region r <2k·"/. We expand Q(r, T), an even function of 
r, for small r: 

Q(r, T)o<r2/4b 2
, 

where 

b-2 =4 (~(sinh2e(k) + cosh2e(k) ) kdk. 
)0 exp[,Bn(k)] - 1 

Inserting Eq. (4.11) into Eq. (3.21), we get 

n(~kF) ==~ +~erf(~kFb). 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4. 13) 

For the Tomonaga model to apply, we want the error 
function to be close to one or k Fb to be large. Actually, 
a value of kFb "" 2.8 is sufficient to give n(~k F) "" O. 99. 
We write the consistency condition in the form 

(4.14) 

To obtain a qualitative understanding of this condition 
we choose a slowly varying potential of strength V and 
range R. The Fourier components of such a potential 
may be approximated by 

J(k)==VR/L, Ikl $;kR=27T/R, 
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(4.15) 

This gives 

e(k)=tln[I+(V/2EF)(R/ro)], Ikl < kR 
(4.16) 

=0, k>kR , 

where ro is the average interparticle distance L/N. Note 
that a necessary condition for the Tomonaga model is 
kR« kF, which implies R» roo Let us now estimate the 
right-hand Side of Eq. (4.15). Using Eqs. (4.12), 
(4.16), and (2.15), we obtain after some trivial changes 
of variables 

(kFb)-2 = 2(kR/kF)2 sinh2 e 

+ cosh(2e) tkRlkF)2a'FeXP(29) xdx 

(,BEF)2 exp(4e»)o exp(x)-1 

+ -1-f~ xdx 
(,BEF)2 (kRlkF)$'F exp(x)-1 ' 

(4.17) 

where e is the rhs of Eq. (4.16). We assume that (,BEF) 
»1, otherwise states with k« kF are depleted because 
of thermal excitations regardless of the interaction and 
the Tomonaga model does not apply in that case. Thus, 
the third term hardly effects the consistency condition 
and we shall therefore omit it. In the second term we 
extend the integration limit to 00. Thereby we overesti
mate the rhs of Eq. (4.14) and we shall therefore obtain 
only sufficient conditions for the applicability of the 
model. Next, we distinguish between repulsive and 
attractive interactions. In the first case the positive 
exponential in the hyperboliC functions is dominant, 
while in the latter case it is negative exponential which 
may become very large. Keeping this in mind, using 
Eq. (4.16) and putting kF= 7T/ro, we get for repulsive 
interactions 

(
r )2 r, (V~(R )~1/2 1(2 

1» 8;' L1 + 2E
F

) ro ~ + 6(,BE
F

)2 

(4.18) 

The second term is small and the applicability of the 
model depends on whether the first term satisfies the 
inequality or not. Thus, in the case of repulsion one 
finds the same conditions on the strength and range of 
the interaction as in I for T = O. For attractive inter
actions we get in the same way 

(4.19) 

Note that the model breaks down unless the expression 
in the brackets is positive. Now, the second term may 
be as important as the first one. If the values of V and 
R are such that the model is still applicable at T == 0, 
then it will remain applicable at temperatures for which 

(4.20) 

It follows that the range of temperatures for which the 
Tomonaga model still holds for attractive interactions 
decreases with increasing range and strength of the 
interaction and with increasing density of the system. 
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V.SUMMARY 

The present paper is an extension of I to finite tem
peratures. The momentum distribution is derived by 
expressing products of fermion fields in terms of the 
boson operators which destroy and create eigenstates 
of the Hamiltonian. The thermal averaging may then be 
performed very simply. The T = 0 results of I follow 
immediately. The interaction dependent singular be
havior of the momentum distribution at the Fermi energy 
is washed out for T > O. The applicability condition in the 
case of repulsive interactions is almost unaffected by 
finite temperatures. On the other hand, one finds an 
interaction-dependent restriction on the range of T in 
the case of attraction. 

APPENDIX 

We want to prove Eq. (4.10) of the text. To this end 
we decompose Eq. (4.9) into three parts in the following 
manner: 

r~ 1-coskr 
)o/(k) k2 dk=11 +12 +13 , (A1) 

where 

1 - f '" (0) cosk - coskr dk 
1- / k2 , 

o 
(A2) 

12= iOO ~(k) -:(0) cOskj e- c~Skr) dk, (A3) 

roo 1-cosk 
13=)0 /(0) k2 coskr dk. (A4) 

The first integral is equal to [IT/(O)/2]r. Integrating Eq. 
(A4) twice by parts one finds that the asymptotic behavior 
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of 13 is O(1/r2). To evaluate the asymptotic behavior of 
(A3), we again decompose the integral 12 into three 
parts: 

12 = 1~ g(O) cosk -kcoskr dk + i'" g(k) - ~O) cosk dk 
.~ 0 

+j"'g(k) -g(O) coskrdk 
k ' o 

where we have defined 

g(k) 
/(k) - /(0) cosk 

k 

(A5) 

(A6) 

The first integral is equal to g(O)lnr, the second is a 
constant, and the third behaves asymptotically as 1/rZ. 
Note that g(O) = /,(0). This completes the proof of 
Eq. (4.10). 
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Using the Kubo formalism, an expression is obtained for the lattice thermal conductivity of a 
three-dimensional harmonic Bravais crystal, containing a certain number of randomly distributed 
isotopic impurities, by the method of double-time thermal Green's functions. It is shown that the 
total thermal conductivity can be separated into two contributions, namely, diagonal and 
nondiagonal contributions; the former in the case of small half-width of the phonons reduces to the 
expression obtained from the Boltzmann transport equation. An approximate expression for the 
dominant nondiagonal contribution to the conductivity is obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been many attempts to calculate theoreti
cally the thermal conductivity of the solids containing 
various defects using different techniques. Comprehen
sive review of the work is available in the literature .1-4 
These studies involve assumptions of one type or an
other and mostly use the phonon Boltzmann equation, 
first derived by Peierls, 5 in the relaxation time approx
imation. Although plausible from physical considera
tions the assumptions are ad hoc and difficult to in
corporate consistently into a mathematical framework; 
this approach therefore suffers from the usual short
comings of the kinetic theories as enumerated by 
Hardy,6 and Allen and Ford. 7 The solution of the usual 
Boltzmann transport equation for the phonon occupation 
number Nks in the relaxation time approximation gives 

Nks ="voks - Tks (d~ks) vks ' VT, (1) 

where "voks' Tks , vks ' and VT are the equilibrium occupa
tion number, relaxation time, group velocity, and the 
temperature gradient, respectively. It is evident that as 
k goes to zero, T ks tends to infinity which implies that 
for pure isotopic scattering, at some point, Eq. (1) 
predicts negative occupation numbers. It seems some
what unphysical. Horie and Krumhansl, 8 and Kwok and 
Martin9 have considered the generalization of the phonon 
Boltzmann equation using the equation of motion method 
for nonequilibrium Green's functions. This approach has 
recently been used by a number of authors10- 12 to 
derive expression for the transport coefficients. 

Recent theories on phonon transport in solids express 
the thermal conductivity in terms of the correlation 
functions of the energy flux. This approach allows one 
to develop the theory of heat conduction in lattices on a 
more rigorous theoretical basis. Schieve and Peterson13 

have studied the elastic scattering of phonons by ran
domly arranged point defects in an anisotropic crystal 
using the correlation function method. Recently Allen 
and Ford7 have investigated the energy transport pro
perties of a one-dimenSional isotopically disordered 
chain by using the Kubo formalism. In a later paper, 
they14 extended the treatment to an infinite three-di
mensional harmonic lattice of atoms connected by 
nearest-neighbor harmonic springs of equal strength. 
Woll15 has also used the Kubo formalism to calculate 
the lattice thermal conductivity of a one-dimensional 
linear chain containing randomly distributed impurities 
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using matrix propagator method. Maradudin16 has made 
a similar calculation for a three-dimensional harmonic 
crystal through perturbation theory using diagram tech
niques and Chester and Thallung17 have used van Hove'S 
many-body technique. Krumhansi and Matthew18 have 
conSidered the problem of one-dimensional lattice in a 
rather complete way. Elliott and Taylor19 using double
time Green's function technique have evaluated the re
laxation time of a crystal containing one changed mass 
at the origin. Yussouff and Mahanty, 20 and Klein21 have 
given general theories of phonon scattering in cubic 
metals using the T matrix of generalized scattering 
theory. 

We rely on the Kubo formalism22 which is concise 
and rigorous and provides a systematic method to in
clude the low-frequency phonons. This approach has 
recently been used by the authors23 to obtain an expres
sion for the thermal conductivity of an anharmonic 
crystal considering nondiagonal terms in the energy flux 
operator. 24 In this paper we have evaluated an expres
sion for the thermal conductivity of a harmonic cubic 
Bravais crystal containing certain number of randomly 
distrihuted isotopic impurities using the method of 
double-time thermal Green's functions, 25 which has 
been widely used in a variety of many -body problems. 
In Sec. 2 we give a general formalism of Kubo formula 
for the thermal conductivity. In Sec. 3 the double-time 
Green's function is evaluated by the equation of motion 
method and the results are used to evaluate the correla
tion functions. In Sec. 4 we obtain an expression for the 
thermal conductivity of the system. 

2. GENERAL FORMALISM 

The Kubo formula for the thermal conductivity of a 
crystal is given by26 

K = lim k3s,!1'" dte- al 8 
dA (Q(O) . Q(t + inA). (2) 

E-IoO .,}" 0 0 

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, n is the volume of 
the crystal, t is the parameter with units of time, A is 
the parameter with units (energy)-1, n is the Planck's 
constant divided by 2 7T, f3 = (k B T)-1, T being the absolute 
temperature, Q(t) is the energy flux operator in the 
Heisenberg representation, and the angular bracket 
represents the thermal average, namely, for any 
operator 0 

(3) 

Copyright © 1974 American Institute of Physics 648 
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where H is the crystal Hamiltonian. Hardy24 has given a 
general expression for the energy flux operator for a 
three-dimensional crystal with anharmonic forces and 
has shown that even in the harmonic approximation the 
total energy flux operator contains some nondiagonal 
contribution besides the usual diagonal term. The total 
energy flux operator introduced by Hardy24 can be 
written as 

(4) 

where Q~(t) and ~a(t) represent the diagonal and non
diagonal parts of the energy flux operator, respectively, 
and are given by 

(5) 

and 

(6) 

Here, Wt" vts ' and N ts = a:sats are the frequency, group 
velocity, and the occupation number of the phonon in the 
mode (ks), At. and B t • are phonon operators which are 
defined in terms of usual phonon creation and annihila
tion ope rators by Ats = au + a~t., B t • = ~. - a~t., a:. and 
ats are the creation and annihilation operators of the 
phonon of wave vector k and the polarization index s and 
vtss' (s *s') has the dimension of the velocity. The prime 
over the summation in Eq. (6) denotes that s *s'. Using 
the expression (4) for Q(t) into Eq. (2), the expression 
for the thermal conductivity can be written as 

K=Ko +KI , 

where 

Ko=lim !i2kBf3 (oo dte-,t (8 dA 
,-0 30 Jo Jo 

and 

KI =1im IfkBf3 ("" dte-'t (8 dX 
'-0 120 10 Jo 

x~' 'L/ Wt.W k • IV tss' • V k • • ' L tssl t. S' (t + inA). 
tss'tlSlsi I I I I • 1 I I 

The correlation functions Rand L are given by 

and 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The evaluation of the thermal conductivity thus in
volves the calculation of the two-time correlation func
tions given by Eqs. (10) and (11). It is difficult to 
evaluate them exactly. The evaluation is considerably 
Simplified if the correlation function (abed> is unlinked 
in the following manner. 27-29 

(abed) =(ab)(ed) +(ae)(bd) +(ad)(be), (12) 

where a,b,e, and d are operators. With this approxi-
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mation, the correlation functions (10) and (11) can be 
written as 

R ts• k's' (t) = (a:" (O)ak' s' (t})(au(O)a~ s' (t» 

+(a:..(O)a:,s' (t» (ats (0) a.. s'(t», 

Ltss'. tl"lSi (t) = (Ats (O)Atlsl (t»(B~s' (O)B:ISi (t)) 
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(13) 

+ (Ats (0)B;1 s1 (t»(Bi., (0)A t1s1 (t». 
(14) 

The approximation (12) is suffiCiently simple and re
flects the number of interesting properties of the 
system. 30. 31 As will be seen, in the present problem the 
perturbation Hamiltonian is a quadratic function of the 
phonon operators. Since only two-phonon vertices occur 
in the problem, we are led to the result that the corre-
1ation function can be written in the form (13) and (14). 
It is to be noted that we have neglected the correlation 
functions of the operators with the same time argument 
because they will not contribute to the thermal conduc
tivity. For the sake of convenience, in what follows we 
use index k as short form for ks and k' for k's' . 

3. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND THE 
HAMil TONIAN 

We evaluate the correlation functions occurring in 
Eqs. (13) and (14) with the help of one-particle retarded 
Green's function defined by25 

Gkk,(t - i') = «ak (t); a!,(t'») 

= - i8(t - i')([ak(t) , a!, (t')]) , 

where the step function 8(t - t') = 1 for t> t', = 0 for 
t < t'. The correlation function is given by 

(15) 

(16) 

where Jkk'(w) is the spectral density function and is re
lated to the Green's function through the relation 

G(W) is the Fourier transform of the double-time 
Green's function 

1 fOO 
Gkk·(W) =27T _"" dt Gkk'(t)e i 

wt • 

(17) 

(18) 

We consider a three-dimensional cubic crystal with 
volume n of whose N - n lattice sites are occupied by 
atoms of mass M, while n sites are occupied by iso
topic impurities of equal mass M'. It is assumed that 
the impurities are distributed randomly and n is quite 
small compared with N so that the distance between any 
two impurities is so large that their mutual interactions 
can be neglected. The total Hamiltonian for the dis
ordered system may be written as 

H=~p~(l) +'6p~{i) (I_ M ') 
10< 2M io<2M' M 

(19) 
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where PaW and ua(l) are the a-Cartesian components of 
momentum and displacement from the equilibrium posi
tion of the lth atom, M and M' are the masses of the 
host and impurity atoms, <Pas (l, l') is the component of 
the harmonic force constant between the atoms land l'. 
In writing Eq. (19) we have neglected any change in force 
constant resulting from the introduction of defect atoms. 
This will be true when the concentration of impurity 
atoms is small compared to N and the impurities are 
distributed randomly. 

We now define the Weighted harmonic mean Mo of the 
masses of all the atoms by the relation 

l/Mo = ({/M') + [(1 - fi/M] , (20) 

where f=n/N. One might call Mo the effective atomic 
mass as seen by the phonons in the crystal. As seen 
from the above equation, it differs from atom mass by 
an amount depending upon the concentration of impurity . 
Using relation (20) in Eq. (19) and expressing the mo
mentum and displacement vectors in terms of phonon 
creation and annihilation operators in the usual manner, 
the Hamiltonian H in the second quantized form can be 
written as 

(21) 

where H' is the perturbation part of the Hamiltonian 
which is responsible for the scattering of the phonons 
due to the isotopic impurities and is given by 

(22) 

with 

x[ ~fej(k1+k:!)'R/_~ ej (t1+k:!)'R j ]. (23) 

Here wk is the frequency of the normal mode of the 
crystal for wave vector k, ek is the polarization vector, 
RI is the equilibrium pOSition vector of the lth atom, 
and Jl=MM'/(M' -M). C(kl>k2 ) vanishes when n is 
either zero or N. 

In order to evaluate the correlation functions occur
ring in Eqs. (13) and (14), we introduce the following 
one-particle Green's functions: 

Gkk,(t - t') = «ak(t);a~(t'»), 

Hkk.(t - t') = «a! (t) ;a~(t'») , 

hkk.(t - t') =«~(t);ak'(t')>>, 

gkk,(t - t') = «Ak(t);Ak,(t'») , 

Dkk,(t - t') =( (B! (t) ;B!.(t'») , 

Ek,..(t - t') =«Ak(t) ;B!.(t'»). 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

(24d) 

(24e) 

(24f) 

A convenient starting point for the calculation of these 
Green's functions is the equation of motion method. 
Differentiating Eq. (24a) with respect to time t and 
taking a Fourier transform like Eq. (18), we obtain 
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where Fkk.(W) is the Fourier transform of the Green's 
function 

Similarly the equation for Fk,..(w) is 

Combination of Eqs. (25) and (27) leads to a simple 
relation between G and F as 

(26) 

(W - Wk)Gkk.(W) = (15kk, /21T) + (w + wk)Fk".(w). (28) 

Inserting the value of F"k'(w) from Eq. (28) into Eq. (25) 
we get 

(w - Wk)Gkk.(W) = (15 kk./21T) + [C(- k, k')/1T(W + Wk')] 

+4~ [W" C(-k,k1 )/(w +w" )]GIl ".(W). 
"1 1 1 1 

(29) 

An exact solution of Eq. (29) presents great difficul
ties. In order to get some physical results we use the 
iteration process and to the second-order approximation 
in the perturbation we write 

The best approximation to cut-off the long chain of the 
Green's function can be obtained by taking k2 = k in the 
third term which means the higher-order scattering 
processes are neglected. This reduces Eq. (30) to the 
form 

[ () ( )] () ~ 1 C(- k, k') 
W - wk - f" W Mk W Gkk' W = 2 +- ( ) 

1T 1T W - wI( 

(31) 

where 

fk (w) = (w + Wk)-l (32a) 

and 

The solution of Eq. (31) can conveniently be written as 

Gkk.(W) = G~k'(W) + G~k'(w) + G;". (w), 

where 
G~,..(w) = 15kk'/21T[w - wk -fk(w)M,,(W)] , 

C(-k,k') 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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and 

4 ~k![C(-k,k')Wk,C(-k"k')/(w +w",)(w2 
- w~,)] 

1f [w - wk - Ik(w)Mk(w)] 
(36) 

For a small quantity € tending to zero, Eqs. (32a) and 
(32b) can be written as 

Ik (w ± iE) = Oik(W) =F iyk(w), (37a) 

(37b) 

where Oik"(w) and ~k"(w) represent the shift in the frequen
cy, and Yk(w) and 1)k(W) are the half-width of the phonons 
of wave vector k. The explicit expressions for them are 
given by 

Oi k(W) = p(w + wk")-" (38) 

~Il(w) = 16wk~ C(- k ,k,)C(- k"k)wk P(w2 
- w~ )-', 

k, " (39) 

(40) 

and 

1)k(W) = 81TWk:0 C(- k, k,)C(- k" k){o(w - wk ) -o(w + wk )}, 
k, " 

(41) 

where P denotes the principal value. From Eqs. (37 a) 
and (37b) the total shift in frequency ak(w) and the half
width rk(w) are given by 

and 

a k(w)=16wkP(w +Wk)-'6 C(-k,k,)C(-k"k) 
k, 

- 8rwko(w + Wk)0 C(- k,k,)C(- k" k) 
k, 

x{o(w-w
k 

)-o(w+wk )}, , , (42) 

rk(w) =81TWk 6C(- k,k,)C(- k" k){o(w + wll )P[2wk /(w
2 - w~ )] 

k, ' , 

Similarly if we proceed with the equation of motion for 
the Green's functions (24b), (24 c), (24d) , (24e), and 
(24f) and follow the procedure as used above, we obtain 

C(k,k') 
(44a) 

1f(W - wk,)[w + wk - I; (w)Mk(w)] , 

C(- k, - k') 
(44b) 

(44c) 

(44d) 

and 

( ) wow 
Ellk,W =1f[w2-w~-Mk(w)1' (44e) 

where I~(w) = (w - wkf'. In the above equations for 
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simplicity we have retained only the dominating term in 
the expansion of the type (33) and higher-order terms 
have been neglected. 

4. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

With the use of Eqs. (13), (16), and (17) in Eq. (8), 
the contribution Ko to the thermal conductivity can be 
written as 

and 

X [Hk'k(W, +i€) -Hk'k(W, -if)] 

X [hk'k(W2 +iE) -hk'k(W2 -if)]. 

Interchanging w, and w2 and noting that 

Eq. (46) reduces to 

K' r 1f2kBt321f6 ° = -;..rg 3n k,k' WkWk' vk ' v", 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

If we substitute the value of G(w) from Eqs. (33), 
(34), (35), and (36) in the above expression we obtain an 
explicit expression for K~. But as may be seen, the 
major contribution to the thermal conductivity comes 
from the Green's function GO(w). The other terms give 
nondiagonal contribution, i. e ., the contribution from 
the waves of different wave vectors but in the same state 
of polarization. Their net contributions will however be 
small as compared to the diagonal one. We evaluate 
here the diagonal and nondiagonal contributions to the 
thermal conductivity K~ separately. Substituting the 
value of CO(w) from Eq. (34) into Eq. (49) we obtain for 
the diagonal part of the conductivity K~ as 
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(50) 

where e,,(w) ==w" +~,,(w). In the limiting case when r,,(w) 
is small the integrand in Eq. (50) has sharp maximum 
around w lI::€k and the integral can be evaluated analytical
ly. We then obtain the following expression for the 
thermal conductivity: 

1i: 2k j32~ eB~." 
K~d =="3t-i'w:~ (~~ ell _1)27'", (51) 

where the relaxation time 7'" is given by 

7'"=1/2r,,. (52) 

Equation (51) has the form similar to that obtained 
from kinetic theory Boltzmann equationl,2 for the iso
topic mass scattering and is obtained here as a direct 
consequence of correlation function formula and the 
choice of the Hamiltonian. Many ad hoc assumptions 
(i. e., phenomenological phonon lifetime) employed in 
the kinetic theory are avoided here. The lifetime in our 
result arises in a natural way. 

In Eq. (43) only positive values of the frequency are 
meaningful. The density of states in k space is suffi
ciently great, we may replace the summation over kl by 
integration so that r" becomes 

r,,=87TW,,(n/81fl)J sin6d6dcp~dkll C (- k,kl ) 12 

XP(W+W,,)-lO(W-Wk ), 1 
(53) 

where (6, rp) measures the direction of kl with respect to 
k. Because of the delta function the integration is to be 
carried out over a constant energy surface characterized 
by the energy 1i:w in wave vector space. In Debye approx
imation, w==kc, where c is the sound velocity, we get 

~fl 12 . rk =2 2 3 C(k,k 1) smBdBdcp. 
1i c Ikll=I!::1 

(54) 

Expression (54) gives r
k 

and hence the thermal conduc
tivity for a particular configuration of the two kinds of 
atoms over the lattice sites. In the case of random dis
tribution of impurities, averaging the terms in bracket 
in Eq. (23) over all possible atomic configuration, and 
taking the directional average we obtain 

(55) 

which shows that r
k 

and inverse relaxation time -r,;l of 
the scattering of phonons by mass defect is proportional 
to fourth power2 of the phonon frequency wI< and the 
square of the mass change M' - M. 33 

With Eq. (55), for small Wk' the expression (51) for 
the thermal conductivity diverges. The divergence, as 
is evident, arises because we consider an infinite har
monic crystal and elastic processes do not lead to the 
energy dissipation. To avoid this difficulty, one should 
consider scattering processes in a pure crystal using 
the Mathiessen rule34 which states that different scat
tering mechanisms (boundary, Umklapp scattering, 
etc.) give additive contribution to 7';1. 7';1 is therefore 
replaced by r;~t = 701 + 7k1

, where 7''(/ is the reciprocal 
relaxation time for pure crystal due to Umklapp pro
cesses and scattering by boundaries and uncontrolled 
impurities. 
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The nondiagonal part of the thermal conductivity K~ 
can be obtained Similarly by substituting the values of 
G'(w) and G"(w) from Eqs. (35) and (36), respectively, 
into Eq. (49). The result is 

Xi: dW[ eflll W / (efl~" - 1 )2J (p( (w - wk) (w - wk' ) J-l r ,,(w)r k'(W) 

+ 7T{P(W - Wk)-l[W - €k(w)]O(w - w,..)r k'(W) 

+ pew - W",)-l[W -€",(w)]O(w - wk)rk(W) 

+ ?T[w -€,,(w)][w -€,..(w)]O(w - wk)li(w - wk,)}} 

/{[(w _€,,(W»2 + I1(w)][(w _€",(W)}2 + r~(w)J} 

+ ... , (56) 

where the dots represent the contributions arising from 
higher-order Green's functions in the expansion (33). 
FOr€""'Ek,, rk",rk" w/t II:: wk' (k*k'), the above expression 
is Simplified to 

(57) 

The nondiagonal contribution K~ to the thermal con
ductivity arising from two-creation and two-annihilation 
correlation functions is given by Eq. (47). Substituting 
the values of th.e Green's functions Hkk, and kkk' from 
Eqs. (44a) and (44b), this contribution turns out to be 
equal to zero. In the higher-order approximation of the 
Green's functions, this is negligibly small. This is no 
longer small in the case of superconductors because of 
the law of conservation of momentum. Thus for normal 
matter the contribution of the diagonal part of the energy 
flux operator to the thermal conductivity is given by 
Eqs. (50) and (57). 

We come finally to the nondiagonal contribution Kl to 
the thermal conductivity due to the nondiagonal term in 
the energy flux operator. If we make use of Eqs. (14), 
(16), (17), (44c), (44d), and (44e), we see that the ex
pression for Kl can be written in the form 

where 

where 1J.)w) is given by Eq. (41) and 

CPi,(w) = wi, + ~.)w). 

(58) 
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Using the symmetry relations v tss' = - V -kss' and W ts 

=w_ t ., the above equation becomes 

Similarly, the expression for K'~ is given by 

(60) 

1)ts(Whh.,' (w) (61) 
X [(w2 _ <p~s(W»2 +~.(W)j[(W2 - <P~s' (W)}2 +~" (w)]' 

Equations (50), (57), (60), and (61) give the expres
sion for the thermal conductivity of a cubic Bravais 
crystal containing isotopic impurities. Even in the 
diagonal approximation for the energy flux operator, the 
total thermal conductivity can be expressed as the sum 
of two contributions, namely, diagonal and nondiagonal 
ones. The relaxation time of the former in the case of 
small half-width of phonons is approximately propor
tional to the fourth power of the phonon frequency and is 
similar to what Klemens32 has obtained using the Boltz
mann equation. Under the apprOximation mentioned 
earlier, the nondiagonal contribution K~nd (Eq. (57)] de
pends upon t:..;2 and (2rk)-1 and will thus be much smaller 
as compared to the diagonal one. Expressions (60) and 
(61) show that the nondiagonal contribution Kl from the 
n6ndiagonal part of the energy flux operator comes from 
modes with different polarizations. Further the con
tribution Kl depends on higher order concentration of 
impurities than KQ • At temperatures which are so small 
that only those phonons which suffer negligible impurity 
scattering are excited, the diagonal contribution (50) 
gives a reasonable approximation to conductivity of 
crystals which contain impurities. At high temperatures, 
the full form should be used. Hardy, 24 using a classical 
treatment, has argued that the nondiagonal energy flux 
operator is made up of oscillating terms whose frequen
cies are the sum and difference of the frequencies of 
different branches and will give negligible contribution 
to thermal conductivity compared to diagonal one when 
averaged over a long period of time. The present work 
and the earlier study23 show that their contribution is 
finite, though expected to be much smaller than diagonal 
contribution. 

The present study shows that from the Kubo formula 
using the double-time Green's function technique, the 
thermal conductivity due to isotopic mass scattering can 
easily be obtained. Further the relaxation time of the 
phonon scattering by impurities can be estimated much 
more accurately than from the simple Boltzmann trans-
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port equation. It may be emphasized that the results 
obtained in this paper differ from that of the conventional 
theory based on the Peierls transport equation since 
the latter makes no provision for the nondiagonal con
tribution to energy flux operator. 
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Deformation of the so (2, c) subgroup of the Lorentz 
group 
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The two-dimensiorial complex sphere Sf +S~ +S~ =S2 forms a homogeneous space under the 
SL(2,C) group. The little group of a point in this space is the SO(2,C) group or the horospheric 
group T(2), according to whether S '* 0 or S = O. Deformation of the SO(2,C) group into T(2) 

is investigated and is demonstrated on unitary representations. This deformation is a counterpart to 
that of the little groups SO(3) or SO(2,1) into £(2). We conclude with a formula relating the 
matrix elements of unitary representations of the SL(2,C) group in SO(2) X SOC I, I) = SO(2,C) 
basis to those in horospheric basis. 

It is well known that horospheric subgroups, as well 
as horospheres themselves, play an important role in 
the representation theory of the SL(2, C) group. A 
horosphere in a homogeneous space is the orbit of a 
point under the subgroup of the form (~~) (or any conju
gate subgroup). 1 The mathematical Significance of 
horospheres lies, among other things, in the existence 
of horospheric integral transformations, since by means 
of these we can associate with each function defined 
over a space 6, homogeneous under the SL(2, C) group, 
another function defined over the manifold of horo
spheres. This reversible integral transformation pro
vides an opportunity to investigate functions defined 
over the manifold of horospheres 6 0 instead of the func
tions defined over the homogeneous space 6. This con
Siderably simplifies the problem of, say, finding func
tions on 6 that transform according to unitary irreduci
ble representations, since the functions in question, 
generally speaking, assume a much simpler form on 
6 0 , The difficulties are in this way Shifted to the subse
quent integration accomplishing the inverse horospheric 
transformation. 

The two-dimensional complex sphere 6 investigated 
in the present paper furnishes a good instance of this. 
As it will be Shown, vectors on the complex sphere of 
zero radius 6 0 can be associated with the horospheres 
situated on 6. The space 6 0 is equivalent to the space 
of spinors Zl> Z2' in the sense that they are both quotient 
spaces SL(2, C)/H with respect to the same, so-called 
horospheric subgroup H. It is well known that in the 
space of spinors, functions transforming according to 
irreducible unitary representations in any basis assume 
a rather simple form. Actually, the facts mentioned 
above render it possible for the representation theory of 
the SL(2,C) group to be built up on spinors in a relative
ly simple way. 1 All more specific problems, such as 
the search for spherical functions in certain homoge
neous spaces, the evaluation of matrix elements of 
representations in different bases, etc., reduce to 
performing an inverse horospheric transformation. (In 
many cases this is done implicitly, when the matrix 
elements of representations are expressed in terms of 
integrations otTer the spinor space.) Even if, in a parti
cular case, this does not prove to be a Simple task, and 
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even if an integration is not the Simplest way of evalua
tion, at any rate the method concentrates the difficulties 
where they are in fact present. 

The subject of the present paper is the deformation of 
the SO(2, C) subgroup of the SL(2, C) group into T(2), 
the horospheric subgroup. As is known, the little group 
of a point on the two-sheeted (one-sheeted) real hyper
boloid is the SO(3) [SO(2, 1)] group, which can be con
tinuously deformed into E(2), the little group of the 
light cone. 3-5 The subgroups SO(2, C) and T(2) arise 
when studying the tWO-dimensional complex sphere 
S12 +S22 +S32 = S2, homogeneous under the SL(2, C) group. 
It will be shown that if S* 0, the little group of a certain 
fixed point on the complex sphere is the SO(2, C) group, 
conSisting of matrices of the form (g ~ -1). On the other 
hand, the little group of a point on the complex sphere 
of zero radiUS, S~ +S22 +S32 =0, is the horospheric sub
group (~n isomorphic to T(3), the group of Euclidean 
translations in two dimensions. Deformation of the 
SO(2, C) group into the T(2) group will be accomplished 
by considering the little group of a point on a complex 
sphere with a radius depending on a real parameter T, 

which is introduced in such a way that the radius of the 
complex sphere should tend to zero in the limit T _ 00. 

Orbits arising under the little group obtained for 
arbitrary values of the deformation parameter T can be 
investigated in any space homogeneous under the 
SL(2, C) group. Here we are concerned only with the 
orbits produced by the above little group on the two
dimensional complex sphere of nonzero radius. It is 
found that these orbits are determined by the intersec
tions of the sphere with complex planes having a normal 
vector of length tending to zero in the limit of the horo
spheric subgroup. Thus, the vectors of the complex 
sphere of zero radius can be associated with the horo
spheres, and vice versa. 

To be strict, the above planes become undefined when 
the horospheres degenerate into complex straight lines. 
These are the horospheres of the second kind, consist
ing of straight generators of the complex sphere. The 
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FIG. 1. Illustration of orbits on the complex sphere 2::. The or
bit on the complex sphere 2:: under the little group H;(<p) is sit
uated on the intersection of the complex sphere 2:: and a com
plex plane with a normal vector NT' In the limit 7'- 00 the orbit 
approaches the horosphere, which cannot be visualized so sim
ply, since in this case the normal becomes a complex vector of 
zero length (i.e., N~=O, thoughNoo"'O). 

existence of horospheres of the second kind is well 
known for the one-sheeted real hyperboloid, I and their 
appearance in the present case is not surprising, since 
the one -sheeted hyperboloid forms a subspace of the 
complex sphere. 

In the last section the process of deformation is 
demonstrated on unitary representations. It is shown 
how the spherical functions defined on the familiar 
<p(z, z*) space, given in SO(2, C) baSiS, can be deformed 
continuously into the spherical functions, in T(2) baSiS, 
by tending the deformation parameter T to infinity. The 
deformation formula obtained is a counterpart to the 
Wigner-Inonu contraction of the SO(3) [SO(2, 1)] group 
into the E(2) group. 3 We conclude with a formula relating 
the matrix elements of unitary representations of the 
SL(2, C) group in SO(2, C) basis to those in horospheric 
basis by means of a deformation process. 

I. LITTLE GROUPS ON THE COMPLEX SPHERE 
OF ZERO AND NONZERO RADIUS 

Homogeneous spaces are useful tools in representa
tion theory, because by embedding a homogeneous space 
into the group G one obtains, on one hand, a subgroup 
H as a little group of a point of the homogeneous space 
and, on the other, an arrangement of the group into 
cosets with respect to the subgroup H. The most fre
quently used homogeneous spaces are those of the 
hyperboloid family yielding the subgroups SO(3), E(2), 
SO(2, 1) for SL(2, C). Here we shall investigate the 
deformation of the two-dimensional complex rotation 
group isomorphic to the two-dimensional real rotation 
group with dilatations into the two-dimensional real 
rotation group with dilatations into the horospheric 
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group isomorphic to the two-dimensional translation 
group T(2). To this end a family of homogeneous spaces 
should be used the little groups of which are apt for 
demonstration of the deformation process. 

Since the proper Lorentz group is isomorphic to the 
connected part of the three -dimensional complex rota
tion group, 6 the two-dimensional complex sphere 

(1. 1) 

(hereafter b s) forms a homogeneous space under the 
proper Lorentz group, as well as under SL(2,C). The 
three -dimensional complex vector S = (S11 S2' S3)' which 
is the self-dual part of a Lorentz covariant antisymmet
ric tensor S"'8(a, {3=0, 1,2, 3) under gESL(2,C), 
transforms as 

(1. 2) 

where S=C1S=aI SI +a2Sa +a3S3 and the a j stand for the 
Pauli matrices. 7 

We choose a standard vector on 6 s 

So = (0, 0, S). (1. 3) 

Here S is supposed to be nonzero. The little group of 
this vector, that is, the subgroup of SL(2, C) satisfying 
the condition 

(1.4) 

is clearly of the form 

(1.5) 

where <P = <PI +i<P. is a complex angle, with a real part 
describing a rotation about the z axis and varying in the 
range -211~ <PI <211, and with an imaginary part de
scribing a boost along the z axis and varying in the range 
- 00 <<Pa <00. It follows that this group is SO(2, C) 
=SO(2)XSO(1, 1). 

In a similar way, by choosing the standard vector 

Soo = (S, is, 0) (S* 0) (1.6) 

on the complex sphere of zero radius 60' we arrive at 
the horospheric little group isomorphic to the two
dimensional real Euclidian translation group T(2) 
(cf. Ref. 8): 

H oo( cp) = exp( - i<pa .12)= (~ - i<p\ 
1 J ' (1. 7) 

where u.=u1 +ia2 and <P=<PI +iCP2' In the present case 
both <PI and <P. vary from - 00 to 00. It is easy to see the 
validity of the inverse statement; namely, if the little 
group of a three -dimensional complex vector is T(2) 
[SO(2, C)], then it is situated on the complex sphere of 
zero (nonzero) radius. Here and throughout this paper 
it is supposed that the point S = 0 is excluded from 6o, 
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since this point is itself invariant under SL(2, C) and 
thus the homogeneity of ~o would be spoiled by including 
it. 

Consider now the vector 

ST= ([T/(1+T)] S, [iT/(1+T)]S, [1/(1+T)]S) (1.8) 

interpolating between So and S.,. Here T is a real param
eter describing the deformation varying in the range 

O$;T<OO. 

The limits of the vector (1. 8) as T - 0 and T - "" are 
So and 8." as given by Eqs. (1. 3) and (1. 6). Since the 
length of the vector ST 

[(ST1)2 + (ST2)2 + (ST3)2)11 2 = S/(1 + T) (1. 9) 

is nonzero for T <00, the little group of ST is a SO(2, C) 
group isomorphic to Ho. For T - 00 the little group H." 
as given by Eq. (1.7), is obtained. By making use of 
Eqs. (1. 2) and (1. 8) we get an explicit form of the little 
group of ST for an arbitrary value of T: 

HT(cp) = exp (- i ~(0'3 + TO'J1: ~ 

=(XP(_i 1!T~) -2iTsin(J.: T ~~ 
O (. 1 cP 

exp\t 1+T "2 

In other words, this is the subgroup satisfying the 
equation 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

with ST given by (1.8). The range of CP=CPl +iCP2 in this 
case is given by the inequalities 

- 2rr (1 + T) $; cP 1 < 2rr (1 + T), - 00 < cP 2 < 00. 

In the next section we proceed to an investigation of or
bits generated by the above subgroup in the space of 
complex vectors. In particular, we are interested in 
the orbits as T - 00. 

II. ORBITS ON THE COMPLEX SPHERE 

According to Eq. (1.9) the final point of the vector ST 
is situated on the complex sphere ~ s 1 (I+T) of radius 
S/(1+T), which is nonzero for finite T but tends to zero 
as 7" _ 00. In either case, ST has the little group as given 
by Eq. (1.10). 

Let us fix the value of T for the time being and see 
what little group H~(cp) is obtained if another standard 
vector of the same length is chosen instead of ST' The 
answer is trivial, since, as a consequence of the homo
geneity of ~s 1 (1+1» there exists agE SL(2, C) which 
translates 8T into 8~: 

SA, SA -1 
T=g Tg . 

It follows then from Eq. (1.11) that 

H~(cp) S~H~(cp)-1 = S~, 

where 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

It is obvious that H;(cp) is isomorphic to SO(2, C) when 
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T < 00, and isomorphic to T( 2) as T - 00. 

Now, we are interested in orbits of a complex vector 
S under the group (2. 3). It is supposed that the final 
point of S is situated on a complex sphere ~ of nonzero 
radius [not to be confused with the sphere ~S/<1+TJ 
Under the group H~(cp) the vector S describes the orbit 

ST(CP) =H~(cp)SH~(cp)-I. (2.4) 

Since H~(cp) CSL(2, C) the orbit is obviously situated on 
the sphere ~. Moreover, it will be verified that the or
bit lies in a complex plane ST(cp)NT = CT = const., where 
NT proves to be identical with the S~ obtained previously 
in Eq. (2.1). Indeed, it follows from Eqs. (2.3) and 
(2.4) that 

ST(CP)S; =tTr[ST(cp)S~] = tTr[H;(cp)SH~(cp)-IS~] 

=tTr[SH~(cp)-IS~H~(CP)] =tTr(SS;) = SS~ = CT = const. (2.5) 

According to this equation one can associate with each 
orbit generated by the little group H~(cp) a normal vector 
S;. The orbit can be given by the homogeneous coordi
nates (S~, CT); nevertheless, apart from the singular 
case C T = 0, one can normalize C T to 1 by an appropriate 
dilatation of S~. 

As the above statements are independent of the value 
of T, we can take the limit T - 00, which produces 
horospheres. So, according to (2.3) and (2.4), horo
spheres on ~ are orbits described by the horospheric 
subgroup 

, ( ) _(a (3)(1 - icp\ (a f3\ -1 -1 ( ) 
H., cP - y 15 0 1) \y 15} =gH.,g a15 -yf3=1 

for fixed g. Taking into account Eq. (1.9) and the fact 
that transformation (2.1) leaves the length of 8T un
changed, we get for T - 00 

(S~I)2 + (S~2)2 + (S~3)2 = O. 

Thus, when the SO(2, C) group deforms into the horo
spheric group as T - 00, the normal vector NT =: S; 
characteristic for the orbits arrives at the complex 
sphere of zero radius; that is, N~ = S.:,2 = O. Horospheres 
of ~ are therefore determined by the equation SN., = 1, 
where N! = o. 9 

At this point a remark is in order. We did not investi
gate the question whether, in Eq. (2.5), the normal 
vector of the plane of horospheres is unique up to a fac
tor. From a more detailed investigation, which for the 
sake of brevity is left to the reader, the following can be 
shown. A single fixed point S of the space ~ is crossed 
by a one-parametric manifold of horospheres. These 
are second-order curves, which, generally speaking, 
unambiguously define a plane with a normal of zero 
length, as indicated above. However, in the manifold 
of horospheres crossing a fixed point there are two 
positions where the horosphere degenerates into a com
plex straight line. These lines can be given in the form 

with 

A=(A1 +iA2, A 1-iA2, A3)=(S[~/(S+S3)2], 

-S, S[S./(S +S3)])' 
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B=(B1 +iB2, B 1 -iB2, B 3)=(-S[S;/(S-S3)2], 

xS, S[S'/(S-S3)])' (S±S3*0), 

where the usual notation S. = SI ± iS2 is used. Each point 
S is thus crossed by two straight horospheres, that are 
determined by the position of S alone. These horo
spheres can be called horospheres of the second kind, 
as distinguished from those of the first kind, which are 
in one-to-one correspondence with the vectors of the 
sphere of zero radius. Having obtained the horospheres 
a horosphere transformation between functions on the 
complex sphere of nonzero and zero radius could be 
defined but the investigation of this problem goes beyond 
the scope of present paper. 

III. DEFORMATION OF UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 

To demonstrate the deformation on unitary representa
tions, let us consider the linear fractional mapping of 
the z plane which is a factor space SL(2,c)/(~ ~'1): 

z' = (az + (3)/(yz + 15). 

In the case of the SO(2, C) subgroup given by (1. 5) this 
reduces to 

(3.1) 

which is a rotation followed by a dilatation. In a similar 
way, the horospheric transformation on the z plane 
takes the form of an Euclidian displacement 

z' = z - icp = Z +(CP2 - iCPl)' 

The interpolating subgroup given by Eq. (1.10) 
accomplishes a transformation similar to that of (3.1) 
on the displaced z plane, i. e. , 

z' +r=exp{-i[cp/(l+r)]}(z +r). 

For realizing unitary representations the representa
tion on the familiar cp(z, z*) functions will be used. 1 

Action of an element g= (~V E SL(2, C) on these func
tions is defined as 

Tgcp(z) = (-yz + a)2i (_ y*z* + a*)2k 

( 
15z-f3 15*z*-f3*) 

Xcp -yz+a' -y*z*+a*' (3.2) 

where 

j=tUo- 1+iO"), k=t(-jo-1+iO"). (3.3) 

Here jo takes integer and half-integer values, while 0" 

is an arbitrary complex number. In what follows we 
restrict ourselves to the principal series of unitary 
representations for which 0" is real. In Eq. (3.2) repre
sentations are defined by displacement from the left, 
which results in the following form of infiniteSimal 
generators: 

J =Jl+iJ2=-~' K =K +iK =2kz*_Z*2_
0
_, • a z • 1 2 a z* 

. a a ( ) J 3 =J-z az ' K3 =-k+z*az*' 3.4 

These generators are related to the generators of spa
tial rotations about kth axiS, Mk (k = 1, 2, 3), and to the 
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generators of boosts along kth axiS, Nk , as J k 

=t(Mk+iNk), Kk=t<Mk-iNk )· 

Spherical functions in SO(2, C) basis satisfy the 
eigenvalue equations 

J3CP~m*(Z, z*) =mcp~",*(z, z*), 

K3CP~m*(z, z*) = m*CP~m*(z, z*), 

where 

m =t(1J. +ill), m* =t(1J. - ill), 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 

with fJ. = 0, ±t, ± 1, '" and II continuous. The above 
basis is a generalization of finite dimensional spinors 
to the unitary case, where m and m* correspond to 
undotted and dotted indices of spinors. Unitary spinors 
can be successfully applied to the evaluation of matrix 
elements of unitary representations of the Lorentz 
group, simplifying to a considerable extent the results 
obtained in angular momentum basis. 10-13 

Using the explicit form of the infinitesimal generators 
given by Eq. (3.4), the solution of (3.5) can be written 
as 

(3.7) 

The requirement of single-valuedness on the complex 
z plane yields the condition 21J. = integer, or to be strict, 
fJ. takes integer and half-integer values along with jo. 
The functions (3.7) are normalized as 

(CP~'m'*' CP~m*) 
=hJ dzdz*CP~'m'*(z, z*)* CP~m*(z, z*) = 15".,,15(11' - ,,). 

The horospheric group as given by Eq. (1.7) is 
generated by the Hermitian generators M 1 - N2 and 
M2 + Nl or-equivalently-by the non-Hermitian genera
tors J. and K .. In this basis spherical functions are 
solutions of the eigenvalue equations 

J.CP:m*(z, z*) = mCP:m*(z, z*), 
(3.8) 

K'CP:m*(z, z*) =m*CP:m*(z, z*), 

where m, m* are again written in the form (3.6) but now, 
due to the infinite range of the parameters CP1 and CP2' 
both fJ. and II take continuous values. 

The solution of (3.8) assumes the form of two
dimensional "plane waves" 

CP:m*(z, z*) =(217)·1 exp(-mz +m*z*). (3.9) 

In the present case the normalization assumes the form 

(CP:'m'*' CP:m*) = o(IJ.' - IJ.) o( v' - v). 

In the case of the interpolating subgroup (1.10) the 
eigenvalue equation reads 

{(1 + r)'1 J3 + [r /(1 + r)] J.}CP~m*(z, z*) = mcp~m*(z, z*), 

(3.10) 

{(1 + r)'1 K3 + [r 1(1 + r) lK.}CP~m*(z, z*) = m*CP~m*(z, z*). 

Solutions are as follows: 

CP~m*(z, z*) 

= (21Trl1)~(m)(z + r)i.m(l.Tl(z* + r)k.m* (l.~), (3.11) 
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where 

1JT(m) = exp{i[v7 InT + (v - 0') In(1 + 7)]}(1 + 7). (3.12) 

The parameters 0', V were defined in Eqs. (3. 3) and 
(3.6). 

Functions (3. 11) have a branch point at z = - 7. The 
requirement of single-valuedness yields the quantization 
g(1 + 7) = integer or half-integer along with jo. As 7 
grows this quantization imposes a weaker and weaker 
condition on g, which is supposed to be fixed, until in 
the limit 7 - 00, g be coines continuous. Functions (3. 11) 
are normalized as 

(CP~'m'*' CP~m*) = ~T(g', g) o(v' - v), 

with 

sin[ 11(1+ T)( Il' - I.t}] 
11(g' - g) 1

0"'" if 7=0, 

(1+7)0",,, if 0<7<00, 

o(g'-Il) ifT-oo. 

Here the quantization of Il has been taken into account. 
It is easy to verify that spherical functions CP~m* 
approach those given in SO(2, C) [T(2)] basis as 
7-0 (7- 00); that is 

limrnT (z z*) =(27T)-1 zj-1n z*k+m* 
T~O 't'mm* , 

and 

limcp~m*(z, z*) =(27T-1 )exp(-mz +m*z*). 
T~'" 

The phase factor in Eq. (3.12) was chosen to fit the 
phases of (3.7) and (3.9) at 7-0 and 7-00. 

It is deduced from (3.11) that "plane waves" of horo
spheric basis (3.9) can be obtained from spherical func
tions given in unitary spinor basis by means of the 
following deformation procedure. Labels m and m * are 
to be substituted by m T=m(1 +7) and m:=m*(1 +7), re
spectively. Afterwards, a horospheric displacement is 
to be performed by the special element hT= ~ iT) as in
dicated by (3.2). Then, following a multiplication by the 
phase 1JT(m), spherical functions CP:m*(z, z*) are obtained 
by means of the limit 7 - 00; 

cp"'mm*(z, z*) = lim1JT(m)Th cP~ m*(z, z*), .,._ao T T t (3.13) 

1. e. , 

This limit is a counterpart to the Wigner-Inonu con
traction of Legendre polynomials into Bessel functions. 2 

It permits us to relate matrix elements of unitary re-
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presentations of the SL(2, C) group in horospheric basis 
to those given in S0(2, C) basis by means of a deforma
tion. Owing to the unitarity of the operator TV we ob
tain from Eq. (3.13) 

(CP;;;'m'*' T/P;;;m*) = lim1JT(m')*1JT(m)(T h CP~" Tg T h CP~ ), 
T-OO T T T T 

where gE SL(2, C) and gT=h;lghT. Action of Tg , the 
representation of the SL(2, C) group, on functions 
cp(z, z*) is given by Eq. (3.2). The principal series of 
unitary representations of the SL(2, C) group is known in 
unitary spinor baSiS, 11 1. e., the matrix elements 
(cp~, TgCP~) are expressed in terms of special functions. 
With the aid of the above formula the matrix elements 
of unitary representations of the SL(2, C) group can be 
obtained in the basis defined by the horosheric subgroup 

1 fl . 
o 1 
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Lattice Green's function for the diced lattice 
T. Horiguchi and C. C. Chen 
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It is shown that the lattice Green's function for the diced lattice is expressed in terms .of the one for 
the triangular lattice. The distribution function of the squared frequency is shown by a graph and 
compared with the one for the honeycomb lattice. 

The frequency distribution function for the honeycomb 
lattice was obtained by Hobson and Nierenbergl and by 
Huckaby. 2 The frequency distribution function is related 
to the imaginary part of the lattice Green's function at 
the origin. The lattice Green's function3 for the honey
comb lattice was shown to be expressed in terms of the 
one for the triangular lattice which was exactly solved 
in terms of the complete elliptiC integrals of the first 
and second kind at an arbitrary lattice site. 4 The ar
rangement of lattice sites in the diced lattice, the net
work of which is shown in Fig. 1, is the same as that 
of the triangular lattice, but the path of the interaction 
among the lattice sites is rather similar to the one for 
the honeycomb lattice. In this short note, the lattice 
Green's function for the diced lattice is shown to be 
expressed in terms of the one for the triangular lattice. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the three kinds of the sublattices 
are introduced. Each of them constitutes a triangular 
lattice. When the initial lattice site belongs to the sub
lattice a (a takes one of A, B, or C sublattice) the 
lattice Green's function is the solution of the following 
set of three difference equations: 

tGA'"(la, mb) - MGBO/(la + a, mb + b) + GB"'(la - a, mb + b) 

+ GBO/(la, mb - 2b)] 

- (y/2)[ GC"'(la + a, mb - b) 

+ GCO/(la - a, mb - b) + GCO/(Za, mb + 2b)] 

(1) 

t GBO/(la, mb) - MGAO/(Za + a, mb - b) + GAOl (la - a, mb - b) 

+ GAa(la, mb + 2b)] 

(2) 

tGC'"(la, mb) - (y/2)[GAa(Za + a, mb + b) + GAa(la - a, mb+ b) 

+ GA"'(la, mb - 2b)] 

(3) 

where la = (rf - ri)x and mb = (rf - ri)v' and r i and r f 

are the initial and final lattice sites, respectively. a 
= Y3 /2 and b = 1/2 if the nearest neighbor distance is 
chosen to be equal to 1. y is the interaction parameter 
between A and C sublattices when the one between A and 
B sublattices is put equal to 1. t is the parameter cor
responding to the squared frequency in the lattice vibra
tion or to the energy of the electron in the tight binding 
approximation. t is assumed to be a complex variable 
in this note. The solution of these difference equations 
under the boundary condition that G"'8(la, mb) is equal 
to zero as l2 + m 2 tends to infinity, is satisfied by a 
certain complicated integral. From that integral, one 
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can see that the parameters a and b may be deleted 
without loss of generality; we use the notation G",S(l, m) 
instead of GO/s(la, mb). 

After manipulating the integral obtained from Eqs. 
(1)-(3), we arrive at the following expressions: 

(4) 

GBB(l,m)= t(I:
2
y2) o"oom,o+ (1;~2)2 Gt(r; l, ;), 

(5) 

GCC(l) 1 ° ° + 2t y2 ( m) ,m == t(l+y2) 1,0 m,O (l+y2)2 G t r; l'"3 ' 

GAB(l, m)== -1 1 2 [Gt(r;l + 1, 1{m + 1» 
+y 

(6) 

+ Gt(r;l- 1, 1{m + 1» + Gt(r;l, 1{m - 2»), 

(7) 

mb 

FIG. 1. The network of the diced lattice. 
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(8) 

(9) 
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, 

, 

FIG. 2. The distribution functions of the squared frequency 
for the diced lattice (solid line) and for the honeycomb lattice 
(dotted line). 

GCA(l, m)=GAC(-l, - m), 

+ 2G t (r;l + 1, t(m + 1» 

+Gt(r;l, t{m+4»+2G t(r;l, t{m-2» 

+ 2G t(r;l-l, t{m + 1» 

(10) 

+G t(r;l-2, t{m-2»], (11) 

GCB(l,m)=GBC(_l, -m), (12) 

where r= [4f2 - 3(1 +y2)J/2(1 +1'2). Gt(r;l, m) is the lat
tice Green's function for the triangular lattice which is 
given by 

d coslxcosmy 
') r - cos 2x - 2 cos x cos y 

(13) 

G t( r;l, m) is known to be expressed in terms of the com
plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds at 
an arbitrary lattice site. 4 Then the lattice Green's 
function for the diced lattice at an arbitrary lattice site 
can be obtained from the knowledge of that for the 
triangular lattice. These expressions (4)-(12) can be 
reduced to the ones for the honeycomb lattice by 
putting y = O. 

When t = s - iE where E is an infinitesimal positive 
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number, the distribution function of the squared 
frequency is obtained by 

p(s) = 3~Im[9AA(0, 0) + GBB(O, 0) + GCC(O, 0)] 

4s 
= 37T(I+y2)ImG t(r; 0,0). 
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( 14) 

(15) 

For y = 1, p( s) is simply expressed in terms of the 
complete elliptiC integral of the first kind as follows: 

(16) 

p(s)= l
S1

/;;:'4K1 (i) for 1/~ '" lsi ",3/~, 

37T2(/:~~)1/2 K (1 + :h1/2) for 0", I s I ~ 1/~, 
(17) 

where 

4.21/ 4 • S1/2 
k= (21/2S _1)3/2(21/2s + 3)1/2 ' (18) 

4·21 / 4 ·S1 / 2 

k[= (1- 21/2S)3/2(21/2S + 3)1/2' (19) 

(20) 

The curve for the distribution function of the squared 
frequency for the diced lattice with y = 1 is shown in 
Fig. 2 together with the one for the honeycomb lattice. 
When the sublattice C is incorporated into the sublattice 
E, the diced lattice is then composed of the two sub
lattices A and B, and the interactions exist only between 
the lattice sites belonging to different sublattices. Thus 
the diced lattice is one of the "alternating lattice. "5 

The symmetry properties of the lattice Green's function 
for the alternating lattice have been studied in Ref. 5 
and p(s)=p(-s) is given as their special case. 
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Errata: Elastic general relativistic systems [J. Math. Phys. 13, 
1934 (1972)] 

E. N. Glass 

Princeton University. Princeton. New Jersey 08540 

J. Winicour 

University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260 
(Received 19 February 1974) 

Add the term - P a8 S to the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(2.11), (3.25), (4.25), and (4.26). 

On the left-hand side of Eq. (A14), add the term 

pa"S and delete _paBs;",I5~ from the last term. 

These corrections do not alter the fundamental theory 
or any major results, but they do modify the equations 
of motion. 

Errata: A geometric generalization of Hooke's law [J. Math. Phys. 
14,1285 (1973)] 

E. N. Glass 

Princeton University. Princeton. New Jersey 08540 

J. Winicour 
University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15260 
(Received 19 February 1974) 

Equation (3.20) should read 

(3.20) 

where the Cauchy stress tensor density TiJ is defined 
in Eq. (3.18). The change in Hook's law from tensors 
to tensor densities adds the term _pij~k;k to the right 
hand sides of Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). As a check on 
these equations, note that Cj5/j - pii)T/ ij is an exact dif
ferential in accord with the first law of thermodynamics. 

The relationship between the perturbed stress tensor 
and tensor density below Eq. (3.25) should read 
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since the deformation leaves the underlying geometry 
unchanged. 

On the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6), the second term 
should read pjk~j;kj and the term B1e;k should be added. 

Delete the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(4.7). Equation (4.9) should read 

p~ i = [C likl ~(k; I)L - p~l; jj. (4.9) 

On the right-hand side of Eq. (4.13), delete e; i from 
the third term and delete the fourth term. 

Equation (4.14) should read 

pe = (?. +2J.L - p)v2e - p;;<e;1 + V2~i). (4. 14) 
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Erratum and Addendum: Unidirectional energy transfer 
in nonlinear wave-wave interactions 
[J. Math. Phys. 14, 911 (1973)] 

P. K. C. Wang 
School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of California, Los Angeles, California 
(Received 27 November 1973) 

It was brought to my attention by Professor L. Stenflo 
that the coupling coefficient Mb [Eq. (34)] as given in 
Ref. 9 is in error. Consequently, the implications of 
condition (9) for unidirectional energy transfer in the 
magnetized electron plasma under consideration are 
altered. The correct expression for M~ is given by 

M* = (1 + S 5) jk2u2w~wo [k2 - we (50 kolwo - 51kJw1)] 
o 0 1 8Now~ [(WI - 51we)2 + 51wewY2w1] • 

Strai!;?htforward calculations show that for So = 51, = 1, 
Re{'.<iLk.l" ~ 0 for all i ;Co k except ReV-t~iL2} :::: Re{J.L~1l1J 
>- O. Therefore, for right-hand polarized transverse 
waves condition (9) is not satisfied. For the case 
where 50 :::: 51 = - 1, it can be readily deduced that 

(i) ReV-t~Mj} > 0 for j = 1,2 if 

sgn[(w 1 + wJ2 - wcwy2W1] 

= - sgn[(wo + we)2 - wewV2wo]; (45) 

(ii) Re{M~Mj}>O fori=1,2, j:=:0,1,2if 

wo(wo + weF < wewV2 < w1(w1 + we)2. (46) 

Thus, condition (9) for unidirectional energy transfer is 
satisfied under condition (45) or (46). However, in view 
of the propagation condition for left- hand polarized 
transverse electromagnetic waves in a magnetized 
electron plasma given by 

wj(w j + we) > w~, j:::: 0,1, (47) 

it is evident that (47) is not compatible with (45) or (46) 
for positive Wo and w l' 

In the sequel, we shall give examples of plasmas for 
which condition (9) has a simple interpretation. First, 
consider the nonlinear interaction of three longitudinal 
electromagnetic waves (w i' k i)' i = 0, 1, 2, in a magne
tized collisionless plasma. Using the linearized Vlasov 
equation, Stenfl012 showed that under the matching con
ditions k2 :::: ko - k1 and w2 = Wo - wI' the equations 
governing the complex wave amplitudes have the form 
(1) with coupling coeffiCients iLi given by 

(
0£ )-1 

Ml =- CL 0: I ' 
(wj.k j) 

(48) 

(49) 

where F 0 = F o(v x' v~ + v~) is the equilibrium velocity 
distribution function. 

For the zeroth wave, condition (9) requires 
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[(
OE ) (OE )]-1 ReV-tbMI} :::: - Cf _x I _x I ~ 0, 
ow (wo,ko) ow (Wj.kj ) 

Re{J.t~M2} = Cl[CoE
x 

1 ) (OE x 
1 )J-1 

>- O. 
w (wo.ko) ow ("'2''':!) 

(50) 

Clearly, (50) is satisfied with strict inequalities if and 
only if 

( OE x 
I ) (OE x ) (OE ) sgn - = sgn -I = - sgn _x I . 

ow (wo.ko) ow ("'2,k:J) ow (wj,kj ) 

(51) 
Moreover, (50) cannot be satisfied if all the waves have 
positive or negative energy. But if the zeroth and 
second waves have positive energy and the first wave 
has negative energy, then condition (9) or (50) is satis
fied. In this case, if 1)o(ao) :=: Re{J.tba~(O)al (0)a 2 (0)} ~ 0, 
then 1)o(a(t)) ~ 0 for all t ~ 0 implyinl?; that the zeroth 
wave gains energy at all time. On the other hand, if the 
first wave has positive energy and the remaining waves 
have negative energy, then the zeroth wave loses energy 
at all time provided that lJo(ao) ~ O. Analogous results 
can be also established for the first and second waves. 

In a similar way, we can derive conditions for the 
unidirectional wave-energy transfer in the nonlinear 
interaction of two transverse waves (w 0' k 0)' (wl' k 1) 
(with same polarization) and a longitudinal wave (w 2 , k 2 ) 

in a magnetized collisionless electron plasma. For 
this case, the coupling coefficients Mj are given by12 

Mo = w5QJg±(wo,k o)' M1 = w~QJg±(Wl'kl)' 

1-l2 = - tQ1 c:: I ("'2.":!J

1
, 

where 
0(W2E±) I 

g±(w;, k) :=: 
ow (w;,k/ 

i = 0,1. 

(52) 

(53) 

The explicit expressions for E± and C~ 1 are given in Ref. 
12. By direct computation, it can be deduced that for the 
zeroth wave, condition (9) is satisfied with strict in
equalities if and only if 

sgn[g±(wo,ko)]:=: sgn[g±(wl'kl)]:=:- sgn(OExl ) 
ow (wo.ko) • (54) 

Thus, condition (9) can be interpreted again in terms of 
the signs of the wave energy as in the case of three 
longitudinal waves. 
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